
Social distancing. School closures. N95
masks. PPE shortages. Hospital bed surges.

The policies, vocabulary and impact of
the pandemic may seem fresh to most
Illinoisans, but those terms have long been
part of a 15-year-old, 120-page document
that’s the state’s guiding plan for responding
to a pandemic.

That plan anticipated some of the steps
Illinois has already taken, such as limiting
public gatherings, isolating the sick and
keeping everyone else spread apart by
closing schools and limiting commerce. It
also predicted shortages of medical sup-
plies, overflowing hospitals and sickened
health care workers.

It offers a road map for dealing with a
broad range of developments. It also offers a
grim reminder that even with planning in
place, this type of pandemic was long
expected to take a heavy toll.

The plan modeled a “medium” influenza
pandemic: up to 4.5 million Illinoisans
infected, leading to 12,000 to 38,000 hospi-
talized, with 4,000 to 9,000 deaths amid
likely multiple waves of the outbreak.

Among the considerations in the plan:
temporary morgues for large number of
dead and targeted delivery of a yet-to-be-
developed vaccine.

The state has not responded to Tribune 

Coronavirus
testing the
pandemic
playbook
State’s response was drawn up
years before this outbreak

By Joe Mahr and Hal Dardick
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When Gov. J.B. Pritzker took office, the
biggest task before him was getting the
state’s deeply troubled finances onto more
stable ground.

But just more than a year into his tenure,
he is navigating a public health crisis that’s
growing exponentially every day — forcing
the rookie politician to confront an unex-
pected challenge that threatens lives while
also piling onto the state’s fiscal distress.

Pritzker has taken on President Donald
Trump and been among the nation’s first
state leaders to impose severe restrictions
on businesses and residents in an effort to
curb the spread of the new coronavirus.
His response has raised his national profile
and is sure to become part of his legacy.

He has faced criticism from some
Republicans for his daily admonishments
of the federal government, and from local
election authorities for allowing the March
17 primaries to go ahead as scheduled. But
he’s also been widely praised by political
observers, public health experts and lead-
ers in both parties for his efforts to mitigate
the COVID-19 crisis.

Bob Griffin, the dean of the College of
Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Se-
curity and Cybersecurity at the State
University of New York at Albany, said
Pritzker has gotten Trump’s attention, and 

Pritzker the
rookie tackles
issue head-on
‘A switch gets flipped when
crises develop,’ governor says

By Jamie Munks, Dan Petrella
and Antonia Ayres-Brown
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Faced with a government order to stay
home, a family of five in Oak Park made the
best of their unexpected time together by
competing on their backyard basketball
hoop each afternoon.

A retired great-grandmother in the
Kenwood neighborhood worried about
whether she could go through with her
international travel plans. With nowhere
to go, she did some reading she’d put off
and packed away her winter clothes.

A retired South Loop teacher took
advantage of the empty sidewalks to take

his dog for long walks, encountering few
people aside from joggers who came too
close for comfort, considering the times.

They were among the millions through-
out Illinois forced to adjust their lives in
the week since Gov. J.B. Pritzker issued a
directive that closed many workplaces,
scuttled events and required folks to
largely stay home.

People hunkered down and waited to
see the benefits of a drastic action designed
to slow the spread of the coronavirus, even
if the order couldn’t prevent those already
infected from getting sick. In the week
after the decree, the number of reported
cases quadrupled and deaths increased
nearly sixfold. 

Not everyone treated the rules as
seriously as they were intended. And so
after almost a week of warnings, an
incensed Mayor Lori Lightfoot closed the
Lakefront Trail and other recreational hot
spots as cops who had taken a hands-off
approach started enforcing the order more
aggressively. 

Those concerns extended beyond Chi-
cago as neighbors monitored one another
and didn’t always like what they saw. One
woman in Naperville said she called the
cops to report 100 or so people gathered
near Knoch Knolls Park on Wednesday.
The crowds eventually thinned, but some 

Madison Schindlbeck, 12, left, with her mother, Nicole, and siblings, picks up litter around a pond in the Savannah subdivision of Aurora. 
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WEEK OF TOGETHERNESS,
WORRY, NEW TRADITIONS
Across city and suburbs, residents striving to make the best of a bad situation 

By Steve Johnson, 
Genevieve Bookwalter, 
William Lee and Dan Hinkel
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The death of an infant diagnosed with
COVID-19 prompted another stern warning
Saturday from Gov. J.B. Pritzker and public
health officials about the importance of
obeying the week-old stay-at-home order.

The child, whose exact age and medical
history were not released, lived in Chicago
and is believed to be the youngest person in
the United States whose death has been
linked to the coronavirus.

The infant’s death clearly shook Pritzker,
as state officials confirmed 12 other deaths
and 465 new cases. The death toll an-
nounced Saturday marks the state’s highest
single-day total since it began tracking the
virus on Jan. 21.

Illinois now has 3,491 total known cases
and 47 deaths, according to official records.

“I know how difficult this news can be,
especially about this very young child,” the
governor said at his daily news conference.
“Upon hearing it, I admit that I was
immediately shaken. It’s appropriate for any
of us to grieve today. It’s especially sorrowful
for the family of this very small child for the
years stolen from this infant. We should
grieve. … We should grieve for a sense of
normalcy we left behind just a few short
weeks ago.”

A state employee also was among the
deaths announced Saturday.

Others included eight people in Chicago; 

Turn to Infant, Page 10
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Chicago
infant
among
deaths
Pritzker reports 465 new
cases, issues warning to
obey stay-at-home order
By Stacy St. Clair 
and Cecilia Reyes

A usually bustling city has turned quiet as many residents stay indoors because of the
coronavirus pandemic. West Wacker Drive in downtown Chicago was nearly desert-
ed Tuesday. See more photos of an empty Chicago at chicagotribune.com/photos.

MORE CORONAVIRUS COVERAGE
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Streets empty as people stay home

It’s not clear whether he has power to
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Jersey and Connecticut. Page 23
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As deaths attributable to the virus tick
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Remembering lives lost
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ACCURACY AND ETHICS 
Margaret Holt, standards editor

During this coronavirus shutdown,
as so many of us have become un-
moored, finding it difficult to process
all the changes we’re facing, I won-
dered:

What’s the safe way during the
pandemic to tell the neighbors you’re
moving after 25 years in your home?

You can’t hug them. Email is so
infuriatingly sterile. Handwritten
notes on fine stationery would be
nice, but doesn’t coronavirus linger on
surfaces? And bleach wipes would
ruin the penmanship.

You could put out black flags. But I
didn’t have any just then. And besides,
black flags may have led some into
thinking we had the medieval plague.
No need to stoke more panic, when
politicians and media types are doing
such a fine job of it. So, I did some-
thing else:

I dragged two old black Weber
Smokey Mountain Cookers that we
weren’t taking with us out to the curb.
And my old black kettle grill.

These were the wretched black
flags of our intent, made of barbecue
equipment.

“You’re moving?” said Melissa.
“Oh, we already knew that, when you
sodded over your garden and wrote
about packing away all your books.”

Then she told us she was going to
Spain, since she had tickets and her
daughter was there.

You’re going during coronavirus?
Are you crazy?

“You get it here or you get it there,”
she said rather perkily.

The news is full of what to do and
what not to do during the coronavirus
pandemic. But trust me, here are a
few things on the what-not-to-do list:

In a span of just three days, do not
close on your house and then scram-
ble to find a new place because the
place you thought you had lined up
informs you at the eleventh hour that
it won’t accept Zeus the Wonder Dog.

Betty found us a new place. We
moved my mom into her nursing

home. The next day, we signed the
closing papers on the sale of the
house. The new owners were nice,
and they have little children and the
big backyard is perfect for them.

When the movers arrived, they
underestimated things, so instead of
one day, it took two. We stayed up all
night sweeping out our old home and
finished just as the new owners ar-
rived for the final walk-through.

Moving amid frenzied stress is not
a good thing. The original downsizing
plan was to move in with our sons for
a few months until we figured out
what we’d do long-term. The boys
pretended to be overjoyed. The prob-
lem was their lease.

It mandated we could not have a
“mammal” over 50 pounds. Zeus the
Wonder Dog is most definitely a
mammal, a lean 60 pounds. But I
didn’t think building management
would have the gall to weigh him.

It turned out, though, that the
landlord interpreted the lease this
way: “Mammal” didn’t apply to dogs.
Apparently, in the universe of land-
lords, “mammal” means only “cat.”

They accept 50-pound cats? If you
have a 50-pound cat, I hope for your
sake that you never let it go hungry.
Or you may be deposited against your
will, in altered form, under the shrub-
bery.

And so, we’ve become unmoored,
without time to process everything
that’s happening. In the context of all
the misery out there, our move is
insignificant. All of you have been
unmoored, too, by the loss of jobs, the
closing of workplaces, the fear in the
eyes of bickering political leaders
uncertain how they’ll handle the
chaos that might come.

You’re stuck at home, hunkering
down, wondering about your job,
worrying about friends and family.
Some have become ill. Others have
died.

Weddings have been canceled,
christenings, school years have been

canceled, commencements, summer
internships young people depend on,
and more.

You’re worried about the nurses, or
the paramedics and cops rushing to
help without masks. Our nephew is
an ER doc. My brother manages a
grocery store. He deals with anxious
customers every day, demanding
toilet paper and disinfectant wipes
and whatever else the hoarders
haven’t grabbed.

Our story isn’t about life or death or
fear. It’s small. But all the changes in
such a short time have unmoored us.
What’s infuriating is that with all
that’s going on, the news, the aggres-
sion born of fear that runs just under
the surface of culture, it’s been diffi-
cult, I think, for all of us to process it
all.

We hoped to have a day or two at
our (old) home to talk things out, to
recall, out loud, the life we loved
there, the life we lived for 25 years in
that beautiful suburban village.

The warm morning when I drove
Betty and our boys home from the
hospital after their birth, the big mag-
nolia tree out front in full bloom.
Teaching the boys to pitch in the
backyard, watching as they taught
themselves soccer moves on the grass.
The vegetable garden, Betty’s roses,
the Easter Sundays and lamb roasts,
that polar vortex without heat when
we huddled around the fireplace and
thought of Jack London.

But with all that went on, finding a
new place, rushing through every-
thing, we didn’t have the time.

The movers filled the truck. We
followed them out down the street.

And just like that, we were gone.

Listen to “The Chicago Way” podcast
with John Kass and Jeff Carlin — at
www.wgnradio.com/category/wgn-
plus/thechicagoway.

jskass@chicagotribune.com
Twitter @John_Kass

John Kass announces to his neighbors he’s leaving by putting his smokers at the curb. 
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John Kass

Smokers become signal 
of the big unmooring

“Chicago The Musical” has played on Broadway for more
than 9,600 performances since it premiered on Nov. 14,
1996, yet not many people know the characters of Roxie
Hart, Velma Kelly and others are inspired by real women.
Their stories were captured by Tribune reporters includ-
ing Maurine Watkins, who worked at the newspaper for
just eight months in 1924. Watkins drew on her access to
women accused of murder inside Cook County Jail to
write a three-act play that later became “Chicago.” For
the first time in almost a century, see photos of these
real women that were discovered by Tribune photo de-
partment. This new book also includes original news-
paper clippings, Watkins’ stories and new analysis writ-
ten by Tribune reporter Kori Rumore, film critic Michael
Phillips, theater critic Chris Jones and columnists Heidi
Stevens and Rick Kogan.

“Even the Terrible Things Seem Beautiful to Me Now,

2nd Edition” Over the last two decades, Mary Schmich’s
column in the Tribune has offered advice, humor and
discerning commentary on a broad array of topics in-
cluding family, personal milestones, mental illness, writ-
ing and life in Chicago. This second edition — updated to
include Schmich’s best pieces since its original publica-
tion — collects her ten Pulitzer-winning columns along
with more than 150 others, creating a compelling collec-
tion that reflects Schmich’s thoughtful, insightful and
engaging sensibility.

All Chicago Tribune print books are available online at

chicagotribune.com/printbooks
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Early Tuesday morning, as news
everywhere focused on the global
calamity called the coronavirus, a girl
named Isabella emerged into the
world.

She arrived black-haired, 8
pounds, healthy and loved. A lucky
girl.

Isabella is the first child of my
31-year-old niece Meredith, who felt
lucky too. Forget for the moment that
her husband just lost his job as a bar
manager, becoming another econo-
mic casualty of COVID-19. What
mattered this week was that she’d
delivered a healthy baby during a
pandemic.

Isabella was induced at 39 weeks
— a little early — and the timing was
an unexpected blessing in an unsta-
ble world. When Meredith arrived at
the hospital, pregnant women were
still allowed two visitors. By the next
day, because of coronavirus precau-
tions, the limit was one, and Mere-
dith knew that soon, as has happened
in New York, it might be none. Lucky.

“It was a weird feeling,” she texted
me later, meaning weird to feel glad
that she’d had to go to the hospital
when she did, which allowed her to
get in and out “before things get any
crazier.”

Meredith lives in Oregon, and I
offer her story as just one example of
what’s happening all over the coun-
try: women having babies, or prepar-
ing to, during a time of coronavirus
siege and economic convulsions.

“Birthing moms are really left
behind in this conversation,” said
Melissa Simon, an obstetrician/gyne-
cologist at Northwestern Medicine
Prentice Women’s Hospital. “They’re
the only ones who are healthy who
have to come to the hospital. It makes
the stress level go up.”

At Prentice, as at other hospitals in
Chicago, procedures for pregnant
women keep adapting to the pan-
demic. As of Friday, laboring mothers
were allowed only one visitor, and
that person had to be screened for
COVID-like symptoms. The desig-
nated visitor can’t be replaced. In
other words, your mother can’t be
there for a while and then make way
for your partner or a doula.

“A lot of moms are coming to me
talking about fear and anxiety,” Si-
mon said. “This anxiety is normal for
any mom, but right now during this
COVID outbreak, the anxiety and
fear are heightened.”

She tries to reassure them: You are
not alone. This, too, shall pass. You
will have a good life with your family.
Reach out for help if you need it.

Being or feeling alone during
childbirth is one anxiety. Another is
the virus itself, whose effects on
women and their pregnancies remain
murky. At Prentice, as at other hospi-
tals, women with COVID-19 or the
flu — or with symptoms — are being
treated separately from women with-
out. They’re also being treated by
separate health care teams to avoid

transferring infections.
These sudden new anxieties

around pregnancy and childbirth
come in different forms.

Kara Goldman, an assistant profes-
sor of obstetrics and gynecology at
Northwestern University Feinberg
School of Medicine, is also seeing a
lot of anxious patients. She’s a fertil-
ity specialist. For now, fertility treat-
ments are suspended. 

“The general feeling among pa-
tients is overwhelming uncertainty,”
she said. “If they can’t get pregnant
now, when will be safe for them to
get pregnant? If they’ve been trying
for a long time and don’t have access
to fertility treatments, when will that
access be available? For older pa-
tients, does waiting mean they’ll lose
the opportunity to conceive en-
tirely?”

The day we talked, she had been
seeing cancer patients. She men-
tioned she’d worn a mask. Then she
added, “We have to keep our masks
stashed away now because they were
disappearing quickly.”

Goldman worries about the lack of
protective gear for all medical work-
ers in this crisis. She worries about
something else as well, and she ech-
oes Melissa Simon when she says it,
more than once: It’s still safer to have
a baby in the hospital than at home.

For many women, the stresses
involved with pregnancy are com-
pounded by the new economic dis-
tress. Simon hears stories of women
or their spouses losing their jobs, of

pregnant women quitting because
they can’t work from home.

“This COVID virus is really accen-
tuating disparities,” she said. “Many
of my patients are publicly insured
and they are having a hard time. They
are the ones on the front lines —
working in the grocery stores, help-
ing do the Prime and Instacart deliv-
eries. The women I take care of are
on the front lines of this virus, just
like I am, and it breaks my heart. The
disadvantaged are even more disad-
vantaged. We all have to think about
what we have relative to one other
right now.”

My niece Meredith is taking that
approach. She left her job running
her own one-person nail salon early
this year to take care of herself while
waiting for her baby, so she, as well as
her husband, Travis, is out of work.
She still feels lucky. Travis can collect
unemployment and hopes to get his
job back. Public health insurance has
replaced the insurance he lost when
he was laid off. They have parents
who can help.

Her main regret for the moment is
that family members have had to
cancel trips to come visit Isabella, a
girl born into a generation that will
be shaped by a pandemic.

“That’s all part of her birth story
now,” Meredith texted me from the
hospital, “which is pretty weird!
Hoping it makes for a good story
later.”

mschmich@chicagotribune.com

The uncertainties of having 
a baby during a pandemic

Mary Schmich 

Isabella Manuela Duran was born March 24 in Oregon. 
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Howdy, folks!
Welcome to Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s
Coronavirus Pan-
demic Death-Cult
Bandwagon.

ALL ABOARD! If
you love Trump and
don’t much care
whether people —

yourself included — live or die, this is the
ride for you.

We’ve got our infallible president at the
helm and we’re charging forward. Destina-
tion: Easter!

That’s the day President Trump said the
American economy is going to open back
up. He said, “You’ll have packed churches
all over our country.” Hot damn! Don’t let
the dramatically increasing number of
confirmed cases of COVID-19 and the
more than 1,000 Americans who’ve already
died fool you. We’ve got this thing licked
and we are gonna stuff ourselves into the
pews and do some hand shakin’.

“Our country wants to get back to work,”
Trump said. He took the polling from this
week that showed three-fourths of voters
think the country’s social distancing mea-
sures should be more strict and threw it
right into the “Who Cares?” bin with the
rest of the so-called data and expert advice
getting tossed his way.

Who needs that nonsense when you’ve
got a gut feeling about a virus that’s killing
people but, more importantly, endangering
your presidency? GOTTA GO WITH THE
GUT, BABY! This pandemic is wrappin’ up,
whether those people who keep inconven-
iently dying like it or not.

And we’re going to get the American
economy revved up right quick, even if it
means a few hundred thousand people on
the Coronavirus Pandemic Death-Cult
Bandwagon have to make an earlier-than-
expected appearance at the great Trump
rally in the sky.

Wise conservative thinker Glenn Beck
said this week: “I’d rather die than kill the
country.”

And Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick said he
has spoken with “hundreds of people” who
are willing to take a chance on their sur-
vival and get back to work to preserve the
“America that all America loves” for their
children and grandchildren.

“And if that’s the exchange, I’m all in,”
Patrick said, bravely overlooking the liberal
“fact” that going back to work too soon in
the midst of a pandemic could worsen the
crisis, cost lives and make it harder to pre-
serve the America that all America loves.

Patrick and Beck and Trump and every-
one else on the Coronavirus Pandemic
Death-Cult Bandwagon are showing
Americans that in order to make a power-
ful economic omelet, you have to break a
few eggs, or in this case, cause the unneces-
sary deaths of a lot of people you don’t
know and possibly a few you do know.

But c’mon, what’s there to worry about?
It’s really just the stupid media making
everyone nervous about the coronavirus.

Trump tweeted Wednesday: “The
LameStream Media is the dominant force in
trying to get me to keep our Country closed
as long as possible in the hope that it will be
detrimental to my election success. The real
people want to get back to work ASAP. We
will be stronger than ever before!”

It’s crazy how the media has spooked
governors across the country into issuing
shelter-in-place orders and convinced coun-
tries like Canada and Australia and France to
close their borders and gotten Spain to
report more than 3,400 COVID-19 deaths
and tricked Italy into reporting more than
7,500 deaths from the disease and probably
paid medical experts like famed epidemiolo-
gist Larry Brilliant to say that any attempt to
restart the American economy by Easter
would be “an error of epic proportions.”

PEOPLE WANT TO GET BACK TO
WORK AND DONALD TRUMP’S ELEC-
TION SUCCESS IS VERY IMPORTANT!

Are you going to listen to someone like
Dr. Tom Inglesby, a health security expert
at Johns Hopkins University, who said that
if social distancing restrictions are lifted
before the outbreak is more contained,
COVID-19 “would spread widely, rapidly,
terribly, and could kill potentially millions
in the year ahead, with huge social and
economic impact.”

Or are you going to listen to our gut-
feeling-having president, who said
Wednesday during a coronavirus press
briefing: “I think there are certain people
who would like it to not open so quickly. I
think there are certain people that would
like it to do financially poorly because they
think that would be very good as far as
defeating me at the polls. … They would
love to see me, for whatever reason, be-
cause we’ve done one hell of a job — no-
body’s done the job that we’ve done, and
it’s lucky that you have this group here
right now for this problem or you wouldn’t
even have a country left.”

I know my choice. I’m ignoring the nerd
who wants to tank the economy just to save
“potentially millions” and going with the
straight-talkin’ president who would gladly
escort your grandma to the grave if it
boosted the stock market a point and
helped him win reelection.

Send us to our jobs/demise, President
Trump! Everyone on this bandwagon is
ready and willing. After all, it’s a death cult.
Either you’re in or you’re out.

Trump’s death
cult bandwagon
has room for all

Rex W.
Huppke 

The daily schedule of horse trainer
Hosea Williams hasn’t changed much
since COVID-19 started to batter Illinois’
economy. He still rises at 4 a.m. each
morning and heads for the stables of
Cicero’s Hawthorne Race Course where
his six Standardbreds await their daily
exercise.

There is one difference, though. Once
the weekend comes, there will be no racing
— and thus, even as his expenses mount, no
income.

“I’ve got a payroll — not a huge one, but I
pay three people every week,” Williams
said. “I will be OK. But you’ve got people
there who are not OK.”

Gov. J.B. Pritzker’s stay-at-home order
issued to combat the coronavirus outbreak
has hammered many trades, but none
more than the equine industry. From
racetracks to trail rides, many who make a
living through horses have seen their
incomes dry up almost entirely.

But unlike other businesses, horse
owners say, they can’t merely hunker
down and wait for things to get better.

“If you’ve got a movie theater, you shut it
down and put a closed sign in the window,”
said Gerald Hansen, a Monee-based owner
and trainer of harness horses. “With
horses, they’ve got to eat every day.
They’ve got to be worked every day. If this
thing goes more than a month, we’re in
deep trouble.”

Hawthorne began its season the second

week of February but got in only five
weekends of harness racing before it had
to close. No racing means no betting, no
purses and no way to offset the roughly
$1,500 in monthly expenses each horse
racks up.

The track briefly planned to keep racing
without fans in the stands — betting would
have continued online — but shut down
entirely after Pritzker limited the size of
public gatherings.

About 600 horses are still boarding at
the track, Hawthorne spokesman Jim
Miller said, and the backstretch workers
who care for them are still there too. He
said the Cicero school district, which
many of the workers’ children attend, is
providing meals for the kids.

The stay-at-home order runs through
April 7, meaning the track will be idle for at
least two more weekends. But Pritzker has
suggested the order could be extended, a
thought that unnerves the harness racing
community.

“As this goes on, two weeks, three
weeks, we could be OK,” said Tony
Somone of the Illinois Harness Horse-
men’s Association. “But as it hits four
weeks, five weeks, six weeks, we’re going
to see some horsemen struggle to feed
themselves and feed their horses.”

Should it come to that, some will have to
sell their horses in a glutted marketplace,
though Hansen said the destination of last
resort isn’t the proverbial glue factory —
it’s Amish country, where families use
harness horses to pull buggies.

Somone said some in the sport are
pursuing emergency small business loans
offered by the state, though he questioned
whether the money would arrive before

racing resumes.
The situation isn’t much better with

thoroughbreds. The racing season at
Arlington International Racecourse is sup-
posed to begin May 1, but that start date
seems unlikely.

The Illinois Thoroughbred Horsemen’s
Association, which represents owners and
trainers, was still negotiating a contract
with the track when major sporting events
began to be canceled. The talks have
remained on hold since no one is certain
when public gatherings will again be
allowed, said executive director David
McCaffrey.

Churchill Downs Inc., which owns
Arlington International, did not return a
request for comment.

Though some tracks elsewhere in the
country remain in operation, Chris Block,
an Illinois-based trainer and breeder, said
many horses have nowhere to race.
Thoroughbred sales have also felt the
impact of the virus: Upcoming auctions
have been postponed after the last one saw
many horses sold for a fraction of their
value, if they sold at all.

Other corners of the industry are also
feeling the pain. Paula Briney, president of
the Horsemen’s Council of Illinois, boards
and trains 30 horses near Springfield, and
said while fees for those services have
continued to come in, that won’t last
forever in the coronavirus economy.

“The longer this drags out, the more
(parts of the industry) this is going to
affect, and people will struggle to stay in
business and/or keep their horses,” she
said.

jkeilman@chicagotribune.com

Frizell Thomas bathes Fox Valley Jason after a training session Thursday at Hawthorne Race Course in Cicero. 
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From racetracks to trail rides,
state equine industry in peril
Because of their need to feed,
horse owners’ funds run low

By John Keilman

It all felt so familiar: the cross wrapped
in purple drapes hanging on the wall, the
choir singing in sync with the organ and
the pastor in his usual place preaching
from the pulpit.

Sure, the wooden pews were empty. But
on this day, her couch was the pew as she
streamed the service from her iPad.

“It felt real,” said Marcia Gruschow, 69,
who is a member of First St. Paul’s
Lutheran Church in Old Town. “It felt like
I was there.” 

It was Gruschow’s first time watching
her church’s service online. But for Gr-
uschow and many others, this has become
a new reality.

From Christians to Jews to Muslims,
people in the Chicago area and across the
world have been forced to find ways to
remain spiritually engaged and socially
connected, as the threat of COVID-19
persists and widespread government stay-
at-home orders are in effect.

Religious leaders first altered services,
limiting physical contact, and then can-
celed religious services altogether, strip-
ping access to rituals precious to millions
of people. As places of worship closed their
doors, pastors, rabbis, imams and their
congregations had to adjust to fight the
isolation.

In a message before his online sermon
Sunday morning, the Rev. Tom Johnson of
First St. Paul’s advised his congregation
not to retreat socially during this time of
isolation.

“I do hope that we will call one another,
email one another, text one another,
Facebook one another,” he said. “Stay
socially connected. Stay knitted together
as the body of Christ.”

Similarly, in a public video released this
week, Chicago Cardinal Blase Cupich
encouraged people to maintain a spiritual
closeness during church and school clo-

sures.
“Now more than ever, we need the

comfort and peace worshipping together
brings,” Cupich said. “The church is so
much more than a building. For each
family, each home is a domestic church.”

Some religious obligations, however,
cannot be fulfilled through a computer
screen.

Muslim men are mandated by scripture
to pray every Friday with a congregation at
a mosque, said Salman Azam, member and
secretary at the Downtown Islamic Cen-
ter. So, when he learned that his mosque
would be closed for Friday prayer, he took
matters into his own hands.

When he arrived home after work the
first Friday after prayer services were
canceled, he put on his kufi, laid his prayer
rug out facing northeast toward Mecca and
prayed. But something was missing.

“I tried to emulate it as much as
possible, but it definitely felt like some-
thing was missing, and it was a very eerie
feeling,” Azam said.

During Ramadan, the holiest month in
the Muslim calendar, which is approach-
ing, mosques usually play a vital role for

Muslims.
“These are the weeks leading up to

Ramadan, so people try to strengthen that
spiritual connection as they approach
Ramadan, and the mosque has some
communal fasts to help get them ready and
excited,” Azam said.

But having no building to gather in
leaves more than a spiritual void for people
whose social life is centered on their place
of worship.

Hasmick Rich, 95, who attends Lincoln
Park Presbyterian Church, said she has
many friends at her church and she felt a
loss when church services were sus-
pended.

“The church has been my second
home,” she said. “It’s more or less my life
these days.”

But being able to remotely tap into her
pastor’s weekly sermon and stay con-
nected with other church members online
has buoyed her spirits.

“I’ve not been a big fan of technology,”
Rich said. “Maybe because it’s kind of over
my head. But it has brought people
together, and if we didn’t have access, I
wouldn’t be able to see and talk to these
people.”

Ruth Czarnecki-Lichstein, who attends
KAM Isaiah Israel in Kenwood, said many
of her friends attend her synagogue, so she
felt at ease when her family streamed her
synagogue’s family service for the first
time.

“That first one, it was kind of comforting
to have because everything is a little tense
right now,” she said. “It was nice to have
that familiar piece of life.”

During these uncertain times, having
access to religious services, even remotely,
has brought solace to many people.

“It helps you not feel alone,” Gruschow
said. “It helps you have something to look
forward to. It helps you know that you’re
experiencing and sharing it with other
people.”

Chicago-area faithful streaming to online services
By Javonte Anderson

Hasmick Rich, 95, a member of Lincoln

Park Presbyterian Church, has not been

able to attend services for more than two

weeks because of concerns over COVID-19.
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BY KENNETH S. POLONSKY, MD,

AND SHARON O’KEEFE

UCHICAGO MEDICINE

With cases of COVID-19 spread-
ing throughout Chicago and
Illinois, doctors, nurses and
other healthcare workers are on
the frontlines of the pandemic
as they care for these critically
ill patients rapidly filling our
hospitals to capacity.

Healthcare workers cannot
shelter in place with their loved
ones. They are not 6 feet away
from their patients. They put
themselves at risk every single
shift. And when they go home,
they worry about exposing
their families.

Facing enormous challeng-
es, they are responding with
courage, resolve and exemplary
professionalism.

At the University of Chicago
Medicine, hundreds of doc-
tors volunteered to care for
COVID-19 patients, before even
being asked. Construction
crews worked night and day
to build a dedicated space in
the emergency department for
patients with COVID-like symp-
toms. Pediatric emergency
room nurses have taken turns
rotating into the adult ED to
help with the increase in pa-
tients.

Our medical students are
pitching in to provide corona-
virus education on the phone,
donating blood and making
facemasks, which are in short
supply nationwide, preparing
for the moment they are need-
ed. Basic scientists from across
the University are working with
clinicians and hospital leaders
to develop creative ways of
overcoming shortages and new
approaches to diagnosis and
treatment.

These are just some of the
examples of the commitment
our faculty, staff, residents and
students have as they take on
this common threat.

The medical and scientif-
ic community is working to
advance understanding of the
virus that causes COVID-19,
and to understand why some
patients remain asymptomatic
and others become critically ill;
to improve testing so that we
can more accurately make the
diagnosis; to develop effective
treatments; and to develop a
vaccine to prevent this disease
once and for all.

At UChicago Medicine, we are
initiating important clinical tri-
als, and our physicians will have
access to promising therapies
on a compassionate-use basis
for patients not responding to
standard therapies.

An app developed by two of
our physicians provides up-
to-date COVID information to
clinicians on the ground, as
well as direct phone numbers
to patient rooms to help mini-
mize exposure risks. In the last
month, our clinical pathways
team has worked around the
clock, including weekends, to

To the brave healthcare
workers on the frontlines

Learn how you can join the fight against COVID-19 at UChicagoMedicine.org/ThousandsofDifferences

Thank you for
your courage
and commitment
in the face of
the pandemic

A lone downtown worker crosses Daley Plaza in Chicago, now virtually empty following the state’s stay-at-home
order to slow the spread of coronavirus. The number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in Illinois surpassed 3,000 on
Friday. SUN-TIMES PHOTO

build and update guidelines for
clinical decisions on diagnos-
tic testing, personal protective
equipment and treatments
for those critically ill with
COVID-19. These were shared
publicly to provide guidance
other hospital systems may use.

We know that similar efforts
are going on at hospitals in
the Chicago area and across
the country, with close col-
laboration among doctors,
nurses, hospital leaders and
staff from a variety of different
disciplines as everyone focuses

their efforts to come up with
innovative and creative mecha-
nisms to meet this challenge. In
addition, there has been close
collaboration between hospi-
tals and city, state and feder-
al public health experts and
agencies.

National Doctors’ Day is cele-
brated each year on March 30
to recognize the contributions
of physicians to individual lives
and the communities they serve.
This year, as the global pandem-
ic rages across the nation and
our own city, all of us should
recognize and thank our doc-
tors and their colleagues — the
millions of selfless and coura-
geous healthcare workers serv-
ing at the forefront of the fight
against this insidious virus.

We have a dedicated team of
physicians, nurses, technologists
and support staff taking care of
patients on the frontline. And
there are scores of teams sup-
porting them — from environ-
mental services and social work
to spiritual care and many oth-
ers. They all have been working
every day knowing they are at
risk of exposure, amid an under-
lying concern of running out of
personal protective equipment
and the possibility of exposing
their families as well.

Despite all of this, they contin-
ue to provide the highest level
of care possible. Their dedica-
tion is a true inspiration, and
we are honored to help lead an
organization made up of peo-
ple like them.

Today, as we continue to col-
lectively experience a change
in our daily routines that is
impacting so many of us in
so many different ways, let us
remember to thank our physi-
cians, nurses, and all healthcare
workers and support staff who
are risking their own health to
care for the most vulnerable
among us. They truly deserve
our thanks and our support.

Kenneth S. Polonsky, MD, is
Dean of the Biological Sciences
Division and Executive Vice
President for Medical Affairs
at the University of Chicago.
Sharon O’Keefe is President
of the University of Chicago
Medical Center.

Drive-thru COVID-19 testing at the University of Chicago Medicine. Due to
the shortage of testing supplies, testing is limited to hospitalized patients
with symptoms and healthcare workers with symptoms.

Kenneth S. Polonsky, MD Sharon O’Keefe
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To break into the legal
cannabis industry in Illinois,
Anton Seals Jr. and eight of
his friends scraped together
their personal savings to
submit applications for
business licenses.

Even with discounts as
social equity applicants from
Chicago’s South and West
sides, the nonrefundable ap-
plication fees alone ran
$2,500 per license, or
$27,500 for 11 licenses. If they
win the competitive process,
they’ll have to come up with
millions of dollars more to
build and operate those dis-
pensary, craft grower and
infuser businesses.

Now that the coronavirus
pandemic has thrown the
economy into turmoil, in-
vestment funding, already
difficult to access for minor-
ities in the white owner-
ship-dominated state can-
nabis industry, has tight-
ened up even more.

“In this time, it becomes
an even more risky pro-
position for a family mem-
ber to say I’m going to give
you $5,000 to invest when I
don’t know what’s going on
in the world,” Seals Jr. said.
“Many black entrepreneurs
don’t have the family and
friends network for that.”

Federally chartered
banks and small business
loan programs are off-limits
because of the federal pro-
hibition on cannabis pos-
session. With the stock mar-
ket often facing huge sell-
offs this year, following last
year when cannabis stocks
in Canada took big losses,
investment funding in the
industry has become ex-

tremely tight.
One casualty of the new

environment last week was
an $850 million deal to buy
Chicago-based marijuana
company Verano Holdings.
The deal was killed due to
regulatory obstacles and the
tight capital market.

The pandemic has hit just
as Illinois officials prepare
to issue 75 new recreational
marijuana store licenses in
May, followed by up to 40
craft grower and 40 infuser
licenses in July.

State law gives prefer-
ences to awarding licenses
to “social equity” applicants,
meant to be those who were
adversely affected by the
war on drugs. Those eligible
include people with past
low-level cannabis convic-
tions, or those who’ve lived
in poor neighborhoods,
where blacks and Latinos
were often arrested at far
higher rates than whites —
even though research sug-
gests usage is similar among
different races and ethnic
groups.

Financing hurdles are
even more daunting for mi-
nority investors. Median
wealth for blacks, for in-
stance, was only about one-
tenth as much as for whites,
according to a 2017 Federal
Reserve report. The chal-
lenges facing large compa-
nies are larger for startups,
said Nicholas Vita, a former
Goldman Sachs banker
turned co-founder and CEO
of Columbia Care Inc., one
of the largest cannabis com-
panies in the country.

“It’s been incredibly hard
for large operators, and even
harder for smaller op-
erators, to access capital,”
Vita said. “The cost of debt
sometimes is north of 20%.”

Beyond finances, the
virus made it harder for
people to complete their

license applications by the
original deadline Monday.
Applicants for craft growers
must show that any munici-
pality where they want to
locate has approved zoning
for the site, but with plan-
ning department offices
often closed to the public, as
in Chicago, it became very
difficult to get signed and
notarized documents.

Clients are also leery of
going out for required
fingerprints. Michael
Mayes, CEO of Quantum 9,
which helps clients com-
plete applications that run
hundreds of pages, has sev-
eral clients who are sick and
out of commission, possibly
due to the virus.

“It’s slowed investment
capital to almost nothing,”
Mayes said. “Most invest-
ment funders usually have
another business. Any dis-
posable income is not going
to a secondary investment;
it’s going to their primary
business.”

Mayes can’t even reach
on the phone one client who

owns multiple Burger
Kings, because he’s busy
trying to salvage his fast-
food business.

He hopes that state regu-
lators will either show some
flexibility in allowing appli-
cants to supplement any
incomplete parts of their
applications, as officials
have done previously.

On Sunday, Gov. J.B.
Pritzker extended the dead-
line for submitting applica-
tions to April 30. Applica-
tions are to be submitted via
certified mail rather than
in-person, according to the
executive order.

Seeking a dispensary li-
cense in the Chicago area
can cost $350,000 to $1
million for all the engineer-
ing, security, legal, cannabis
and real estate consulting to
put together a business plan
and application, Mayes said.

Getting up and running
can cost another $1 million
or more, with even greater
costs for a craft grower. But
if a startup can make it past
those hurdles, a dispensary

can bring in revenues of $1
million to $3 million a year.

Despite the virus, the
cannabis business in Illinois
continues to boom. After
about $75 million in newly
legal recreational sales in
the first two months of the
year, despite a slight drop-
off in February, the average
sale in March was up 13%
through March 23, accord-
ing to New Frontier Data,
which tracks sales through
its client dispensaries.

Some of that was due to
customers stocking up in
anticipation of being forced
to stay at home, similar to
people hoarding food, New
Frontier CEO Giadha
Aguirre de Carcer said. But
similar to alcohol, cannabis
is expected to be a safe
haven and even a growth
industry during the crisis. In
Illinois, cannabis dispensa-
ries are permitted to stay
open as essential services.

New Frontier has sched-
uled an April 2 online con-
ference for industry mem-
bers to discuss how to re-

Crisis creates
chaos for pot
entrepreneurs
Funding a problem
as state prepares to
award new licenses
By Robert McCoppin

Anton Seals Jr., the co-founder of Organic Urban Revitalization Solutions, conducts a video conference Friday. 
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spond to the pandemic. 
“Cannabis is expected to

be one of the few industries
that sustains the local econ-
omy, as long as it’s allowed
to do so,” Aguirre de Carcer
said.

With his four dispensary
applications in, Joshua
Jacobs is among those wait-
ing to see if he wins any
licenses. He grew up in
Vernon Hills and lives now
in Chicago’s River North
neighborhood. At age 28, he
runs his own marketing
business and applied as a
social equity candidate
based on a conviction for
cannabis possession when
he was a teenager.

Seeking $1.5 million to
start, he met with investors
last year with the help of
Quantum 9 and landed one
major investor.

Despite uncertainties dur-
ing the pandemic, he said,
this remains a rare opportu-
nity to get into a newly legal
business. “If ever there’s a
time to do this,” he said,
“now is the time.”

Get a clearer picture of the 401k fees
youmight be paying.

Fees are only one considerationwhenmaking the decision to roll over. And in certain situations, feesmay be higher in a rollover IRA. Review your retirement
plan rollover choices at tdameritrade.com/rollover. The 401k fee analyzer tool is for informational and illustrative purposes only, and does not constitute advice.
TDAmeritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC.© 2019 TDAmeritrade.

Your retirement savings should stay in your pocket, which is why TD Ameritrade provides the 401k fee analyzer tool
powered by FeeX. It finds out if you’re paying unnecessary fees on your old 401k and helps you decide if rolling over is
the right move for your retirement.

Visit tdameritrade.com/401kfees to learnmore.
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Our sincere thanks to the brave physicians,

nurses, caregivers and associates of

AMITA Health, who are working on the front

lines and behind the scenes, to stop the spread

of COVID-19. We are grateful for your courage,

compassion and continued commitment.

Learn more about how you can help our heroes

at AMITAhealth.org/InItTogether

Heroes
for

Humanity

Help them
by doing your part

Stay
at

Home

Wash
Your
Hands

Practice
Social

Distancing

AMITAhealth.org
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As the coronavirus pandemic
sickens hundreds more people in
Illinois each day, much confusion
surrounds the process of testing
for the new virus. The Tribune
asked public health and medical
experts for answers to some com-
mon COVID-19 testing questions.

Q: How many people in Illi-
nois have been tested?

A: Not very many. So far, 21,542
Illinois residents have been tested,
according to Illinois Department
of Public Health statistics as of
Friday. More than 3,000 of the
results have come back positive
for infection.

Q: Who gets tested?
A: State health department labs

are restricting testing to the most
severe cases, citing a national test
kit and supply shortage.

Initially, the only patients who
received state lab tests were symp-
tomatic, had contact with a known
patient and first had other ill-
nesses ruled out. The state’s
guidelines were widened earlier
this month to include residents of
nursing homes or other facilities,
patients deemed to be “public
health concerns,” those hospital-
ized with unexplained respiratory
problems, and individuals at a
higher risk of complications.

Other laboratories, though, can
run tests outside the state’s pa-
rameters. For example,
NorthShore University Health-
System performs tests in-house
and says it is now testing patients
who are showing symptoms of
COVID-19 and have a doctor’s
order.

Some doctors who send their
tests to private labs say they’re not
adhering strictly to government
protocols.

“It’s a dilemma I had to go
through personally,” said Dr.
Rahul Khare, founder and CEO of
Innovative Express Care on Chi-
cago’s North Side. “Some people
have four kids, and they need help
from their moms. Or you have a
patient with a high fever, and her
mom is 80. We need to know in
these cases.”

Q: Why is testing important?

A: Medical experts say mass
testing is key to understanding
and getting ahead of the new
virus.

“The tragedy from the last few
months is we’ve been flying blind
because of the delay in testing,”
said Dr. Thomas Tsai, an assistant
professor in the Department of
Health Policy and Management at
the Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health. “Let’s not repeat
that tragedy going forward for the
next three months. That informa-
tion is going to guide the appropri-
ate response.”

Testing can also affect social
behavior, said Dr. Ngozi Ezike,
director of the state health depart-
ment.

“If you knew you were positive,
I think you would be sure to really
withdraw, make sure you stay
away from others,” she said at a
news conference Friday. “And so it
is a part of flattening the curve and
dealing with the pandemic.”

Q: Then why are authorities
limiting who gets tested?

“In an ideal world, we would
have widespread testing,” said Dr.

Allison Arwady, commissioner of
the Chicago Department of Public
Health.

But necessary testing materials
— laboratory machines, solutions
used to preserve and ship nasal
swabs, protective gear for those
performing the tests — remain in
short supply, she said. So medical
authorities are trying to limit
testing to the people most at risk of
becoming acutely ill or spreading
the virus to others.

Some Illinois hospitals have
curtailed their COVID-19 testing
programs in the last week or so.
Others are continuing to test but
carefully monitoring supplies.

“We’re working with what
we’ve got,” Arwady said. “Across
the board, what we have has to go
to places where it’s going to make
the biggest difference for protect-
ing everybody in Chicago.”

Q: Does lack of testing affect
treatment of the coronavirus? 

A: Because there is no cure or
certain treatment regimen for
COVID-19, lack of testing doesn’t
change how people are cared for,
Arwady said. Doctors simply do as

much as they can to alleviate
patients’ discomfort so they have a
better chance of recovering.

“It does not change your clini-
cal scenario one bit,” she said.

Q: When can we expect more
testing in Illinois?

A: Gov. J.B. Pritzker acknowl-
edged that testing — while in-
creasing — remains inadequate.
He has placed much blame on the
federal government for claiming it
would coordinate mass testing.

“The truth is, even now, that’s
not true,” he said at a news
conference Friday. “If I knew then
what I know now, I would have
gone out and bought … many more
machines so we could do it
ourselves.”

The state two weeks ago began
purchasing machines to use and to
provide to outside labs, he said.
Unfortunately, there are still
shortages of all the equipment
involved in testing, he said.

Ezike added that state labs are
increasing to two shifts a day to
run more tests.

“We’re aggressively working to
increase testing; that’s an impor-

tant part of this COVID-19 re-
sponse effort,” she said.

Q: Once a patient is tested,
how long does it take to get test
results?

A: This varies by medical pro-
vider as well as the lab running the
test.

Some Chicago-area residents
have described lengthy delays of
eight days or more. Media from
other U.S. cities reported similar
lags, citing overwhelmed labs.

Pritzker described this problem
as “a bottleneck that’s very diffi-
cult to overcome.”

“Even if you buy more mach-
ines, even if you get the swabs … if
you’ve got all that, you still need
the lab technicians who are
trained on the machines,” he said
Friday. “And guess what? Those
are in short supply too.”

Some hospital systems that
offer their own testing are achiev-
ing much faster turnaround times.
NorthShore is typically delivering
results to patients in about 24
hours, said Dr. Karen Kaul, chair
of the NorthShore Department of
Pathology and Laboratory Medi-
cine. Amita Health also moved to
in-house testing this week and has
been getting results to patients in
about 24 hours.

Q: What does the future
hold?

A: Medical professionals are
eager for development of a blood
test to detect antibodies to the
coronavirus, which would be eas-
ier to administer than a nasal swab
and could also show whether a
patient was previously infected
with COVID-19, said Dr. Robert
Gallo, co-founder and director of
the Institute of Human Virology at
the University of Maryland School
of Medicine.

That information could deter-
mine who should be quarantined,
whose contacts should be tracked
down and tested, and whether the
patient is at least temporarily
immune to the virus.

“I think now we’re close,” Gallo
said. “I think there are many
companies that are going to be
coming out with something very
soon.”

eleventis@chicagotribune.com
hdardick@chicagotribune.com
lschencker@chicagotribune.com

Experts provide answers to testing questions
By Angie Leventis Lourgos,
Hal Dardick 
and Lisa Schencker

Dr. Rahul Khare walks through the parking lot of Innovative Express Care on Chicago’s North Side on Tuesday

while workers perform drive-thru tests for COVID-19. 
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CHRIST HAS RISEN!
The Love of Christ knows no bounds.

During these uncertain times take comfort in

knowing that God, who is all good and all loving,

is with you.

Your needs and concerns during these moments

of difficulties are shared with all of us at Catholic

Cemeteries and our dedicated staff. Please be

assured of our prayers, as it our privilege to serve

you and your families. We are here for you now,

just as we have been for over 180 years.

The Catholic Cemeteries of Chicago remains

committed to serve you and your family for all

of your burial needs. We will

continue to carry out burials

reverently and responsibly.

Peace of mind and

heart are wished upon

you and your family

today and always.

We invite you to attend

our on-line mass on

Palm Sunday and Easter Sunday

www.CatholicCemeteriesChicago.org

708-236-5400

708-449-2340 Español

708-236-5446 Po Polsku

CTSQ-MOH1

Creating Healthy Environments, for 4 Generations

www.koshgarianrugcleaners.com

Hinsdale
630-325-0243
Naperville

630-420-9181

WE ARE HERE TO CLEAN FOR YOU!

According to the CDC, deep cleaning with hot
water extraction, is the 1st step in keeping a

healthy environment in your home or business.
Koshgarian Rug Cleaners, Inc is open as an
essential business, using extra measures to

ensure your safety when you hire our company.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

• Clean and disinfect common contact areas
constantly

• Avoid close contact with others

• Wash hands with soap & water for at least
20 seconds, including finger tips

WHY USE KOSHGARIAN

• Locally owned and operated family business

• All technicians trained by IICRC certified
professionals

• Licensed, binded and insured

• OSHA approved safety equipment & standards

OUR SERVICES

• Hot water extraction to deep clean carpets,
upholstery, rugs, tile and hardwood flooring

• Fogging with anti-microbials after cleaning

• Using preventative measure such as disinfecting
our tools after each job

• Using EPA approved sanitizing products

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
248 E OGDEN AVE, HINSDALE, IL 60521
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ALL DEALERSHIP SALES DEPARTMENTS OPEN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SERVICE & PARTS DEPARTMENTS OFFER VEHICLE PICKUP & DELIVERY TO YOUR HOME.
WE ARE OPEN AND FOLLOWING THE CDC RECOMMENDATIONS OF SOCIAL DISTANCING.

CALL OR GO ONLINE FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT.

zeigler.com

AUTO GROUP

A heartfelt

to all the

FIRST
RESPONDERS

and doctors, nurses, and healthcare
workers who are working tirelessly
as our first line of defense during

this time of crisis.

You are our heroes.
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Trader Joe’s. But, you know,
it’s just out of my reach.”

The 66-year-old retired
teacher spent some of his
time strolling on largely
empty sidewalks.

“I’m getting a lot of steps
in every day walking the
dog, just walking around
the neighborhood and
steering clear of people —
and for the most part people
steer clear of me. Except
joggers, I have to say, who
seem to not have a problem
coming up beside you, huff-
ing and puffing and coming

within a foot,” he said.
That desire for social

distance has birthed new
traditions, as in Evanston,
where neighbors in the 800
block of Madison Street
have started a “Six Feet at
Six” check-in at the ends of
their driveways around 6
p.m. Organizer Emma Daisy
said she was inspired by
videos of homebound Ital-
ians joining together in
song.

“I have a 3-year-old who
loves to sing songs,” Daisy
said of her son, Lewis. “We

ductive use of her days by
catching up on old maga-
zine articles and packing
winter clothes away. She
hadn’t ventured out for gro-
ceries since the stay-at-
home order was instituted,
however.

Similarly, Alan Robinson
was trying to get used to the
new normal in the South
Loop.

“I’m very much used to,
‘Oh, you need an onion? I’ll
be back in five minutes,’” he
said. “Now, I can look out
my window and see the

young people still headed
back to the park, she said.

“Our barrier to this pan-
demic is only as strong as
our weakest link,” said the
woman, who asked not to be
identified for fear of retri-
bution.

While some tested the
limits outside, people ad-
justed to life lived mostly
indoors. They experi-
mented with their facial
hair, hung pictures of bears
in their windows for kids to
see and sang Bon Jovi’s
“Livin’ on a Prayer” out
windows.

Many shifted their pro-
fessional lives to their
homes, but less fortunate
people lost their paychecks
and struggled with paying
the bills. Still others — from
cops to health care workers
to cooks — reported to work
despite the danger.

Across the city and sub-
urbs, people voiced their
worry, as well as their deter-
mination to make the best of
a bad situation and main-
tain community amid the
anxiety and sadness.

Whatever else was going
on, the Cotter family of Oak
Park — wife Carrie, hus-
band Matt and three kids
from fourth grade to high
school — gathered in the
late afternoon under a back-
yard basketball hoop for a
game of “knockout,” a com-
petitive shooting game.

“We always complain
about how there’s never
enough time, and you wish
time would stand still and
they’re growing up too fast,”
said Carrie Cotter, a lawyer
now trying to find space to
work from home. “So in that
sense, if you have your basic
needs taken care of, there’s
something kind of nice
about it. I recognize that it’s
really lucky to be able to
view extra time with every-
body as a good thing.”

Fellow Oak Parker Bill
Parkinson noted the merits
of living in a neighborhood
where the homes are close
together. His teen daugh-
ters have been “out back
with the kids next door,
doing tie-dye, each on their
respective porches.”

“My neighbor told me
that he was invited over to
somebody’s house, and they
had a fire pit in the middle
of the yard, and they had
marked out places that peo-
ple could stand. And then
they handed them a Ziploc
bag with a (local)
Kinslahger beer in it. And
they stood around the fire
pit at a very long distance
and shot the breeze,” said
Parkinson, a Field Museum
anthropologist and Uni-
versity of Illinois at Chicago
professor. “That part is fun,
right?”

As people sought safe
ways to be together, Rosita
Wood worried about the
future of her pastime —
travel. Her trips were a gift
to herself after years of
caring for her ill mother and
husband. 

Before the virus hit, she
had been planning jaunts to
places including Switzer-
land and Australia.

“I’m really hesitant as far
as giving my money (for the
trips) because I don’t know
what’s going to happen at
this point,” said the Ken-
wood resident. “I’m really
frightened, hesitant or
whatever you want to call it,
(because) this virus is still
floating around.”

Still, Wood, a retired so-
cial worker and business
owner, tried to make pro-

wanted to sing and play the
ukulele for everyone.”

Some residents walk
their dogs or wander up and
down the block to say hello
to those who don’t live next
door. However, “we’re defi-
nitely trying to maintain the
distancing,” Daisy said.

Crises look different
from different perspectives.
Evanston mom Danira Diz-
darevic, who fled war-torn
Sarajevo a quarter-century
ago, said she told her kids
that “we survived genocide,
you can survive two weeks
of lockdown.”

Her husband, Elvir, is a
truck driver, and his job is
considered essential, so he
was on the road working,
she said. Meanwhile, she
has watched over their
teenage children as they
studied, gardened and
wrote letters. Mina, a senior
at Evanston Township High
School, “cried for days”
when she learned her water
polo season likely would not
continue, Danira Dizdare-
vic said. The mother told
the daughter to “be realis-
tic.”

“Let’s pray you can go to
prom,” said Dizdarevic, an
assistant director of gift
planning at Northwestern
University.

After a morning of e-
learning, Nicole Schindlbeck
ushered her three children
outside to pick up trash
along a large pond near their
Aurora home. Using litter
grabbers they received for
Christmas, the family filled
one large bag with garbage
and another with recy-
clables. Nine-year-old
Mayson even saved a little
fish trapped in plastic.

“We’re trying to think of
it as spring break,” said
Schindlbeck, who cleaned
up along with Jason, 14, and
Madison, 12. “The days
don’t go by very fast.”

“I want to help them
realize that we all could do a
little part during the pan-
demic, even if it’s just pick-
ing up litter or helping the
environment,” she said.

It might seem like writers
and artists, who tend to
work at home, would notice
little difference in their pro-
fessional lives during a stay-
at-home order. Not so for
Jefferson Park mystery
writer Lori Rader-Day, who

canceled about 15 events
planned in support of her
new novel, “The Lucky
One,” but struggled to capi-
talize on the free time.

“My attention span is a
little weak at the best of
times, but now it has shat-
tered,” she wrote in an
email. “I’m having trouble
reading anything that re-
quires my full attention or
even watching television
that asks too much of me.”

Keir Graff, who pens fic-
tion for children and adults
at his Buena Park home,
explained the predicament
fellow writers have de-
scribed to him.

“The thing they most
craved — more time to write
— hasn’t been the blessing
they hoped for,” he wrote.
“For me, the way to cope is
to make myself as busy as
possible — I’m at my most
productive when I feel
there aren’t enough hours
in the day.”

Logan Square visual art-
ist Jason Brammer said he’d
put some murals and com-
mercial projects on hold,
and he worried for people in
the service and entertain-
ment industries taking hits
to their livelihoods. A Bud-
dhist, he noted that a crisis
marked by economic suffer-
ing and physical isolation —
and one whose contain-
ment depends on co-
operation — showed how
much people count on one
another.

“This is a forceful exam-
ple of interdependence,” he
said.

Despite the many nega-
tives, Humboldt Park artist
and musician Ben Ezra said
he felt “an internal sense of
joy and peace” and was
happy to be healthy, even if
he was mostly stuck in his
home. 

Ezra said he was looking
forward to returning to his
usual Friday evening haunt,
the Empty Bottle, for its live
country music show. When
the pandemic ends, Ezra
said, he imagined people
who have been connected
by technology might “long
for something real.”

“They’ll long to see an-
other human face, and hug
each other more,” he said.

Chicago’s Tribune’s Stacy St.
Clair contributed.

Week 
Continued from Page 1

Artist Jason Brammer sits in his studio, where he has been cleaning and repairing walls during the first week of the state’s stay-at-home order. 
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Mina Dizdarevic, 18, and her brother, Rijad, 13, work on their dry-land training for water polo

in their backyard in Evanston. 
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Rosita Wood sits in her apartment in the Kenwood neighborhood. She has been keeping

busy during the stay-at-home order, but had to cancel plans for international travel. 
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a McHenry County man in
his 50s; two Kane County
men in their 70s; a Lake
County woman in her 90s;
and a Will County woman in
her 90s.

The governor said the
rising death toll should
serve as a warning to those
who flout his stay-at-home
directive, which went into
effect March 21 and essen-
tially ordered people to iso-
late themselves unless they
have a crucial reason to be in
public.

“The vast, vast majority of
people in Illinois are doing
precisely what we asked
them to do,” Pritzker said.
“But it’s the others — the
people who aren’t obeying
the stay-at-home rule —

who are putting everyone in
danger. It doesn’t take that
many people, frankly, to
break the rules and cause
danger to others.”

The infant’s death is par-
ticularly jarring because the
available scientific evidence
suggests the elderly are the
most vulnerable to the novel
coronavirus’ grasp. Indeed,
more than 85% of deaths in
Illinois involved people 60
years or older, and the very
young have been widely
reported to be the most
resilient.

Nine of Chicago’s 12
deaths have involved people
60 or older, according the
city’s public health depart-
ment. There have been two
deaths of patients between
the ages of 18 and 59.

Children represent just
1.6% of Chicago’s confirmed
cases. There have been no
coronavirus-related hospi-

talizations involving anyone
younger than 18, city health
officials said.

“It is an outlier to have
that death,” said Dr. Allison
Arwady, head of the Chi-
cago Department of Public
Health. “But I recognize
how concerning that will be
for people in Chicago to
hear that.”

The IDPH would not
release any additional de-
tails about the infant, in-
cluding whether the child
had any underlying medical
conditions. There have been
no other confirmed co-
ronavirus-linked cases in
the world involving a child
so young, director Dr. Ngozi
Ezike said at the Saturday
news conference.

“There has never before
been a death associated
with COVID-19 in an infant.
A full investigation is under-
way to determine the cause

of death,” Ezike said. “We
must do everything we can
to prevent the spread of this
deadly virus. If not to pro-
tect ourselves, but to protect
those around us.”

News of the child’s death
comes as the governor con-
firmed plans to convert the
sprawling McCormick
Place convention center
into Illinois’ first field hospi-
tal, capable of handling as
many as 3,000 COVID-19
patients.

Pritzker declined to dis-
cuss the planned makeshift
medical center in detail Sat-
urday, saying only that the
state is bracing for a possible
surge in cases in the coming
weeks. He said Illinois is in a
stronger position in terms of
hospital capacity and con-
firmed cases than parts of
the New York City met-
ropolitan area, which Presi-
dent Donald Trump said he

is considering placing under
a short-term quarantine or-
der.

New York had reported
52,318 confirmed cases,
with 728 deaths statewide,
as of Saturday morning. In
neighboring New Jersey,
there were 8,825 reported
cases, with 108 deaths.

“If we here in Illinois do
what people should be do-
ing, following the rules ac-
cording to the stay-at-home
order, then we should be
able to bend the curve,”
Pritzker said. “But we’re all
deeply concerned about
what’s happening in New
York.”

To help blunt the virus’
spread, Pritzker has asked
local grocery stores to re-
mind shoppers about the
importance of maintaining 6
feet of social distance
through additional signage
and frequent announce-

ments over public-address
systems. He also is urging
markets to temporarily pro-
hibit the use of reusable
bags, and have more em-
ployees patrol the aisles in
search of those not adhering
to best practices.

The governor did little to
hide his frustration Sat-
urday with those who have
disregarded his order this
far into the worst global
pandemic in a century —
one that still has Chicago
and the rest of the state
firmly in its crosshairs.

“People are, I don’t know,
they aren’t listening,”
Pritzker said. “People need
to do what’s right. And, right
now, the fact that you’re
bored? That you want to
have a pick-up basketball
game with your friends?
This not time for it. People
are going to die if you don’t
obey the rules.”

Infant 
Continued from Page 1
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A dozen registered
nurses at the University of
Illinois Hospital in Chicago
have tested positive for
COVID-19, according to the
union that represents
nurses at the hospital.

The report highlights the
vulnerability of health care
workers caring for patients
infected with the disease.
Officials with the Illinois

Nurses Association said
they believe a shortage of
masks and other personal
protective equipment con-
tributed to the infections.

“They do not know day to
day if they will have masks,
gowns, gloves or goggles for
that shift,” said Alice John-
son, executive director for
the union. “One nurse said
their unit manager scolded
them for wearing a mask in
a room where a COVID-19

positive patient was being
intubated.”

A total of 40 hospital staff
members have tested pos-
itive for COVID-19, a hospi-
tal spokeswoman said Fri-
day.

Hospital CEO Michael
Zenn confirmed the num-
ber of infected nurses and
lauded the “heroic efforts”
of the hospital’s staff but
challenged the notion that
administrators had discour-

aged the use of appropriate
PPE.

“Our policy for COVID-19
is that all providers who
care for patients confirmed
to have COVID-19 or sus-
pected of having COVID-19
should wear PPE,” Zenn
said. “There are no circum-
stances in which we would
ask our care providers to
forgo PPE when caring for
COVID-19 patients.”

According to internal U.

of I. Hospital reports ob-
tained by the Tribune, the
number of staff members
who are infected has grown
rapidly. While the hospital
confirmed it was 40 on
Friday, the reports showed
19 infected as of Thursday.
That number had grown
from 11 on the previous day,
according to the Medical
Staff Daily Status Report. 

Medical professionals
have been expressing grow-

ing concern about the dwin-
dling supplies of N95 masks
and other PPE to shield
them from sick people
transferring the disease.
The U. of I. daily status
report listed supply levels
for some items; N95 masks
were said to be at a “critical-
stable” level, with a “2 week
supply as of 3/18/2020.”

dheinzmann@chicago
tribune.com

12 nurses at University of Illinois Hospital in Chicago test positive
By David Heinzmann

questions about its use of
the Pandemic Influenza
Preparedness and Response
Plan. But state Public Health
Director Ngozi Ezike testi-
fied on March 4 that Illinois
would use it to help guide
the state response, and her
predecessors confirmed to
the Tribune that the plan —
even though it references a
flu versus a coronavirus — is
the one meant to be used for
scenarios such as the one
unfolding.

“This is definitely the
playbook,” said Dr. LaMar
Hasbrouck, who ran the
Illinois Department of Pub-
lic Health from 2012
through 2015.

It’s not the only one being
used. Local governments
have their own playbooks,
including Chicago, which
honed its plan as part of a
federal drill last year called
Crimson Contagion that
imagined a viral pandemic
jumping from China to Chi-
cago, then sweeping Ameri-
ca.

Chicago’s health commis-
sioner, Dr. Allison Arwady,
said the city made 2019 “the
year for pandemic plan-
ning,” modeling various sce-
narios to see how the city
and its hospitals could man-
age.

The city hasn’t released
its plan. But the state’s is
posted online, and it offers a
window into how author-
ities have long been con-
cerned about a pandemic
killing hundreds of thou-
sands of Americans while
crippling the country’s abil-
ity to respond.

The plan traces back to
the 1990s, when the threat
of bioterrorism was on the
mind of Illinois’ longtime
director of public health,
John R. Lumpkin. He re-
members few paid attention
until the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks shifted the national
conversation to emergency
preparedness and led to a
massive investment in pub-
lic health infrastructure.

That produced an impor-
tant tool: a nationwide, in-
ternet-based reporting sys-
tem for hospitals and other
health care providers to
immediately alert govern-
ment epidemiologists to the
details of patients suspected
or confirmed of having a
disease that should be
tracked.

That system was folded
into the state’s first pan-
demic plan, finished in
2005. Since then, the plan
has been updated four
times, with the latest set of
tweaks completed March 2,
only 5 ½ weeks after Illi-
nois’ first positive test for
COVID-19.

By then, according to the
classifications laid out by
the state, Illinois was al-
ready in the last of six
phases of the pandemic
plan: increased and sus-
tained transmission in the
general population. The
plan sketched out a variety
of needs and responses:

Surveillance and detec-
tion. This is the first step:
figuring out exactly which
virus is circulating, where
and how intensely.

Health care providers use
an internet browser to re-
port confirmed or suspected
cases of a disease to a
database that can be seen by
local health departments,
the state and the federal
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, or CDC.

The Department of Illi-
nois Public Health gets real-
time updates of every sus-
pected case, with a built-in
analysis tool that refreshes
every 60 seconds. The tool
can track “case distribution
by city, county and ZIP code;
pregnancy status; hospital-
ization and emergency de-
partment admissions;
deaths due to influenza; age,
sex and race breakdowns;

sensitive occupations, in-
cluding health care workers;
out-of-country travel histo-
ries; and laboratory confir-
mation by either CDC or
IDPH.”

It’s the kind of system
that, as described, could
provide much more detail
on cases than currently is
being publicly disclosed.
During the coronavirus pan-
demic, the state tells the
public of positive tests and
deaths by county (with a
separate total for Chicago)
but without any additional
level of detail. The City of
Chicago does post more
demographic data on its
cases, but not to the level
posted by Los Angeles
County, which lists commu-
nities where residents have
tested positive.

L aboratory testing .
Under the pandemic plan,
testing at the state’s three
labs (in Chicago, Springfield
and Carbondale) shifts to
focus on the virus at hand.

The plan envisions those
labs testing up to 700 speci-
mens a day “assuming staff
is working overtime and
other testing areas have
been discontinued or de-
layed.” To handle the surge,
the state would work with
private labs.

The pace of testing has
been frustrating for the pub-
lic and for many health
experts, who say that mass
testing can lead to better
containment of the virus.

Gov. J.B. Pritzker has said
Illinois’ COVID-19 testing
capacity is growing quickly
but noted the state needs
tens of thousands more tests
to provide a full picture of
the spread of coronavirus
cases.

Anti-viral and vaccine
distribution. The plan en-
visions a need to stockpile
anti-viral medicine and dis-

tribute it. Unfortunately, ex-
perts say they have yet to
find anti-viral medicine that
they know will help fight
COVID-19.

This part of the plan also
contains a blueprint for how
to handle the emergence of
a vaccine, which experts
believe could be ready for
widespread use in 12 to 18
months. It lays out a scenar-
io where there is only a
limited supply of the vac-
cine and the potential for a
public uproar over who gets
priority.

Relying on information
from national advisory bod-
ies, the state listed broad
categories of people who
could get access to the vac-
cine. In order of priority:
those at the highest risk of
dying from the virus, those
mostly likely to spread it to
someone who’s at high-risk
of dying, anyone in health
care or emergency response
who hasn’t already gotten
the vaccine, those who main-
tain “other important com-
munity services” and, finally,
the rest of the population.

But the plan acknowl-
edges that vaccine distribu-
tion would need to be cus-
tomized.

“In addition, priority
groups will have to be spe-
cifically defined as to which

functions are indeed critical
to infrastructure and de-
fined by their size within the
state,” the plan said.

Restriction of move-
ment. This concept should
be pretty familiar to Illinois-
ans.

It discusses the ways the
state can legally and practi-
cally tell people where to go
and — more crucially — not
to go. It ranges from order-
ing infected people into
quarantine to canceling
large gatherings and closing
schools, workplaces, malls
and public transit, with “en-
forced restriction of move-
ment into and out of defined
areas.”

The plan contains some
lexicon that’s become top of
mind, such as “social dis-
tance,” but it does not use
the “stay-at-home” lan-
guage used by the gover-
nor’s executive order — a
nod to the wiggle room that
authorities have to make
adjustments.

Emergency and risk com-
munication. The plan ac-
knowledges the “intense
and sustained demand for
information” and recog-
nizes how important it is to
make sure the public knows
what’s going on.

It sets up a process that’s
supposed to centralize de-
livery of the message to
make sure officials aren’t
saying conflicting things,
and also to quickly correct
false rumors.

Since Pritzker issued a
statewide disaster declara-
tion March 9, he’s held daily
briefings, with aides such as
Dr. Ezike, the public health
director. The state also has a
special website dedicated to
the outbreak, providing stat-
istics, tips, answers to com-
mon questions, volunteer
opportunities and executive
orders.

The plan calls for the
state not to sugar-coat
what’s happening and be
transparent.

“The public must be pro-
vided as much information
as possible to help them
understand uncertainty is
part of the process and
answers may change as new
information and science be-
comes available,” it states.

Fatality management.
The grimmest part of the
plan offers a step-by-step of
how to handle the dead.

If fatalities overwhelm
hospitals and local health
officials, the state would
step in. And, if the state can’t
handle the situation, it
would seek federal help.

Along the way, temporary
morgues could be set up,
with the plan offering spe-
cific guidance for security,
parking and other consider-
ations.

“It should be removed
from public view, not be a
school or other sites of local
potential for long-term sen-
sitivity and have sufficient
space for body identification
procedures. It also should
be capable of being parti-
tioned for separation of
functions, such as body han-
dling, property inspection,
X-ray, autopsy, records
maintenance and interview-
ing,” the plan said.

Among the possibilities:
existing mortuaries, hang-
ars, large garages, National
Guard armories “or other
areas without wooden
floors.”

Training. The plan calls for
regular training before a
pandemic, and Illinois took
that to heart last year, as one
of a dozen states participa-
ting in the federal exercise
called Crimson Contagion.

Chicago played the part
of a city that first detected
the virus from people trav-
eling from China, with the
virus spreading across the
country, infecting 110 mil-
lion and killing 586,000,
according to projections in a
draft report obtained by the
New York Times.

Arwady, the city’s health

commissioner, said the se-
ries of exercises allowed the
city to “take our whole
pandemic plan from begin-
ning to end. … What would
we do? What would our
triggers be? How might we
think about how we’re going
to measure?”

The event included a
four-day “functional exer-
cise” in August, during
which the city later counted
a host of successes, includ-
ing deploying protective
gear and discussing “non-
pharmaceutical interven-
tions” such as social distanc-
ing and school closures. It
also noted areas to improve,
such as collaboration, com-
munication and “situational
awareness.”

A New York Times inves-
tigation of the exercise cited
a draft report that showed,
more broadly, how unpre-
pared the country was to
fight such a virus.

Medical surge. The plan
anticipates that hospitals
could be overwhelmed and
personal protective equip-
ment could be in short
supply for health workers —
dilemmas already hitting
some cities.

To address hospital
surges, the plan describes
some steps already being
taken, such as recruiting
retired health care workers
and canceling elective sur-
geries, and some not publi-
cly discussed, such as using
trainees or family members
of patients.

For personal protection,
the plan lists the type of gear
that’s become top of mind:
gloves, goggles, face shields,
gowns and N95 masks. The
plan calls for the state to
help hospitals figure out
where supplies are low and
how to get more from fed-
eral authorities.

But experts say that’s
difficult now with massive
worldwide demand for gear
and respirators and de-
pleted supplies. That’s
prompted the state to form a
task force to recruit busi-
nesses to donate or make
gear — something not ex-
plicitly in the plan, which
merely calls on the state to
procure what’s needed.

“I have medical profes-
sionals and first responders
begging for things that they
need to keep them safe,”
Pritzker said Monday. “But
so does Gov. Cuomo in New
York. So does Gov. DeWine
in Ohio. So does Gov. Inslee
in Washington state.”

Chicago Tribune’s Jamie
Munks and Dan Petrella
contributed. 

jmahr@chicagotribune.com
hdardick@
chicagotribune.com

Playbook
Continued from Page 1

Gov. J.B. Pritzker, flanked by Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot, conducts a briefing on COVID-19 from the Thompson Center on March 20 in Chicago. 
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A health care worker opens a fresh coronavirus test kit at the Edward-Elmhurst Health

drive-thru testing center March 20 in Warrenville. 
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Chicago police Officer Tina Susa redirects a bicyclist on the

closed Lakefront Trail near Belmont Avenue on Thursday. 
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If you clean out your
closet or garage over the
weekend, hold on to the
stuff you want to donate.

Local Salvation Army do-
nation centers reopened
Friday because residents
kept dumping their stuff
there, even though the cen-
ters had been closed for
days because of the state-
wide stay-at-home order to
slow the spread of co-
ronavirus. Major John
Aren, a Salvation Army ad-
ministrator, pointed to stud-
ies that found the co-
ronavirus can linger on
stainless steel, plastic and
cardboard objects.

“So the idea that people
would leave donations in
front of our closed donation
sites for the masses to pilfer
through could in fact en-
hance the spread of the
virus,” Aren said. “It’s also a
violation of most municipal
policies, and we would
strongly encourage the
donors to remain in their
houses, as directed by our
governing officials, and to

put their donations in safe
storage until further no-
tice.”

Aren said the Oak Lawn,
Franklin Park and Bridge-
view donation centers had
the most pileups with trash
bags, cardboard boxes and
furniture pieces strewed
across drop-off areas. He
said his drivers performed
“clean sweeps” of the closed
centers this week and
brought the items to a
warehouse so they can be
sorted for Salvation Army
thrift stores when the stores
reopen. Aren said his team
is monitoring donation lev-
els to determine how long
Chicago-area centers will
remain open. “We don’t
want to be here, but we
need to be good neighbors,”
he said.

Jess Owens, a Goodwill
spokeswoman, said local
Goodwill donation centers
have been closed since
March 21 and will be sub-
ject to “extensive” cleaning.
Donors should hold on to
their merchandise to give
later. People have left goods
at some locations, “and we

are monitoring that,” Ow-
ens said.

Will Sterba, manager of
Avenues to Independence
Thrift Shoppe, said notices
went out via email and
Facebook that donations ar-
en’t being accepted, but
hand-me-downs were
dropped off anyway at the
closed Edison Park store.

“We are getting some
stuff. It was there the morn-
ing after that surprise 3
inches of snow, and all the
stuff was ruined, so it had to
go in the garbage,” Sterba
said. “We’ve got signs in the
back where donations come
in saying, ‘No donations,
please.’ We’re still seeing a
little bit, but we’re not
bringing it in and proc-
essing. It’s going in the
garbage. What happens
with our stuff — when the
store was operating —
there’s a company that picks
it up and it goes to other
thrift stores, and they pay us
by the pound, but they’ve
stopped their operations
completely, so we’re just
kind of stuck with the stuff.”

Howard Brown Health’s

three Chicago-area Brown
Elephant resale shops are
closed as well, and furniture
pickups have been sus-
pended. Instead of donating
spring-cleaning finds, con-
sider giving money to these
organizations.

Proceeds from Salvation
Army stores go to Salvation
Army adult rehabilitation
programs, which Aren said
are still operating during
the coronavirus outbreak.

The Salvation Army also
has been preparing and
delivering meals to area
homeless shelters and pro-
viding meals, snacks and
hydration to local emer-
gency responders amid the
outbreak.

Goodwill shops support
the organization’s mission
to offer training, employ-
ment and supportive serv-
ices for people with disabili-
ties. Avenues to Independ-

ence relies on thrift shop
revenue to help adults with
physical, intellectual and
other developmental disa-
bilities.

Howard Brown Health
President and CEO David
Ernesto Munar said the
Brown Elephant stores
were born out of response
to the AIDS epidemic in the
1980s. 

tswartz@tribpub.com

Thrift stores are closed,
but donations piling up

Bridgeview Salvation Army thrift store manager Nadia Mobacher sorts surplus of donated

items Friday, even though the store is closed during the pandemic. 
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By Tracy Swartz

don’t even know yet.
We know half a million

people around the world
are infected with COVID-19
and more than 24,000
people have died from it,
including about 1,300 peo-
ple in the United States. We
know that in Illinois, one
family lost two sisters
within 10 days: Wanda
Bailey, 63, and Patricia
Frieson, 61.

We know 3.3 million of
our fellow Americans ap-
plied for unemployment
benefits in a single week.
We know some of our fa-
vorite places, run by some
of our favorite people, will
never open again. We know
there are no games or con-
certs or movies or worship
services or school days to
attend. We know we’re not
supposed to see grand-
parents. We know the
things we’ve been looking
forward to — graduation
ceremonies, proms, camps,
summer vacations — may
be no-go’s. 

It’s impossible, for a lot of
us, to know all of that and to
carry on as though this
pandemic is a blip. An in-
convenience to be worked
around. An obstacle to be

None of this is normal,
and you don’t have to pre-
tend it is.

Even if you’re a parent.
Even if an expert told you

it’s important to maintain
routines during this time of
uncertainty, and another
expert told you children
need structure, and five of
the six parenting Facebook
groups you joined in the last
two weeks have shared the
same vaguely scold-y sam-
ple schedule with age-
appropriate chores and
reasonable screen time
limits.

If those things work for
you and your family, by all
means. Do the things that
feel true and right for your
people right now. You know
best.

But maybe you feel over-
whelmed, at times, by dread
for what lies ahead and
grief for what’s already

been lost and sadness for all
the ways lives have been
upended and rage that
doctors and nurses are
having to ration their per-
sonal protective equipment.
And maybe summoning the
will to adhere to some
semblance of a typical
weekday routine makes you
want to weep from physical
and emotional exhaustion. I
think you should go ahead
and weep.

Weep, my friends.
Even if you’re a parent.
Even if your kids see you

weeping.
None of this is normal,

and you don’t have to pre-
tend it is.

Our kids will remember
the time they lived through
a global pandemic. Not
infants. It will be on us to
narrate this time back to
them, and I hope we make
room in our narration to tell
about the beautiful souls
who are feeding their
neighbors and serving their
communities and joining
together in song. (I’m mak-
ing sure my kids, 10 and 14,
hear as many of those sto-
ries as possible right now.)

But kids old enough to be
creating tangible memories,

beyond the kind of memo-
ries that live in our senses,
will view this as a pivotal,
formative, unforgettable
time in their lives.

It’s OK if it feels like
nothing they’ve ever been
through.

It’s OK if we let them in
on the truth, which is that
life sometimes takes really,
really unexpected turns.
Something you could never
have conjured in your wild-
est imagination suddenly
becomes your new reality.
Something you worried
during your quietest, most
vulnerable moments might
happen — but spent most of
your other moments decid-
ing was crazy — suddenly
happens.

Someone got very sick. A
relationship ended. A job
went poof. A child didn’t
come home. Planes flew
into buildings.

And then everything
paused. As it should have.
And nothing felt normal for
a while. And when it started
to feel normal again, it was a
new normal. The old nor-
mal was never coming back.

We’re in the middle of
that. Or not. Maybe we’re at
the beginning of it. We

overcome on our daily
march toward efficiency
and enrichment.

I’ve decided what I want
my kids to remember about
this time is that we did our
best. We’re following the
stay-at-home order. We’re
staying informed. We’re
checking on our vulnerable
friends and helping how we
can. We’re thanking es-
sential workers with gift
cards.

We’re singing a lot of Bon
Jovi. We’re watching a lot of
movies. We’re playing a lot
of cards. We’re baking so
much bread. We’re not
doing that much e-learning.
We’re not sticking to any-
thing resembling a schedule.

I want them to remem-
ber that people looked out
for us too. My mom sent us
a package of card games the
other day with a note
tucked inside. She signed it,
“Big social distancing hugs
to you.” That note will
always, always, always sit
tucked inside the Five
Crowns game.

I don’t talk them out of
what they’re feeling, which
ranges on any given day
from bored to terrified to
slap-happy to angry to sad

and back to bored again.
They see me feel all those
things too. (Except bored.
No time.) I don’t say, “We
could have it a lot worse.” I
say, “I know. This is really
hard. It’s not forever.”

I don’t need them to tune
out the world around them
and proceed apace. I don’t
need them to see me do that
either. I don’t think that’s
what it means to cope.

I think we cope by being
extra gentle with ourselves
and with one another. I
think that’s more important
than structure and routine.
I think we have permission
to make up these days as we
go, with kindness and safety
as our guiding lights.

I think most other things
can wait.

None of this is normal,
and you don’t have to pre-
tend it is.

Join the Heidi Stevens Bal-
ancing Act Facebook group,
where she continues the
conversation around her
columns and hosts occa-
sional live chats.

hstevens@chicagotribune.
com
Twitter @heidistevens13

Kids will remember this, but don’t make it normal for them
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Staying at home has
proven difficult for antsy
Chicagoans who are sud-
denly spending large spans
of time indoors in an effort
to curb the spread of
COVID-19.

But the order has been a
challenge in another sense
for medical students, who
felt unable to answer their
calling to help others, par-
ticularly after many were
pulled from clinical rota-
tions to avoid unnecessary
exposure to or spread of the
deadly coronavirus.

“It felt wrong to do noth-
ing, even as you see our
teachers and mentors run
headfirst into their work,”
said Tricia Pendergrast, a
first-year medical student at
Northwestern University.
“On social media, I watched
people I respect beyond
words talk about going to
work and not having N95
masks, and I watched them
start to get fevers and co-
ronavirus. It was gut-
wrenching to watch.”

Clusters of students of
medicine and other health
care fields asked them-
selves: If we can’t see pa-
tients, what else can we do?

Pendergrast, seeing the
pleas for personal protec-
tive equipment, or PPE, for
health care workers, joined
up with classmates to seek
donations and get them to
the front lines of the epi-
demic. Other students are
working to boost support
for blood drives, have of-
fered to perform laboratory
tests and have organized
food drives for health care
workers who don’t have
time to buy groceries.

As efforts launched
across the city, the students
realized working together
would amplify their impact.
So last week, groups from
Northwestern and Rosalind
Franklin University of Med-
icine and Science in North
Chicago combined efforts,
and students quickly joined
in from the University of
Chicago, Rush Medical Col-
lege, Loyola University,
Midwestern University,
University of Illinois at Chi-
cago and other local
schools.

Within days, they re-
cruited more than 500 vol-
unteers for the COVID Rap-
id Response Team Chicago.
A few days later, students
had assembled a sprawling
network to bridge the gap
between the medical com-
munity and much-needed
resources. 

“There were very strong,
but independent move-
ments between each
school,” said third-year
RFU medical student
Matthew Christensen, who
is part of the group’s leader-
ship team. Besides provid-
ing protective gear, he said
the effort is about “helping
health care workers just on
the human side of things.
When you’re working such
long hours, there’s a lot of
day-to-day activity that
goes neglected, like grocery
shopping or child care.”

The coalition not only
includes medical students,
but also future nurses, phy-
sician assistants, pharma-
cists and students in other
health care fields. Together,
they are uniquely situated,
with health care expertise,
industry connections and
an understanding of what
needs are most urgent.

Still, the leadership team
was stunned by the flood of
responses from volunteers.
With so many eager to help,

the group snapped into ac-
tion, with offshoots focused
on a growing range of ef-
forts, Christensen said.
Even without interacting
with patients, they can
make a difference, he said.

The Rapid Response
Team has coordinated with
Red Cross and public health
and emergency manage-
ment officials to supple-
ment their work. They’ve

also just teamed up with
Julian Baumgartner, a fine
art conservationist based in
Chicago, to distribute N95
masks he’s purchasing
through a GoFundMe cam-
paign that Friday had ex-
ceeded $50,000 in dona-
tions.

As it works to build a
website, the group uses
Twitter to connect with
Chicagoans who might be
able to aid in its efforts.
From there, people can co-
ordinate protective gear do-
nations and get more infor-
mation on how they can
help.

Meanwhile, about 80
more third-year medical
students at Northwestern
are drawing on their clinical
experience to spread word
about the severe shortage of
blood supply and ask heal-
thy Chicagoans to donate.

They’ve created an exten-
sive guide with information
on how to do it safely.

“Blood transfusions can
literally have a life-or-death
impact on patients,” said
third-year med student Ay-
man Elmasri. “And just like
we’re nationally having this
discussion about allocation
of ventilators, we’re trying
really hard to not have to
have that conversation
when it comes to the avail-
ability of blood.”

The students are also
working with Northwest-
ern doctors to complete
discharge paperwork and
will start providing well-
ness checks and screenings
through telehealth systems
and with doctor supervision
— both measures that could
save hours of time for physi-
cians on the front lines.

“These are niches we can

fill because of our clinical
rotation (experience),” El-
masri said. “… To even help
those folks a little bit, I think
it brings a lot of joy to any
third-year medical student.”

Pendergrast is helping
with efforts to track down
PPE, in quantities large and
small, and funnel them to
health care providers who
need them most. Research
labs, retired construction
workers, veterinary techni-
cians and Northwestern’s
wood shop have all offered
their gear, as have retired
health care workers who
might just have a spare box
of gloves or a handful of
masks squirreled away.

“If five people each give
us 10 masks, that’s 50 re-
duced transmissions,” Pen-
dergrast said. “We’re of the
mindset that we’re not leav-
ing any stone unturned.”

Medical students
volunteering to
help in any way

Tricia Pendergrast, a first-year medical student at Northwestern University, brings personal protective equipment she

and other medical students have scrounged up to a doctor in Oak Brook on Thursday. 
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While not seeing
patients, they fill
gaps in resources
By Ariel Cheung

“These are
niches we can fill
because of our
clinical rotation
(experience).”
—Ayman Elmasri,
third-year med student
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some of his early decisions,
such as closing schools and
bars and restaurants, have
influenced other governors.

“If this hadn’t spread the
way it had, and they had
taken those actions, they
would have been accused of
fearmongering,” Griffin
said. “In this situation,
Pritzker, among others,
really decided to be bold,
and thank goodness he did.”

Every day since issuing a
statewide disaster declara-
tion March 9, when there
were only 11 known co-
ronavirus cases in Illinois,
Pritzker has delivered brief-
ings to the press and the
public, usually from a
lectern at the Thompson
Center in Chicago.

Flanked by aides includ-
ing Illinois Department of
Public Health Director Dr.
Ngozi Ezike, and sometimes
by business leaders and
other elected officials,
Pritzker has used the venue
to bolster the case for his
decisions.

Two days after his disas-
ter proclamation, with the
tally of cases reaching 25, he
joined Chicago Mayor Lori
Lightfoot as she called off
the city’s St. Patrick’s Day
festivities. By March 12,
with 32 cases, he canceled
all events with 1,000 people
or more.

Heading into that week-
end, with the number of
cases hitting 46, Pritzker
announced that schools
statewide would be closed
from March 17 to 30. That
Sunday, after throngs gath-
ered at bars to celebrate St.
Patrick’s weekend, he shut
down bars and restaurants
for dine-in service. The
number of known cases was
approaching 100.

By the time Pritzker’s
statewide stay-at-home or-
der took effect at 5 p.m.
Saturday, there were 753
known cases in 26 of Illinois’
102 counties. Illinois fol-
lowed California by a day in
issuing a stay-at-home or-
der, while several other
states, including Washing-
ton, which saw one of the
country’s earliest outbreaks,
have issued stay-at-home
advisories since Pritzker’s.

Pritzker said in an inter-
view Tuesday with the Chi-
cago Tribune that he isn’t
spending much time look-
ing backward at what he
might have done differently
but rather “course-correct-
ing as we go.”

“When you’re early doing
this, there aren’t a lot of
other people to back you up
or say, ‘Well, gee, look at
what everybody else is do-
ing,’ ” Pritzker said. “People
ask a lot of questions when
you’re early making these
decisions … and I had to
answer those questions for
myself before I would make
those decisions.”

Along the way, he’s been
guided by recommenda-
tions from epidemiologists

and other experts, he said.
“Their views are evolving

as they’re analyzing what’s
going on in other countries
and they see what the
spread looks like in the
United States, and so I’m
trying to stay on top of that,”
Pritzker said.

Pritzker has appeared to
weigh, and sometimes wres-
tle “very publicly,” with
some of his major calls on
how to deal with the crisis,
said Kent Redfield, emeritus
professor of political science
at the University of Illinois
Springfield.

Illinois has “certainly
been within the states that
have reacted the most
strongly, the most quickly,”
Redfield said.

Pritzker and Lightfoot
have both publicly said
they’ve been working col-
laboratively as the co-
ronavirus has continued to
spread, but disagreement
was on display earlier this
month when Lightfoot held
a news conference and as-
serted that Chicago Public
Schools needed to remain
open. Hours later, Pritzker
announced he was ordering
schools statewide shuttered
through March 30 — an
order that has since been
extended through April 7.

“I think he’s been at the
forefront of the nation’s gov-
ernors in responding to this
national crisis in such a way
that is putting the popula-
tion of the state first, is
fact-based, science-based,
and is doing his best to calm
the population,” Northwest-
ern University political sci-
ence professor Alvin Tillery
said.

While the stay-at-home
order was lauded by some
business groups, including
organizations representing
many of the state’s retailers
and manufacturers, the Illi-
nois Chamber of Commerce
questioned whether
Pritzker moved too hastily

in shutting down “nones-
sential” businesses and serv-
ices.

“The chamber hoped the
order would be a last resort
with more time to evaluate
the effectiveness of the pre-
vious unprecedented mea-
sures that would have had
less impact on Illinois’ econ-
omy,” Illinois Chamber of
Commerce President and
CEO Todd Maisch said in a
statement on the day of the
announcement.

Pritzker on Wednesday
announced more than $90
million in state aid spread
across three programs to
provide grants and emer-
gency loans to small busi-
nesses, and a hospitality
emergency grant program.

Pritzker was criticized for
not delaying the March 17
primary. Several other states
have postponed their elec-
tions, but Illinois law pre-
cludes the governor from
unilaterally suspending elec-
tions, said Matt Dietrich, a
spokesman for the Illinois
State Board of Elections.

It would have taken a
court order or an act of the
General Assembly to change
the date of the election,
which is set by state statute,
Dietrich said.

Multiple polling locations
in Chicago reported confu-
sion and equipment prob-
lems after more than 200
voting sites changed because
of COVID-19 precautions. In
a conference call with re-
porters, Chicago Board of
Election Commissioners
spokesman Jim Allen com-
plained of “extremely low
turnout” in the morning and
said that the governor had
rejected the board’s request
to postpone the election and
have constituents vote by
mail instead.

Pritzker responded
forcefully at that day’s brief-
ing, saying that the board’s
request had been outside his
legal authority and that he

was limited by the state
constitution.

“If people want to criti-
cize me for that, well, go
ahead,” he said. “I’ll wear it
like a badge of honor. Every
step that we’ve taken during
this crisis, my legal team has
understood and laid out our
legal authority to do it.”

Had Pritzker tried to de-
lay in-person voting, as Ohio
Gov. Mike DeWine did last
week, Illinois would have
been in the same sort of legal
limbo Ohio has found itself
in, Redfield said.

“It was on, it was off, it
was on, it was off,” Redfield
said of the Ohio primary.
“(Pritzker) would have got-
ten in exactly the same
problem in Illinois. There’s
no statutory authority to do
that.”

Karla Satchell, a microbi-
ologist and principal investi-
gator for the Center for
Structural Genomics of In-
fectious Diseases at North-
western University, said
Pritzker’s closure an-
nouncements were neither
premature nor overdue
from a medical standpoint.

But Satchell, whose re-
search team has been study-
ing COVID-19 since Janu-
ary, said she was unsure
whether the state’s pur-
ported precautions were
enough to prevent spread of
the coronavirus at the polls.

“I have a hard time
understanding how they
managed elections with no-
body getting within 6 feet of
each other, and sterilizing
every screen, every surface,
every pen between people,”
she said.

Senate Republican
Leader Bill Brady said this
week that he can under-
stand criticisms about the
primary, but that now “it’s
about moving on and mak-
ing good decisions from
here forward.”

“Obviously, this isn’t what
anyone signed up for, it’s a

very challenging circum-
stance, decisions that he
didn’t think he would prob-
ably ever have to make, he’s
had to make,” Brady said.
“And I think he’s trying his
best.”

House Republican
Leader Jim Durkin issued a
statement earlier this week
calling the response to the
pandemic “neither a Repub-
lican nor Democrat issue.”

“We share a common
enemy and share the same
goal of working together to
eradicate COVID-19,”
Durkin said. “As in all emer-
gencies, time spent on
blame or fault provides little
or no merit nor solutions.”

Pritzker has gotten
Trump’s attention with his
pleas for more equipment,
while also clashing with the
president over the federal
government’s coronavirus
response.

The two sparred last
weekend on Twitter, with
Trump telling Pritzker that
he and “a very small group
of certain other governors”
shouldn’t be blaming the
federal government “for
their own shortcomings.”

Pritzker shot back that
Trump should “be leading a
national response instead of
throwing tantrums from the
back seat.”

The day after the Twitter
flare-up, Pritzker said he
spoke to Trump directly
about Illinois’ need for
masks and ventilators. The
governor later got word
from the White House that
the federal government
would be sending 300 venti-
lators and 300,000 more
N95 masks to Illinois, he
said.

Pritzker on Monday said
Trump seemed “very re-
sponsive” to his request. But
the governor said he’s also
“very concerned” about
Trump’s remarks this week
that he wants the country
reopened by Easter, and that

the president is relying
more on the stock market
than science to guide his
decision-making.

Pritzker has made several
appearances on national
television programs in re-
cent weeks, which he said
was driven by ensuring
“that the federal govern-
ment understood that they
were not delivering on their
promises and that they
needed to deliver.”

“I thought it was impor-
tant for me at least to be
vocal on behalf of the people
of Illinois to get what we
wanted,” Pritzker said. “And
I must say, I’m proud to say
that that was very effective.
And I give the president
credit for that. He didn’t
need to take my call, and he
didn’t need to be as respon-
sive as he was, but I’m glad
that I reached out to him
and that all of what I had
hoped might happen to get
attention is beginning to
work.”

Tillery said in this case
there appears to be “a lot
less politics here than meets
the eye with (Pritzker’s)
national media entree.”

“I think that the governor
has joined other visible gov-
ernors who are trying to
move their states forward in
pressing for what’s needed,
and I don’t think in our
overwhelmingly blue state
that it’s going to matter one
bit that he criticized Donald
Trump right now,” Tillery
said.

If Trump continues to
push for the country to
reopen at the same time as
governors are considering
extending stay-at-home or-
ders, “that’s when they’re
really going to be tested,”
Tillery said.

Pritzker has faced many
challenges throughout his
career as a philanthropist
and venture capitalist, but
he can’t remember anything
in his lifetime that compares
with the coronavirus pan-
demic, he said.

“’08-’09 was a financial
crisis,” he said in an inter-
view. “This is a crisis that’s
threatening people’s lives.”

Still, Pritzker said he
draws on what he learned
from dealing with personal
difficulties at a young age —
the death of his father when
he was 7 years old and his
mother’s struggle with alco-
holism — to manage
through trying times.

“A switch gets flipped
when crises develop,” and
he says to himself: “‘We
need to make logical deci-
sions. We need to make sure
we’re getting things done
that need to get done,’” he
said.

“I feel an enormous re-
sponsibility that people
have put their faith in me,
and I want to make sure that
I am delivering for them,”
Pritzker said.

jmunks@chicagotribune.
com
dpetrella@chicagotribune.
com
aayres-brown@chicago
tribune.com

Pritzker
Continued from Page 1

“Every step that we’ve taken during this crisis, my legal team has understood and laid out our legal authority to do it,”

Gov. J.B. Pritzker said. Every day since March 9, he has delivered briefings to the press and the public.
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McCormick Place will be
converted into Illinois’ first
field hospital to handle
3,000 coronavirus patients
as the state braces for a
possible surge in cases in
the coming weeks, officials
said.

“We’re not waiting for
the worst. We’re preparing
ourselves for the worst,”
Gov. J.B. Pritzker said Sat-
urday at his daily briefing.

The governor’s remarks
came a day after Army
Corps of Engineers Com-
manding General Lt. Gen.
Todd Semonite said he
hoped to complete the work
by April 24. 

The Chicago Depart-
ment of Public Health said
500 beds are expected to be
ready there in the coming
week.

Speaking to reporters at
the Pentagon on Friday,
Semonite described plans to
transform parts of the
sprawling convention cen-
ter into three halls with the
ability to treat COVID-19
patients of varying degrees
of severity.

Hall C would be able to

treat about 500 patients
with less serious injuries,
while Hall A would be able
to treat about 1,800 patients
with greater complexity.

Hall B would be “the
hardest one,” Semonite said,
including 750 self-con-
tained units.

“They’ve asked us to go
get some type of a module
we could set inside there,”
he said. The corps is in
discussions with contrac-
tors over whether to buy
isolated containers or use
tents, added Semonite, who
indicated he likely would be
back in Chicago “early next
week.”

Chicago Health Commis-
sioner Dr. Allison Arwady
has said she met with mem-
bers of the Army Corps of

Engineers at McCormick
Place to begin figuring out
how to set up thousands of
hospital beds there for co-
ronavirus sufferers.

The exercise was not
done “in a theoretical
sense,” Arwady said Thurs-
day. 

The United Center also
will transform into a logis-
tics hub for Chicago’s co-
ronavirus response — used
for food distribution, first
responder staging and col-
lecting medical supplies.

McCormick Place has
lost major convention busi-
ness since the outbreak, and
the Army Corps’ news
comes as coronavirus cases
across the country and in
Illinois continue to escalate
at exponential rates. On

Saturday, state health offi-
cials announced that Illi-
nois had 47 COVID-19 re-
lated deaths as well as 3,491
known cases.

Mayor Lori Lightfoot
also said Friday that the
worst could still be ahead
for Chicago.

“Duration, I don’t think
anybody really knows,” she
told the Tribune. “We have
some projections on when
we think we will hit our
peak. It’s not a secret that
most of them put them
sometime in April, but what
precise date, what date
range, varies depending up-
on the model and the as-
sumptions.”

Lightfoot said the most
pressing problem going for-
ward “is making sure that
our health care system can
sustain a surge of cases.”

“That means both lim-
iting the surge but also
making sure that we’ve got
enough coordination, beds
and capacity to sustain what
will come our way, because
it’s coming,” Lightfoot said.
“It’s just a question of how
high will the peak be and
over what period of time.”

City officials are keeping
a tally on the number of
available hospital beds, peo-
ple in intensive care units,
the number of ventilators
being used and hospital
capacity, she said. Public

health officials are in con-
tact with hospitals about
collaboration and coordina-
tion, Lightfoot said, to help
things run smoothly.

The city’s public health
department released a
statement late Friday night
saying it is working with the
state, Army Corps of Engi-
neers, FEMA, and the Met-
ropolitan Pier and Expos-
ition Authority to help with
the expected surge of hospi-
talizations in the coming
weeks.

“The temporary health
site at McCormick Place
will function as a field
hospital, providing a large
quantity of beds, including
500 anticipated to come
online in the coming week.
We remain focused on
working in partnership to
build up resources and
staffing for this site and
across the system so that we
can combat COVID-19, alle-
viate added stress to our
hospitals and healthcare
workers, and ensure pa-
tients across Chicago re-
ceive the care they need,”
the statement read.

Across the country, the
Army Corps of Engineers is
looking at 114 different fa-
cilities in 50 states and five
territories, Semonite said.
Officials already have as-
sessed 81 of them, he said.

“The one that really has

popped here in the last 24
hours is the one in Chicago,”
Semonite said.

Exhibition halls at the
Javits Center in New York
already are being converted
into a field hospital of more
than 2,900 beds for non-
COVID-19 patients. McCor-
mick Place would be home
to patients with COVID-19,
Semonite said.

Engineers would be able
to create negative pressure
treatment areas needed for
treating COVID-19 patients
at the Chicago convention
center, he said.

“I did not think we could
meet the COVID standard
in a massive big building,
but my engineers are telling
me we think we’ve got the
capability to do that,” Semo-
nite said.

It was unclear how much
the conversion at McCor-
mick Place would cost.
Semonite put the figure at
$75 million, but FEMA
spokesman Mark Peterson
said that total isn’t just for
McCormick Place.

“The rest is to potentially
scope out three other facili-
ties, but that’s at the direc-
tion and request of the state
of Illinois,” Peterson said.

Chicago Tribune’s Rick Pear-
son contributed.

gpratt@chicagotribune.com

Hospital site planned for McCormick Place
Army Corps of
Engineers looks to
finish by April 24
By Gregory Pratt 
and Rick Pearson

The Army Corps of Engineers said Saturday they are work-

ing to convert McCormick Place into a 3,000-bed hospital. 
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This isn’t one of those ‘limited time’

offers that’s not really limited. We’re

only offering this window discount,

this patio door discount and this

special financing for 31 days!1

There are limited appointments

available, and you must book yours

before March 31st...

LESS THAN one week left to book your

FREE Window and Patio Door Diagnosis

...which means you have LESS THAN one week left!

• Renewal by Andersen is the full-service

replacement window division of Andersen,

a company that has built windows and patio

doors for over 117 years.

• Our windows’ Fibrex® material is twice as

strong as low-end vinyl.*

• Our SmartSun™ glass is up to 70% more

energy-efficient, helps prevent your floors

and furniture from fading, and comes

standard on all our windows.†

window
s&patiod

oors31-
DAY

SA
LE

1-800-525-9890

PLUS

Less than one week left!

PLUS $0 0 0%
Down Monthly Payments

for 1
year1

Interest
Minimum purchase of four. Interest accrues from the purchase date but is waived if paid in full within 12 months.

BUY ONE WINDOW OR PATIO DOOR,
GET ONE WINDOW OR PATIO DOOR

40% OFF
1

EVERY WINDOW AND PATIO DOOR1

$100 OFF
No minimum purchase required.Minimum purchase of four.

1DETAILS OF OFFER: Offer expires 4/18/2020. You must set your appointment by 4/4/2020 and purchase by 4/18/2020. Not valid with other offers or prior purchases. Buy one (1) window or patio door, get one (1) window or patio door 40% off, and 12 months $0
down, 0 monthly payments, 0% interest when you purchase four (4) or more windows or patio doors between 3/1/2020 and 4/18/2020. 40% off windows and patio doors are less than or equal to lowest cost window or patio door in the order.Additional $100 off each
window or patio door, no minimum purchase required, taken after initial discount(s), when you set your appointment by 4/4/2020 and purchase by 4/18/2020. Military discount applies to all active duty, veterans and retired military personnel. Military discount equals
$300 off your entire purchase and applies after all other discounts, no minimum purchase required. Subject to credit approval. Interest is billed during the promotional period, but all interest is waived if the purchase amount is paid before the expiration of the promotional
period. Financing for GreenSky® consumer loan programs is provided by federally insured, federal and state chartered financial institutions without regard to age, race, color, religion, national origin, gender, or familial status. Savings comparison based on purchase of
a single unit at list price.Available at participating locations and offer applies throughout the service area. See your local Renewal by Andersen location for details. License number available upon request. Some Renewal by Andersen locations are independently owned
and operated. “Renewal by Andersen” and all other marks where denoted are trademarks of Andersen Corporation. ©2020 Andersen Corporation.All rights reserved. ©2020 Lead Surge LLC.All rights reserved. *See limited warranty for details. †Values are based on
comparison of Renewal by Andersen® double-hung window U-Factor to the U-Factor for clear dual pane glass non-metal frame default values from the 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018 International Energy Conservation Code "Glazed Fenestration" Default Tables.

The Be�er Way to a Be�er Window™
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CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK

Chicago chefs and
restaurateurs are reacting
mostly favorably Thursday
to the state’s Hospitality
Emergency Grant Program
and the Illinois Small Busi-
ness Emergency Loan
Fund, both announced
Wednesday. But while they
agree that the help is wel-
come and needed, they say
that the industry — and
especially furloughed work-
ers — need more.

“The grants are wonder-
ful news, exactly what’s
needed,” said Paul Fehrib-
ach, chef and owner of Big
Jones in Andersonville. “To
be honest, it’s not a lot of
money, but grants of
$10,000 to $25,000 may
make the difference for a lot
of businesses just trying to
stay afloat with a skeleton
crew, as we are. Our reve-
nue hole looks like it will be
more than $100,000 a
month, to put it in perspec-
tive.”

The Hospitality Emer-
gency Grant Program, an-
nounced by Gov. J.B.
Pritzker Wednesday, pro-
vides grants up to $25,000
for restaurant and bars with
$500,000 to $1 million in
revenue in 2019. Bars and
restaurants with less than
$500,000 in revenue last
year could apply for up to
$10,000. The program has
$14 million available, but
that includes funds for ho-
tels as well.

Fehribach was less en-
thused about the availability
of low-interest loans. The
Illinois Small Business
Emergency Loan Fund of-
fers loans up to $50,000 for
businesses outside of Chi-
cago. A separate program,
the Chicago Small Business
Resiliency Fund, an-
nounced by Chicago Mayor
Lori Lightfoot March 19,
covers those within the city
and also offers up to

$50,000.
“While I appreciate these

offers of debt during a time
when ordinary credit chan-
nels may be closed, the
suggestion that we all take
on new debt to stay in the
game is foolish and short-
sighted,” Fehribach said.
“We still have no idea when
we will be able to reopen
regular operations, and
more importantly, what
business conditions will be
like. In an industry chal-
lenged by thin margins in
the best of times, we could
see these funds help many
restaurants bridge a short-
term gap, only to fail under
burden of debt if, as is likely,
business conditions are
poor on the other side of
this and revenues fall short.”

“I am happy to see ‘super-
charged’ unemployment in-
surance out of DC, which
will help furloughed work-
ers,” he added. “My biggest
concern right now is un-
documented workers, who

work and pay taxes, but
now are unable to claim
benefits. Larger grants
would help us make payroll
and keep more of these folks
employed.”

“I think this is a great first
step from our local govern-
ment to provide another
tool in our belt to get the job
done,” said Philippe Andre,
partner at Oceanique
restaurant in Evanston. “I
don’t believe this is entirely
enough, but at this point we
need everything possible to
get us through the next two
to three months and still
have fuel in the tank to
reopen. 

“We are taking every step
afforded to us to come back
strong; we are currently
negotiating with our land-
lord of 31 years to donate
our rent and are raising
immediate resources for
our staff to safely shelter at
home with their families
through a GoFundMe. Our
number one goal is keeping

our staff and their families
safe, and then providing
them with the opportuni-
ties we all work so hard for
when the coast is clear. We
are all fighting together as
an industry in various ways
and I’m very proud of what
I’m seeing across the city
and the country.”

“Yes, it helps, especially
keeping people employed,”
said Peter Burdi, owner of Il
Poggiolo and Nabuki
restaurants in Hinsdale.
“But it only helps for a short
time; if this (shutdown)
continues for an extended
period of time it won’t keep
restaurants from closing.
Also, we have to make up
the loss we have all sus-
tained thus far without gov-
ernment help.”

“Once cash-flow is
turned off, most restaurants
need a loan just to get to a
positive balance,” said Kev-
in Boehm, co-founder of
Boka Restaurant Group.
“This fund, in tandem with
the economic stimulus bill
from Congress, can help
restaurants not only get
open (after the shutdown
ends), but survive the inevi-
table ramp-up period. The
fund could especially be
helpful if the money is
easier and faster to access
than the federal money;
people need help now.” 

Michael Lachowicz, chef
and owner of George Trois,
Aboyer and Silencieux
restaurants in Winnetka,
described the programs as
“a Band-Aid on a gaping
head wound.”

“Every little bit counts,”
he said. “We will be apply-
ing for sure; it will provide
liquidity until we get on
firm ground again, whenev-
er that may be. In the
interim, I’m just above
break-even with curbside
carryout. And those gratu-
ities are all helping out my
hourly employees. The
hitch in that giddy-up is that
we’re dealing with some
very serious unknowns and
unforeseen potential pop-
ups. Is $25,000 going to
help in the long haul? My
hopes are yes.”

“If you do the math, I
don’t think it’s enough mon-

ey,” said Mario Santiago,
chef and owner of May
Street Cafe in Pilsen, “be-
cause you have to spread it
out with zero income com-
ing in. Even without the
employees, you still have
bills coming in. I have a
partner, so I still have to
make money for two house-
holds plus all the bills. I’m
lucky that I don’t owe my
vendors anything, but there
are others who do, and if
you let the electric, gas and
water bills slide to keep
keep people on payroll,
whatever money they give
you will be eaten up right
away. You also have to start
from zero — you still have to
pay back whatever rent or
mortgage you owe — so
these have to be grants that
you don’t pay back, or give
us a larger sum.”

When the COVID-19 cri-
sis is over, Santiago predicts
that many restaurants will
find it difficult to reopen.

“It’ll be like opening up a
new restaurant; how are
you going to do that?” he
asked. “It’s a lot of money to
start over, and I guarantee
you banks are not going to
lend money for people who
want to open up restau-
rants, and there will be a lot
of rules and regulations
after this. Fast-food restau-
rants will probably do well;
event spaces will tank, and
large restaurants will never
be the same.”

Bernie Laskowski, chef
and owner of Craft Urban
Kitchen in Geneva, said he
thinks small-business loans
will only delay an inevitable
collapse.

“Loans are double-jeop-
ardy for small businesses,”
he said. “Most restaurants
in that revenue category are
barely making 5% profit-
ability and are over-lever-
aged as it is. Our economic
model cannot afford us to
accrue any benefits to be
paid out to our employees.
Offering a loan to use to pay
our bills, which already are
in arrears, will almost guar-
antee that those businesses
will eventually default due
to the margin for financial
error coming to an almost
unobtainable level of exist-

ence.”
“We don’t need low-in-

terest loans,” Laskowski
said. “We need forgivable
grants that allow us to
become flush during the
financial vacuum. Borrow-
ed from future sales/in-
come/payroll tax. Zero in-
terest and zero penalties for
all bills left unpaid.”

“The emphasis next
needs to be directed to
insurance companies on
doing the correct thing,”
Laskowski said. “We have
paid exorbitant premiums
for protection in situations
like this. They have a clause
against government stop-
pages due to viral causes.
We are not institutions with
huge stockpiles of cash re-
serves; at most, we have one
month of operating capital,
which is being used up at an
alarming rate.”

Trevor Teich, chef and
owner of the upscale, five-
table Claudia in the West
Loop, praised Pritzker and
Lightfoot for making “fast
and critical moves” to sup-
port the industry, but said,
“I don’t think this presents a
solution as a whole,” Teich
said. “I see it as a much-
needed action to help put
the pieces back together in
this crisis. I think it’s too
early to say what impact
these monies will have in
the long run, because there
are new developments
nearly every hour and every
day.”

Several chefs pointed out
that a grant program that
awards money to restau-
rants with revenues be-
tween $500,000 and $1 mil-
lion leaves a lot of restau-
rants empty-handed.

“It kills a large portion of
our city,” said Erick
Williams, chef and owner of
Virtue Restaurant in Hyde
Park, of the grant program.
“Anybody with 30, 35 em-
ployees that you see — these
guys have revenues of $2
million, and some up to $10
million,” Williams said.

“People hear $10 million
in revenues, and they think,
‘those guys must be rich,’”
Williams said. “But the
profit margins don’t change;
you just have more staff, and
those places are in higher
rent districts. I think that
both the city as well as the
state are moving quickly,
and I’m happy to see them
making forward strides, but
they missed the middle.”

Robert Garvey, owner of
Robert’s Pizza and Dough
Co. in Streeterville, said his
single-unit pizzeria
wouldn’t qualify under the
current revenue range.
Chef/owner Tony Priolo
said that of his three restau-
rants — Maillard Tavern,
Nonnina and Piccolo Sogno
— only the tiny Maillard
Tavern would qualify. 

“If we were relying on
that (loan program) alone, I
would be out of business,”
Priolo said. “They need to
come up with a better bail
out plan that helps small
restaurants.”

“I still have hopes that
the state and city are going
to get it right,” Williams
said. “We know they’re
working diligently. We need
people to speak up and get
them accurate information,
so they can continue to do
the great job they’re doing.”

Chefs, restaurants thankful, but need more
Loan programs and
grants fill void as
industry struggles
By Phil Vettel

Jesus Garcia of Virtue in Hyde Park hands off an order to a curbside customer Wednesday. 
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PERSPECTIVE

OP-ART JOE FOURNIER

Fiscal discipline was once a durable
American practice. But in the 1940s, it
went out the window. The federal
government embarked on a sudden,
unprecedented binge of borrowing
that put the nation in hock up to its
ears.

From 1940 to 1945, federal spending
rose tenfold. The national debt in-
creased sixfold. The public would have
to shoulder the burden of paying down
that debt for decades to come.

There was, however, a good excuse
for this gross budgetary excess: World
War II. For a government, as with a
person, there is usually no difference
between being frugal and being wise.
But when the nation’s survival is at
stake, the risks of underspending are far
greater than the risks of overspending.

A similar imperative exists today, as
the new coronavirus endangers lives
and causes economic disruption on a
scale not seen since — well, since
World War II. Last year, the federal
budget deficit soared to nearly $1

trillion, at a time of sustained econo-
mic growth and prosperity. It was an
atrocious figure, representing the
latest fiscal failure by our political
leaders. 

But the spending package forged by
Congress and the president to address
the fallout of the pandemic will add up
to more than double that amount,
pushing overall spending to levels
never imagined just weeks ago. The
rescue plan is probably only the first of
a series of huge spending bills meant to
reduce the devastation from a locked-
down economy. 

For more years than I care to re-
member, under presidents of both
parties, I have been a consistent voice
— OK, an insufferable scold — on the
need for the government to be thrifty
and responsible in its budget policy. I
have stressed the importance of living
within our means, paying the full cost
of what we demand of our government
and not piling needless obligations on
future generations. There are many
good moments for fiscal restraint. This
is not one of them.

On the contrary, this is a moment
when fiscal restraint would be the very
definition of a false economy. In 1942,
it would have been lunacy to worry
about the cost of building up U.S. mili-
tary capacity as rapidly as possible.
The potential cost of not doing it, after

all, would have been cataclysmic.
Today, we face enormous dangers.

One is that millions of Americans
thrown out of work or otherwise de-
prived of income will be unable to pay
their bills, put food on the table or keep
their homes. Refusing to help them
through this crisis, which came about
for reasons beyond their control,
would exact a horrific human toll. It
would also create general chaos that
would stymie economic recovery for
months, if not years.

Likewise with businesses. In the
absence of prompt federal aid, a wave
of bankruptcies could wipe out com-
panies that were healthy and prof-
itable before — and have every
prospect of being healthy and prof-
itable afterward. The businesses
would be gone, and so would the jobs
they provided. People and companies
desperately need a bridge across this
troubled water.

Yes, the necessary measures will be
shockingly expensive. Yes, they will
have to be paid for with borrowed
funds. Yes, they will enlarge a national
debt that was already in the neighbor-
hood of $24 trillion.

But the alternatives would be more
costly yet. Replacing the old roof on
your house sounds expensive until you
compare it with the price of your
home being wrecked in a storm be-

cause you didn’t replace the roof. New
tires cost money, but bald ones can be
fatal.

We should think of these federal
outlays not as expenditures but invest-
ments. They are an essential recourse
to protect our long-run interests.

How could we afford all this new
debt? Through the robust revenue-
generating economic activity that will
resume if we successfully navigate the
crisis. The larger debt burden will be
easier to bear in the long run than a
smaller debt would be if we let a brief,
severe downturn become a prolonged
depression.

Debts have to repaid with dollars,
and dollars are something the Federal
Reserve can create in any quantity
needed. The worst case is that we will
have to endure an eventual spell of
inflation, which would be far prefera-
ble to an immediate and total econo-
mic collapse.

In most cases, our politicians de-
serve condemnation for spending
money with wild abandon. In this
moment, it’s the best thing they can do.

Steve Chapman, a member of the Trib-
une Editorial Board, blogs at
www.chicagotribune.com/chapman.

schapman@chicagotribune.com
Twitter @SteveChapman13

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, flanked by a bipartisan group of House members, shows off the stimulus bill known as the CARES Act after the bill was passed Friday.
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No, this is not the time
for fiscal restraint

Steve Chapman
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In his daily appearances in
front of the White House press
corps to discuss the coronavirus
crisis, President Donald Trump
relentlessly sprinkles his remarks
with superlatives.

“I can now announce some-
thing that I think is incredible,” he
said during Thursday’s news
conference, for example. “The
incredible naval hospital ship the
U.S.N.S. Comfort — which is
incredible, actually, when you see
it inside — will be underway to
New York City on Saturday … It’s
a great ship. It’s a great vessel.”

“Our people have done a fan-
tastic job. Really, a fantastic job,”
he said last Sunday. “The Ameri-
can people have been amazing. I
think our stimulus package will
get done, and it will be a tremen-
dous package.”

“We have unbelievable profes-
sionals” on the task force, he said
March 19. “We’ve done a phe-
nomenal job on this.”

Incredible. Great. Fantastic.
Amazing. Tremendous. Unbeliev-
able. Phenomenal. 

Leaders should project a sense
of optimism during a crisis, yes.
In very troubled times like these,
we need reassurance from our
leaders that brighter days are
ahead.

But we don’t need infomer-
cials. We don’t need a president
channeling product pitchmen
such as Ron Popeil or Billy Mays
and peppering us with extrava-
gantly positive adjectives.

Beautiful. Terrific. Extraordi-
nary.

Trump is, at heart, a salesman.
We knew that from the titles of
his books, including “The Art of
the Deal” (1987), “How to Get
Rich” (2004) and “The Way to
Success” (2006). We knew that
from the way he surrounded
himself at the podium with
Trump-branded steaks, wine and
water for his bizarre victory
speech on March 8, 2016, the
night he won the Michigan, Mis-
sissippi and Hawaii Republican
presidential primaries. 

Incredible. Great. Fantastic.
Amazing. Tremendous. Unbeliev-
able. Phenomenal. 

Quite a few people are evi-
dently still buying what he’s sell-
ing.

But hope is not a timeshare.
Optimism is not an undistin-
guished bottle of wine.

Actions deliver hope, not adjec-
tives.

Credulous sectors of the public
may respond to words, but the
virus will respond only to deeds.

Beautiful. Terrific. Extraordi-
nary.

Trump is selling Trump, as he
always has and always will. He
knows this peril will pass, or at
least that the infection and death
rates will subside to a point
where he can declare that it all
would have been much worse
without his flawless leadership —
on a 10-point scale he gave him-
self a 10 on March 16, three days
after saying of the testing debacle,
“I don’t take responsibility at all.”

Trump’s daily torrent of puffy
verbiage is aimed at laying the
groundwork for what is certain to
be a nauseating “victory” speech
to promote his reelection in No-
vember.

So, no, it’s not the critics who
are politicizing this crisis and
pulling apart a nation that should
be coming together.

It’s the huckster at the podium.

Re: Tweets
The winner of this week’s

reader poll to select the funniest
tweet was, “A lot of dudes are
saying they’re leaving 6 feet of
space between us when it’s really
only 5 feet 10 inches,” by
@i_Lean.

The poll appears at chicago
tribune.com/zorn, and you can
get an early alert when it’s posted
by signing up for the Change of
Subject email newsletter at
chicagotribune.com/newsletters.

ericzorn@gmail.com
Twitter @EricZorn

blance of normal life would be
medically disastrous in a way that
would further tank the economy
we’re trying to rescue.

In an ABC News/Washington
Post poll released Friday, 51% of
respondents said they approve of
Trump’s handling of the outbreak
compared with 45% who said
they disapprove. That even
roughly half the population says
he’s done a good job boggles my
mind considering that he down-
played and dismissed the threat
for weeks, failed to implement
early robust testing that could
have saved lives, and continues to
pollute his news conferences on a
global calamity with petty attacks
on political rivals and members of
the media. 

hyperbole took him all the way to
the White House, and he’s leaning
on it heavily as the COVID-19
pandemic rages nearly out of
control across the country and
our economy teeters on the edge
of a historic collapse.

A Gallup poll released Tuesday
showed 60% approval for the
president’s handling of the co-
ronavirus crisis, a high-water
mark for him. 

But the Gallup poll was taken
before he began promoting the
daffy idea that it’s time to stop
hiding in our homes and get back
to work as early as Easter Sunday
— April 12 — a notion roundly
rejected by infectious disease
specialists who warned that pre-
mature efforts to return to a sem-

“We make the finest wine, as
good a wine as you can get any-
where in the world,” he said.

Accomplished salespeople
know the persuasive, almost
subliminal, power of repeating
emotionally uplifting words.
Trump used “great” 35 times in
his public appearance Thursday
(“A lot of great companies are
making equipment right now,” for
example. “The ventilators, obvi-
ously they take a little longer to
make, but we have a lot of compa-
nies making them. And we’re
going to be in great shape.”) along
with 13 uses of “tremendous” and
10 of “incredible.”

Braggadocio has always
worked for Trump. His gift for
Home Shopping Network-style

Pitchman Trump trying to sell us on his ‘great,’
‘incredible,’ ‘tremendous’ handling of pandemic

President Donald Trump speaks Thursday during a White House briefing on the coronavirus pandemic. 

DREW ANGERER/GETTY 

CHANGE OF SUBJECT
By Eric Zorn
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Have you been on a bear hunt
yet? A teddy bear hunt, that is. Start
looking closely at your neighbors’
windows and you’ll probably spot a
bear or two, or maybe a big stuffed
dog or another cuddly stuffed ani-
mal.

Inspired by the 1989 children’s
book “We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt,” by Michael Rosen and Helen
Oxenbury, and the human need to
connect during mandatory social
distancing and stay-at-home orders,
people around the world have been
placing teddy bears in their win-
dows as a symbol of solidarity dur-
ing the coronavirus pandemic.
Families craving fresh air and a
chance to stretch go on bear hunts,
tallying up the bears they find on
neighborhood walks or drives.

Search #bearhunt on Twitter or
Facebook and you’re sure to forget,
just for a moment, the ever-worry-
ing pandemic that brought us to
this spot. You’ll see photos of bears
in windows — big bears, little bears,
bears in chairs and bears that aren’t

bears at all. Tweeted @Clancy-
Louise from Australia, it’s “some-
thing fun in these dark times.”

We love the idea of giving kids

(and adults) a little distraction, but
we worried that everyone might
not have a bear to put in the win-
dow — and we didn’t want to in-

spire any panic-buying of stuffed
teddies.

So Chicago Tribune editorial
cartoonist Scott Stantis, who has his
family’s Pot Belly Bear stationed in
his own window, drew a bear just
for you. Cut it out and tape it to a
window that faces a sidewalk or
a place where your neighbors
can see it. And while you’re at it,
snap a photo of your bear in the
window and send it to us at
letters@chicagotribune.com with
BEARS in the subject line. We’ll
share them with our readers on our
Chicago Tribune Opinion page on
Facebook.

As one dad who goes on regular
bear hunts with his wife and 5-
year-old daughter told Time maga-
zine, “It’s a way of communicating
with other people while you’re still
safe in your family isolation. It’s like
a silent visual message that families
get to send each other from their
windows, and it says, ‘We’re all in
this together. I’m experiencing
what you’re experiencing.’”

A BEAR FOR 
YOUR WINDOW

SCOTT STANTIS

SCOTT STANTIS
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EDITORIALS

Where the rich are working, producing
and inheriting is a magnet for the world’s
poorest. Though it’s popular to suggest
that wealth inequality harms the poor,
there is no purer market signal than the
migration of people. 

Looked at through the lens of the
United States, it’s long been the world’s
most unequal country at the same time
that it’s been the country that the vast

majority of the world’s poorest have
yearned to migrate to. Stating what’s obvi-
ous to the passably sapient among us:
Where the rich are is where opportunity
is most abundant for the poorest among us
to fix their poverty. …

Of course all of this speaks to why those
with the least are, and will be, harmed the
most by the response of government and
business to the coronavirus scare. Figure

that California on its own would be the
fifth largest economy in the world if a
country, and then one can only imagine
where California, New York and Illinois
would rate in combination. 

The economies in these rich-dense
states have in many ways been shut down.
The well-to-do will surely be hurt by
what’s tragic, but all too many have sav-
ings, or they have parents who have sav-

ings, vacation houses and other safety
nets.

The poor don’t realistically have those
backstops. … Worse is that with politicians
intent on shutting the economy down, it’s
unlikely that those most capable of cre-
ating new work opportunities through
investment (yes, the rich) will do just that.
Why invest in what’s not operating?

John Tamny, RealClearMarkets

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

Once again humanity is humbled, this
time not by fire, earthquake or tornado.
Instead a wee creature our naked eye
cannot see commandeers the Earth —
yet another killer reminder that many
forces dwarf us cocky-to-a-fault mortals.
So we learn anew that in nature we’re
but temporary components of perpetual
systems much bigger than ourselves.

For most of us, the less than draconian
demand is that we stay secluded — incar-
cerated at home with our loved ones. We
know Chicago teenagers who dutifully
avoid their early-to-rise parents by sleep-
ing from 3 a.m. until the crack of 2 p.m.
There being no immunity to family
frictions in tight quarters, social distanc-
ing at times necessitates spousal distanc-
ing — like teenagers, a survivable incon-
venience.

Meanwhile the contagion, as if with a
mind of its own, searches for fresh hu-
man hosts. For those among us who
contract the disease COVID-19, as we see
in daily news coverage, the effects range
from discomfort to oxygen starvation to
harrowing death.

Whatever our individual fates as this
ghastly pandemic unspools, each of us
can find solace in the ways that millions
of Chicagoans and Illinoisans are re-
sponding. Less than one week into a
stay-home mandate, the concern people
are showing for one another is evident
and, we hope, long-lasting.

Chicago’s other epidemic:
Random acts of kindness

There always will be outliers — arro-
gant me-firsters who refuse to conform
to new rules. And the criminals who
strafe Chicago streets shall always be
with us. Our focus instead is on the vast
majority of citizens abruptly awakened
to the urgent needs of the less fortunate
souls around them.

In their stoicism, their generosity to
one another and their astonishing pa-
tience with the restrictions that now
dictate their lives, these next-door he-
roes evoke author Sebastian Junger’s
account of World War II London during
the Blitz. The peril then was more vivid,

even if today’s peril kills just as indis-
criminately, just as impersonally. He
writes of Londoners’ voluntary subservi-
ence to constraints as they resisted a
shared enemy: “ … the crowd policed
themselves according to unwritten rules
that made life bearable for complete
strangers jammed shoulder to shoulder”
on cold, wet floors. 

Today, by contrast, we live an inverted
exercise that seeks to keep us apart. Yet a
similar ethos of We’re-all-in-this-together
is rewriting our social contract. We see
the random acts of kindness everywhere
— the impromptu willingness of strang-
ers to inconvenience themselves for one
another by hauling packages, the house-
hold fostering of forlorn shelter animals,
the drop-offs of food for first responders
whose mid-shift lunch joints are closed. 

Our earliest metrics for quantifying
these good acts, like the parable of the
Blitz, come from the U.K.: An age-of-
pandemic survey of 2,000 Britons finds
sharp percentage increases of those who
have conversed with neighbors they had
hardly known before, who regularly
check on older relatives and friends, who
now grocery shop for people unable to
leave home.

When opportunity
breeds ingenuity

If some people cope by rebuilding
frayed social bonds, others cope by rising
to a challenge: How can I surmount this
episode’s limitations, small and large?

Consider the many residents of met-
ropolitan Chicago who’ve put teddy (and
other) bears in front windows. For
neighborhood parents dealing with
cooped-up kids, this small gift encour-
ages “bear hunting” — family strolls with
little people waving to ursine creatures
indoors.

Or consider the Zooming of America
— the rapid (we won’t say viral) adoption
of video conferencing from Zoom and
other providers online. As if a starter
pistol sounded, social distancing sud-
denly has provoked millions of work
colleagues and their customers, teachers
and their students, 4-year-olds and their

cousins, to rely daily on meetup software
that has long existed but that many peo-
ple hadn’t embraced.

Look with admiration at the work-
arounds. The innovations. The ingenious
solutions.

None of us wants a public health
crisis. But crises do make us smarter.

‘Safe spaces,’ reimagined
This emergent altruism, these rein-

ventions of our routine protocols, speaks
to a welcome togetherness. Welcome,
but unfamiliar.

For two-plus decades we Americans
have divided ourselves, more avidly than
we had before, into tribes. Suddenly we
find ourselves, yes, all in something
together. The phrase “safe spaces”
abruptly refers less to protecting frail
egos than to sheltering one another from
deathly danger.

In a few weeks, as during emergencies
past, we’ve become a more serious, more
other-oriented people. The optimist who
celebrates this knows it’s early, that this
vast mutual aid society is as novel today
as is the coronavirus.

The optimist knows that our generosi-
ty of spirit could perish dramatically if
more hardship brings rebellion. Or it
could perish gradually if we let ourselves
succumb to coronavirus fatigue. To
sacrifice fatigue.

So how do we nurture this nascent
communal spirit? How do we help it
endure after this viral rampage breathes
its last?

A pandemic disregards
self-indulgence

This moment that demands a united
America disrupts many people’s focus on
identity uber alles. Like any rogue act of
nature, this pandemic ignores our self-
sequestering by political, ethnic, cultural
or intellectual tribe. During the recent
decades that would tolerate such luxury,
many among us let pride turn to right-
eousness, and righteousness to grievance
against Those Others. From our for-
tresses we’ve signaled our own moral

virtue — and sought to impose it on
others. They are, after all the enemy. We
cannot rest until they submit.

Encountering a city, a state or a nation
that subordinates the greater good to
such self-indulgence, any shrewd virus
eager to replicate itself would smile. It
knows it can thrive in a realm where
people put their individual interests or
their group first. It cannot, though, sur-
vive in a wildly diverse populace that
unites to starve it of fresh prey.

Watching so many Chicago strangers
feed, shelter and protect one another —
and watching public officials enforce
wartime limits on all of us — this little
coronavirus has to be displeased.

For many Chicagoans, many Illinois-
ans, this is the first time they’ve encoun-
tered a government-issued call to duty.
Generations that endured the Great
Depression, wars and the menace of
international terrorism have been here
before.

Each time, though, those generations
watched America backslide.

It’ll be hard. 
But we can do this.

Like the other great forces of nature,
every pandemic subsides. Then what?

If Chicagoans, Illinoisans, Americans
want to preserve our suddenly less tribal,
more ingenious, other-oriented commu-
nities, we can do that. 

How? Paradoxically, each of us has to
keep nurturing this communal spirit …
one by one.

In thousands of small, daily decisions,
each of those Chicagoans, Illinoisans,
Americans who lives to tell of this disas-
ter will decide how to treat one another.
Will decide, that is, whether to revert to
our tribes, or make this spirit endure.

The pessimist says we’ll soon be back
to incessant squabbling. That pandemic?
History. It’s an election year! My tribe
must prevail!

The optimist we mentioned above
knows that the pessimist will be proved
right — unless, one by one, we demand
better of ourselves. Not only in this crisis,
but in the months and years ahead.

Coronavirus enables a less tribal, more
ingenious America. Let’s not backslide. 

SCOTT STANTIS
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Doctor: Prepare
for the worst

We never know when the end
is near. We feel invincible, yet we
are living in a pandemic, where
any of us could find ourselves on
the brink of death. The first death
in Illinois was a registered nurse;
recently, her sister also died, and
their heartbroken brother was
interviewed. In our lifetime, we
have never seen a virus or illness
that could wipe out families at
once.

When the plane carrying NBA
star Kobe Bryant crashed, every-
one lamented all the families
killed at once. The coronavirus is
like multiple huge plane crashes
every day. Imagine if we had had
five plane crashes at Midway in
the last two weeks. No one would
fly again.

What are health care providers
doing to prepare? First, I had a
landline installed, so that when I
collapse from the coronarvirus,
my children will be able to call 911.
Is that over the top? Not if you
read the stories of the many
health care providers who have
died, including Kious Jordan
Kelly, a 48-year-old nurse man-
ager in New York City. One min-
ute, he was texting his sister, then

port him express what a misera-
ble failure he is. Covering this
distracts from the important
information.

Trump does have an important
role to play in buoying the public
spirit. In times of crisis, there
need to be leaders who crystallize
optimism and hope. I wish he
were better at this role. His plati-
tudes come off as empty, his Twit-
ter outbursts undermine his
ability to unite and most often, he
appears to be too self-serving.

Understand the importance of
the broader message. Do not let
your like or dislike of the messen-
ger cloud your objectivity.

There are no absolutes in this.
At some point, we are going to
restart the economic activity.
When that day comes, there will
be risk, and people can argue
about how high that risk should
be, but making blanket state-
ments that any risk is unaccept-
able is irresponsible.

As we restart activity, there are
lessons from China’s experience
that are helpful. In areas where
there was low incidence, activity
increased after a few weeks. In
other areas with high incidence,
activity is still not restarting. That
is how it is likely to play out in the
U.S.

The media and pundits need to
be focused on telling this story
and quantifying the risks rather
than giving full attention to abso-
lute statements from any politi-
cian. 

— Douglas Wisbey, Grayslake

versity of Chicago Comer Chil-
dren’s Hospital, Chicago

The young 
are not invincible

A reminder to younger people
that Li Wenliang, the Chinese
doctor who tried to warn China’s
leadership of the coronavirus,
died of the disease at age 34. All of
you take care and dispel the idea
that “we younger people are not
supposed to die from this dis-
ease.” 

— Neil Gaffney, Chicago

Criticisms of Trump 
a distraction

Too many media outlets and
pundits are focusing on the
wrong message in the reporting
of President Donald Trump and
the coronavirus. The lead story is
too often a summary of Trump’s
performance at the latest news
conference rather than the im-
portant information communicat-
ed by those at the podium with
him.

Dr. Anthony Fauci, Vice Presi-
dent Mike Pence and others have
communicated their information
clearly and credibly. This infor-
mation needs to lead the media
coverage.

As for Trump, those who
strongly support him rally to
express what a wonderful job he
is doing. Those who do not sup-

the most vulnerable, but it robs
families. Tell your family mem-
bers that you love them now, for
there will not be any bedside
professions of love.

What does this mean to you?
Talk to your loved ones; tell them
where your will is and tell them
what your goals are. Would you
want to be on a ventilator? Would
you want CPR? Or would you
want to go home with hospice?

Please, unless you, or your
loved one, would like to die alone,
on a ventilator in a hospital sur-
rounded by exhausted but com-
passionate health care workers,
please stay home!

— Dr. K. Sarah Hoehn, Uni-

silence until she was notified that
he had died.

As a hospice physician, I want
everyone who is dying to be sur-
rounded by loved ones, with their
favorite songs playing. When you
die from the coronavirus, you die
alone in the hospital because your
family is not allowed to visit.
Hospitals across the country have
restricted visitors, whether it is in
the beginning of life or the end of
life. This is a necessity to protect

For online exclusive letters go to www.chicagotribune.com/letters. Send
letters by email to letters@chicagotribune.com or to Voice of the People,
Chicago Tribune, 160 N. Stetson Ave., Third Floor, Chicago, IL 60601.
Include your name, address and phone number.

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE

Medical assistant Leticia Feliz consults with a patient while adminis-

tering tests for the coronavirus Tuesday in Chicago. 
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As living under quarantine condi-
tions during this coronavirus pan-
demic has turned my web surfing into
more of an alternative universe than
ever, a significant question has been
popping into view in recent days:

“Where’s Dr. Fauci?”
Yes, the cult of admirers surround-

ing Dr. Anthony Fauci, renowned
immunologist, is not only thriving but
seeking his advice more desperately
than ever — even as some among Pres-
ident Donald Trump’s supporters on
the far-right fringe aren’t.

The ongoing sport of catching
Trump’s falsehoods — more than
16,000, so far, in The Washington
Post’s Fact Checker’s database — has
taken on a morbidly serious tone as
truthfulness in a pandemic can make
the difference between life and
death.

In response, the president holds
daily news briefings that are well
worth watching, in my view, as long as
Fauci is there. My informal survey of
similarly cocooned friends, relatives

and workmates finds general agree-
ment. If Fauci’s not there, they say, you
might as well turn it off.

Of course, in our politically and
culturally polarized society I have to
remember that I live in a silo com-
prised disproportionately of liberals
and moderates who treat anything
Trump says with the skepticism of the
old Chicago City News Bureau’s slo-
gan: “If your mother says she loves
you, check it out.”

But in the current national emer-
gency, even prominent Republicans
such as Gov. Mike DeWine of Ohio
and Gov. Larry Hogan of Maryland
sounded alarms over Trump’s “wish”
to have the economy back up and
running by Easter. Too soon, they said.

Fauci agreed. “You’ve got to be
realistic,” he told CNN’s Chris Cuomo,
“and you’ve got to understand that you
don’t make the timeline, the virus
makes the timeline.”

And Fauci kept his job for another
day, although significantly he made
the statement in a CNN interview, not
during the president’s regular brief-
ings. He and Trump denied reports of
a rift, and Fauci continued to grant
numerous interview requests. But his
lowered profile seemed to reflect
reports that the president was an-
noyed by his growing popularity,
which as you may recall, has spelled
the end for other Trump appointees.

Unlike most of them, though, Fauci
was inherited. He’s been the “Mr.
Wizard” or, for you millennials, the
Bill Nye the Science Guy of contagions
since he became director of the Na-
tional Institute of Allergy and Infec-
tious Diseases in 1984, the middle of
President Ronald Reagan’s years in
office.

He expresses the qualities that just
about everybody wants a good doctor
to have. He has the bedside manner
that can deliver the most terrible news
in a calming, easily understood way,
even when it directly contradicts his
boss who, in this case, does not take
contradiction easily.

But Trump himself cast a troubling
cloud of doubt on that sensible course
this past week as reports came out
saying the president has become an-
noyed as Fauci has grown bolder in
correcting his falsehoods about the
spread of the coronavirus.

And, reports The Washington Post,
despite his valued service under presi-
dents from both parties, Fauci has
come under increasing — and unfair —
fire from paranoids on the right fringe
who long have fueled a conservative
war against science and so-called
“deep state” conspiracies.

For example, Peter Barry Chowka,
who has been retweeted by Trump on
other occasions, recently called Fauci a
“Deep-State Hillary Clinton-loving

stooge.” Others have hint-hint-hinted
that perhaps Fauci himself had a hand
in creating what Trump, until recent
days, called “the Chinese virus.”

Such is the low quality of ideolog-
ical discourse into which some would
drag Fauci or anyone else who refuses
to subscribe to their wing-nut ideol-
ogy.

But whether Trump acknowledges
it or not, he’s better off having Fauci
inside his pandemic team’s tent than
outside. Much to my surprise, Trump
has experienced a small improvement
in his approval rating, which hit
record highs in surveys released this
past week by Gallup (49%), Fox (48%),
Monmouth University (46%) and Pew
(45%).

Those numbers for his handling of
the coronavirus outbreak are still
slightly better than those he has re-
ceived for his job performance over all,
which have yet to top the 50% mark.
But they’re a lot better than the num-
bers he would have if he ends our
national social distance too soon.

Remember, Mr. President, the virus
sets the timeline.

Clarence Page, a member of the Tribune
Editorial Board, blogs at www.chicago
tribune.com/pagespage.

cpage@chicagotribune.com
Twitter @cptime

Dr. Anthony Fauci listens as President Donald Trump speaks during a briefing on the coronavirus pandemic Thursday at the White House in Washington, D.C. 

DREW ANGERER/GETTY

Why we must keep Dr. Fauci at the
podium during this coronavirus fight

Clarence Page
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R
ight now, our healthcare workers are on the frontlines of battling the
novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) that’s spreading rapidly throughout
our city, state and nation. These brave souls cannot shelter-in-place

with their loved ones or stay 6 feet away from sick patients. They are putting
themselves in the path of this virus — in Chicago and around the world — in this
unprecedented crisis.

The stakes are high and the challenges innumerable — too little information,
dwindling personal protective equipment, changing protocols and no second
chances. Yet, our doctors, nurses, technicians, transporters, EMTs, pharmacists,
and everyone who supports patient care are rising to the occasion and caring
for our most vulnerable populations.

Thank you — from everyone at UChicago Medicine and Ingalls Memorial —
for the sacrifices you make, every day and especially during this pandemic.
Your dedication, commitment and courage deserve our deepest gratitude
and admiration. Your service to patients is saving countless lives and making
thousands of differences.

To express your appreciation and gratitude for these everyday heroes, visit
Facebook.com/UChicagoMed and use #ThousandsofDifferences to share
encouraging words, artwork and thank you notes.

THANK YOU TO OUR

Learn how you can join the fight against COVID-19 at UChicagoMedicine.org/ThousandsofDifferences

Healthcare workers putting themselves in

harm’s way are making thousands of differences



Elmhurst Hospital, near the
funeral home, has borne the
brunt of the virus’s damage
in New York and saw 13
deaths in one 24-hour pe-
riod this week.

While in most people, it
causes mild or moderate
symptoms such as fever and
cough, it can cause severe
illness and lead to death for
some, especially older
adults and people with ex-
isting health problems.

And for those who lose
their loved ones, funerals in
the age of self-quarantine
and social distancing are a

NEW YORK — The cas-
kets are often closed these
days and the chairs for
mourners largely empty at
the Gerard Neufeld funeral
home.

But the work doesn’t
stop, not at the funeral
home near a Queens hospi-
tal hit hard by patients
suffering, and some dying,
from COVID-19, the disease
caused by the coronavirus
that is sweeping the globe.

“We’re right there in the
middle of the epicenter,”
said Joseph Neufeld Jr.,
who along with his father, is
the funeral director at Ger-
ald Neufeld, which has been
operating since 1940.

In the past week, the
home has held services for
close to a dozen people who
have died from the virus. It
is expecting to do more.

COVID-19 has been dev-
astating to New York state,
with more than 500 deaths
and over 50,000 confirmed
cases, most of them in New
York City. In Queens,

far cry from the rituals of
collective mourning that
took place a few weeks ago.

Fears of exposure linger
even after death, with fam-
ily members opting for
closed caskets.

“Unfortunately, the fam-
ilies don’t necessarily get
the closure that they want,”
Neufeld said. “Some have
looked for services here, but
we have to limit it to, say, an
hour or two, really no more
than 10 or 12 people. We try
to only have one service on
at a time so that you don’t
spread it even more.”

William Samuels delivers caskets Friday to the Gerard

Neufeld Funeral Home the pandemic in Queens, New York.

MARK LENNIHAN/AP 

Empty chairs at funeral home in ‘epicenter’
By Ted Shaffrey 

and Deepti Hajela

Associated Press
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BERLIN — The number
of confirmed coronavirus
infections worldwide
topped 650,000 Saturday as
new cases stacked up
quickly in Europe and the
United States and officials
dug in for a long fight
against the pandemic.

The latest landmark
came two days after the
world passed 500,000 in-
fections, according to a tally
by Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, showing that much
work remains to be done to
slow the spread of the virus.
It showed nearly 31,000
deaths.

While the U.S. now leads
the world in reported infec-
tions — with more than
121,000 cases — five coun-
tries exceed its roughly
2,000 deaths: Italy, Spain,
China, Iran and France. 

“We cannot completely
prevent infections at this
stage, but we can and must
in the immediate future
achieve fewer new infec-
tions per day, a slower
spread,” German Chancel-

lor Angela Merkel, who is in
quarantine at home after
her doctor tested positive
for the virus, told her com-
patriots in an audio mes-
sage. “That will decide
whether our health system
can stand up to the virus.”

The virus already has put
health systems in Italy,
Spain and France under
extreme strain. Lockdowns
of varying severity have
been introduced across Eu-
rope, nearly emptying
streets in normally bustling
cities, including Paris where
drone photos showed the
city’s landmarks eerily des-
erted. 

Merkel appealed to Ger-
mans to “be patient.” 

Her chief of staff said
Germany — where author-
ities closed nonessential
shops and banned gather-
ings of more than two in
public — won’t relax its
restrictions before April 20.

Spain, where stay-at-
home restrictions have been
in place for nearly two
weeks, reported Saturday
that its total was closing in
on 6,000 deaths. 

Another 8,000 con-
firmed infections pushed
that count above 72,000. 

But Spain’s director of
emergencies, Fernando Si-
mon, saw a ray of hope,
noting that the rate of infec-

tion is slowing and figures
“indicate that the outbreak
is stabilizing and may be
reaching its peak in some
areas.”

Doctors, nurses and am-
bulance drivers in Spain’s
worst-hit regions are work-
ing nonstop and falling ill at
an alarming rate. More than
9,000 health workers in the
country have been infected.

“We are completely over-
whelmed,” said paramedic
Pablo Rojo at Barcelona’s
Dos de Maig hospital. “Sev-
en or eight (patients trans-
ported today) and all with
COVID-19. And the average
age is decreasing. They’re
not 80 years old anymore,
they are now 30 and 40
years old.”

“Sometimes you become
a bit paranoid, you don’t
know any more when you
pick up the phone if you
have cleaned your hands, if
you’ve sanitized them or
not,” Rojo said.

Spain has struggled to get
coronavirus tests and pro-
tective gear for health work-
ers. The government has
started flights to transport
the supplies directly from
China to reduce waiting
times. 

As the epicenter has
shifted westward, the situa-
tion has calmed in China,
where some restrictions

have been lifted. Six subway
lines restored limited serv-
ice in Wuhan, where the
virus first emerged in De-
cember, after the city had its
official coronavirus risk
evaluation downgraded
from high to medium on
Friday. Five districts of the
city of 11 million people had
other travel restrictions
loosened after their risk
factor was downgraded to
low.

In Finland, police at road-
blocks started restricting
the movement of people
into and out of its worst-hit
Uusimaa region, which in-
cludes the capital, Helsinki.

Countries are still scram-
bling to bring home some

citizens stranded abroad by
border closures and a near-
shutdown of flights. 

On Saturday, 174 foreign
tourists and four Nepali
nationals in the foothills of
Mount Everest were flown
out days after being
stranded on the only
airstrip serving the world’s
highest mountain.

In neighboring India, au-
thorities sent a fleet of buses
to the outskirts of the capi-
tal to meet an exodus of
migrant workers desper-
ately trying to reach their
home villages during the
world’s largest lockdown.

Thousands of people had
fled their New Delhi homes
after Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi announced a 21-
day lockdown that began
Wednesday and effectively
put millions out of work.

New York remained the
worst-hit U.S. city. 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo said
that the struggle to defeat
the virus will take “weeks
and weeks and weeks.” 

Americans braced for
worsening conditions else-
where, with worrisome in-
fection numbers being re-
ported in Chicago, Detroit
and New Orleans.

Virus cases have been
rising rapidly in some
American cities such as
Detroit, where poverty and
poor health have been prob-
lems for years. 

As global toll keeps rising,
world digs in for long haul
Cases top 650,000;
US leads countries in
reported infections

By Geir Moulson 

and Matt Sedensky

Associated Press

Homeless people make face masks at a shelter Saturday in Barcelona. Spain reported the

same day that it was closing in on 6,000 deaths and more than 72,000 cases overall.

JOSEP LAGO/GETTY-AFP

WASHINGTON — Pres-
ident Donald Trump said
Saturday that he planned to
issue a “strong travel advis-
ory” for the states of New
York, New Jersey and Con-
necticut in lieu of a quaran-
tine to combat the spread of
the novel coronavirus.

It wasn’t entirely clear
whether the president even
had the power to, as he
suggested earlier, order a
quarantine for the East
Coast states. New York is
the U.S. epicenter for the
COVID-19. 

But Trump said earlier
Saturday that he was con-
sidering one after speaking
with the governor of Flor-
ida, who expressed concern
over New Yorkers traveling
South.

The suggestion by
Trump was met with con-
fusion and anger from the
governors of the three
states. Trump tweeted later
Saturday that a quarantine
would not be necessary,
after speaking with his co-
ronavirus task for and gov-
ernors. 

Trump told reporters
that he had spoken with
Republican Gov. Ron De-
Santis of Florida, among
others, and that “a lot of the
states that are infected but
don’t have a big problem,
they’ve asked me if I’ll look
at it so we’re going to look at
it.”

New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo, who criticized the
federal government’s re-
sponse as his state became

the country’s virus epicen-
ter, said the issue of a
quarantine had not come up
in a conversation he had
with Trump earlier Sat-
urday. 

“I don’t even know what
that means,” Cuomo said at
a news briefing in New
York. “I don’t know how
that could be legally en-
forceable, and from a medi-
cal point of view, I don’t
know what you would be
accomplishing. I don’t like
the sound of it.”

Trump made his remarks
while on a trip to Norfolk to
see off a U.S. Navy hospital
ship heading to New York
City to help with the pan-
demic. 

At the event, he spoke to a
sparse crowd at the port and

warned about taking virus
protections, even though he
himself, at 73, is in a high-
risk category and among
those who have been ad-
vised to refrain from all
nonessential travel. 

The federal government
is empowered under the
law to take measures to
prevent the spread of com-
municable diseases be-
tween states, but it’s not
clear that means Trump can
ban people from leaving
their state. It has never been
tested in the modern era —
and in rare cases when any
quarantine was challenged,
the courts generally sided
with public health officials. 

Courts have ruled consis-
tently for years that the
authority to order quaran-

tines inside states rests al-
most entirely with the
states, under provisions in
the Constitution ceding
power not explicitly dele-
gated to the federal govern-
ment to states. The federal
government, though, would
have power under constitu-
tional clauses regulating
commerce to quarantine in-
ternational travelers or
those traveling state to state
who might be carriers of
deadly diseases. 

Still, “it is entirely un-
precedented that governors
or the president would pre-
vent people from traveling
from one state to another
during an infectious disease
outbreak,” said Lawrence
Gostin, a Georgetown Uni-
versity law professor and

public health specialist who
questioned Trump’s ability
to order a quarantine on
states. 

There were more than
121,000 confirmed cases
and over 2,000 deaths in the
country, according to a tally
by Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity.

But as Trump traveled to
Norfolk, he tweeted: “I am
giving consideration to a
QUARANTINE of devel-
oping “hot spots”, New
York, New Jersey, and Con-
necticut. A decision will be
made, one way or another,
shortly.”

The incoming White
House chief of staff, Mark
Meadows, said they are
“evaluating all the options
right now” when asked

about legal authority for
quarantine.

But Trump may not need
to order a legally justifiable
quarantine. 

One idea under consider-
ation would be to tell resi-
dents of those areas to
isolate themselves and not
travel for two weeks, just as
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
have instructed anyone who
recently left New York to
self-quarantine for 14 days,
according to one person
familiar with the negotia-
tions who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity to discuss
ongoing deliberations. 

The measure wouldn’t
necessarily come with any
legal justification or penalty,
just the hope that people
would comply to try to
contain the virus spread.

The governors of Florida,
Maryland, South Carolina
and Texas already have or-
dered people arriving from
the New York area to self-
quarantine for at least 14
days upon arrival. In a more
dramatic step, Rhode Island
police have begun pulling
over drivers with New York
plates so that the National
Guard can collect contact
information and inform
them of a mandatory 14-day
quarantine.

Trump said the idea of
isolating many in the trio of
Democratic strongholds in
the Northeast was pushed
by DeSantis, one of the
president’s most outspoken
supporters. It came a day
after Trump made clear he
wanted governors to be
grateful when asking for
federal support for the pan-
demic.

Trump later clarified it
would not affect truckers or
people transiting through,
and would not affect trade. 

Trump plans 3-state travel advisory 
His legal authority
for NY, NJ, Conn.
quarantine unclear 

By Zeke Miller 

and Colleen Long

Associated Press

President Donald Trump speaks in front of the U.S. Navy hospital ship USNS Comfort on Saturday in Norfolk, Virginia.

PATRICK SEMANSKY/AP 
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DUFUR, Ore. — The so-
cial distancing rules re-
peated like a mantra in
America’s urban centers,
where the coronavirus is
spreading exponentially,
might seem silly in wide-
open places where neigh-
bors live miles apart and
“working from home”
means another day spent
branding calves or driving a
tractor alone through a
field.

But as the pandemic
spreads through the U.S.,
those living in rural areas,
too, are increasingly threat-
ened. Tiny towns tucked
into Oregon’s windswept
plains and cattle ranches
miles from anywhere in
South Dakota might not
have had a single case of the
new coronavirus, but their
main streets are also empty
and their medical clinics
overwhelmed by the wor-
ried.

Residents from rural Ala-
bama to the woods of Ver-
mont to the frozen reaches
of Alaska fear the spread of
the disease from outsiders,
the social isolation that
comes when the town’s only
diner closes, and economic
collapse in places where
jobs were already scarce.

“Nobody knows what to
do and they’re just running
in circles, so stay away from
me is what I’m saying,” said
Mike Filbin, a 70-year-old
cattle rancher in Wasco
County, Oregon, one of the
few parts of the state that
has yet to see a case of
COVID-19.

“Right now, we’re pretty
clean over here, but we’re
not immune to nothin’ —
and if they start bringing it
over, it’ll explode here.”

To make matters worse,
some of the most remote
communities have limited

or no internet access and
spotty cellphone service.
That makes telecommuting
and online learning chal-
lenging in an era of blanket
school and work closings,
and it eliminates the pos-
sibility of the FaceTime
card games and virtual
cocktail hours that urban
Americans have turned to in
droves to stay connected.

The routine ways that
rural Americans connect —
a bingo night, stopping in at
a local diner or attending a
potluck — are suddenly
taboo.

“Rural people are reliant
on their neighbors and have
more confidence and trust
in their neighbors,” said Ken
Johnson, a senior demogra-
pher at the Carsey School of
Public Policy and professor
of sociology at the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire. 

“Now you have people
who are supposed to self-
isolate themselves,” John-
son said. “What does that
mean when people you de-
pend on, in order to help
you, are going to put them-

selves and their families at
risk? I don’t know what that
will do in rural America.”

Neil Bradshaw, the may-
or of Ketchum, Idaho, is
starting to see the answer in
his own community.

The rural resort town has
struggled since the arrival of
COVID-19, and he fears if
the virus lingers too long, it
could devastate it. The town
is nestled next door to the
tony skiing destination Sun
Valley Resort and is known
as the second-home haven
for dozens of celebrities.

It’s also become the epi-
center of Idaho’s caseload,
with at least 35 cases and
known community spread
of the virus. At least 14 of the
cases are among health care
workers, forcing the town’s
small medical workers to
bring in replacement
staffers from nearby cities. 

“Our town thrives on
people coming to town, and
for the first time in our
history, we are discouraging
visitors,” said Bradshaw, of
the town of 2,700 people.
“Initially people had differ-

ent levels of adoption, but
there’s tremendous com-
munity pressure that we’re
all in this together. We’ve
gone from being a vibrant
town to a ghost town.”

The town’s coffers rely
on a local option tax, and if
that drops by half, the city
will have lost $700,000 in
revenue, he said. 

Some communities have
pushed back on shutdowns
that have brought daily life
to a standstill. Leaders from
seven Utah counties, for
example, sent a letter to
Gov. Gary Herbert urging a
“return to normalcy” and
said the closing of schools
and business was causing
panic and hurting the econ-
omy.

Others worry about out-
siders bringing the disease to
truly remote areas that aren’t
equipped to deal with it.
Across the nation, there are
over 51,000 general intensive
care beds in urban counties,
compared with just 5,600 in
rural counties, according to
data compiled by The Asso-
ciated Press. 

Those beds serve a
smaller population than in
urban areas, but it would still
take fewer people in rural
areas to overwhelm a typical
hospital. In fiscal year 2018,
the average rural hospital
had eight ICU beds, com-
pared with 20 for a typical
hospital in an urban area.

In Georgiana, a small
town in southern Alabama,
the only hospital closed last
year, so residents flocked to
the health clinic instead
when a person in a town 5
miles away was diagnosed
with COVID-19. 

More than 30% of Geor-
giana’s 1,600 residents are
over age 60, putting them at
higher risk with limited
medical facilities to serve
them, said Mayor Jerome
Antone. 

Georgiana’s older resi-
dents, Antone said, are “ag-
gressively upset,” even
though no one there has
been diagnosed yet.

In Alaska’s Point Hope,
an Inupiat whaling village
at the edge of the Arctic
Ocean nearly 700 miles

north of Anchorage, tribal
leaders have been preparing
and discussing potential is-
sues such as air travel into
town. 

The state’s limited road
system doesn’t reach the
community of 900 people,
which relies on planes for
much of its connection to
the outside world.

One of the two airlines
that serve Point Hope an-
nounced it will restrict
flights to cargo and passen-
gers with medical or other
essential needs.

Still, residents worry the
recent deaths of two elders
will bring out-of-town
mourners for the funerals.

“We have all kinds of
different people who come
into our village,” said acting
Mayor Daisy Sage. “This
coronavirus is serious.”

Thousands of miles away,
in South Dakota, falling
prices for beef are generat-
ing as much — or more —
worry than the virus.

Sam Stoddard, a cattle
rancher near the town of
Kadoka, population 650,
said futures markets for
beef have dropped up to
30% because of the co-
ronavirus. He’s worried
about longtime ranchers be-
ing able to hang on. 

If the market remains
terrible, he said, ranchers
can put off selling their
calves until later in the year,
but no one knows how long
the economy will be in
upheaval, leaving everyone
stressed.

At the same time, the
state has not shuttered busi-
nesses, leaving residents
wondering what to expect
next. South Dakota has 30
confirmed cases of the co-
ronavirus.

“Normally this time of
year we’re more worried
about a big blizzard coming
in and killing 10% of our
calves. You know it’s com-
ing, and you can prepare for
it,” Stoddard said. 

“With this, you don’t
know what’s coming or
what you should be doing.”

In rural USA, virus anxieties crop up 
Farm communities,
small towns watch
urban areas in fear
By Gillian Flaccus
Associated Press

Mike Johnston, a clerk at a market in tiny Maupin, Oregon, wears latex gloves to protect himself from the coronavirus. 

GILLIAN FLACCUS/AP 
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WASHINGTON — Of
the 75 senior positions at
the Department of Home-
land Security, 20 are either
vacant or filled by acting
officials, including Chad
Wolf, the acting secretary
who recently was unable to
tell a Senate committee how
many respirators and pro-
tective face masks were
available in the United
States.

The National Park Serv-
ice, which like many federal
agencies is full of vacancies
in key posts, tried last week
to fill the job of a director for
the national capital region
after hordes of visitors
flocked to see the cherry
blossoms near the National
Mall, creating a potential
public health hazard as the
coronavirus continues to
spread.

At the Department of
Veterans Affairs, workers
are scrambling to order
medical supplies on Ama-
zon after its leaders, lacking
experience in disaster re-
sponses, failed to prepare
for the onslaught of patients
at its medical centers.

Ever since President
Donald Trump came into
office, a record high turn-
over and unfilled jobs have
resulted in empty offices
across wide swaths of the
federal bureaucracy. 

Now, current and former
administration officials and
disaster experts say the co-
ronavirus has exposed
those failings as never be-
fore and left parts of the
federal government unpre-
pared and ill equipped for
what may be the largest
public health crisis in a
century.

Some 80% of the senior
positions in the White

House below the Cabinet
level have turned over dur-
ing Trump’s administration,
with about 500 people hav-
ing departed since the inau-
guration. Trump is on his
fourth chief of staff, his
fourth national security ad-
viser and his fifth secretary
of the Department of
Homeland Security.

Between Trump’s history
of firing people and the
choice by many career offi-
cials and political appoint-
ees to leave, he now finds
himself with a government
riddled with vacancies, act-
ing department chiefs and,
in some cases, leaders
whose professional back-
grounds do not easily match

up to the task of managing a
pandemic.

“Right now for the life of
me, I don’t know who
speaks for DHS,” said Janet
Napolitano, a secretary of
homeland security under
President Barack Obama.
“Having nonacting leader-
ship, and I think having
consistency in your leader-
ship team and the accumu-
lation of experience, really
matters. And I think it
would be fair to say the
current administration
hasn’t sustained that.”

One example is the De-
partment of Veterans Af-
fairs, which is legally meant
to back up the nation’s
health care system in an

emergency. On Thursday,
the Office of Inspector Gen-
eral at the department re-
leased a report detailing red
flags in its preparedness for
the crisis.

The secretary, Robert
Wilkie, has no experience in
emergency management,
and he has been largely
absent from public briefings
with senior officials on the
pandemic.

“Secretary Wilkie has at-
tended 20 coronavirus task
force meetings since he
joined the task force on
March 3,” said Christina
Mandreucci, a spokeswom-
an for the department.
Wilkie recently fired his
second in command, who

had worked in past disas-
ters, and his head of emer-
gency preparedness retired.

Senior officials in the
department say they are
kept out of the loop on
major decisions, such as
whether it will continue
Trump’s preferred policy of
sending veterans into the
community for care, and
learn from the news media
about how centers are inter-
preting guidelines.

Many of the newcomers
in agencies lack relation-
ships with the private sec-
tor and lawmakers to ac-
complish basic goals.

One high-profile case
came with eliminating a
directorate at the White

House’s National Security
Council that was charged
with pandemic prepara-
tions. In 2018, John Bolton,
then Trump’s national se-
curity adviser, ousted
Thomas Bossert, Trump’s
homeland security adviser
and longtime disaster ex-
pert. The directorate was
folded into an office dedi-
cated to weapons of mass
destruction.

Equally notable may have
been the resignation last
year of Scott Gottlieb, com-
missioner of the Food and
Drug Administration, an
early advocate for broad
coronavirus testing and
stronger mitigation policies. 

He was succeeded by Dr.
Stephen Hahn, a noted on-
cologist, who has struggled
during Senate hearings to
explain some of his posi-
tions. The agency is largely
viewed as slow in engaging
the private sector to devel-
op tests for the coronavirus. 

As he juggles negotia-
tions on Capitol Hill and
introduces emergency
lending programs with the
Federal Reserve, Steven
Mnuchin, the Treasury sec-
retary, is scrambling to have
enough officials in place to
accommodate the addi-
tional workload from four
emergency lending pro-
grams, two new stimulus
bills and a delayed Tax Day.

Perhaps the biggest chal-
lenge facing the Treasury
Department is the thin
staffing at the IRS. The tax
collection agency has faced
deep cuts to its budget over
the last decade, leaving
technology out of date.

Now the IRS must cope
with Tax Day being delayed
by three months and a
deluge of questions from
taxpayers calling employ-
ees that are teleworking.
The shortfall in staff is likely
to be especially problematic
as the Treasury Depart-
ment tries to send stimulus
money to Americans by
using the IRS’ taxpayer
database to track them
down.

Inexperience mars feds’ response 
Too many key jobs
vacant as huge
contagion tests US
By Jennifer
Steinhauer and Zolan
Kanno-Youngs
The New York Times

DHS acting secretary Chad Wolf could not tell a Senate committee how many respirators and face masks were available.

T.J. KIRKPATRICK/THE NEW YORK TIMES 

WASHINGTON — The
coronavirus is taking a
growing toll on the U.S.
military, and commanders
and senior officials are brac-
ing for worse. From nuclear
missile fields at home to
war zones abroad, from
flight lines to ships at sea,
the Pentagon is striving to
shield vital missions even as
it faces urgent calls for help
on the civilian front.

Training exercises big
and small, including one of
the largest in Europe since
the end of the Cold War,
have been curtailed. Army
recruiting stations have
closed. Troops around the
globe are hunkering down
to confront an enemy unlike
anything the world’s most
lethal armed forces have
encountered before.

“It’s unprecedented in
my lifetime,” Defense Sec-
retary Mark Esper said,
adding that he believes that
“in a period of months” the
worst will be over and the
force will once again be
“fully mission capable.”

Until then, the ramifica-

tions of COVID-19 for the
military are likely to ex-
pand. There are worries
about the defense industry
being weakened and key
weapons development
slowed.

Gen. Mark Milley, chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said that in a worse-
case scenario, the military
will lose some of its pre-
paredness for combat and
other missions. 

But the impact is likely to
be “moderate to minor to
low in terms of its risk“ to
national defense, he told
reporters Monday.

The Pentagon budget
also is taking a hit, although
a coronavirus relief package
that passed Friday will pro-
vide billions for the growing
list of new expenses, includ-
ing loans to industry that
would enable accelerated
production of medical
equipment like ventilators
and respiratory masks for
civilian use.

Many of America’s clos-
est allies are waging their
own COVID-19 battles, in-
cluding Britain, France,
Germany, Italy and other
NATO partners, as well as
South Korea, which hosts
about 28,500 U.S. troops.
The pandemic has taken the
edge off conflict in some of
the globe’s major flash-
points, such as Iran, as

governments focus on fight-
ing the disease inside their
own borders.

Gen. Joseph Lengyel,
chief of the National Guard
Bureau, accustomed to re-
sponding to single-event
domestic natural disasters
like a flood or hurricane,
said the coronavirus out-
break is akin to having
hurricanes of varying feroc-
ity hit every U.S. state and
territory, as well as the
District of Columbia.

“This is a historic event
that will require a historic
response,” Lengyel said.

The Guard has been mo-
bilized by every state gover-
nor and in three territories. 

In California, New York
and Washington state, the
federal government is foot-
ing the bill. The active-duty
military also is helping, with
three field hospitals deploy-
ing to New York and Wash-
ington state, and Navy hos-
pital ships sent to Los Ange-
les and New York.

The Guard is chipping in
with a range of expertise,
including what it calls
weapons of mass destruc-
tion teams helping set up
drive-thru testing stations.

No U.S. military member
is known to have died from
COVID-19, although infec-
tions are spreading.

Brig. Gen. Paul
Friedrichs, the top doctor

on the staff of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said
Wednesday that it appears
highly likely that the spread
inside the military will con-
tinue. Over the next three
weeks, which he said is as
far ahead as modeling data
can reliably support a fore-
cast, “we think we’re going
to see this — no surprise —
continue to grow.” 

His comment aligns with
those of many others in the
medical community and
across the military, standing
in contrast to President
Donald Trump’s statements
about starting to return the
country to normalcy by
Easter.

As of Thursday, 280 of
the 1.4 million-strong active
duty force had been con-

firmed with the disease, up
from 51 a week earlier. 

“Our curve is not flatten-
ing,” Friedrichs said.

The virus has penetrated
the Pentagon, but with
modest impact thus far as
Esper and Milley remain at
work in the military head-
quarters. As a precaution,
Esper and the deputy de-
fense secretary, David
Norquist, are being kept
physically separated. 

On Monday, the build-
ing’s health risk alert level
was raised a notch, and
Esper on Wednesday or-
dered the higher alert level
for all Defense Department
sites worldwide.

In a virtual town hall
meeting with Defense De-
partment employees, Esper

on Tuesday said his top
priority is protecting troops
and their families, but he
noted that the military can-
not function free of risk.

“You can’t do social dis-
tancing in a submarine or
even a tank,” he said.

Navy ships have stopped
port visits abroad, except
when resupply or mainte-
nance requires it. 

On Friday, the Navy said
at least two dozen sailors
aboard the USS Theodore
Roosevelt tested positive af-
ter the aircraft carrier made
a port visit in Vietnam. 

The Roosevelt and its
contingent of warplanes
may be sidelined for days,
sitting pier side in Guam as
the entire crew — more
than 5,000 — is tested.

Virus takes toll on military
as it moves to aid civilians
Pentagon shields
vital missions as it
faces calls for help
By Robert Burns 
and Lolita C. Baldor
Associated Press 

National Guard Cpl. Tommie Davis, left, and Spc. Scott Eubanks move peaches to prepare

for repackaging emergency boxes for distribution last week at the Cleveland Food Bank.

TONY DEJAK/AP 

JOHANNESBURG —
Police fired tear gas at a
crowd of Kenyan ferry com-
muters as the country’s first
day of a coronavirus curfew
slid into chaos. Elsewhere,
officers were captured in
mobile phone footage
whacking people with
batons.

Virus prevention mea-
sures have taken a violent
turn in parts of Africa as
countries impose lock-
downs and curfews or seal

off major cities. Health ex-
perts say the virus’ spread,
though still at an early stage,
resembles the arc seen in
Europe, adding to wide-
spread anxiety. Cases across
Africa were set to climb
above 4,000 Saturday.

Abuses of the new mea-
sures by authorities are an
immediate concern. 

Minutes after South Afri-
ca’s three-week lockdown
began Friday, police
screamed at homeless peo-
ple in downtown Johan-
nesburg and went after
some with batons. Some

citizens reported the police
use of rubber bullets. Fifty-
five people across the coun-
try were arrested. The
country leads Africa with
more than 1,000 cases.

In an apparent show of
force Saturday, South Afri-
ca’s military raided a large
workers’ hostel in the Al-
exandra township where
some residents had defied
the lockdown.

In Rwanda, the first
country in sub-Saharan Af-
rica to impose a lockdown,
police have denied that two
civilians shot dead Monday

were killed for defying the
new measures, saying the
men attacked an officer
after being stopped.

And Zimbabwe, where
police are widely criticized
by human rights groups for
deadly crackdowns, is set to
enter a three-week lock-
down on Monday. The
country’s handful of virus
cases already threatens to
overwhelm one of the
world’s most fragile health
systems.

In Kenya, outrage over
the actions of police was
swift.

Safety measures turn violent in Africa
By Cara Anna
Associated Press

South African National Defence Forces take up positions

Saturday in a township east of Johannesburg, South Africa.

THEMBA HADEBE/AP 
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CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK

BANGKOK — More than
a decade ago, it was com-
mon for elephant owners to
take their animals into
Thailand’s cities and beg in
the streets. Other elephants
were put to work by illegal
loggers along the border
with Myanmar to harvest
timber and haul it out of the
forest.

Gradually, Thailand suc-
ceeded in reducing such
practices and improving the
lives of domesticated ele-
phants. 

But now, the coronavirus
that is sickening humans
around the world may
threaten to undo that prog-
ress.

A sudden drop in foreign
tourists has forced the clos-
ing of dozens of elephant
parks and similar tourist
attractions, putting more
than 1,000 elephants in
Thailand out of work and
endangering their futures,
operators of the attractions
said.

In recent years, the main
concern that animal welfare
advocates have raised about
Thailand’s many elephant
attractions has been
whether it is abusive for
tourists to ride the cre-
atures.

But for many owners, just
keeping them fed is now a
more urgent concern. Feed-
ing an elephant can cost as
much as $40 a day — more
than three times the min-
imum daily wage in Thai-
land.

Theerapat Trungprakan,
president of the Thai Ele-
phant Alliance Association,
a group of elephant attrac-
tion operators, said he
feared that unless the gov-
ernment intervened, some
elephants would be forced
back onto the streets or

even into illegal logging
operations.

“We don’t want that loop
of survival alternatives to
come back,” Theerapat
said. “It will endanger the
welfare of the elephants,
such as having the ele-
phants roaming the streets
begging for bananas or
sugar cane.”

Thailand, which as of
Tuesday had reported 827
coronavirus cases and four
deaths, has sought to stop
the spread of the virus by
closing schools and enter-
tainment venues and by
encouraging people to stay
home.

The initial outbreak in
China led to a sudden drop
in visitors to Thailand, as
both countries restricted
travel. In 2019, China con-
tributed more than a quar-
ter of Thailand’s 40 million

tourists.
In February, overall tour-

ist arrivals in Thailand were
down by 44% compared
with a year earlier. Tourism
has plunged even further in
March with new limits on
travel and activity.

Tourism is a huge part of
the Thai economy. Before
the virus struck, travel and
tourism accounted for more
than 20% of the country’s
gross domestic product and
employed nearly 16% of the
workforce.

The effects have been felt
nationwide. Hotel rooms
are vacant and taxis idle.
Major events have been
postponed or canceled, in-
cluding the Thai New Year
festivals normally held in
April as well as the first
WBC Muay Thai World
Convention, which had
been scheduled for this

month in Bangkok.
The elephant attractions

have been hit hard, op-
erators say.

In northern Thailand, 85
such businesses have tem-
porarily halted operations
because of a lack of visitors,
said Borpit Chailert, general
manager of Maetaeng Ele-
phant Park, north of the city
of Chiang Mai.

He said the Maetaeng
park, one of the country’s
larger operations, was still
open, but visitors were
down by 90%, forcing the
company to reduce employ-
ees’ hours. The park used to
get as many as 1,000 visitors
a day. On Saturday, there
were only four.

Thailand has about 3,800
domesticated elephants.
Releasing them into the
forest, where about 3,000
wild elephants live, is illegal
under Thai law; in the
forest, domesticated ele-
phants would compete with
wild counterparts.

“They cannot look for
food in the forest because
they are used to being fed,”
Borpit said. “Imagine if we
released around 3,000 do-

mesticated elephants into
the forest at the same time.
There would be no food to
feed all the elephants.”

Elephants are Thailand’s
national symbol. Some were
used in logging operations
for generations before 1989,
when Thailand, facing the
rapid destruction of its
forests, banned nearly all
commercial logging.

More recently, many cap-
tive elephants have been
put to work in tourist attrac-
tions, often in small opera-
tions with a dozen or so
animals, where visitors can
ride them. Some larger ven-
ues also offer elephant
rides.

Animal welfare advo-
cates say the training and
treatment of elephants in
such operations are often
abusive, and they call for an
end to using the animals in
circuses or letting tourists
ride them. They say it is
better for tourists simply to
observe the animals in ref-
uges and sanctuaries.

A group that promotes
the welfare of elephants in
Thailand, the Friends of the
Asian Elephant Foundation,

has long urged the govern-
ment to establish a fund for
this kind of tourism emer-
gency.

“This funding is impor-
tant because with no in-
come, where will the ele-
phant owners and park
owners get the money to
buy food for the elephants?”
said the group’s co-founder
and secretary-general, So-
raida Salwala. “I am very
worried about this situa-
tion.”

Theerapat said most of
the elephants in Thailand’s
attractions were rented
from their owners. If the
parks return them, he said,
some owners might decide
they have no choice but to
beg on the streets.

Or some elephants could
be forced to haul timber
along the borders with My-
anmar and Laos, where
they would risk stepping on
land mines left from con-
flicts in the region, he said.

“These elephants have to
live in a risky area,” Theera-
pat said. “When they go
back, in some areas there is
still illegal logging. And
when the elephant owner’s
savings are depleted, he
might think that is a way
out.”

One owner, Amnuai
Charornsuksombat, whose
family has kept elephants
for generations, said he re-
trieved five of the animals
last week from a tourist
attraction where they had
been working.

The elephants no longer
get sugar cane and bananas,
which are too expensive,
but forage for grass in
nearby fields and eat corn
stalks that Amnuai buys
from farmers.

But no matter how hard it
gets, Amnuai said, it would
never occur to him to take
his elephants and beg. 

“For us, elephants are
family members,” he said.
“They are not pets. To bring
them to do that would be a
disgrace. They are family, so
we will get through this
together. Family takes care
of each other.”

Even elephants are looking for work
Thailand’s tourism
industry takes hit
during virus crisis
By Richard C.
Paddock and 
Muktita Suhartono
The New York Times 

An elephant is given bananas and sugar cane March 22 at Maetaeng Elephant Park north of Chiang Mai, Thailand. 

ADAM DEAN/THE NEW YORK TIMES

“They are family, so we will get
through this together. Family takes
care of each other.”
—Amnuai Charornsuksombat, elephant park owner

NEW YORK — In New
York City, they’ve started
dismantling basketball
hoops to prevent people
from gathering in parks and
playing. In Lakewood, New
Jersey, police broke up a
wedding being held in viola-
tion of a ban on large
gatherings. And in Austin,
Texas, officers are encour-
aging people to call a hotline
to snitch on violators of the
city’s orders for people to
stay home.

Police departments are
taking a lead role in enforc-
ing social distancing guide-
lines that health officials say
are critical to containing
COVID-19. Along with park
rangers, fire inspectors and
other public servants, offi-
cers more accustomed to
chasing suspects and solv-
ing crimes are spending
these days cajoling people
to stay at least 6 feet apart.

“We’re used to crowds,
we’re used to lines, we’re
used to being close to-
gether,” New York City
Mayor Bill de Blasio said at a
briefing last week. “No
more.”

The no-more mandate
has forced the New York
Police Department — a
squad that normally prides
itself on protecting packed
crowds like the ones at the
Times Square New Year’s

Eve celebration — into serv-
ice dispersing small groups
of people on city streets and
public spaces as they at-
tempt to stop the spread of a
silent killer. 

For starters, the nation’s
largest police department
made thousands of visits to
bars and restaurants to
make sure they were ob-
serving a shutdown of dine-
in services imposed this
month, resulting in warn-
ings but only a handful of
citations.

Now comes an effort to
impose restrictions in parks,
playgrounds, housing proj-
ect courtyards and side-
walks, where some people
to congregate out of habit or
indifference as tempera-
tures rise. On Wednesday,
de Blasio said the city was
removing basketball hoops
at 80 of its 1,700 public
courts — places where he
said people were ignoring
instructions not to shoot
around with anyone outside
their household.

Enforcement also will in-
clude marked patrol cars
driving through Brooklyn’s
Prospect Park and other
popular outdoor escapes
around the city, broadcast-
ing recorded reminders
about the importance of
social distancing.

People are not being dis-
couraged from getting out
for a breath of fresh air solo,
as couples or as families. But

other activities like team
sports or gatherings like
outdoor family barbecues
are going to be shut down,
de Blasio said.

“If we see people in
groups, we’re going to break
them up,” he said. 

In New Jersey, police
charged three people in
recent days for holding
large gatherings in defiance
of a state ban. In San
Francisco, organizers of a
party planned for about 200
people finally canceled
Wednesday after the city
attorney warned they could
face a $1,000 fine and pos-
sibly a year in jail for posing
a threat to public health
during the coronavirus pan-
demic.

For now, the NYPD is
trying to avoid a more lax
approach used in Italy that
is believed to have only
fueled infection rates, while
avoiding any semblance of
the Big Brother-type crack-
down in China.

As the crisis worsened,
Italy ordered police to pa-
trol cafes to make sure that
people kept their distance
and that shops shut at 6 p.m.
each day, only to see the
death count continue to
rise. It has since shut down
all bars and cafes. 

In China, officials took
more extreme measures, in-
cluding locking people in-
side their apartment com-
plexes. 

In a bid to enforce social distancing with the coronavirus taking hold in the United

States, basketball hoops in parks throughout New York City are being dismantled. 

MARY ALTAFFER/AP 

Viral threat creates a new
beat for US law enforcement
By Tom Hays 
Associated Press 

BOSTON — Neil Dia-
mond posts a fireside ren-
dition of “Sweet Caroline”
with its familiar lyrics
tweaked to say, “Hands
washing hands.” A news
anchor asks when social
distancing will end because
“my husband keeps trying
to get into the house.” And a
sign outside a neighbor-
hood church reads: “Had
not planned on giving up
quite this much for Lent.”

Are we allowed to
chuckle yet? We’d better,
psychologists and humor-
ists say. Laughter can be the
best medicine, they argue,
so long as it’s within the
bounds of good taste. And
in a crisis, it can be a
powerful coping mecha-
nism.

“It’s more than just med-
icine. It’s survival,” said
Erica Rhodes, a Los Ange-
les comedian.

“Even during the Holo-
caust, people told jokes,”
Rhodes said. “Laughter is a
symbol of hope, and it
becomes one of our great-
est needs of life, right up
there with toilet paper. It’s
a physical need people
have. You can’t underesti-
mate how it heals people
and gives them hope.”

History has shown that
its heaviest moments are
often leavened by using
humor and laughter as con-
scious choices — ways to
cope when other things
aren’t working as expected. 

“There’s so much fear
and horror out there. All
the hand washing in the
world isn’t going to clear up
your head,” said Loretta
LaRoche, a suburban Bos-
ton stress management
consultant who’s using hu-
mor to help people defuse
the anxiety the pandemic
has wrought.

“Some people will say
this is not a time for laugh-
ter. The bottom line is,
there is always a time for
laughter,” LaRoche said.
“We have 60,000 thoughts
a day and many of them are

very disturbing. Laughter
helps the brain relax.”

That explains why social
media feeds are peppered
with coronavirus-themed
memes, cartoons and
amusing personal anec-
dotes.

For centuries, laughter
in tough times has been
cathartic, said Wayne Max-
well, a Canadian psycholo-
gist who has done exten-
sive research on “gallows
humor.” The term origi-
nated in medieval Britain,
where hangings took place
in parks near pubs and
patrons told jokes at the
victims’ expense.

“Even in some of the
writings of ancient Egypt,
there are descriptions of
military personnel return-
ing from the front lines and
using humor to cope,” said
Maxwell, of Halifax, Nova
Scotia.

But, he warns, there ex-
ists a kind of comedy con-
tinuum: While humor can
helpfully lighten things up,
too much laughter and flip-
pancy can signal a person is
trying to escape from reali-
ty.

There are also questions
of taste. No one wants to
poke fun at medical misery
or death. Quarantining and
social distancing, though,
are fair game, and self-
deprecating humor is al-
most always safe — though
LaRoche cautions that hu-
mor, like beauty, is always
in the eye of the beholder.

“It all depends on how

your brain functions,” she
said. “Give yourself permis-
sion to find humor. It’s
almost like a spiritual prac-
tice, finding ways to laugh
at yourself.”

For those millions of
parents struggling to work
from home and teach their
housebound children, she’s
preaching to the choir. Wit-
ness this widely shared
meme: a photo of an
elderly, white-haired wom-
an with the caption:
“Here’s Sue. 31 years old,
home schooling her kids
for the last 5 days. Great job
Sue. Keep it up.”

Rhodes, who’s out more
than $30,000 after three
festivals and her first taped
special were canceled, is
trying to see the humor in
her own predicament.

She recently posted
iPhone video of herself
pretending to work a non-
existent crowd on an out-
door stage she happened
upon during a walk. “How’s
everyone not doing?” she
cracks.

“The best material
comes from a place that’s
very truthful and some-
what dark,” Rhodes said.

Her prediction: When
life eventually edges back
to normal, “Saturday Night
Live” and the latest Netflix
stand-up specials will be
powered by quarantine hu-
mor.

“Just a month ago, who
would have appreciated be-
ing given a roll of toilet
paper?” she said. 

Laugh until you cry: Humor
helps in coping with virus
By William J. Kole
Associated Press

Humorous signs like this one at a Providence, Rhode Is-

land, church can help people cope with the pandemic. 

WILLIAM J. KOLE/AP 
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T
he man on the bus
was staring at her.
Carolyn Farmer, 17,
noticed him as she
closed the Leon
Uris novel “Exo-

dus” and gathered her things.
It was 1979, and she knew what

it was like to have strangers gawk
at her: She had been born with
shortened arms and fingers miss-
ing on each hand.

“Are you a thalidomide baby?”
he asked as she waited to get off.

Confused, she said no. 
But on the walk home in her

close-knit suburb of St. Paul,
Minnesota, she repeated this
word she had never heard before:
tha-lid-o-mide.

Thalidomide, a sedative sold by
a German drugmaker, was said to
relieve everything from anxiety to
morning sickness, but it led to
perhaps the greatest pharmaceu-
tical scandal ever. About 10,000
babies, many in Germany, Britain
and Australia, were born with
severe defects in the 1950s and
1960s after their mothers took it.
Some babies had no arms or legs.
Others had no ears or malformed
kidneys.

The scandal briefly flared in the
United States, where the drug was
given to about 20,000 Americans
in loosely run clinical trials spon-
sored by two American drugmak-
ers. The crisis led to passage of
modern drug safety laws in the
United States that required phar-
maceutical companies to prove
their medicines worked through
rigorous clinical trials.

But the babies whose mothers
took thalidomide in the United
States were largely forgotten. To-
day, more than half a century later,
people who believe they are the
U.S. survivors of thalidomide have
found one another through
Google searches and Facebook
groups, joining forces to fight for
justice, recognition and compen-
sation.

Historians say the lesson of
thalidomide is one that society is
still learning the hard way. Hun-
dreds of thousands of Americans
have died in an opioid epidemic
that has its roots in the Food and
Drug Administration’s approval of
the painkiller OxyContin and dis-
honest, aggressive marketing of
the drug by its maker, Purdue
Pharma.

Today, as the coronavirus cir-
cles the globe — claiming thou-
sands of lives — there is a renewed
push to rush potential cures to
market, even if it means bypassing
the checks and balances that were
thalidomide’s legacy.

Jennifer Vanderbes, who is
researching a book about the
history of thalidomide in the
United States, said society owed
the survivors in America a debt of
gratitude.

“They took a pharmaceutical
bullet for all of us, not choosing
to,” she said. “But without them,
we don’t have the safeguards that
we have today.”

Pills safer than Alka-Seltzer:
Carolyn was just a year old in 1963
when her father, a Konica sales-
man and freelance wedding pho-

tographer, posed her for a portrait,
a teddy bear obscuring her
weaker, shorter left arm. It was
one of many props he used to hide
her birth defects as she grew up:
cuddling a bear, seated behind her
baby sister, in profile against a tree.

Her disability was like that —
seen, yet unseen — for much of her
childhood.

Her mother, Marilyn, was 22
when she gave birth in March
1962. The nurses did not tell her
about her newborn’s defects right
away. They presented the baby in
a tight swaddle, her too-short
limbs tucked under a blanket.

Her mother, whose last name is
now Martin, had heard about
thalidomide but said she didn’t
connect it to Carolyn’s defects.

Her doctor had given her a
packet of pills early in her preg-
nancy that were for headaches,
not morning sickness. Besides, the
doctor had assured her they were
safer than Alka-Seltzer, and she
had taken only one or two, she
said.

Carolyn’s arms were shorter,
and she was missing fingers, but
“it wasn’t the horrific deformities
that they were telling about or
showing,” Martin recalled.

Nevertheless, she set the pills
aside, just in case.

Carolyn, the eldest of four
children, was expected to do the
same chores as everyone else,
washing dishes after dinner and
changing her sheets every Friday.

But she couldn’t hold hands on
Sundays at church or when her
third-grade class learned to
square dance. She remembers
visits to doctors, including to a
surgeon who fashioned a working
thumb out of one of her index
fingers. She endured taunts at

school.
Her siblings had to answer

prying questions. “My mom
would say, ‘Well, tell your friends
that’s how God made her,’ ” Patty
Westcott, Carolyn’s younger sister,
recalled.

By the time the man on the bus
asked about thalidomide, Car-
olyn’s parents were divorcing. Her
mother said she wasn’t sure what
the cause was, but ended the
conversation. It wasn’t the right
time to ask questions no one felt
like answering.

When Carolyn was old enough
to get a job, no one wanted to hire
her. She was turned down at a
fast-food chain because she
couldn’t hold the fry basket. At a
department store lunch counter,
she was told she wouldn’t be able
to balance large trays of food. She
was fired from a gas station after
being wrongly accused of making
errors at the cash register.

Carolyn married at age 19 and
quickly had two girls. Angered by
her poor job prospects, she con-
sulted a lawyer to look into the
thalidomide story.

This time, she pinned her
mother down, and to her surprise,
her mother handed over the old
pills. Her lawyer sent them to a
lab, but the tests could not deter-
mine whether they were thalido-
mide, and they were not returned.

Carolyn divorced, becoming a
single mother.

As she got older, she learned to
slip her arms into her sleeves at
job interviews, revealing her disa-
bility only after she was hired. A
career in public relations fol-
lowed, and she dabbled in local
Democratic politics.

In 2008, as she prepared for her
daughter Angie’s summer wed-

ding, Carolyn agonized over what
to wear. A long-sleeved jacket
would be too hot, yet she cringed
when she imagined the photo-
graph hanging on her wall, her
arms exposed every time she
walked by. She bought a sleeve-
less dress anyway.

Similarly emboldened, in 2011,
Carolyn typed the words “thalid-
omide victim” into Google. Dec-
ades of burying her feelings had
caught up with her, and she was
struggling with depression and
anxiety. She needed to under-
stand what had happened.

Her Google search led her to a
Facebook group for international
survivors of thalidomide, and she
learned there that a lawsuit was
being prepared on behalf of
American victims.

That fall, she reached out to the
lawyers bringing the suit, and one
of them returned her call at work.
She walked to the parking lot to
talk.

The lawyer told her about the
American clinical trials and said
the drugs had been dispensed in
paper packages, without labels.

“I was just pacing around the
parking lot, like, ‘Oh my gosh, I
can’t believe it,’ ” Carolyn said.
“My whole life kind of flipped
upside down.”

A marketing campaign dis-
guised as a clinical trial: In
1957, thalidomide arrived in Ger-
man pharmacies as a sedative
sold by Chemie Grünenthal,
whose head of research, Dr.
Heinrich Mückter, was a Nazi
war criminal.

The drug, approved in Ger-
many without testing in pregnant
women, was sold as a safe alterna-
tive to overdose-prone sedatives.
Soon, Grünenthal and its overseas
partners were selling thalidomide
for a range of ailments, including
morning sickness in pregnant
women.

Two American companies ex-
plored bringing thalidomide to
the United States. In 1956 and
1957, Philadelphia drugmaker
Smith, Kline & French distributed
it to dozens of doctors through a
clinical trial. Doctors were not
initially told it was thalidomide;
the pills instead carried the label
SK&F #5627, according to federal
court documents. The company’s
researchers concluded it was not
effective and decided not to
pursue an application for approv-
al.

But Richardson-Merrell, a Cin-
cinnati company that was selling
thalidomide in Canada under the
name Kevadon, began a more
aggressive, sloppily run trial to
prepare for what the company
assumed would be an easy ap-
proval in the United States.

One part of the campaign, run
by its marketing department, in-
structed salesmen to assure doc-
tors they didn’t have to keep track
of which patients took it. “Do not
sacrifice having an important
man evaluate Kevadon for the
sake of case histories,” according
to a handbook later turned over to
Congress for Senate hearings that
took place in 1962.

Internal FDA reports, obtained
through a recent public records
request, show just how chaotic
the distribution of thalidomide

had been.
The tablets came in a variety of

shapes and colors, from yellow to
pink to white.

In one case, a boy with birth
defects was born to a Maryland
woman who had been given the
drug by her mother, whose psy-
chiatrist issued it “to allay her
nervousness,” according to an
FDA memo from August 1962.

A Chicago-area doctor told
investigators that a colleague had
given him 400 pills, according to
another memo. He heard of the
drug’s problems only from later
news reports.

In the United States, thalido-
mide was never approved for sale
because a drug reviewer at the
FDA, Dr. Frances Kelsey, success-
fully delayed an application by
Richardson-Merrell over con-
cerns that the drug could be
unsafe.

In November 1961, Grünenthal
announced it was pulling thalido-
mide from the German market
because of questions about
whether the drug was causing
birth defects. Richardson-Merrell
later withdrew its application.

Dorothy Hunt-Honsinger, of
Cortland, Ohio, said her mother
was given pills for anxiety and
morning sickness in Pennsylvania
in 1960. She believes someone
must be held accountable for the
trials, even if thalidomide was
never approved in the United
States.

“I would like compensation,”
said Hunt-Honsinger, who has
malformed arms and legs as well
as heart problems. “More than
that, I would like recognition that
it did happen.”

No easy answers: As part of her
quest to understand her story,
Sampson asked the FDA for the
list of American doctors who
distributed thalidomide. Soon she
was turning through the roughly
1,200 doctors who worked with
Richardson-Merrell, and nearly
70 who received the drug through
Smith, Kline & French.

She was searching for her
mother’s obstetrician. Discover-
ing whether he had been part of
the trial might offer her one more
clue to her story. The names
beginning with H, the first letter
of his name, ran for four pages. But
he was not there.

Another dead end.
Today, Sampson receives fed-

eral disability assistance as a result
of chronic back, neck and arm
pain that she says results from her
defects. She works part time
designing websites for businesses
and nonprofits around Minneapo-
lis, and volunteers as the commu-
nications director of the nonprofit
she helped to found.

She said she had struggled to
make peace with the idea that she
would never know for sure
whether she is a thalidomide
survivor.

That ambiguity is built into the
story of thalidomide in the United
States.

Richardson-Merrell’s slapdash
clinical trial and the flawed inves-
tigation by the FDA most likely
mean the drug’s true toll will
never be known.

“I can’t tell you how angry that
makes me,” Sampson said.

Carolyn Farmer Sampson at her home in Eagan, Minnesota, in 2017. The babies whose mothers in the U.S. took thalidomide, which caused severe birth defects were largely forgotten.
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Invisible victims
The unseen survivors of thalidomide seek recognition decades after infamous scandal that led to reform

Carolyn Farmer Sampson, with a teddy bear positioned to partly ob-

scure her deformities, in a photo from her childhood.

By Katie Thomas
The New York Times
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OKLAHOMA CITY —
Former U.S. Sen. Tom
Coburn, an Oklahoma fam-
ily doctor who earned a
reputation as a conservative
political maverick as he
railed against federal ear-
marks and subsidies for the
rich, died Saturday, his fam-
ily said. He was 72. 

Coburn, who also deliv-
ered more than 4,000 ba-
bies while an obstetrician in
Muskogee, where he
treated patients for free
while in the Senate, was
diagnosed with prostate
cancer years earlier.

Known for bluntly speak-
ing his mind, Coburn, a
Republican, frequently
criticized the growth of the
federal deficit and what he
said was excessive govern-
ment spending endorsed by
politicians from both politi-
cal parties. 

“I’ve got a flat forehead
from beating my head
against the wall,” he told
voters during a town hall in
July 2010. 

First elected to the U.S.
House during the so-called
Republican Revolution in
1994, Coburn fiercely criti-
cized the use of federal
money for special state
projects and was among the
few members of Congress
who refused to seek such
earmarks for their home
states. He represented
northeastern Oklahoma for
three terms, keeping a
pledge in 2000 not to seek
reelection. 

He returned to his medi-
cal practice in Muskogee
before asking voters to send
him back to Washington,
this time to the Senate, so he
could fight big spenders and
ensure “that our children
and grandchildren have a
future.” 

He left the Senate in 2014,
before his term had expired. 

U.S. Sen. James Lank-
ford, a Republican from

Oklahoma, called Coburn
“an inspiration to many.”

“He was unwavering in
his conservative values, but
he had deep and meaning-
ful friendships with people
from all political and per-
sonal backgrounds,” Lank-
ford said.

In 2009, Coburn
shrugged off constituent
complaints after the state’s
largest newspaper, The
Oklahoman, ran a front-
page photograph of
Coburn hugging then-
President Barack Obama. 

“I’m not aligned with
him politically. I don’t
know what people back
home in Oklahoma would
be worried about,” Coburn
told the paper. “But you
need to separate the differ-
ence in political philosophy
versus friendship. How bet-
ter to influence somebody
than love them?”

As a senator, Coburn
released a series of reports
on what he described as
wasteful government
spending. 

A 37-page report in 2011,
dubbed “Subsidies of the
Rich and Famous,” detailed
nearly $30 billion spent
annually in government
subsidies, tax breaks and
federal grant programs to
millionaires. 

Coburn’s stubbornness
and thwarting of legislation

considered worthy by
Democrats frustrated then-
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid. 

“You cannot negotiate
with Coburn,” Reid, a
Democrat, declared in
2008. “It’s just something
you learn over the years is a
waste of time.” 

After leaving the Senate,
Coburn continued to cru-
sade against taxes, criticiz-
ing the Oklahoma Legisla-
ture when it passed a pack-
age of tax hikes in 2018 to
shore up the state budget. 

Born in Casper, Wyo-
ming, on March 14, 1948,
Coburn grew up in Musko-
gee, Oklahoma. He at-
tended medical school at
the University of Okla-
homa. 

By the time he jumped
into politics — a decision he
said was based on runaway
government spending and
his distaste for career poli-
ticians — he was married to
his wife, Carolyn, with
three children and had es-
tablished a successful med-
ical practice.

While in the Senate,
Coburn delivered babies
for free after he was threat-
ened with censure for vio-
lating Senate conflict-of-
interest rules that prohib-
ited him from receiving
compensation for profes-
sional services. 

TOM COBURN 1948-2020

Republican ex-senator earned
renown as political maverick
By Sean Murphy
Associated Press

Former U.S. Sen. Tom Coburn speaks at a news conference

in 2018 in Oklahoma City. Coburn died Saturday at age 72.
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NEW YORK — The Rev.
Joseph E. Lowery, a lieuten-
ant to the Rev. Martin Lu-
ther King Jr. who helped
organize a pivotal moment
in the civil rights movement
— the bus boycott in Mont-
gomery, Alabama — and
who gave the benediction at
President Barack Obama’s
inauguration more than half
a century later, died Friday
at his home in Atlanta. He
was 98.

Even before Rosa Parks
refused to give up her seat
on a Montgomery bus on
Dec. 1, 1955, Lowery had
successfully campaigned to
integrate buses in Mobile,
Alabama, where he was a
young Methodist minister.
After Parks’ action, he hud-
dled with King and other
Alabama ministers to over-
see a 381-day boycott of
Montgomery’s segregated
buses.

In November 1956, the
Supreme Court ended rac-
ial segregation on buses in
Montgomery and, by exten-
sion, everywhere else.

Lowery was at King’s
side almost until the day of
his assassination in April
1968. At King’s request, he

presented the demands of
voting-rights marchers
from Selma, Alabama, to
Gov. George C. Wallace in
1965. Lowery also helped
found the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Confer-
ence and led it for 20 years.

When King gathered
with top aides days before
his death, it was Lowery
who ended the meeting by
saying, “The Holy Spirit is
in this room.”

Lowery marched in
countless demonstrations,
was repeatedly arrested
and was once shot at by the
Ku Klux Klan. As head of
the SCLC, he promoted
economic empowerment
for black Americans. He
became known as the dean
of the civil rights move-
ment.

David J. Garrow, author
of “Bearing the Cross: Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. and the
Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference,” said in an
interview in 2010 that Low-
ery was “the most promi-
nent survivor” of the move-
ment, “the human and sym-
bolic link going all the way
back.”

Joseph Echols Lowery
was born on Oct. 6, 1921, in
Huntsville, Alabama. His
family sent him to Chicago

to live with relatives, but he
returned to Huntsville to
finish high school. He at-
tended Paine College in
Augusta, Georgia.

He then worked for a
black newspaper in Birm-
ingham, Alabama, where he
reported on racist violence.
In Birmingham he met Eve-
lyn Gibson, whom he mar-
ried in 1947. She died in
2013.

Lowery’s survivors in-
clude three daughters.

Feeling a call to preach,
Lowery enrolled in the
Payne Theological Semi-
nary in Wilberforce, Ohio.
He was ordained in the
United Methodist Church
and assigned to the Warren
Street United Methodist
Church in Mobile. Lowery
joined King and two other
Alabama ministers in lead-
ing the bus boycott in Mont-
gomery.

Lowery succeeded Ralph
David Abernathy as presi-
dent of the SCLC in 1977. In
an interview with The Phil-
adelphia Inquirer at the
time of his retirement as
SCLC president in 1997,
Lowery said he had suc-
ceeded in his principal goal:
maintaining King’s organi-
zation as “a prophetic voice
crying in the wilderness.”

President Barack Obama presents the Presidential Medal of Freedom to Joseph Lowery. 
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MLK aide known as the dean
of the civil rights movement 
By Douglas Martin
The New York Times

KABUL, Afghanistan —
The Taliban on Saturday
attacked several provinces
in northern Afghanistan,
overrunning large parts of
one district even as U.S.
diplomats expressed opti-
mism that a peace process
stalled over the release of
prisoners was getting back
on track.

Insurgents launched as-
saults in three provinces —
in Kunduz, whose capital
was overrun by the Taliban
repeatedly in recent years,
and in Faryab and
Badakhshan. Some of the
worst fighting occurred in
Badakhshan, where insur-
gents took control of much

of the district of Yamgan
and inflicted heavy casu-
alties on Afghan forces in
another district, Jurm.

The fighting rages de-
spite an appeal for a cease-
fire on humanitarian
grounds to slow the spread
of the coronavirus across
the country.

Though the Taliban say
they have begun a public
health campaign to combat
the virus, they also have
launched more than 300
attacks in the past week in
the roughly dozen Afghan
provinces that have re-
ported positive cases.

“This might be the
dumbest war in the world’s

history — that the world is
going to quarantine, and we
are busy fighting each
other,” said Naqibullah
Faiq, a doctor and the
governor of Faryab prov-
ince, where the Taliban
have tried to overrun the
Almar district in days of
fighting..

The violence continues
even as U.S. diplomats and
Afghan officials reported
progress on plans to release
prisoners and on prepara-
tions for direct talks be-
tween the Taliban and the
Afghan government. Both
steps are laid out in a deal
signed between the Taliban
and the U.S. last month.

Calif. lawmakers urge public
to stay home amid outbreak

With cases of co-
ronavirus surging and the
death toll surpassing 100,
lawmakers are pleading
with Californians to spend
a second weekend at
home to slow the spread of
infection. 

Gov. Gavin Newsom
said the number of people
hospitalized across the
state spiked to over 1,000,
and that the number of
people admitted to inten-
sive care units doubled to
more than 400. He said
the numbers are modest in

comparison to the 52,000
confirmed cases in New
York, the U.S. epicenter of
the outbreak, but the
trend could lead to over-
stretched hospitals in Cal-
ifornia.

It has been more than a
week since Newsom is-
sued the stay-at-home or-
der for 40 million resi-
dents. However, reports of
people packing beaches
and hiking trails has
prompted local govern-
ments to close recreation
areas. 

Earthquake shakes Indonesia
amid fears over coronavirus 

JAKARTA, Indonesia
— A strong inland and
shallow earthquake hit
late Saturday night caus-
ing people to panic in
parts of Indonesia’s Sula-
wesi island and run to
higher ground despite
health officials asking for
social distancing to slow
the spread of coronavirus.
The country reported
1,155 cases and 102 deaths
from COVID-19. 

There were no reports
of casualties or damage.

The U.S. Geological
Survey says the magnitude
5.8 quake just before mid-
night Saturday was cen-
tered 40 miles northwest
of Central Sulawesi prov-
ince’s Pendolo town, at a
depth of 6 miles.

Indonesia’s national di-
saster agency says the
land-based earthquake
didn’t have any potential
to cause a tsunami. Still,
many people in the pro-
vincial capital of Palu ran
to higher ground. 

Rosneft hands Venezuelan oil
business to Russian state firm 

MOSCOW — Russia’s
Rosneft has transferred its
assets in Venezuela to a
company owned by Vladi-
mir Putin’s government, a
move apparently intended
to shield Russia’s largest
oil producer from U.S.
sanctions while Moscow
continues showing sup-
port for Venezuelan Presi-
dent Nicolas Maduro in
the wake of a U.S. narcot-
ics indictment. 

The sale, announced
Saturday, follows the re-

cent sanctioning of two
Rosneft subsidiaries in an
effort to cut a critical
lifeline Russia extended to
Maduro after the U.S. gov-
ernment made it illegal for
Americans to buy crude
from Venezuela. The U.S.
indicted Maduro and sev-
eral aides Thursday on
narcoterrorism charges.

Rosneft, which is led by
Putin’s longtime associate
Igor Sechin, did not name
the new company that
would take over the assets. 

Guinea backs change to extend president’s rule 
CONAKRY, Guinea —

Guinea has voted to change
its constitution, according
to provisional results from
a referendum that could
see the West African coun-
try’s president remain in
power for two more terms. 

Nearly 92% of voters on
March 22 supported the
change, according to the

head of Guinea’s electoral
commission, Amadou Sali-
fou Kebe, who gave the
results late Friday. 

The proposal would
keep a two-term limit on
presidencies, but increase
the length of each term
from five years to six. Presi-
dent Alpha Conde, whose
second and final term ends

in December, has implied
that his previous terms
served would not count,
meaning the 82-year-old
could remain in office for
another 12 years. 

A coalition of opposition
and civil society groups
demonstrated against the
proposal and boycotted the
referendum. 

2nd member
of British PM’s
Cabinet now
self-isolating

LONDON — Another
member of British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson’s
Cabinet has developed
symptoms of COVID-19.

Scottish Secretary Alis-
ter Jack said he had symp-
toms of the disease and
was self-isolating a day
after the prime minister
and Britain’s health secre-
tary revealed they tested
positive for the virus and
were experiencing mild
symptoms. 

Meanwhile, Richard
Horton, editor of the med-
ical journal The Lancet,
published a scathing edi-
torial that criticized the
government for doing too
little, too late. He wrote
that Britain’s strategy for
containing the virus failed,
“in part, because ministers
didn’t follow WHO’s ad-
vice to ‘test, test, test’ every
suspected case. They
didn’t isolate and quaran-
tine.”

There are 17,312 cases in
the United Kingdom and
more than 1,000 deaths.

In Washington: The civil
rights office at the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services is issuing
a reminder that discrimi-
nation during COVID-19
care is prohibited. 

Civil Rights office di-
rector Roger Severino said
the Health Human Serv-
ices is committed to leav-
ing no one behind during
the crisis. Discrimination
on the basis of race, color,
national origin, disability,
age, sex and religion is
prohibited. 

Officials say they’re fo-
cused on making sure
medical professionals
don’t discriminate against
people with disabilities. 

For most people, the
virus causes mild or mod-
erate symptoms. For oth-
ers, including people with
existing health problems,
it can cause severe illness
or death.

NEWS BRIEFING
Staff and news services

The landmark Tokyo Tower turns off its lights Saturday night to mark Earth Hour in

Japan. More than 100 landmarks across the world switched off lights Saturday to show

their support for the environmental-based initiative, which began in 2007.
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Taliban hit Afghan provinces
despite growing virus threat 

OBITUARIES
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OBITUARIES

In 1638 Swedish colonists
settled in present-day Dela-
ware. 

In 1867 the British Parlia-
ment approved the North
America Act, establishing
the Dominion of Canada.
Also in 1867 baseball play-
er Cy Young, for whom the
award for Major League
Baseball’s best pitchers is
named, was born in
Gilmore, Ohio. 

In 1951 Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg were convicted
of conspiracy to commit
espionage. (They were ex-
ecuted in June 1953.) 

In 1971 Army Lt. William

Calley Jr. was convicted of
murdering at least 22 Viet-
namese civilians in the My
Lai massacre. (Calley ended
up spending 3 years under
house arrest.) Also in 1971 a
Los Angeles jury recom-
mended death penalties for
Charles Manson and three
female followers for the
1969 Tate-LaBianca mur-
ders. (The sentences later
were commuted to life in
prison.) 

In 1973 the last U.S. combat
troops left South Vietnam,
ending America’s direct
military involvement in the
Vietnam War. 

In 1992 Democratic presi-
dential front-runner Bill
Clinton acknowledged ex-

perimenting with marijuana
“a time or two” while attend-
ing Oxford University, add-
ing, “I didn’t inhale and I
didn’t try it again.”

In 1998 the Lady Vols of
Tennessee won a third
straight NCAA basketball
championship, defeating
Louisiana Tech 93-75. 

In 1999 the Dow Jones
industrial average closed
above 10,000 for the first
time, ending the day at
10,006.78. 

In 2002 Israel declared
Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat an enemy and sent
tanks and armored person-
nel carriers to fully isolate
him in his Ramallah, West
Bank, headquarters. 

In 2004 President George

W. Bush welcomed seven
former Soviet-bloc nations
(Romania, Bulgaria, Slo-
vakia, Lithuania, Slovenia,
Latvia and Estonia) into
NATO during a White
House ceremony. 

In 2006 Major League
Baseball began its investiga-
tion into alleged steroid use
by Barry Bonds and others. 

In 2013 Alaska U.S. Rep.
Don Young apologized after
using a Hispanic slur to
describe the migrant work-
ers his family once em-
ployed. Also in 2013 for-
mer Atlanta Public Schools
superintendent Beverly
Hall and 34 others were
indicted on racketeering
and corruption charges in
one of the largest cheating
scandals to hit the nation’s
public education system. 

Chicago Daily Tribune
ON MARCH 29 ...

PEGGY RAKESTRAW, 72
From Matteson. Died March 25.

Peggy Rakestraw had high
standards for her two daugh-
ters.

Her youngest, Jennifer, said
her mother was strict but lov-
ing. She often reminded her
daughters to make sure they
saved their money “for a rainy
day” and to be independent.

“She was protective and
wanted the best for us,” her

daughter said. “When she said something, she meant it
and everyone knew it.”

The 72-year-old Matteson woman died March 25 in a
south suburban hospital. Though she long had been in
failing health due to end-stage kidney disease that re-
quired dialysis three times a week, her daughter said the
family is stunned by her sudden death and left with
unanswered questions.

It wasn’t until days later that they learned the cause:
pneumonia due to a COVID-19 infection. Her various
preexisting health conditions were listed as contributing
factors.

Jennifer Rakestraw said her family does not know
how her mother became infected. She lived in a nursing
home, and the last in-person contact her family had with
her there was March 12 because the facility soon
stopped allowing visitors due to the pandemic.

She said her mother had moved into Generations at
Applewood nursing and rehabilitation center about six
months earlier due to her fragile health. She was admit-
ted to the hospital two days before her death due to
“confusion” and other symptoms not typically associated
with the coronavirus, her daughter said.

The family was allowed to see her only briefly that
first day at the hospital.

“On top of everything else, it’s devastating we couldn’t
be there (when she died),” Jennifer Rakestraw said.

On Friday, a spokesman for the Matteson facility
acknowledged a resident had died after a two-day hospi-
tal stay. He said administrators had not been notified of
the cause of the resident’s death. He said the facility did
not have any confirmed COVID-19 cases among staff or
residents as of Friday.

In a statement, facility administrators listed several
safety measures. They said staff and visitors were pre-
screened as of March 6. Access has been limited to “es-
sential health care workers” since March 13. The facility
“is adequately stocked with personal protective equip-
ment and all employees who work in the home adhere to
the highest standards of infection control protocol and
use personal protective equipment,” the statement read.

Peggy Rakestraw grew up on the city’s South Side and
surrounding suburbs. She and her husband, Bobby, were
married nearly 50 years, their daughter said.

Before retirement, she was a unit clerk at the former
Oak Forest Hospital for about three decades.

Jennifer Rakestraw said her mother had a good sense
of humor and loved reading, especially mystery novels.
She enjoyed board games, charades and watching her
grandchildren play video games. She was a great cook.
Her mother had a “special secret recipe” for everything.
Her specialties included lasagna, cornbread stuffing,
enchiladas, and lemon meringue pie, to name a few.

As her health declined, Jennifer Rakestraw said, her
mother remained mentally sharp and once was quick to
remind her daughters that she still was the boss.

“She once told me, when she was sick and I guess I
tried to make a decision for her, ‘I have a voice,’” her
daughter recalled. “I said, ‘Yes, Mom, you do.’ ”

“She was a beautiful lady,” she continued, through
tears. “She was loved.”

The family will hold a memorial at a later date.

— Christy Gutowski

ALVIN ELTON, 56
From Chicago. Died March 22.

Alvin Elton died March 22,
nine days after his 56th birth-
day.

The Chicago man had
thought he had the flu. He was
exhausted. His body ached.

“I don’t feel bad,” his wife
recalled him telling her days
earlier. “I’m just so tired and
have no appetite.”

But, after a March 20 chest
X-ray at an urgent care clinic revealed pneumonia, Elton
was immediately placed on oxygen and hospitalized.

“Forty-eight hours later, he was gone,” his wife,
Gretchen Meyer, told the Tribune.

Authorities determined Elton died of pneumonia due
to a COVID-19 infection. He had preexisting health

conditions, including diabetes, which were listed as
contributing factors.

Family and friends described his larger-than-life per-
sonality and passion for competitive sports, both as a
participant and a spectator. He was a popular competi-
tive darts player on the city’s Northwest Side who also
loved attending live concerts, outdoor festivals, skiing
and travel.

A close friend, Peter Citera, remembered Elton for his
“his easy smile, infectious laughter and unparalleled love
of life.”

“The two things that made Alvin happiest were sports
and having a cold beer with good friends,” Citera said in
an online tribute. “If the two could be combined — as
they often were — well, that was absolutely ideal.”

Elton graduated Evanston Township High School,
later following in his father’s footsteps while pursuing a
career as a pipefitter, his wife said.

She said they met nearly 20 years ago while on oppos-
ing teams during a Thursday night Windy City Darters
league match at a Rogers Park bar. She isn’t positive
whose team won, but she remembers the email he sent
her that next morning and their first date a day later to a
Cubs game.

She said Elton was especially proud of his Native
American heritage. His parents, both deceased, grew up
on reservations in different Sioux tribes in South Dakota.
He spent summers there when he was younger and
continued to study and pay tribute to his roots through-
out his life.

His father, Arthur, was a member of the Sisseton
Wahpeton Oyate. His mom, Adeline, or Addie, was part
of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe.

They met in Chicago in the early 1960s while both
were taking part in a federal job training program, his
wife said.

She described her husband as loving and warm, the
kind of guy who easily made and kept friendships.

Meyer said she thought her husband’s condition had
stabilized March 21, the day after he was hospitalized.
But, on Sunday, he still was unconscious and on a venti-
lator. He died that night.

Wearing protective gear, she was able to be at his
side even though the hospital had restricted most visi-
tors.

In the days that have followed, Meyer described a
maze of bureaucracy, misinformation, and confusion
among various authorities as she sought word about the
cause of her husband’s death and when his body could
be released to a funeral home.

Meyer also said she has not received guidance about
whether she should be quarantined. She has voluntarily
chosen to do so, she said.

“It was very frustrating and something that needs to
improve for other families,” she said. “I wouldn’t want
anyone else in this situation to have to go through this.”

Besides his wife, Elton is survived by a sister, Anne
Gavin, three nieces and a nephew. His wife said a cele-
bration of his life will be held at a later date.

— Christy Gutowski

PATRICIA CIAMETTI, 72
Dog grooming business owner, Burbank. Died March 25.

Patricia Ciametti’s pet groom-
ing business in Palos Hills was
known as a place where even
incorrigible animals could come
for a beauty treatment. It didn’t
matter how rambunctious they
had been at other shops.

“There were dogs nobody
could get near, she’d start work-
ing with them and all of a sud-
den they were happy and calm,”

recalled her friend Denise Urquijo. “She had this magical
way of taking care of dogs and cats. She was just amaz-
ing.”

Ciametti, of Burbank, died early March 25 at Advocate
Christ Medical Center of coronavirus-related causes,
according to her family. She was 72.

Her daughter Mary Jones said after Ciametti fell ill,
she was told by a doctor and a staffer at the state’s
COVID-19 hotline that her symptoms didn’t sound like
coronavirus. She didn’t receive a test until after she went
to the hospital in respiratory distress, dying a few hours
later, Jones said.

“I’m very upset,” Jones said. “If she had gotten tested
in time, they might have been able to save her.”

Jones remembered her mother as an animal fanatic
who invested her passion into her grooming business, Sit
‘n’ Pretty. That’s where she met Urquijo, who has her
own business making dog biscuits. The two became fast
friends, forming a sister-like bond.

“Pat was a very kind and loving person,” Urquijo said.
“She treated everyone with respect. You couldn’t help
but like her. When you met her, it was like knowing her
forever.”

Her co-worker Char Oliver remembered Ciametti as a
hard worker who put her family first, and as someone
whose skills elicited deep loyalty in her clients.

“She would have people come in from other establish-
ments that couldn’t (handle) their dogs,” she said. “A lot
of these dogs had problems, but she got them done. For
that her clients were absolutely grateful.”

Aside from Jones, Ciametti is survived by her son
Michael and daughter, Vanessa; and grandchildren
Cheyenne, Christopher, Steven and Paulie.

— John Keilman

JOHN ‘CURT’ JOHNSON, 93
Professor emeritus, Evanston. Died March 22.

In his 93 years, John “Curt”
Johnson was fueled by a passion
for reading, teaching and an
overall curiosity about life.

He was an emeritus professor
of English and former associate
vice chancellor for academic
affairs at the University of Illi-
nois at Chicago. “He really loved
teaching,” Carol Johnson said of
her father. “The job was con-

stant, and he was very dedicated.”
Long retired, Johnson died March 22 as a result of

pneumonia due to a COVID-19 infection with coronary
artery disease and chronic pulmonary disease as contrib-
uting factors.

He was a resident of the Three Crowns Park senior
living community in Evanston, where he and his wife,
Joan, had moved about a dozen years earlier after down-
sizing from their longtime home in Wilmette.

The couple were married nearly 60 years before her
death in 2012.

The son of a Swedish immigrant who painted houses
to support his family, Johnson grew up in Chicago and
was inspired at a young age by the written word. He and
his wife met at Northwestern University, where they
were graduate students studying English and shared an
appreciation for the arts.

Johnson, who went by the nickname “Curt,” from his
middle name, loved the classical music of Mozart and
Vivaldi, and the works of Victorian poets, especially
Matthew Arnold.

The couple’s home was filled with books, music and
flowers. Meals were served on a formally set table, and
conversations were intellectual and passionate.

“They were very lovely,” said a niece, Jenifer Nollin. “I
remember as a kid, I thought they both were so poised. I
admired him so.”

Johnson wrote poetry throughout his life. His diverse
hobbies included photography, politics, travel and gar-
dening, especially tending to his beloved orchids.

His niece said he was tough, a stickler for proper
vocabulary and grammar, but he also was “a real charac-
ter” who was witty, generous and genuine. He once
owned a parrot named Perry and had a unique, special
talent of wiggling his ears without using his hands.

She recalled a conversation they once had about reli-
gion. Nollin said her uncle’s faith was tested with the loss
of his only sibling — her mother — from cancer at an
early age.

“I remember he said that he still believed in the power
of love,” she said.

His daughter, Carol, recalled her father’s wisdom.
There is a solution to every problem, he reminded her.

He retired from the university after a more than 30-
year career in 1984 after suffering a heart attack. The
John Curtis Johnson award with $500 is still given out
each spring to an outstanding first-year student in UIC’s
honors college.

Later, as her parents aged, they decided to move into
an apartment in the retirement community. Johnson
said they loved it there, and her father downsized again
into an assisted-living wing as his health and mobility
declined.

Carol Johnson said it was a Three Crowns Park nurse
who called her March 15 to tell her they had rushed her
father, who had a fever and racing heart rate, to the hos-
pital.

“I don’t really need to be here,” Johnson said her
father told her when she arrived in the ER to be by his
side. “They don’t need to make a fuss.”

He died a week later. Johnson is now quarantined
until the end of the month, but she has not exhibited
symptoms, she said.

She does not know how her father became infected. A
few other Three Crowns Park residents also have tested
positive, facility officials said.

Carol Johnson said she is thankful to the staff for the
care they long gave her father.

Besides a daughter, Curt Johnson is survived by his
son, Richard, who lives out of state.

— Christy Gutowski

Remembering the lives of those 
in Illinois who died from coronavirus

They were mothers and fathers, daughters and sons. Many were proud grandparents. Two were sisters from a tight-knit South Side family. All were loved, relatives say, 

and will be forever missed. As the number of deaths attributable to the coronavirus ticks upward, the Tribune is working to chronicle those who have lost their lives 

in the Chicago area or who have connections to our region. These are some of those victims. 
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ILLINOIS

March 28 

Powerball ............ 07 40 48 55 66 / 11

Powerball jackpot: $160M

Lotto ................ 03 04 16 23 49 50 / 16

Lotto jackpot: $6.75M

Pick 3 midday .......................... 415 / 4

Pick 4 midday ........................ 8683 / 8

Lucky Day Lotto midday .....................

17 22 33 34 42

Pick 3 evening .......................... 024 / 8

Pick 4 evening ....................... 4710 / 5

Lucky Day Lotto evening ....................

07 17 21 32 44

March 27 

Mega Millions .........................................

03 25 28 50 60 / 01

Mega Millions jackpot: $6M

Pick 3 midday .......................... 315 / 0

Pick 4 midday ........................ 1348 / 6

Lucky Day Lotto midday .....................

07 12 30 34 38

Pick 3 evening .......................... 272 / 8

Pick 4 evening ....................... 9467 / 2

Lucky Day Lotto evening ....................

04 19 23 25 27

March 31 Mega Millions: $113M 

INDIANA

March 28

Lotto ........................ 03 23 34 38 41 43

Daily 3 midday ......................... 546 / 3

Daily 4 midday ....................... 9490 / 3

Daily 3 evening ......................... 600 / 6

Daily 4 evening ...................... 0155 / 6

Cash 5 ........................... 08 10 30 31 32

MICHIGAN

March 28 

Lotto ........................ 05 14 28 34 39 45

Daily 3 midday ............................... 333

Daily 4 midday ............................. 6862

Daily 3 evening ............................... 385

Daily 4 evening ............................ 8762

Fantasy 5 ..................... 15 17 24 28 30

Keno ......................... 08 12 13 14 18 19

21 25 26 32 36 37 40 41

55 63 64 67 69 76 78 80

WISCONSIN

March 28 

Megabucks ............ 04 18 37 46 48 49

Pick 3 ................................................ 811

Pick 4 .............................................. 9152

Badger 5 ....................... 02 06 09 16 31

SuperCash ............. 03 13 14 17 31 34

WINNING LOTTERY NUMBERS

More winning numbers at chicagotribune.com/lottery

To read more remembrances, go to chicagotribune.com/coronavirus-remembrances
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Rita Kay Bigony of North Barrington, Illinois passed
away peacefully on Mar 24,
2020. A kind and loving lady
of grace, creativity and ad-
venture, Rita was born May
6, 1942 in Minot, ND. She
is survived by her husband
of 55 years Robert “Bob”
Bigony and their daughter
Heather Kay (Peter) Rivera.
She is preceded in death

by her parents, Esther Cecilia (Hanlon) Keefer and
Harmon “Bud” Keefer. She and her husband shared
a corporate career that spanned thirty-six years and
involved 17 moves including those to Australia and
the United Kingdom. Rita was the ultimate home-
maker! No matter where the move she turned each
location into a loving home. The last move was to
her dream home which she named “Fourwinds”. A
love of the arts & crafts movement serving as inspi-
ration, she meticulously designed an arts & crafts
style home, where she and Bob enjoyed living for
the last twenty years. In her earlier life, Rita was a
display designer working for the Goldwater’s de-
partment store in Scottsdale, AZ. Rita loved red cars
and always enjoyed driving and being on the move.
While living overseas, she had an uncanny ability to
quickly master driving on the left side of the road
and excelled at it. Rita had a passion for genealogy
and spent many years researching her family ances-
try from Ireland and Germany. Her love of history
motivated her leadership of several quester’s study
groups in AZ and IL. Rita so appreciated the histori-
cal and artistic talents of the Navajo and Hopi artists
and relished every opportunity she had to explore
their lands in Arizona and New Mexico. The family
would like to extend its sincere appreciation to all
the staff at JourneyCare Barrington for their love
and kindness to Rita. Rita’s life will be celebrated
with her cherished friends at their “Fourwinds”
home at a future date. Any memorial donation is
appreciated and can be made in Rita’s name to:
St. Mary of the Annunciation Catholic Church in
Mundelein, IL, the American Cancer Society, and the
Alzheimer’s Association. Arrangements entrusted
to Davenport Family Funeral Home, Lake Zurich,
847-550-4221. For online condolences please visit,
www.davenportfamily.com.

Bigony, Rita Kay

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Stephen O. Benson, age 78, of Chicago, died on
March 22, 2020; beloved
husband of Margaret M.
nee Gull; loving father of
Patrick Owen (Dulcinea
Basile) Benson; cherished
grandpa of Theodore Joseph
and Winston James; loving
brother of the late Theodate
Audry Benson; dear brother-
in-law of Mary Therese

(Charles) McGaughan, Eileen Anne (Robert) Kleps,
Kathleen (Mark) Vuolo, Thomas Francis (Timothy
Flesch) Gull and the late Edmund A. Gull and Dolores
(Paul) Nelson; fond uncle of Sean (Claudia Rosales)
McGaughan, Stephen (Rebecca Oppenheim) Kleps,
Christopher (Sarah Welsh) Kleps and Andrew
(Kimberly Wild) Kleps, and Anthony and David Vuolo;
great uncle of Mariana Therese McGaughan, and Lily,
Daniel, John, and Eddie Kleps, and Kiernan and June
Rock, and Rowan Perkins. Steve was a graduate of
DePaul U. He taught Braille at Hines VA hospital. He
worked in public relations for the Chicago Public
Library at the Harold Washington branch. Steve
was a leader in the National Federation of the Blind.
Private interment was held in Queen of Heaven
Cemetery on March 24, 2020. Memorial donations
to VanderCook College of Music (www.vandercook.
edu) are appreciated.

Benson, Stephen O.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Catherine C. Barry passed away peacefully on
March 24, 2020. She was
born on March 1, 1935 in
Philadelphia, PA. She is
survived by her husband
of nearly 60 years, Gerald;
children, Stephen (Cathy)
Barry; Ann (Rob) Garrison,
and David Barry; and grand-
children, Rebecca, Alexander,
and Danny Barry, and Teddy

and Samantha Garrison. Catherine was a success-
ful Realtor for 40+ years in the Barrington area,
the majority of those years with Baird & Warner,
where she was a member of the Founder’s Club.
Many of her clients and colleagues became lifelong
friends. Catherine loved celebrating with family
and friends and she was the consummate host-
ess. Catherine and Gerry were always supportive
of their grandchildren and their many activities and
sports. She enjoyed her volunteer work at House of
Hope, which helps families in need. Catherine was
a longtime member of St. Anne Catholic Church
in Barrington. A memorial service will be held at
St. Anne’s at a later date. Arrangements were en-
trusted to Davenport Family Funeral Home. Please
visit www.davenportfamily.com or Catherine Barry’s
page on www.caringbridge.org for updated informa-
tion on the Memorial Service, and to share special
moments with Catherine.

Barry, Catherine C.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Age 36; Suddenly; Beloved son of Gary Sr. and Karen,
nee DuBrock; Beloved brother of Sara; Cherished
grandson of Patricia and the late Mel DuBrock, and
the late Raymond Sr. and the late Lois Arthurs; Loving
nephew, cousin, and friend to many; All Funeral
Services are Private; Arrangements entrusted to
Curley Funeral Home, 6116 W. 111th Street, Chicago
Ridge; For Funeral info 708-422-2700, or www.
curleyfuneralhome.com

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Arthurs, Jr., Gary T.

Joan H. Albano nee: Dougherty; Beloved wife of
Frank J.; Devoted mother of Emily, Frank (Patricia),
Joseph, Laura; Dear sister of Margaret Mary
Dougherty and Rosemary Dougherty; Dear grand-
mother of Julie, Katherine, Elizabeth and Michael;
Dear aunt of many. Joan was laid to rest at Queen
of Heaven Cemetery on March 24, 2020. Services
handled by Salerno’s Galewood Chapels.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Albano, Joan H.
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Virginia Brichetto, nee Roach, age 96, of Crystal
Lake, at rest March 27, 2020. Loving wife of the late
Louis; beloved mother of Michael (Christine) and
Louis Jr. (Gwen) Brichetto; cherished grandmother
of Rachel Brichetto, Crystle (Matthew) Mariani, and
Michelle Brichetto; beloved great-grandmother of
Michael and Cassidy; fond sister of Kathy Marren
and Edward (Tecla) Moran. Services private.
Inurnment All Saints Cemetery, Des Plaines.
Arrangements entrusted to Justen Funeral Home &

Crematory, McHenry. INFO: 815-385-2400 or visit
www.justenfh.com.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Brichetto, Virginia Mary

Betty J. Bragalone (Van Willigan) age 90 of Orland Park
passed away on March 23rd, 2020. Beloved wife of
the late Anello J. Bragalone, mother to Gene (Kathy), 
Grandmother to Garrett (Stephanie), Beth and Jesse
(Wendy); great-grandmother to Mikayla, Aria, Gianna
and Nolan. She also leaves nieces, cousins, and 
many friends, especially her dear friend Ken. Betty
had a full life and in her later years enjoyed simple 
pleasures, her cats, music, knitting, painting and
spending time with people.  She was known for her 
caring and compassion. There will be no services at 
this time.  A celebration of her life is being planned
for later this year.  Funeral arrangements are being
handled by RICHARD J MODELL FUNERAL HOME. 
In lieu of flowers, please make contributions in
memory of Betty Bragalone to the Dementia Society
of America by mail to PO Box 600, Doylestown PA
18901, or online www.DementiaSociety.org/donate.
708-301-3595 or rjmodellfh.com.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Bragalone, Betty J.

Marianne Braasch nee Lamz born on June 16, 1936
in Elgin, IL passed away on March 25, 2020. Beloved 
wife of the late David. Loving mother of Sandra Heinz
and Susan (Richard) Zarek. Crazy Grandma of Brian
(Rachael) Heinz, Bradley (Amy) Heinz, Michael Heinz,
Adam (Kelly) Zarek and Alex Zarek. Gigi of Hannah 
and Henri Heinz, Baby Heinz (May 2020), and Bodee
Zarek. Devoted sister of Richard (Susan) Lamz, Carol 
Jean (LeRoy) Herra and Charles (Sharon) Lamz. Fond
sister-in-law to Ann (the late Kenneth Braasch). Aunt 
and great aunt to many nieces and nephews. Long-
time employee of Danley Garage World. She leaves
behind many good friends from St. Paul Lutheran
Church in Melrose Park, Veteran’s Park District
and Elmwood Park Bus Tours. Interment private. A
celebration of life to be held when the world be-
comes a safer, healthier place where people can
share memories and hugs. Arrangements made by
Pedersen Ryberg Funeral Home in Elmhurst.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Braasch, Marianne

Richard John Bloss of Evanston, Illinois survived by
wife Susan of 51 years, sons Richard (Laura) and 
Jonathan (Anna).  Grandchildren Joseph, James,
Emily, James, Julia and Nicky.  Nephew Harlow Waite 
of Poughkeepsie, NY and niece Patrica Stafford of
Hampstead, NC, grand uncle to many nieces and 
nephews. Preceded in death by brother Joseph
Bloss, sisters Velma Franke, Mary Mosconi and 
Sophie Elzenbeck. Richard was born in Johnstown,
NY on September 19th, 1922 son of Clementina
and Augustine Bloss.  After high school he enlisted
in the Army and served with the Sixth Army in the 
Philippines and South Pacific during World War 
II rising to the rank of First Sargent and receiving 
the Bronze Star for meritorious conduct. After his
military service he attended Rider College graduat-
ing cum laude in 1949, then obtaining his Masters
degree in political science from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1951 and Doctorate in 1959.  He 
went on to teach political science at Rider College,
Eastern Illinois University and Chicago State
University where he taught for 26 years serving as
Chairman of the Department of Political Science 
and Economics.  He was a member of The American
Political Science Association and The Association of
University Professors. Richard was an avid reader 
and letter writer corresponding with friends around
the world.  He loved playing golf often traveling
to Wisconsin and Myrtle Beach with his sons.  He
had the opportunity to visit St. Andrews with his
nephew Harlow and scored a hole-in-one on a trip
to Florida.  He was very active in local politics for the
Democratic party serving for decades as precinct 
captain in Evanston.   More recently he enjoyed 
gardening and visiting with his grandchildren.  He
was a  kind and generous person making donations 
to countless charitable organizations.  He will be
truly missed by all. There will be a memorial service
held at a later date, for more information call (847)
824-5155 or go to OehlerFuneralHome.com

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Bloss, Richard J.

August Leo Donley, 43, died on March 24, 2020. He
was an accomplished pianist
who studied music in college
and was a collage artist of
considerable talent. He was
a kind and gentle man. He
is survived by his sister Kate
Donley as well as Jeff, Lilian,
and Polly Olson in Vermont.
And by his step-father Dick
Simpson and Margaret

England in Chicago. He was predeceased by his
mother Sarajane Avidon and his brother and sister,
Alex and Lorna Donley. Because of the pandemic no
public services will be held. In lieu of flowers, please
consider making a donation to either The Twelve
Step House, 4454 North Damen Ave., Chicago, 60625
or to The Chicago Academy for the Arts High School,
which August attended. https://www.chicagoacad-
emyforthearts.org/make-a-gift. Arrangements by
Cremation Society of Illinois, 773-281-5058 or www.
cremation-society.com.

Donley, August Leo
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Bridget A. Curry nee McTeague, Retired CPD, 75,
beloved wife of the late Richard J. Curry,
Retired CPD, loving mother of John T.
CPD (Megan CPD), Caty (Eddie) Hansen,
and Michael W. CPD (Kelly OEMC);
dearest grandmother of Michael R.,

Richard, Michael E., Shannon, Bridget, Madelin, Bob,
Grace and John; cherished “mom and grandma” of
Richard, Haley, and Caty Awbrey; sister to Michael J.
(Maureen) McTeague and Patricia McTeague; fond
aunt; good neighbor and friend to many. Funeral
services private will be with an interment at Maryhill
Cemetery. A memorial mass will be held in the fu-
ture. In lieu of flowers please donate to the Chicago
Police Chaplain Ministry. For info 773-774-3232 or
www.kolbusmayfh.com.

Curry, Bridget A.
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Francis T. Cunningham passed peacefully on March 
17.  For future funeral information 
please call Modell Funeral Home (630) 
852-3595 or www.modelldarien.com

Cunningham, Francis T.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Kevin F. Cornyn, 70, of Marianna, FL, passed away 
Tuesday, March 17, 2020. A Funeral Mass at St. 
Michael’s Catholic Church in Orland Park, IL will 
take place at a later date. Those wishing to extend 
condolences may do so at www.heritagefhllc.com

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Cornyn, Kevin F.

Colonel Thomas F. Conrad, 77, Palm Coast, Fl., for-
merly of Chicago, Ill., passed away March 20, 2020
in Palm Coast, Fl.
To read his full obituary and post condolences for
the family, please visit www.craigflaglerpalms.com

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Conrad, Colonel Thomas F.

of Park Forest. Passed away peacefully on March
26, 2020. Funeral Services and arrangements are
pending. To be announced by the family at a later
date.Arrangement entrusted to Lain-Sullivan Funeral

Home 50 Westwood Dr. Park Forest,IL. to express
your thoughts and updated information please visit
www.lain-sullivan.com or call 708-747-3700

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Castillo, Amelia

John Adams Bross, Jr died of brain cancer on March
19, 2020, the first day of
Spring, a day he loved. Born
in New York City August 29,
1939 to John A. Bross and
Priscilla Bross Whitney, he is
a graduate of Groton School,
Harvard University, Harvard
Law School and Seabury
Theological Seminary. He is
survived by his wife Judith

Carmack Bross. His first wife Louise Smith Bross
died in 1996. He is survived by his four children:
Suzette Bulley (Allan E. Bulley III), Jonathan Bross
(Cynthia Moore), Lisette Bross (Raymond Caccioli)
and Medora (Dolly) Geary (John W. Geary) and three
step-children: George York (Julia York), Charlotte
Matthews (Patrick Matthews) and Alice York (Aaron
House). His grandchildren are: Lucy, Daphne and
Allan Bulley IV, Parker and Avery Bross, Eloise and
Hilary Geary, Addison Bross-Caccioli, Oliver and
Henry York, and Colin and Clara Matthews. He is
survived by two sisters: Wendy Frazier and Justine
Yildiz; and his brother Dr. Peter Bross.
An author specializing in Civil War history, he au-
thored, along with his sister Justine Yildiz, “Letters
To Belle: The Civil War Letters and Life of Col. John
A Bross’, their great grandfather who raised a
black regiment in Illinois. He presented his book
at the 2019 Annual Meeting of the Chicago History
Museum. He was completing a play, “Fourth of July,
Grafton, Vermont: A Pageant” about how the Civil
War severely affected this small town.
An attorney and retired Trust Officer of the Northern
Trust Company, his committed and tireless volun-
tarism stretched from Chiapas, Mexico where he
was a missioner with volunteers in the Mayan town
of Yochib to Murray Bay, Quebec, Canada where
he was a Trustee of the Murray Bay Protestant
Church to an extraordinary of record of service
and leadership n Chicago. At the Art Institute he
was a co-founder, with Louise Smith Bross, of the
Auxiliary Board and the Old Masters Society, of
which he was President. He also served on the
Photography Committee and was a member of the
Sustainer Fellows. He founded the Louise Smith
Bross Lecture Series at the University of Chicago
and also served on the Humanities and Divinity
School Visiting Committees. He was a longtime
board member of the Chicago Area Project, Vice
President of Facets, and Secretary of the Groton
School class of 1957. He served on the board of
Bishop Anderson House where he volunteered as a
lay chaplain at local hospitals, boards of the Shirley
Ryan Ability Lab, the board of The Village Chicago
and the Poetry Foundation. He was Board Chairman
of the Admiral at the Lake and Senior Warden at St.
James Episcopal Cathedral. A fine singer and pia-
nist, he was Chairman of the Great Lakes Dredge
and Philharmonic Society. He was a member of the
Society of Colonial Warriors in the state of Illinois. A
long time Old Town resident, he served on the board
of the Old Town Triangle Association.
Memorial Service will take place at a later date.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be
made to St. Chrysostom’s Church specified for the
Chiapas Project, 1424 North Dearborn Parkway,
Chicago, Illinois 60614.
Info: www.donnellanfuneral.com or (847)675-1990.

Bross, John A.
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Ellen McNary Foley, 89, of Wilmette, IL, passed away
March 16, 2020. Loving mother of Joan (Randy
Eubanks) of Wilmington, NC, and the late Mark and
Tom Foley; cherished grandmother of Grant and Lily
Eubanks of Wilmington, NC, devoted sister of Judith
Havron of Minden, NV, and the late Francis and
Thomas McNary; loyal daughter of the late Lillian
and Francis J. McNary; treasured aunt of many
nieces and nephews. Services private.
Info: 773-472-6300, www.lakeviewfuneralhome.com

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Foley, Ellen McNary

Lucia Atkinson Fleming, 88, of Wilmette IL, passed
away March 24, from com-
plications due to congestive
heart failure. She left this life
supported and surrounded by
loved ones. She is survived by
her four daughters; Pamela
Fleming of Dallas, Tx; Joan
Fleming Kyser of Evanston,
IL; Elizabeth Fleming Hoover
(Fred) of Richmond, VA; and

Anne Fleming of Evanston, IL; and four grandchil-
dren. She was preceded in death by her husband of
53 years, Clarence “Charlie” Fleming. Lucia was born
in Savannah, GA, on January 10, 1932. She grew up
in Jacksonville, FL and graduated from Robert E. Lee
High School. She attended the University of Florida
and was a member of the Alpha Delta Pi. While
in her twenties, she worked as a clerk at the FBI
Headquarters in Washington. After marrying Charlie
she became full time homemaker and part time re-
altor in Wilmette, IL. She resided in Wilmette where
she raised her children for over 20 years before re-
tiring to Hilton Head S.C. She also lived in Aiken, SC,
Birmingham, AL, and Dallas Tx before returning to
Wilmette in 2017. She was a long-term member of
Westmoreland County Club and an avid golfer and
bridge player. She also served on the board of the
Brain Research Foundation for several years. Lucia
enjoyed travel, sports (playing and watching) and
socializing with her wide circle of friends. A memo-
rial service will be held at a later date. In lieu of flow-
ers, the family wishes that a tribute gift be made in
Lucia’s name to one of the following organizations:
National Alliance on Mental Illness, nami.org or
Epilepsy Foundation, epliepsy.com. Info: www.don-
nellanfuneral.com or (847) 675-1990.

Fleming, Lucia Atkinson
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Ina Elkins, nee Sampson of Northbrook, passed
away peacefully at home.
Preceded in death by her
adoring husband Jim. She
is survived by her daughter
Barbara Johnson, her son
Ron Elkins (Partner Richard
Blake), four grandchildren:
Abby (Chris) Bryant, Jessica
Johnson, Jason Elkins, Marlee
(Rusty) Chizhevsky, and four
great grandchildren: Riley,

Sadie, Caleb and Halle. Supported by her
dear caregivers: Mary, Judy and Patricia.
Services private. In Ina’s memory, do-
nations can be made to The National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, www.mym-

saa.org. Arrangements by Chicago Jewish Funerals
- Buffalo Grove Chapel, 847.229.8822, www.cjfinfo.
com.

Elkins, Ina
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Florence Ann Eichman, age 90, of Hebron, passed
away peacefully at her home,
surrounded by her loving
family, on Saturday, March
7, 2020. Florence was born
July 22, 1929, at St. Mary of
Nazareth Hospital in Chicago,
the daughter of Walter
and Cecylia (nee Filipiak)
Martynowicz. She attended
Five Holy Martyrs Catholic

Elementary School. Florence later attended and
graduated from Kelly High School with the class of
1948. On May 7, 1950, Florence married the love
of her life Walter F. Eichman in Five Holy Martyrs
Catholic Parish in Chicago.
Florence lovingly cared for her mother Cecylia for a
number of years. She enjoyed crocheting, bowling,
gardening and cooking all homemade meals from
scratch including lasagna, chop suey, crescent cook-
ies and cherry cheesecake. Florence further enjoyed
canning and making her own jellies and apple but-
ter. She was a meticulous housekeeper and a very
accomplished seamstress. Florence was a member
of the Bunco Club and worked as an independent
Shaklee Distributor as well as having worked for
the Federal Reserve Bank, Common Wealth Edison
and the Packaging Corp as a switchboard operator
and was also trained to do every job in all depart-
ments. Florence and Walter owned 10 properties
and her pride was the 8 acres they owned for 24
years in Kingston. It had a trailer home with 2 horses
named Big Red and Rebel. More than anything else,
Florence loved spending time with her loving family
and spending time on their Pontoon Boat with her
husband, Wally. They lovingly called each other Wall
and Flo and also referred to each other as Mom and
Dad. One thing Mom will always be remembered for
was her faithfulness to pray for each one of her fam-
ily members each evening.
Florence is survived by her loving husband of 70
years, Walter F. Eichman; daughters, Alea “Linda
Ann” (Robert L.) Cunningham, Doreen Ann (William
F. Dodge) Long Dodge, and Marie Ann Badgley; 3
grandchildren, Cecelia Marie Shania Long, Jesse
Stephen Christian Long, and Jeneva Leia Sara Long;
In addition to her parents, Florence was preceded
in death by her son, Wayne Paul Eichman; brothers,
John and Frank Martynowicz; and sisters, Loretta
Martynowicz, Rita Paciga, and Harriet Pawlak; and 2
special canine friends, Taffy and Muffy.
Florence’s family held a private funeral service on
Friday, March 27, 2020, in the Chapel of Resurrection
Catholic Cemetery & Mausoleum, 7201 Archer
Avenue, Justice, IL. Interment followed the funeral
service.
Florence’s family would like to extend a Thank You
to Mercy Health At Home Hospice Green Team for
the loving care given to her through this time. A spe-
cial thank you goes out to Elissa, Traci, Brian, Andi,
Nakisha, Linda, Mitchell, Chaplain Greg, Kim, Carol,
Debbie, and Christine.

Eichman, Florence Ann
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Carol Jane Duffy, age 77, of Oak Park;  beloved wife 
of the late James Duffy, devoted daughter of the late 
Lucy Peter; fond cousin of many.  Interment Queen 
of Heaven Cemetery.

Sign Guestbook at chicagotribune.com/obituaries

Duffy, Carol Jane
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Elizabeth “Libby” Hanley, age 86, of Chicago IL.
Loving mother of Edward Jr. Hanley and
Thomas Hanley. Cherished grandmother
to Thomas Jr, Ryan, Mark, and Catherine.
Former wife of Edward T. Hanley. Dear
friend to many. Libby served proudly in

the Air Force during the Korean War and worked
for many years at the Secretary of States Office.
Funeral Services will be held at a later date. Please
visit Libby’s memorial at www.smithcorcoran.com
or call 773-736-3833 for more information.

Hanley, Elizabeth ‘Libby’
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DeLores F. Hackl beloved wife of Charles; loving
mother of Nancy (Robert) Zima and David (Margaret 
Shugrue); cherished grandmother of Sierra and 
Cade and the late Kyle and Dakota; fond sister of
Robert (Veronica) Faussner; devoted volunteer with
Advocate Good Shepherd Hospital, Elgin Symphony 
Orchestra, Schwaben Verein and Edelweiss Verein. 
Due to the present COVID-19 situation, the family 
has elected private service and interment. In lieu of
flowers, memorials to the Alzheimer’s Association
or the American Heart Association appreciated. 
847/394-2336.
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Hackl, DeLores F.

Joseph Gorski, age 93, of Ogden Dunes, IN, entered
God’s eternal rest on March
15, 2020. He was born on
March 15, 1927.

Joseph was the beloved hus-
band of Lorraine Gorski, nee
Kabat, for more than 67 years.
He is survived by Lorraine
and children: Peggy, Brenda,
and Philip (Catherine); grand-

children, Ellen, Joseph, Leander, and Jaclyn; brother,
Stanley (Sally) Gorski, many great-grandchildren,
nieces, nephews, and cousins, who carry on his
legacy for passion of life and education.

Joseph is pre-deceased by his parents, Mary, nee
Jasica, and Martin, his brothers, Tadeusz (Ted) (late
Wilma), Edward (late Mary), his precious grand-
daughter Maria and great-grandson Joseph.

Joseph and Lorraine previously lived in Dolton
where they raised their three children. Joe was a
Naval Veteran and served in WWII in the Pacific.
After serving in the war, Joseph became a high
school teacher in the Chicago Public School System.
He taught primarily at Lane Tech. as a Mechanical
and Architectural drawing instructor.

Joseph was a devout Catholic and a member
of St. Patrick’s Catholic Church of Chesterton.
Arrangements for a Mass of Christian Burial and
Interment at Abraham Lincoln Cemetery, IL are
forthcoming. Online condolences may be made
www.ee-fh.com, Edmonds & Evans Funeral Home.

Gorski, Joseph
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Charlene Gonzalez nee Kirschner, 88, beloved wife
of the late Richard Gonzalez and former
wife of the late David Rosen; loving
mother of Buff Rosen Boyd (Cal Spitzer)
and Kevin Rosen; dear sister of the late
Muriel (the late Samuel) Skolnick; trea-

sured aunt, cousin and friend of many. Charlene was
ahead of her time as a successful career woman.
Her charisma, dedication and hard work made her
a force of nature in advertising sales. She was also
a great mother and friend who will be remembered
for her kindness, compassion, honesty and gener-
ous spirit. She will be greatly missed.
Due to the pandemic and out of concern for our ex-
tended family and friends, services and shiva will be
private. Charlene is now at peace after having suf-
fered from Alzheimer’s. In lieu of flowers and in an
effort to make progress in obtaining a cure, memo-
rials may be made to the Alzheimer’s Association.
For information and to leave condolences, Shalom

Memorial Funeral Home, www.shalom2.com or
847.255.3520.

Gonzalez, Charlene
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Gilbert, Howard Norman

Howard Norman Gilbert, 91, son of the
late Norman and the late Fanny Gilbert,
leaves behind his wife of 63 years, Jac-
queline Glasser Gilbert, children Ncoom
and Chaia Gilbar, Harlan and Judit Gil-
bert, Joel and Heidi Gilbert, Sharon Gil-

bert, 11 grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren,
and many, many dear nieces and nephews, and
caregiver Geraro Lansang. Active lawyer for over
70 years, Managing Partner in Holleb & Coff. Pro
bono work for years in the Civil Rights Movement,
with Conscientious Objectors, Marijuana cases,
End of Life issues, Modern Orthodox Religious
Issues. Started Or Torah Synagogue in Skokie
with Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits. Great enjoyment in
solving social justice issues as well as many legal
problems to the satisfaction of clients. Held lead-
ership positions with Mount Sinal Hospital, Shalva,
Jewish Federation, Illinois Hospital Association.
Donations to the charity of your choice. Private
graveside services. Arrangements by Chicago

Jewish Funerals – Skokie Chapel, 847.229.8822,
www.cjfinfo.com.
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Robert R. Forbear, age 77, of Loganville, Georgia
passed away on March 18, 2020.  
He was born February 17, 1943 and raised in 
Chicago, IL. He raised his family in Indiana, lived 
in California for 20 years and retired in Georgia to 
be near his granddaughters. He graduated from
Steinmetz High School on the Northwest side of 
Chicago with the class of 1961. A lifelong sales-
man, he retired from Bearr Safety & Compliance, of
which he was the owner.  He was preceded in death 
by his parents Lowell Albert and Frances Elnora.
He is survived by his children, Lowell Forbear and
Michelle Smith (Jim); granddaughters, Rayann and 
Leah Smith; siblings, Richard (Carole), Andrea Gull 
(John) and Cathy White; the mother of his children,
Patricia Carsella; former spouse, Caroline Forbear;
nieces and nephews, Vito, Tony, Dominic, Christian, 
Nicole, Joshua, and Sara.
Bob was larger than life; he made a friend of anyone
he met and brought smiles and laughs to all who 
were lucky enough to know him. He will be missed
by many.  A small family memorial service will take
place at a later date. Final resting place will be
Fairview Memorial in Chicago, IL.
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Forbear, Robert  R.

Orland Park – Helen (nee Werr) Hermansen, 94, a
resident of Orland Park since
1998, formerly of Chicago (St.
Thomas More Parish), passed
away at home on Saturday,
March 21, 2020. She is sur-
vived by her five daughters,
Dorothea (Thomas) Frisbie,
Michelle (Robert) Martin,
Greta (James) DeAno,
Margie (James) Williams,

and Marie (Ron) LaCombe. She also is survived by
her brothers, John Werr, Joseph Werr, and Charles
(JoAnn) Werr. She is preceded in death by her
husband, Walter “Wally” Hermansen and her son,
John Hermansen. She is also preceded in death by
her parents, Helen and John Werr, and her sister,
Margaret Werr She was the cherished grandmother
of 13 grandchildren: Timothy (Anne) Frisbie, Charles
(Megan) Frisbie, Emily Frisbie, Christopher Martin,
Erik Martin, Christina DeAno (Daniel) Rortvedt, Laura
DeAno, Jack DeAno, Jonathan (Samantha) Williams,
Jennifer Williams, Keith LaCombe, Leah LaCombe,
and Donny LaCombe and cherished great-grand-
mother of five great -grandchildren: Emmett
Frisbie, Ashland and Elsie Rortvedt, and Adalynn
and James Brent Williams. In addition to these im-
mediate family members, Helen is also survived by
many wonderful nieces, nephews, great-nieces and
great-nephews, and cousins. Helen Hermansen was
born on August 19, 1925 to Helen and John Werr
in Chicago. She grew up in the St. Barnabas Parish
in Beverly and attended high school at Longwood
Academy. She graduated from St. Teresa’s College in
Winona, Minnesota. She raised her family of six chil-
dren in St. Thomas More Parish. With all of her chil-
dren attending St. Thomas More School and living
only a block away, parish life was the center of her
family’s life. When her youngest child was in kinder-
garten, she returned to teaching as a substitute in
the Chicago Public Schools. She also went on to get
a Masters in Special Education from Chicago State
University. She then taught Special Ed at various
Chicago Public Schools for 28 years including Drew,
Barton and Garrett Morgan. She was awarded the
prestigious Malcolm X Award for her dedicated
teaching efforts. “Mrs. Hermansen” loved teaching
and treated her students as if they were family. All
of her own children spent time helping her with
her students – whether it was making yet another
batch of sugar cutout cookies or accompanying the
class on the myriad field trip outings she scheduled.
Several of the parents of her students requested
that she look after their kids after their deaths.
“Mrs. Hermansen” did just that. After she retired,
she continued to take care of some of her students
by taking them out for a hamburger at Wimpy’s Grill
at Evergreen Plaza, buying them much-needed sup-
plies from Walgreen’s, buying groceries, just visiting
and spending time with them, and even mailing
Wal-Mart or McDonald’s coupons to them after they
moved out of state. She loved them and continued
to act as an elderly, caring relative. Until the time of
her death, she had weekly telephone conversations
with some of these kids – who are now in their 50s.
She moved to Orland Park and St. Michael’s Parish
after the death of her husband. After she retired,
Helen took her five daughters (in memory of their
Dad and brother) on many cruises to the Caribbean.
It was the highlight of their years. Helen was a
kind, caring and inspirational person. She touched
the hearts of all who came into contact with her.
She cared deeply about everyone who came into
her life – whether a relative, a Special Ed student, a
caretaker, someone at the health club, or a stranger
on the street. Her strong preserving spirit not only
carried her throughout her life but all of us, too. She
had a deep unwavering faith that sustained her en-
tire family. She was an amazing role model as she
so gracefully dealt with life and all of the infirmities
of old age and then death itself. Helen was all about
acceptance, love and kindness. She planted those
seeds in all of her family. As in the Parable about
the sowing of the mustard seed, we ask that you
(in Helen’s name) continue to sow seeds of accep-
tance, love and kindness as you go throughout your
lives. This is the best way we can remember and
honor Helen Hermansen. Oh – and don’t forget to
sing “You Are My Sunshine” to your family. That was
her favorite song! IRISH BLESSING - May the wind
be always at your back, May the sun shine warm
upon your face, The rain fall soft upon your fields,
And until we meet again–May God hold you in the
palm of His hand.
In lieu of flowers, please feel free to donate to one of
the following causes in Helen’s name: Brain Trauma
Awareness Organization, www.mycommunityfoun-
dation.org, 4531 Maine Street, Suite A, Quincy, IL
62305, 217-222-1237, Sisters of Mercy, Mercy Circle,
https://mercycircle.org/donations/, 3659 W. 99th
Place, Chicago, IL 60655, 773-253-3600, or Palos
Hospice, www.paloshealth.com, 15295 E. 127th
Street, Lemont, IL 60439, 708-923-4000.
Services and interment private at this time
Family plans to host a beautiful celebration of
Helen’s life at a later date
Arrangements entrusted to Robert J. Sheehy & Sons

Funeral Homes

www.sheehyfh.com 708-857-7878

Hermansen, Helen Marie
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Barbara Davis Herbert (nee Kroll) age 92, died peace-
fully on 1/16/20.Beloved
wife of the late Owen Davis
and the late Joseph Herbert.
Devoted mother of Babette
(David) Meiners and Owen F.
Davis. Loving grandmother
of David and William Meiners
and Kelsey (Jeff) Mueckl.
She was pre-deceased by
her sisters Jackie (Sam)

Serio and Dolores (the late Andrew) Maracich and
survived by her sister Rosemary Mustari. Following
the death of her husband, Owen, Barbara operated
Cronin Cleaners until her retirement. Barbara will
be remembered as a caring wife, mother, grand-
mother, aunt, friend and comforter to many at
Palos Hospital, where she was acknowledged with
numerous awards for her volunteerism. Services
were private.

Herbert, Barbara Davis
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Bernard J. Hartnett, age 91, US Army Veteran, of
Crestwood, IL and Naples, FL. Beloved
father of Mary Patricia (Thomas)
Wesche and Barbara Keane. Cherished
grandfather of Brian (girlfriend Danielle
Lazarowitz) Wesche, Meghan (Brent)

Nolan, Lauren Keane, and Sean Keane. Devoted
great-grandfather of Luke and Makayla Nolan. Dear
brother of the late Francis (late Janice) Hartnett,
late R. James (late Lucille) Hartnett, late Thomas
(late Rosemary) Hartnett, Harold (Diane) Hartnett,
and Raymond (Joyce) Hartnett. Fond uncle of
many nieces and nephews. Bernie was a longtime
court reporter for the Cook County Criminal Court
System. He was an avid golfer and enjoyed spend-
ing time with his family and friends. He will always
be remembered for his sense of humor. Interment
private. A Memorial Mass will be held at a later date.
In lieu of flowers, memorials may be made to a local
charity of your choice to benefit those impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic. Arrangements are entrust-
ed to Hallowell & James Funeral Home, 1025 W. 55th
St., Countryside at 708-352-6500 or HJfunerals.com.

Hartnett, Bernard J.
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Mary Ellen Kilpatrick, 92, passed away on March 22,
2020. She was born in Weiser,
ID, to John and Gertrude
Kilpatrick on June 20, 1927,
and graduated from the
University of Idaho.
Early in her career, Mary Ellen
served as private secretary to
Idaho Governor Len Jordan,
where she met and worked
with Pres. Eisenhower and

Chief Justice Earl Warren. In 1955, she moved to
Chicago, where she served as an executive secre-
tary for several prominent businesses. Mary Ellen
loved to travel and was one of the first residents of
400 E Randolph.
Mary Ellen is preceded in death by her parents; her
sister, Betty Lou Vollmer; and her niece, Carol James.
She is survived by her sister, Jean Hinchliffe, and
several nieces and nephews.

Kilpatrick, Mary Ellen
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Barbara Mae Kennedy age 92 of Batavia and former
45 year resident of Wheaton, Beloved wife of the
late Alexander Kennedy, Jr, Loving mother of Steve
(Deb Vensel), Karen (Dan Chong) and the late
John (Lori Krebsbach). Dear Grandmother of Mark
Alexander (Son of Steve and Deb) and fond sister
of Nancy Goodwin and the late Donald Ericson. A
Memorial Service will be held at a later date. For info
Leonard Funeral Home 630-469-0032.
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Kennedy, Barbara M.

It is with great sorrow to announce that Mary M.
Keegan passed away on March 21, 2020, at the age
of 94.  She was born on April 15, 1925.  She was 
the daughter of A. Louis Flynn and Cecile Marie
(Pentecost) Flynn, and the sister of Lois (Flynn)
Dietz.  Mary was a real estate agent in Winnetka, 
IL, for several years, and also worked at her beloved
Marshall Fields.  Mary will be forever remembered
by her daughter, Christine Keegan Kelley (John),
grandchildren Elizabeth and William, her nephew 
and nieces.  Mary will be laid to rest at Calvary
Cemetery, Chicago, IL.  A private Memorial Mass will 
be held at a later date.
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Keegan, Mary M.

Gloria S. Kamish, nee Sherman, age 88. Beloved wife
of the late Nathaniel. Loving mother of
Nancy Gail Collins, Susan Beth (Barry)
Durr, the late Joel David Collins, and the
late Nancy Carol Kamish. Dear grand-
mother of Ari Collins, Ethan Collins,

Daniel (Sarah) Berkman, Sam (Dena) Berkman and
Jonathan and Erin Durr. Proud great grandmother of
Luna and Noah. Cherished sister of the late Donald
(the late Carolyn) Sherman. Wonderful caregiv-
ers Vanessa, Tarry, Stacy and Gigi. Service Private
Graveside. Memorials to Anti Cruelty Society, 157
West Grand Ave. Chicago, IL 60654, anticruelty.org/
donate. Arrangements by Chicago Jewish Funerals –
Skokie Chapel, 847.229.8822, www.cjfinfo.com

Kamish, Gloria S
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Edward C. Kadlec, age 90, of Chicago, IL passed away
peacefully at home on March
22, 2020. Beloved husband
of Joan, nee Devereux, were
married for 61 years. Devoted
father to Mary, Ed (Penny),
Robert, Susan, Amy (George),
Michael (Betsy). Cherished
grandfather to Brian, Amanda
(Mark), Dan (Jessica), Adam,
Matthew, Hannah, Nathan,

Will, Andrew, George and Joshua. Loving great
grandfather to Drew. After Ed’s service in the US
Air Force he started working for CL Doucette (a fire
sprinkler contracting company) in 1956. He started
out on a drafting board as a design engineer then
moving into sales and eventually purchasing the
company. Ed was President of CL Doucette from
1963 to 2003 and spent his entire career in the fire
sprinkler industry. He was a member of the National
Fire Sprinkler Association and past President of the
Illinois Fire Prevention Association. CL Doucette is
still located in Chicago and is currently run by his
sons Ed & Mike Kadlec. A memorial service will be
held at a later date at St. Mary of the Woods Church
in Chicago. In lieu of flowers, donations can be
made to “Camp I am Me” through the Illinois Fire
Safety Alliance 426 W Northwest Highway, Mount
Prospect, IL 60056 http://www.ifsa.org/ For more
information please visit Edward’s memorial at www.
smithcorcoran.com or call 773-736-3833.

Kadlec, Edward C.
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John Kabakoff, beloved son of the late Gussie
Kabakoff, passed away on
March 27 after a brief illness.
He was 81. After graduat-
ing law school, he eventu-
ally settled into a long career
driving a taxi. One of the last
old-school Chicago cabbies,
he was quick with jokes and
possessed an encyclopedic
knowledge of the City. He is

remembered as a friend of animals, a lover of books
and music, and an outspoken critic of City govern-
ment and rideshare services. He is survived by his
son Mike (Elizabeth Blackwood) Kabakoff, grand-
daughters Eleanor and Cora, his sister Beverly (Ron)
Adilman, his niece Joree Adilman Weinstein, and her
daughter Ruby. In John’s memory, please make a
donation to aspca.org.

Kabakoff, John
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Richard W. “Dick” Hurckes, 86, of Lake Forest, IL,
formerly of Chicago, died March 15 surrounded
by his family. Beloved husband for 55 years of the
late Mary Louise “Lou” Werner Hurckes; cherished
father of Richard W., Jr. (Keryl), Timothy W. (Lisa),
Elisabeth M. (Denise LeHeup), and Catherine L. (Gil
Arias, Jr.); grandfather of Rick Wenzel, Anne Hurckes
Orchard, Caroline, Sarah, and Michael Hurckes;
great-grandfather of Luna Orchard; uncle of many
nephews and a niece. Info - Reuland & Turnbough at
www.RTfunerals.com or call 847-234-9649.
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Hurckes, Richard W. ‘Dick’

Yolanda Marie Leahy nee Dalessandro 102 of
Niles, IL. Was born on Friday
October 12, 1917 and passed
away Tuesday March 24,
2020. Yolanda was the loving
wife of the late Joseph Leahy
Sr. ; caring mother of Mary
Pat (late C.W. Fentress) leahy,
Louise Ann (Pete) Saari and
Joseph (Suanne), (late Libby)
Leahy; dear grandmother

of Peter (Holly) Saari, Jonathan (Grace) Saari and
Megan (Brian) Robin and great-grandmother of Trey,
Blake, Patrick, Joey, Parker and Samantha. Due to
CDC recommendations, funeral services for Yolanda
will be held Privately. A “Celebration of Life” will
be held at a later date. Memorials may be made to
Advocate Hospice Generations Comfort Care Unit.
Arrangements by Oehler Funeral Home and info at
oehlerfuneralhome.com or 847-824-5155.

Leahy, Yolanda Marie
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Valerie Kulawiak nee Szott, age 82 of Sun Lakes, 
Arizona (formerly of Addison, Illinois) passed away 
March 22, 2020. Beloved wife of the late Robert 
Kulawiak.

Interment Resurrection Cemetery and Mausoleums 
in Justice, Illinois
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Kulawiak, Valerie E

The Rev. William G. Kruse age 93, retired Episcopal
priest, passed away March 26, 2020. Beloved hus-
band of Becky (nee Kondiles) Kruse, cherished father
of Mary, Sara (Matthew), Adam (Lynda) and Ellen
(James). Loving step-father to Kristina (Michael),
Stephanie (Rodney) and Peter (Loretta). Grandfather
of thirteen. He was preceded in death by his first
wife Aileen. A Memorial Service will be scheduled
at a later date. For more information please refer to
Yurs Funeral Home, St. Charles, IL 60174 630-584-
0060 or at yursfuneralhomes.com.
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Kruse, Rev. William G.

Earl W. Kochan, Age 93. WWII Army Air Corp Veteran.
Loving husband of the late Sonia J. nee
Szarek. Loving father of Diane (Robert)
Danielewicz and Carol (Don) Rimdzius.
Cherished grandfather of Scott, Peter
(Kim), Eric, and Laura (Jason Wieder)

Danielewicz, Michael (Kelly) Rimdzius, Michelle
(Ryan) Krzmarzick, and Daniel (Alison) Rimdzius.
Great grandfather of Erin, Nessa, Lucy, Killian, Henry,
Caden, Colin, Charlie, Carly, Audrey, Emma and Colt.
Fond uncle of many nieces and nephews. Private
Graveside Service with military honors was held
on Friday March 27 at St. Joseph Cemetery in River
Grove, IL. Funeral info: 708-456-8300 or www.cum-
berlandchapels.com.

Kochan, Earl W
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Dorothy M. Knez, 95, of Libertyville, Il, formerly of
Berwyn, IL, peacefully passed
away on Wednesday, March
25, 2020, at Winchester
House in Libertyville. She was
preceded in death by her
husband of 39 years, George
Knez in 1987. She is sur-
vived by her daughter Karen
(Bruce) Koziol; sister, Patricia
(Edward, deceased) Thorn;

and brother, Thomas Barcal. Arrangements en-
trusted to Gurnee Salata Funeral Home. Please visit,
www.gurneesalata.com, for obituary & guestbook.

Knez, Dorothy
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Margery Goetz Kleist, age 94, died March 22, 2020.
She was born on April 2, 1925
and grew up on Chicago’s
south side. She graduated
from Fenger H.S. and earned
a B.S. from Northern Illinois
University. Marge and Bill,
her husband of 58 years,
were longtime residents of
Clarendon Hills, where they
raised three daughters. They

were Charter Members of Christ Lutheran Church
and Marge was an active member of the Tri Sigma
Alumnae Chapter. In her later years, she resided at
the Oak Trace Retirement Community in Downers
Grove. Beloved wife of the late William A. Kleist.
Loving mother of Barbara (the late John) Anderson,
Karen (Bob) Crum, and Margaret Kleist. Proud grand-
mother of Heather (Adam) Tritt, the late Lauren
Miller, Kathryn (Kevin) Doell, and Megan (Ryan)
Byczek. Great grandmother of Jackson Tritt, Brayden
Tritt, and Anderson Byczek. Dear sister of the late
Robert (the late Jane) Goetz. Fond aunt of Judy
Goetz and the late Jim (Donna) Goetz. In lieu of flow-
ers, memorial donations given to the Alzheimer’s
Association would be appreciated. A memorial
service to celebrate Margery’s life will be held at a
future date. Arrangements by DuPage Cremations,
Ltd. and Memorial Chapel (630) 293-5200.

Kleist, Margery
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Sherwin Klassman, 86, of Lincolnshire, beloved
husband and best friend of 66 years
to Roberta “Bobbie” nee Cohn; loving
father of Dean (Leslie) Klassman, Brian
(Cindy) Klassman and Glenn (Wendy)
Klassman; adored grandpa to Jamison,

Kenneth (Heather), Brooke (Jon), Melissa, Benjamin
(Becca Keene), Justin (Fatima), Blake, Kevin (Carly
Weiner), and Tracey; cherished great-grandpa of
Willow and Hayden; son of the late David and Adele
Klassman; dear brother of the late Joseph and Albert
Klassman. Sherwin took tremendous pride in his
family and his 55+ years of experience in account-
ing as a CPA. As much as we would love to honor his
great life with family and friends, we would never
want to put anyone’s health at risk during this global
health crisis. For that reason, we made the difficult
decision to ask for a private graveside service and
will not be holding shiva at this time. Interment
Shalom Memorial Park. In lieu of flowers, donations
may be made to http://www.fcil.org/BuddyBaseball.
For information: 847847-255-3520

Klassman, Sherwin
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Patrick E. Maloney of Chicago, IL passed away
peacefully in his home in
Palm Desert, CA on March
22, 2020 at the age of 74. Pat
is survived by his loving wife,
Irene (“Rene”) Ryan Maloney
of Torrance, CA, and their
two sons, Ryan and Brannen
Maloney. Pat was deeply de-
voted to his family and raised
his sons with great pride. He

grew up in the South Side of Chicago and attended
the University of Notre Dame.

As a visionary in the field of law, Pat co-founded
Tressler, Soderstrom, Maloney & Priess in Chicago
in 1986. Today, Tressler LLP has offices in eight cit-
ies and has been serving clients for more than 33
years. Pat was an extraordinary trial lawyer and his
remarkable success was celebrated nationally.

Many will remember Pat by his sense of humor and
passion for helping others. In lieu of flowers, please
donate to the St. Jude Children’s Hospital Patrick
Maloney Memorial Fund at www.giftfunds.stjude.
org/patrickmaloney.

Maloney, Patrick
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George H. Main age 87, passed away peacefully
at home on March 25,2020. Sergeant
George Main was a member of the
82nd Airborne Division of the U.S. Army,
beloved husband of Doris nee White;
loving father of Paul (Jan Clarke-Main),

Cathy (Joseph) Butkovich, Scott (Carey), James
(Kathleen Beagle) and Margaret Beth (Andrew Klein)
Mulcahy; devoted grandfather of 15; cherished
great grandfather of 12; dearest son of the late
George and Margaret Main; dear brother of the
late Robert, William, John and Margaret; fond uncle
of many nieces and nephews. George was a proud
member of Sheet Metal Workers Union, Local 73. In
consideration of health concerns and restrictions
due to the COVID-19 virus, funeral service will be
private. Funeral entrusted to Lawn Funeral Home

(708) 532-3100.

Main, George H.
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Florian Casimir “Les” Leszczewicz, 91, of Syracuse,
passed away on March 24,
2020 at Loretto after a long
struggle with Alzheimer’s.
He was the son of Francis
and Veronica Leszczewicz.
He was proud to have served
in the U.S. Air Force during
WWII and became a lifetime
member of the VFW. Born
and raised in Chicago, he was

an avid bowler and sometime golfer, and he loved
baseball and couldn’t have been happier when his
Cubbies won the World Series in 2016. He will be
remembered for his easy smile and fun-loving spirit.
He retired from Castwell Products in Skokie, Illinois
and moved to Syracuse 15 years later, to be with his
daughter and son-in-law, where he enjoyed volun-
teering as an adult literacy tutor, and going to con-
certs, summer festivals, and especially the NYS Fair.
He was predeceased by his wife Dorothy, his sisters
Harriet Metz, Helen Eatman and Tess Rzeczkowski,
and his brothers Phil and Stanley.
Surviving are his daughter Cheryl (Thomas Mueller),
his sons Lawrence (Claudia), Mark, Philip and
Michael; his grandchildren Lisa, Heather, Adam,
Philip Jr., Jason, Michael Jr. and Joshua, and many
great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
The family would like to express thanks to Loretto
for the wonderful, compassionate care given Les.
Services will be held at a later date. He will be
buried in the Onondaga County Veterans Memorial
Cemetery.
Contributions in his memory may be made to
Symphoria or to the CNY Jazz Arts Foundation.
Share condolences at www.shepardsonfh.com.

Leszczewicz, Florian
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Rose Caroline (Roman) Lembke, aged 89 years,
passed away on March 22,
2020, in Willowbrook, IL. She
is survived by her children
Michael Lembke (Phyllis)
and Cynthia Martin (James),
her grandchildren, Peter
Lembke (Merideth) and
Stephen Lembke (Amanda)
and Justine, Michael and
Sarah Martin and her great-

grandchildren Owen, Adam, Landon, Meghan,
Molly and Madeline Lembke. She was preceded
in death by her husband, Al Lembke, her parents
Peter Roman and Matilda (DeCecco) Roman and
her brother Ray Roman (Eleanor Reano). Rose was
born in Chicago on July 27, 1930. She grew up in
Coal City, Illinois. Rose attended the Englewood
Hospital Training School for Nurses and became a
registered nurse on May 8, 1952. She was married
to Al Lembke on November 27, 1954 at St. Mary Star
of the Sea Church. She raised her children in Oak
Forest, Illinois, lived in Junction City, Kansas for 12
years and retired in 1990. She has been living in the
Chicago area since she retired, enjoying time with
her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Services will be private.

Lembke, Rose Caroline
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Dorothy Loretta McNamee Reynolds died at 12:38
p.m. on Sunday, March 15, 2020 at OSF Little
Company of Mary Medical Center in Evergreen Park,
IL. Dorothy was born Dorothy Loretta Lawlor on July
9, 1922 in Joliet IL, to Samuel and Frances Lawlor.
Samuel Lawlor died when Dorothy was young
and, after her mother married Philip McNamee,
he adopted Dorothy, who then became Dorothy
McNamee. Dorothy grew up in the South Shore
neighborhood, graduating from Aquinas Dominican
High School and Chicago Teachers College. Dorothy
married John (Jack) Edward Reynolds at St. Philip
Neri Church in Chicago on March 30, 1946. They
lived in Oak Lawn and Evergreen Park for 60 years
until moving to Smith Village in the Beverly area
of Chicago where they resided until their passing.
Jack and Dorothy raised 5 children: Patricia (Dan)
Walsh of Chicago, Philip (Cathy) Reynolds of Orland
Park, IL. Brian (Barbara) Reynolds of Springfield IL,
Gary (Paula) Reynolds of Swampscott, MA, and
Michael (Maureen) Reynolds of Evergreen Park,
IL. Dorothy was active in organizations at both St.
Linus and Most Holy Redeemer parishes. Dorothy
taught at various Chicago public grammar schools
in the late 1940s and later served for many years
as a substitute teacher, mainly in Chicago public
grammar schools. Dorothy was preceded in death
by her husband Jack, her parents, Phil and Fran, her
brother Robert, and her eldest son, Philip. Dorothy
is survived by 4 of her 5 children, and also by 16
grandchildren and 32 great grandchildren. The fam-
ily wishes to thank the caregivers at Smith Village of
Beverly for the wonderful care provided to Dorothy
and Jack over the past several years. Interment ser-
vices are provided by Beverly Ridge Funeral Home at
10415 S. Kedzie Avenue in Chicago. The family will
be holding a memorial service at a later date. In lieu
of flowers, the family asks that memorial contribu-
tions be made on Dorothy’s behalf to Misericordia
Heart of Mercy, 6300 N. Ridge Avenue, Chicago IL
60660. 773-779-4411
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McNamee Reynolds, Dorothy Loretta

Marion Mayer, 96, of Chicago. Beloved wife of the
late Frank J. Mayer; loving mother of
Alice (Phillip) Bishaf and the late Ronald
Mayer; proud grandmother of David
Bishaf, and Rebecca (Michel) Chagall,
and adored great grandmother of June

Bishaf and Ariel Chagall. Mrs. Mayer’s family wishes
to thank her dedicated caregivers Marvin, Juliette,
Teresita and the wonderful staff at Selfhelp Home.
Private services will be held. A memorial service
will be held at a later date. Memorial contribu-
tions can be made to Congregation Rodfei Zedek
5200 S. Hyde Park Blvd., Chicago, IL 60615 or The
Selfhelp Home 908 W. Argyle St., Chicago, IL 60640.
Arrangements by Weinstein & Piser Funeral Home.
Information 847-256-5700.

Mayer, Marion
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Richard Alfred “Dick” Martin, of Watseka, IL, died
in Boyton Beach, Florida on
March 19, 2020, of conges-
tive heart failure. Dick was
born in Watseka on July 12,
1932, to Samuel L Martin
and Nadean (Meents) Martin
who preceded him in death.
He was also preceded in
death by wife, Margaret
“Maggie” Martin and grand-

son, Mathew Martin. He is survived by five children:
Samuel L Martin II (Liz), Nancy Burns (Mark), Daniel
Martin (Natalie McCann), Gregory Martin (Kelly
DeWitt), and Stacey Smith, twelve grandchildren,
and eleven great-grandchildren.
Dick was a graduate of Watseka High School in 1950
and attended Asheville School in North Carolina. He
was accepted to the University of Illinois, where he
was a member of the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
He later enrolled at Lake Forest College. He was
drafted into the US Army in 1954 and Dick returned
to Lake Forest after an honorable discharge in 1956.
He was a three-year letter winner in both basketball
and golf, and he set a college record with 33 con-
secutive free throws (which he still holds) and was
selected as captain of the golf team his senior year.
He was also the Assistant basketball coach at Lake
Forest College in 1958-1959.
Dick was inducted into the Illinois High School
Basketball Hall of Fame in 1979 and the Illinois
Broadcaster’s Hall of Fame in 1981. He served on
Board of Directors of the Western Golf Association
and the Chicago District Golf Association. He was
past President of Butler National Golf Course in
Chicago from 1992-1993 and Chairman of the
Western Open from 1976 to 1990. Dick won Golf
Club Championships at Shewami, Butler National,
Country Club of Florida, Bay City Country Club in
Michigan, and many others. He had 17 Holes in One,
had the privilege to play 2 years in the Member
Guest Tournament at Augusta, and tied the Course
Record on the Back 9 at Pinehurst #2.
Dick was a member of the Country Club of Florida,
Butler National,The Chicago Club, Shewami Country
Club, Watseka Elks Club, Masonic Lodge, and the
Presbyterian Church. Dick was the co-founder of
WGFA, where he broadcast high school sports from
1961-1970. He was Chairman of People’s Coal and
Lumber Co., owner of B&M Screw Machine Shop
and past President of First Trust & Savings Bank.
One of Dick’s most notable achievements was being
the Voice of the Illini. From 1971 through the early
90’s, he held this achievement near and dear and
was a beloved and loyal Illini fan. His play by play
calls alongside Jim Grawbowski, Max Hooper, and
Dan Roan were thrilling for all who listened. He was
President and founder of Bromar Sports Network,
which was the original Illini Network. Dick also
broadcast Notre Dame Basketball for Mutual Radio
from 1979-1980.
Dick was an avid Warrior fan and great supporter
of Watseka Athletics as well the Fighting Illini. He
was also a Cardinals and White Sox fan, and he held
court at various coffee clutches.
Dick was a great story-teller. He had an infectious
laugh and was the life of the party. He never met a
stranger, he was generous, and lived his life to the
fullest. He will be missed by his children, grandchil-
dren, and friends far and wide.
Memorials may be made to:The Presbyterian Church
of Watseka, The Watseka Athletic Booster Club, and
The University of Illinois Athletic Association, and
Asheville School.
Services will be held in the near future in Watseka,
Illinois.
Arrangements are by the Knapp Funeral Home in
Watseka.
Please share a memory of Dick at knappfuneral-
homes.com.

Martin, Richard Alfred ‘Dick’
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Lottie M. Muzyczko, aged 85, formerly of Chicago,
IL, passed away Tuesday
March 10, 2020. Cherished
daughter of the late Marion
(the late Mary) Muzyczko; be-
loved sister of Ted (Margaret
“Peggy”) Muzyczko, and
Stephanie (Mel) Kovacik.
Before as well as after col-
lege, BS from Roosevelt
University, in 1977, Lottie

pursued multiple careers as a teacher, writer, and
handwriting analyst. She enjoyed hobbies of danc-
ing and sketching. Private services have been held.
www.markiewiczfh.com

Muzyczko, Lottie M.
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Joanne Kleinofen Murray , age 91 died March 10,
2020 at Lake Forest Hospital
after a short illness.
She is survived by her hus-
band Donald Scott Murray,
sister Lois Mengarelli, chil-
dren, Jean, Craig (Jenene),
Andy (Janet), and grand-
children Patrick (Stacey
Robinson), Margaret (Adam
Wolbert), Katelyn and Conner,

and many more extended family and friends.
A celebration of life will be arranged at a later date.

Murray, Joanne Kleinofen
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John Raymond Mulcare was born October 14, 1932
and passed away on March 18, 2020. 
He was the son of the late Raymond
and Edith Mulcare, and the late William 
(Evelyn) Mulcare. He is survived by his
nephew Bill (Roseann) Mulcare and by 

niece Cynthia, as well as by his paternal cousin
James (Pat) Mulcare and their children, Casey (Amy)
Mulcare and Nancy Mulcare Andrew Zgutowicz. 
Additionally, John is survived by close maternal
cousins: Susan W. Stochmal, Sally W. (Bill) Jensen, 
Scott Waterhouse and John (Laura) Waterhouse. As
well, John had a loyal support group; among this 
cadre of friends: Jim Berger, David Reeves, Jim Drury, 
Marcia Brewer, and Roger Nelson. John grew up on 
the West Side of Chicago and graduated from St.
Mel Catholic High School in 1950. His family moved
to suburban Bloomingdale shortly thereafter.  John
gained a B.Sc. in Chemistry from Loyola University
in Chicago in 1955 and a M.Sc. in Chemistry from
Colby College in Maine in 1969. He then earned
his Doctorate in Education from Northern Illinois
University in 1976. Mulcare served in the U.S. Army 
as an officer for two years and was stationed in 
England. He also worked for 5 years in chemical 
sales for Standard Oil Company prior to his start-
ing a teaching career in Lisle. John was a chemistry
teacher and science department chairman at Lisle 
High School in suburban Lisle, IL. He taught there
for more than 30 years and retired in 1993. In ad-
dition to his teaching, for which he won awards, he
showed his commitment to the school and its stu-
dents by being involved in extracurricular activities.
Although the school did not have an official swim 
team, he served as the swim coach for students
who wanted to compete and accompanied them
to meets throughout the state. He also served as
an assistant drama coach and performed in several 
student productions, including “West Side Story”,
“Spoon River Anthology” and “The Odd Couple”. He 
also starred in “Love Letters”. As well, Mulcare was 
chair of Lisle’s National Honor Society. After retiring,
John moved from the suburbs to Chicago’s Near 
North Side. He formed Mulcare and Associates and
did some part-time consulting for the Chicagoland 
Chamber of Commerce. John loved the restau-
rants and bars along Wells St. near his home. He 
also attended arts programs offered by Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater, Lyric Opera and Music of the 
Baroque, among others. John was a long-time mem-
ber of Church of the Ascension on LaSalle Boulevard 
in Chicago and will be interred in its columbarium.
Due to circumstances, a public Mass and memorial
service will be held at a later date. Arrangements by 
Countryside Funeral Home and Crematory Roselle.
(630) 529-5751 or www.countrysidefuneralhomes@
outlook.com.

Mulcare, John  Raymond
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June Ann Muellner, née Kurzawski, 83, of Des 
Plaines; Devoted mother of April (Williams), Phillip, 
Erich, and Owen and many grandchildren, nieces, 
nephews and friends. Loving sister to brothers 
Henry and Donald Kurta. A memorial service will be
held at a later date. June generously donated her 
body to science. In lieu of flowers, family requests  
donations be made to the Des Plaines Library.
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Muellner, June Ann

Suddenly,  beloved husband of Catherine Balentine;
adored father of Emily, Nick, Michael, Lizzy, Jack
and Mary Catherine;  dear brother of Mary Mueller 
(the late David) Rogers, George (the late Annie) and 
John (Carol) ;  fond uncle and great uncle of many;  
Funeral Services private with a celebration of life 
to be announced later.  In lieu of flowers donations 
to the Evans Scholar Foundation (www.wgaesf.org) 
would be appreciated.  Arrangements by Cooney 

Funeral Home. 847-685-1002 www.cooneyfuneral-
home.com  
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Mueller, James Robert

Francine Motenko (nee Steinberg), 89 passed 
away in Marin County, CA due to complications of
Alzheimer’s Disease.  Beloved wife of the late Gerald 
Crane and the late Max Motenko.  Fran is survived by
her daughters Barbara M. Stone (Robert) and Karen 
Motenko-Neal (Paul); stepsons Neil Motenko (Mindy
Margulies) and Steve Motenko (Karen); grandsons
Daniel Neal (Erica), David Stone and Michael Stone
(fiancée Robin Shapiro); step-grandsons Adam
Motenko (Andrea), Joshua Motenko (Kathryn) and
Micah Motenko; great grandchildren Adeline and 
Rowan Neal; and great step-grandchildren Storie
Morris and Lyla Motenko. Donations may be made 
to the Alzheimer’s Association or Fran’s favorite
place to donate, St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital.
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Motenko, Francine

Michaelsen, John G.
John G. Michaelsen, age 88 years old,
passed away peacefully on March 27th
2020. Beloved husband of the late Flor-
ence Michaelsen (nee Stanczyk). Loving
father of Stacy (Steve) Wodka, Lisa (Tim)
Travers and Eric (Leanne) Michaelsen.
Proud grandfather of Jessica (Taylor)

Layman, Alex, Lindsey Travers (Patrik Maldre)
Zachary, Kelsey, Nicole, Taylor and Jenna. Dear
brother of Ruth Benson and Carol Cross. John was
a Korean War Veteran in the United States Navy
and long serving member of the Chicago Police
Force and retired as Deputy Chief. John will be
missed for his sense of humor and his generosity.
Private family services will be held with Entomb-
ment at St. Adalbert Cemetery in Niles, Il.
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(nee Creamer). Beloved wife of the late John Reilly.
Loving mother of Judy (late Tom) Rooney, Kathi
(Gabriel) Tijerina, Erin (Jim) McDonald, John Reilly,
and Jim (Jeannine) Reilly. Cherished Nana of Tom
(Eimear) Rooney, Erin Rooney, Sean Tijerina, Martin
(Jackie) Tijerina, Daniel Tijerina, Conor McDonald,
Maggie Reilly, Jack Reilly, and Mike Reilly. Proud
Great-Nana of Rhys and Ellie Rooney and Ella and
Colton Tijerina. Dear sister of 4 brothers and 3
sisters. Fond aunt of many nieces and nephews. In
lieu of flowers, donations to Hospice of Calumet,
600 Superior Ave., Munster, IN 46321 or Hartsfield
Village Employee Crisis Fund, 503 Otis Bowen Drive,
Munster, IN 46321 would be appreciated. Due to the
current circumstances today and keeping everyone
healthy, service will be private.
Arrangements entrusted to Robert J. Sheehy & Sons

Funeral Homes www.sheehyfh.com 708-857-7878
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Reilly, Annie

On Thursday, March 26, 2020, Regina Vanessa
Chestina Reed-Thompson,
beloved sister and aunt,
passed away at the age of
67 years, after a brief illness.
Regina was born on January
28, 1953 in Weber County,
Utah. She was preceded
in death by her husband
Raymond Thompson, her
parents and one step-sister.

Regina will be forever remembered and cherished
by her surviving siblings Glenda Spearman, David
Spearman, Tiger (Teresa) Spearman, Donna Ramey,
Bonnie Gibson, Frances Ramey, and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins, extended family and dear friends.
A private funeral service will be held for family, with
Rev. Thomas A. Libera officiating.

Reed-Thompson, Regina Vanessa
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April 11, 1923- March 4, 2020. Muriel lived a full life 
as a Chicago native who traveled the world and
spent her last six months in Boulder, Colorado. Her
appreciation of city life and culture of her beloved
Chicago was enriched by a newfound appreciation 
of the natural beauty of the Rocky Mountains.
Beloved daughter of late Anita and Selig Katz. Loving
wife of the late Dr. Ernest Rappaport. Dear sister of 
late Alan (Myrette) Katz. Caring auntie of Suzanne
Harney and Clarissa (Paul) King.
Memorial gifts can be made to Boulder Community
Health Foundation, Red Lipstick Fund  P.O Box 
19320, Boulder, CO 80308.
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Rappaport, Muriel S.

Richard A. (Dick) Phelan, resident of the Village of
Golf, March 16, 2020 at 98
years of age. Born in Chicago,
he attended Evanston
schools, Columbia Military
Academy and Northwestern
University, graduating in 1943
as a mechanical engineer, a
member of the first class of
the university’s new techno-
logical campus. At the same

ceremony, he received his commission as an engi-
neering officer of the destroyer USS Lamson, part of
the seventh fleet in the Pacific Ocean during WW II.
When the ship suffered a plane hit by a Japanese
kamikaze and was so badly damaged that it had to
be repaired at a Washington naval yard, he raced
back to Evanston to marry his college sweetheart
Edith Van Tuyle.
Survivors include his two daughters, Carolyn
Arra (Brian) of Heath, Texas and Peggy Budlong
(Gary) of Honolulu, Hawaii; two sons, Robert
(Carolyn) of Evanston and James (Joanne) of
Buffalo Grove; and several grand, great-grand, and
great-great-grandchildren.
Dick’s many contributions to an interesting and
worthwhile long life include serving as a scout
master, as Village Clerk of Golf, where he built the
family’s future home in 1950, as trustee for the First
Presbyterian Church of Evanston and as President
of Douglass and Company, an HVAC firm whose
projects included installations at the Fermi National
Laboratory and the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center. He also served as a President of the Chicago
Mechanical Contractors Association.
“Tin Can 367”, the title of a book he wrote extolling
the adventures of the Lamson during the war, was
much appreciated by his fellow veteran shipmates.
His enthusiasm for jogging, working, telling a joke
and his love of family and canine companions will
long be remembered.
Services will be scheduled at a later date.

Phelan, Richard A.
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Marilyn C. Parnitke, nee Massey, age 87, of
Westchester and recently of McHenry, at rest
Wednesday, March 25, 2020. Beloved wife of
Don Parnitke for 65 years. Loving mother of Lynn
(Randall) Heinz and Kim (Charles) Heschl. Cherished
grandmother of Eric, Billy, and Erin. Graveside
service at Queen of Heaven Cemetery, Hillside. A
Celebration of Life Memorial Service to be deter-
mined at a future date Memorials suggested to
Alzheimer’s Association at www.alz.org. Services
entrusted to Justen Funeral Home & Crematory,
McHenry, IL 60050. INFO: 815-385-2400, or www.
justenfh.com.
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Parnitke, Marilyn C.

John B. Olsen, age 69, of Oak Lawn, IL died suddenly
and unexpectedly on March
22, 2020.
Loving and caring husband
of 44 years to Judi (nee
Hart). Beloved father of Greg
(special friend Hillary) and
Adrienne (John Garvin) and
adoring and doting grandfa-
ther of Jack, Ella and Nathan
Garvin. Brother of Bruce

(Elaine), uncle of Tim (Kristin) and Eric. Great uncle of
Isabelle Olsen. Son of the late Bernard and June (nee
Engstrom) Olsen. Also survived by uncles Leo and
Paul Engstrom. John will be missed by many cousins
and countless friends, especially David Couick.
A dedicated 30-year employee of Walgreen Co. as
chief pharmacist. John was an avid Chicago White
Sox and Blackhawks fan. He enjoyed spending time
at the original family homestead on the Kankakee
River in Momence, IL. John was an outdoorsman
who enjoyed hunting and fishing and was very ac-
tive in the military collectibles community. He was
truly a great man and our hearts are broken.
No services will be held due to the current health
crisis. A memorial and celebration of life will be held
at a later date. Donations in John’s name may be
sent to The Make-A-Wish Foundation of Illinois 640
N. LaSalle Dr. Suite 280 Chicago, IL 60654 or
Wounded Warriors Family Support 11218 John Balt
Blvd. Suite 103 Omaha, NE 68137. Arrangements
Entrusted to Marin Family Funeral Home &
Cremation Care; Chicago, IL. marinfuneralhome.com

Olsen, John B.
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Carol L. Schechter, nee Polansky, 86, beloved wife
and best friend of Arthur for over 64
years; devoted and loving mother of
Debra (Jerry) Hadesman, Steven (Kitty)
Schechter and Lynda (Gene) Sachs;
cherished “Grammy” of Stacey (Yuri)

Lysoivanov, Aaron and Alex Hadesman, Ryan
(Angela) Schechter, Kara Schechter (fiance Patrick),
Adam Sachs (girlfriend Stephanie), and Jordan Sachs
(fiancee Emily); dear sister, aunt, mentor, and friend
to many. Carol was a long time 3rd and 4th-grade
educator with Chicago Public Schools and Rupley
Elementary (Dist. 59). Carol was a force of nature,
she was involved with everything and loved by ev-
eryone. Due to the pandemic and out of concern for
our extended family and friends, a celebration of life,
as well as shiva, will be private. Interment Shalom
Memorial Park. In lieu of flowers, donations may be
made to the American Cancer Society (www.cancer.
org). For more information call: 847-255-3520

Schechter, Carol L.
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John M. Scelonge, Age 70. Passed away on March 
22, 2020. Loving Son of the late John and late
Sophie,nee Senica Scelonge. Beloved Brother of
Joyce (late Preston) Knapczyk. Dear Uncle of Paula
(Gregory)Strelczyk, Kathleen (Sean) Devine, Casimir
Knapczyk, Matthew Knapczyk, Julie (Daniel) Rice 
and Edward Knapczyk. Great Uncle of Ella, Stephen,
Sophia, Josephine and Preston. John will be dearly
missed by his many Aunts, Uncles, Cousins and
Friends. John had worked as an operating engineer
for the City of Chicago, Streets and Sanitation. He 
was a graduate of Chicago State University and De 
La Salle High School. Due to the COVID19 virus ser-
vices are private. A Memorial Mass and Celebration
of John’s life will be scheduled for a later date.
Condolences may be sent to John’s family on his 
personal tribute website at:
 www.foranfuneralhome.com 708-458-0208
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Scelonge, John M.

Rosary “Ro” (nee Tapling) Santucci, 96, born into
eternal life March 25, 2020.
Beloved wife of the late Pat;
dear sister of Sally (the late
Edward “Murph”) Pedersen,
Irene (the late Charles)
O’Hara and sister-in-law
Mary Ann Santucci. She was
preceded in death by her sib-
lings; Thomas (Effie) Tapling,
George (Mary) Tapling, Mary

(Joseph) Hughes, Edward (Gloria) Tapling; sister-in-
law of John Santucci and Luciano (Virginia) Santucci;
cherished aunt of 35 and great aunt of many
nieces and nephews. Due to the current situation
Interment will be private for family only. A celebra-
tion of her life will be scheduled in the future.
In lieu of flowers donations appreciated to the
Mercy Home for Boys and Girls 1140 W. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, IL 60607 or St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, TN
38105. Info @ www.williams-kampp.com or (630)
668-0016.

Santucci, Rosary “Ro”
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Loving wife of the late Aldo Sampaolesi; devoted
mother of Kristina (Sarantis) Kostopoulos; cherished
grandmother of Alexander Kostopoulos; fond sister
of the late Jennie (the late Phillip) Bonafede and the
late Rigo (the late Clara) Arrigoni; dear sister in law
of the late Amedea (the late Carl) Pesaresi, the late
Blanche (the late Zach) Pellonari, the late Evelyn (the
late Louis) Massacesi, the late Elda (the late Regilio)
Mercati and the late Adel (the late Henry) Niezgoda;
fond Aunt to many nieces and nephews.
At almost 95, Florence led a long and exemplary life
as an independent woman, wife, mother and friend.
She has left us and finally has returned to the arms
of her lifelong love, Aldo. She will be deeply missed.
For information please contact Morizzo Funeral

Home at 847.752.6444.
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Sampaolesi, Florence

Pat “The Senator”, never had a dull moment in his
66 years. He lived in South Holland, Beecher, Negril
Jamaica and Palm Springs California. He passed
away with children Patrick Jr, (Liz), and Arley Jane, 
and their mother Tina at his side. His grandchildren
Kai, P3, and Janie adored “Pops”. Pat joins his par-
ents “Lady Bird” (Jane) and “Leaky Louie” (Tom) in
heaven, along with his oldest sister “Sarah” (Mandy
Hurless), who was also taken by melanoma (1999).
Surviving siblings “Homer” (Tom), “Bobo” (Nora), 
“Pinky” (Tim), “Tinkerbell” (Kathy), and “Pinhead”
(Michael) will miss him greatly. We love you brother!
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Ryan, Patrick

Ruth H Ruda (nee Slabon), was born May 2,1924 and 
peacefully passed away March 25, 2020 at Tabor
Hills Healthcare in the presence of loved ones. Ruth 
was the beloved wife of Joseph Ruda.  They were 
married for 45 years.  She was the loving mother
of Michael (Linda) Ruda and Sandra (Martin) Slusarz;
cherished grandmother of Michael (Megan) Ruda,
Christine (Ryan) Anderson, Brian (Ann) Slusarz, and
Kevin (Reena) Slusarz; great grandmother of Brenna, 
Evelyn, Anay, Peter, Neil, and Estelle; sister of
Elmer (Mildred) Slabon; aunt of Linda (Toni Tollerud)
Slabon, Wayne Slabon, and Lisa (Bret) Miller. She is 
preceded in death by her parents, husband, daugh-
ter, brother and his wife, and nephew.  
Ruth will be remembered as being loving, devoted
to her family, and a sunny disposition. She loved 
to talk to everyone who crossed her path and she 
made them smile. She lived her whole life in the
Chicagoland area. Growing up in Chicago. Raising a
family in Cicero. And, then spent the rest of her life 
in the western suburbs.  
Private cremation and funeral arrangements are
being made with Woodlawn Funeral Home Forest
Park, IL. Memorial service will be scheduled at a
later date. Please visit www.woodlawnchicago.com 
or call 708-442-8500 for any updates.
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Ruda, Ruth H.

Age 61, passed away on Friday, March 20, 2020. She
was a graduate of Little Flower High School, Class of
1976. She worked for the Chicago Tribune for many 
years and later at Binswanger commercial real es-
tate. She loved the outdoors and was a member of
the Aqua Adventurers. She will be remembered for
her love of life and adventure, but more importantly 
of her family, friends and her cats. She is survived by
her brother James (Jane), niece Jennifer, nephews
James, Andrew (Krystal), Alexander (Samantha),
Brendan, Kevin, and her cat Kaper. Services will be 
held at a later date. 
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Rigney, Kathleen Patricia

Donald A. Smith was born on February 1, 1933 to
Harold and Josephine (nee
Zonsius) Smith. On March
23, 2020, Don (formerly of
Niles, IL) passed away at his
home in Prospect Heights at
age 87, surrounded by the
love of his wife, children and
grandchildren. He was the
beloved husband of Joan E.
(nee Mannix), loving father of

Donald Jr. (Cheryl) Smith, Robert (Terry)
Smith, Bernadette (Ron) Colmone, Mary
Ellen (Barry) Mueller and Joseph (Mary
Jayne) Smith; devoted grandfather of

Jennifer (Jake), Jessica (Paul), Brian (Nikki), Colleen,
Julianne (Eric), Joe (Kathleen), Erin, Patrick (Erin),
Danny, Katie, Kyle, Tim, Kevin, Michael, Shannon,
Kelly and Ryan; dearest great-grandfather of Ryan,
Lincoln, Rowan, Brady, Riley and Taylor; fond uncle
of many nieces and nephews. He was a dear cousin
and friend to many. Don was preceded in death by
his brothers Harold (Rosemary) and Edward and sur-
vived by his sister-in-law Rosemary. He was a proud
graduate of St. Juliana School and St. George High
School. Don was an Army veteran of the Korean
War. He worked alongside family members as a co-
owner of Smith Typesetting Co. for 35 years. After
retirement, he became an honorary member of
the Prospect Heights Police Department. Don had
a deep devotion to his faith, and he shared it with
those around him. He loved golf, the White Sox,
beer, the Florida sun, and staying organized, but
most of all, he loved his family and friends and the
time he spent with them. He will be dearly missed.
Due to circumstances, a beautiful and intimate
visitation and burial service for Don’s wife, children
and grandchildren was held on March 25, 2020 at
Skaja Terrace Funeral Home and at Don’s final rest-
ing place of All Saints Cemetery. A Mass celebrating
Don’s life will be held at a later date. Donations may
be made in Don’s memory to Uncle Pete Ministries.
For further information, please visit the Skaja web-
site: www.skajafuneralhomes.com.

Smith, Donald Anthony
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Mason Saul Slan, 21. Beloved son of Franklin Slan
and Lisa Wright-Hamm
(Keith Hamm) Adored great-
grandson of Valeria Hickey.
Cherished grandson of Diane
Kozlowski, Beverly Phillips,
and the late Ronald Slan.
Dear nephew of Kimberly
Slan Lane, Stephanie Slan
Burghart, Tiffany Slan Davies,
Brian Wright and Valerie

Wright. Remembered and loved by many friends and
extended family. In lieu of flowers memorial contri-
butions may be made to the Chicago Psychoanalytic
Institute, 122 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1300,
Chicago, IL 60603, www.chicagoanalysis.org/donate
or The Write Way (Animal) Rescue, 5915 Lincoln Ave,
Morton Grove, IL 60053, www.wright-wayrescue.
org/donate. Private family services have been held
due to the pandemic. A public memorial service will
be at a later date. Arrangements by Chicago Jewish

Funerals - Skokie Chapel, 847.229.8822, www.cj-
finfo.com

Slan, Mason Saul
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Virginia Ann Shaver “Ginger”, 80, retired art thera-
pist; of Chicago’s Lakeview
neighborhood; passed away
March 25, 2020. Raised in
Black River Falls, WI, Ginger
earned her degree in nurs-
ing from the University of
Minnesota Twin Cities, her
Masters in Art Therapy from
Mount Mary College, and
her PhD in Art Therapy from

Union Institute & University. Beloved wife of 56 years
to John Gage Shaver; devoted mother of Meredith
Wodrich, Elizabeth (Abel Nazara) Shaver, Jonathan
(Christina) Shaver, and Nicholas (Kristin) Shaver; lov-
ing grandmother (“Gigi”) of Gage and Neeve Wodrich
and Evan, Tyler, Isaac, Daniel, and Camille Shaver.
Dear sister of John (Barbara) Fry. Daughter of the
late John Randolph Fry and Irene Elizabeth Fry (nee
Fogarty). Services will be held later this year. In lieu
of flowers, donations may be made in her name to
the World Wildlife Fund: https://www.worldwildlife.
org/. Arrangements by Cremation Society of Illinois,
773-281-5058 or www.cremation-society.com.

Shaver, Virginia Ann ‘Ginger’
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Paula S. Sedlacek, nee Weglarz, 60, passed away
peacefully on March 26, 2020. Beloved wife of the
late William J. Sedlacek. Loving mother of Kelsey.
Dearest sister of Michael Weglarz and Andrea
(Patrick) Harty. Cherished daughter the late Thomas
and the late Phyllis Weglarz. Aunt of many nieces
and nephews. A memorial service will be held at a
later date. In lieu of flowers, memorials to Bethshan
Association, 12927 S. Monitor Avenue, Palos
Heights, IL 60463. Funeral arrangements entrusted
to Modell Funeral Home. For info: 630-852-3595 or
www.modelldarien.com
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Sedlacek, Paula

Bunny Sue Schubert (nee Peters) age 63 of Oak
Lawn, IL and Oak Park, IL
passed away on Wednesday,
March 4th at West Suburban
Hospital. Loving daughter of
the late Betty (Bramhall) and
David Peters, Sr. Beloved wife
of Steve Schubert. Proud
mother of James Fitzpatrick
II (Martha) and David
Fitzpatrick (Heather); step

mother to Therese (Scott) Makowiecki and George
Schubert; loving grandmother to Gabriel, James,
Anna Maria, and Cooper Fitzpatrick, and Scott and
Madison Makowiecki; beloved sister of David Peters
Jr. (Patty), the late Michael Peters (the late Carol),
Niki Merrick (Larry), and Dru Ellen Johnson; and Aunt
to many nephews and nieces. She was preceded
in death by her parents, her brother Michael, her
sister-in-law Carol, and her nephew, Peter Merrick.

Schubert, Bunny Sue
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See Rosary “Ro” Santucci notice.
Tapling

Helen Tannenbaum, age 79; beloved daughter of

the late Charles (the late Lena) and the

late Ethel Tannenbaum; dear sister of

the late Sylvia Dukelsky; sister in law of

Albert Dukelsky; fond aunt and friend

of many; and, special thanks to Helen’s

care giver, Wendy Barrash. A private graveside

service has been held and there will be no shiva.

Contributions may be made to your favorite char-

ity. Arrangements entrusted to Lakeshore Jewish

Funerals, 773-625-8621

Tannenbaum, Helen
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Dr. Carole A Sullivan was born on November 16,

1941 to John and Arlene

Sullivan in Chicago, IL. She

passed away at her home on

March 11, 2020 in Oklahoma

City, OK. Her professional

education in Radiation

Therapy was completed at

the University of Chicago

Argonne Cancer Research

Hospital. She was recruited

from Northwestern University in Chicago to join

the faculty of the College of Allied Health in 1972.

She received her Master’s in Adult Education and

a PhD in Higher Education Administration from the

University of Oklahoma. A tenured full professor

of the University, Dean Sullivan had a distinguished

record of accomplishments in allied health and in

service to the University. A FELLOW of her profes-

sional organization, she was awarded Life member-

ship in several organizations for contributions in

radiation therapy. She was a recipient of the OU

Regents Award for Superior Accomplishment in

Professional and University Service; she served as

an officer of the Health Sciences Center Faculty

Senate for several terms and chaired innumerable

committees of the University. She served as con-

sultant to the US Public Health Service, The Council

of Graduate Schools, and the US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. In addition, she served as consultant

to numerous colleges and universities throughout

the country. She is author of more than fifty papers

in her discipline or health profession education,

four book chapters and several monographs. Her

leadership roles include Treasurer of the Midwest

Association of Allied Health Deans in Academic

Health Centers, and Consultant-Evaluator for the

Commission on Higher Learning of the North Central

Association of Colleges and Schools. Dr. Sullivan

was Chairman of the Department of Radiologic

Technology from 1981 to 1994, and simultaneously

served as Associate Dean of the College of Allied

Health from 1990 to 1994. She was appointed Dean

of the College in February 1994 until her retirement

in 2010.

Carole will be deeply missed by her best friend of

35 years, Barbara Trimble, who cared for her until

her last days. She will be missed by her sister Helen

(Terri), her brother Richard Sullivan, her brother-in-

law Frank Kalnes, her nieces Kelly Derby (Robert

Grutz), Beth Nottingham (Greg), Kristyn Kalnes,

Pam Kamper (Ken), Amber Sullivan (Matt Hess) and

Ashlee Sullivan; by her friend Linda (Susie) Haynes,

Rob, Daryn and Brad Trimble; by her great nieces

and nephews Shawn, Daniel, Emily, Kathleen, Kelsy

and Kyle, Caroline, Jack and Cosette; and two great-

great nephews and a great-great niece who will

only know Care-Bear through our pictures and sto-

ries. She is preceded in death by her parents John

and Arlene Sullivan, her sister Nancy Kalnes, her

brother-in-law Charles Maybaum and sister-in-law

Christine Sullivan. May they be together in Peace

and Love. In lieu of flowers, the family requests do-

nations be made to Good Shepherd Hospice, 4350

Will Rogers Pkwy #400, Oklahoma City, OK 73108,

405-943-0903. Services and burial will be at a later

date in Chicago. She will be buried next to her Mom

and Dad.

Sullivan, Carole Ann
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Ann Strock, nee Kalebich. Beloved wife of the

late William Jr. Dear mother of William III, Pam

Romanowski, Nancy Strock, Beth (Gus) DeBruyn

and the late Gary (the late Colleen) Strock. Loving

grandmother of Jillian and Kristen Romanowski,

Alison and Michael DeBruyn, Gary (Samantha),

Emma-Leigh and Zackery Strock and great grand-

mother of Samuel, Taryn, Graysen, Gary, Dylan and

Sonny. Dear sister of Frank (Anita) Kale, Mary (the

late James) Mitchell and the late Tony Kalebich,

Lucy Corich and John Kalebich. Fond aunt of a niece

and many nephews. Funeral services will be held

privately. Arrangements entrusted to Beverly Ridge

Funeral Home 773-779-4411.
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Strock, Ann

Edward George Clarence Staschke, age 89, of

Addison, Michigan, passed away with his wife 

by his side, and entered into the presence of God

Thursday, March 26, 2020 at Hospice of Lenawee 

Home in Adrian, Michigan.

He was born on April 28, 1930 in Chicago, Illinois to

Otto and Martha (Leiter) Staschke. He married Mary

E. Polley on June 25, 1954, and she survives. Edward 

lived 44 years in Roselle, Illinois. He then lived in the

Addison, Michigan area for the past 18 years.

He graduated from Harper High School in Chicago.

Edward was a veteran of the Korean War, serving in

the United States Army from 1951-1953. He was a

member of I.B.E.W. and worked as an electrician in

Chicago Union Local #134, and he retired after 30 

years as an electrician. He was a member of Cement

City Baptist Church. He worked in a gospel ministry 

in S.A.I. Prison in Waterloo, Michigan. He also led

Bible Study at a men’s care home in Cement City, 

and served food at the Interfaith Shelter in Jackson.

Besides his wife Mary, he is survived by two sons,

John (Karen) Staschke of Roselle, Illinois, Paul 

Staschke of Rockford, Illinois; one daughter, Diana 

(Drew) Woods of Addison, Michigan; eleven grand-

children; six great-grandchildren; two sisters, Shirley 

(Frank) Kremsner of Orland Park, Illinois, Beverly

Diane (Jack) Huff of Georgetown, Texas; two nieces;

one nephew; cousins; and godson, James Cusser.

He was preceded in death by his parents.

Private family graveside services will be held at 

Cement City Baptist Church Memorial Gardens in

Cement City, Michigan.

Arrangements are entrusted to the Brown-Van

Hemert Funeral Home in Addison, Michigan. Send

condolences to the family at:

www.brownvanhemert.com
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Staschke, Edward George Clarence
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Robert Walter Urbain was born in the Chicago 

suburb of Berwyn, Illinois on July 14,1945 to Ruth

Lindahl and pioneering food scientist Walter Urbain.

He grew up in Western Springs, Illinois and excelled 

in both his studies and football, playing center po-

sition at De Pauw University where he received a 

BA in Political Science. He then completed an MBA

degree at USC in Los Angeles where he met his 

bride to be, Bernadette (Babette) Lamoglia. The two 

married in Bernadette’s home city of Paris, France

in 1969. 

Robert (Bob) started his international Consumer

Goods career with General Foods (now Kraft Heinz 

and Mondelez) in White Plains, NY shortly after his

marriage. During his time at General Foods he suc-

cessfully launched numerous household products

such as Crystal Light and Kool-Aid, which are still 

popular today. He helped to grow the business in-

ternationally, relocating for a time to Europe with his 

family. After his success at General Foods, he took

on numerous leadership roles at various companies

such as VP of Marketing for Dole, SVP of Marketing

for Tropicana, and CEO of Boots Healthcare

International. 

Robert was famous for his great sense of humor, 

integrity and kindness. He had an infectious smile

and loved helping others. One of the highlights of

his life entailed collaborating with his father on set-

ting food standards and policy for the World Health 

Organization and International Atomic Agency. In his 

free time, he enjoyed playing tennis, fishing, table 

tennis, coaching children’s sport teams, playing gui-

tar, and spending time with his family at their homes

in Wilton, CT and Paris, France.

Robert succumbed to complications from

Alzheimer’s disease on March 11th in Miami, Florida

after spending several years in retirement in France. 

He leaves behind his beloved wife, Babette, along 

with their three children (Christa, Andrew, and Eric) 

and three grandchildren. 
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Urbain, Robert Walter

Joan Ungar (nee Alexander), 88, resident of

Wheeling, Illinois, passed away March 20, 2020.

Loving mother of Jeff (the late Therese) Ungar 

and Cory (Mark) Genson. Cherished grandmother 

of Steve (Kelly), David, Karen (Ryan) and Michael.

Adored great grandmother of Emelia and Adaline.

She was the beloved daughter of the late Josephine

Miller and late Robert Alexander, Fond sister of the 

late Yvonne McCarty and Dear aunt to Christi and 

Max.

Her greatest pleasures were reading, eating, spend-

ing time with her children and grandchildren, and

weekly visits and “play dates” with furry friends 

Abby and Gracie.  

 We love you and will miss you our wonderful mom

and grandma. 
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Ungar, Joan

Donald J Tworek, age 88, passed away peace-

fully surrounded by his fam-

ily on Wednesday, March

4, 2020. Beloved husband

of the late Yolanda Tworek

nee Gonzalez; loving father

of Gail (Michael), William

(Marie-Claire), Susan (Brian),

James (Luisana) and Karen;

stepfather to Valerie (Bryan).

Beloved son of the late Albert

and Helen (Kolasinski), dear brother of Marilyn,

Joanne and Constance. Fond grandfather, great

grandfather, uncle and friend to many. He will be

deeply missed by all who knew and loved him. Don

will be remembered for his generosity and quick

wit, always bringing a smile to people’s faces and

always had a joke to tell to make his friends laugh.

He was a dedicated employee of Union Special

Corporation for 40 years, retiring in 1992. Never

one to just relax, his entrepreneurial spirit contin-

ued and he formed several companies. His greatest

business success is Applied Geometrics, Inc. (AGI),

which he founded in 1995. Along with his dear

friend and partner, Mark Foster, AGI assists manu-

facturers’ worldwide by offering instruction in the

successful implementation of GD&T. AGI will con-

tinue to carry on his legacy. Due to recent health

concerns regarding public gatherings, memorial

services are postponed and will be scheduled at a

later date. Please call Cumberland Chapels at 708-

456-8300 or visit www.cumberlandchapels.com for

more information.

Tworek, Donald J.
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Eileen Margaret Turcich, née Conlon, age 82, passed

away in her home on Monday, March 23, 2020. Born

March 25, 1937, the most beloved wife of George

for 58 years, loving mother of Timothy (Julie) and

Andrew (Elizabeth), and devoted grandmother

of Nathan, Benjamin, Grace, Lillian, Sarah, and

William. Sister of Walter Jr. (Dorothy) Conlon, late

Sharon (late Timothy) Harrington, sister-in-law of

John (Lorraine) Turcich, late Fr. Ronald Turcich OSA,

Beverly (Richard) Zaleski. Please consider donating

to The Alzheimer’s Association at alz.org. A memo-

rial service will be held at a later date.
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Turcich, Eileen Margaret (née Conlon)

On March 24, 2020, the medical profession lost one

of its most loyal, dedicated,

and well-loved nephrologists.

Beloved husband of the late

Beatrice Simmons Yeung;

devoted father of Theodore

(Jennifer) Simmons and Philip

Simmons (Jennifer Schack);

cherished grandfather of

Carley, Mandy, Collin and

Penelope. Funeral service

will be private. A celebration of life to be announced.

Memorial contributions may be made in his memory

to the National Kidney Foundation. Info: Weinstein &

Piser Funeral Home, 847-256-5700.

Yeung, MD, James K.
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Joseph R. Wallner, 91, passed away peacefully at 

home on Friday, March 20, 2020, in Celebration, 

Florida. He was born on March 13, 1929, in Chicago, 

Illinois, to Joseph and Hermine Wallner. He was a 

U.S. Navy Veteran (Korean War). 

Joseph is survived by his loving wife of 67 years,

Dorothy; sister, Ella; brother, Robert; two children, 

Robert (Shirley) and Donna (Richard); granddaugh-

ter, Jennifer; and many nieces and nephews.
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Wallner, Joseph R

Bertrand Cole “Bert” Wait, age 71, of Naperville

for 35 years, formerly of

Wexford, PA, Trumbull CT,

Reno, NV and Bucks County,

PA and Skaneateles, NY,

passed away peacefully,

Wednesday, March 25, 2020

at St. Patrick’s Residence

of Naperville. He was born

October 5, 1948 in Scarsdale,

NY to his loving late parents,

John and Francis Wait. Cherished husband of Joan

P. Zampetti Wait, Beloved dad of Justin (Julie) Wait

of Manhattan Beach, CA and Cole Wait of Salt Lake

City, Utah. Adored Poppy of Madelyn Wait. Dear

brother of the late John and David Wait. Dearest

brother-in-law of Lynn Wait of Chester Town, MD.

Bert was the owner and operator of Hinsdale Fine

Jewelry of Oak Brook, IL. All services for Bert

are private because of the current health crisis.

Arrangements entrusted to Friedrich-Jones Funeral

Home & Cremation Services, 44 S. Mill St., Naperville,

IL 60540. For more information, please call 630-

355-0213 or www.friedrich-jones.com

Wait, Bertrand Cole ‘Bert’
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Charlotte Ann (Bateman) Vodicka

December 16, 1934 – March

20, 2020

One of the most beauti-

ful souls ever to anyone

who knew her, Charlotte is

survived by her loving fam-

ily: children, Edward William

(Donna) Vodicka and Barbara

Ann Nahlik; sister, Mary

Rockwood; many extended family members and

friends; and her beloved cats, Gracie and Hailie. She

is predeceased by her husband, Edward F. Vodicka;

her brother, William E. Bateman; and her parents,

Elmer and Esther (Holloway) Bateman.

Charlotte was born in Elmhurst, IL and spent her

early years growing up in Westmont. She attended

public grade school there and at St. Joseph’s Grade

School in Downers Grove. During World War II, while

family members were away at war, her family joined

the remaining Bateman family in the family home

on Gilbert Avenue in Downers Grove. She gradu-

ated from Downers Grove HS and was essential in

organizing every Class of ’52 reunion and birthday

gathering. Her first job in high school was behind

the counter at the Cloverleaf Dairy in Downers

Grove, where she began touching the lives of hun-

dreds and hundreds of individuals who also came

to know her by her childhood nickname, “Punkie.”

After graduation from high school, she began work-

ing as the front desk receptionist and office staffer

for Dr. Richard Matthies of Hinsdale, whose practice

was soon joined by Dr. Paul Fredrickson.

Char met her future husband Ed on a blind date on

January 29, 1955. They were married on February

8, 1958 and celebrated their 55th anniversary in

2013. Char and Ed spent their 26th anniversary on

Maui and loved it so much, they purchased a condo

in Kihei and spent every winter there until Ed was

unable to travel in 2009. They were enthusiastic

ambassadors of Maui and loved nothing better than

to share the condo with family and friends. As al-

ways, Charlotte made many, many long-time friends

in their island paradise.

Although she was a full-time mother and home-

maker, Char also helped run the family businesses

(Waters Millwork Sales and Vodicka Realty &

Development) and was the Secretary/Treasurer of

the Bohemian National Cemetery of Braidwood for

nearly 50 years, right up to her passing. In addition,

Char was an enthusiastic supporter and “support

staff” to her children’s careers in the music industry.

Countless musicians of all types, as well as piano

& organ manufacturers and retailers throughout

the United States, knew Charlotte and loved her.

Many were recipients of her hospitality and enjoyed

a great home-cooked meal and a few glasses of

draught beer while passing through Chicago. Char

was a member of the DAR and stayed very active

doing stitchery, attending Ageless Grace exercise

class, and volunteering at the Downers Grove

Historical Society, becoming the Downers Grove

Park District “2019 Volunteer of the Year.” She

never failed to remember a birthday, anniversary, or

other occasion with a card, and when you saw her

beautiful handwriting on the envelope, you knew

just who it was from. Char made friends wherever

she went and spread love with her beautiful smile

and caring demeanor. She will be greatly missed by

everyone who knew her.

Burial will be private due to current restrictions.

A celebration of her life will be held at a later

date. Memorials may be made in her name to the

Bohemian National Cemetery of Braidwood at

www.bohemiannational.org or to Texas CARES (Cat

Adoption and Rescue) at www.texascares.org.

Arrangements by Adolf Funeral Home - Willowbrook

630-325-2300

Vodicka, Charlotte Ann
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Mary Eileen Zrenner (nee Donnellan), 81; formerly of

Grand Beach, MI and Chicago’s Beverly

neighborhood; passed away March 25,

2020 at Rittenhouse Senior Living in

Michigan City, IN. A Charter Member of

the Grand Beach Pixies, Eileen graduated

from Longwood Academy and St. Bernard’s School

of Nursing before working as a registered nurse and

later as a travel agent. Preceded in death by hus-

band Fred John Zrenner, Jr., parents Robert James

Donnellan, Sr. and Eileen Josephine Donnellan (nee

Sweeney), aunt Catherine Sweeney Meehan, uncle

Bill Meehan, and many other loving aunts and un-

cles. Mother of Fred (Kathryn) Zrenner, III, Katherine

“Katie” (the late William) Myers, Elsa “Ellie” Zrenner,

Mary Eileen “Meme” (the late Brent) Hupy, Julie

(Mark) Weintraub, and Robert (Brooke Benjamin)

Zrenner. Grandmother of Alexandra (Alan) Sides,

Peter Zrenner, and William “Joe” Myers; Quinn, Erin,

and Shea Hupy; and Michael and Emma Weintraub.

Dear sister of Robert J. (the late Jill) Donnellan, Jr.,

aunt of Catherine “Cait” Wilson, great-aunt of Nic

and Sam. Services are private. In lieu of flowers,

donations may be made to www.pawschicago.org.

Arrangements by Cremation Society of Illinois, 773-

281-5058 or www.cremation-society.com.

Zrenner, Mary Eileen
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Patricia Y. Yoshino, 98, of Morton Grove, passed

away March 24, 2020. Born in Seattle, WA, March

1, 1922. Beloved wife of the late Byron Yoshino;

dear mother of Ernest Yoshino and the late Steven

Yoshino. Services to follow. Info: www.lakeviewfu-

neralhome.com 773-472-6300.
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Yoshino, Patricia Y.
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It’s a new day. A new time. But through it all–through the confusion,

challenges, and the concern, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois

will continue to be here bringing you the care, comfort and calm you’ve

always depended on. We have a unified focus. And our commitment

to the health, safety and well-being of our members, and all the

members of our communities, is something that will continue to

define us. That’s why you can always take heart knowing we’ll be

right here standing by you. With you. For you.

What truly sets us all apart

in times like these

is knowing we’ll always be there

for each other.

A Division of Health Care Service Corporation, a Mutual Legal Reserve Company, an Independent Lincensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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Chicago could take a $747
million economic hit because
dozens of conventions sched-
uled to take place in the city
have canceled due to the
fast-spreading new co-
ronavirus, according to an esti-
mate from a McCormick Place
spokeswoman.

The impact includes lost
spending from event attend-
ees at hotels, restaurants,
transportation and entertain-
ment venues.

COVID-19, the disease
caused by the new co-
ronavirus, has prompted gov-
ernors across the country to
issue shelter-at-home orders
to reduce the spread of the
virus. On Thursday, there
were more than 82,000 con-
firmed cases in the U.S., the
most of any country.

Conference organizers are
canceling events well into the
summer, and hotels in the city
are temporarily closing as the
virus continues to hinder the
hospitality industry.

The Sweets & Snacks Expo,
the National Restaurant Asso-
ciation, the American Library
Association and the American
Society of Clinical Oncology
nixed their summer shows,
bringing the total number of
event cancellations at McCor-
mick Place and Wintrust
Arena to 33 as of Thursday,
McCormick Place spokes-
woman Cynthia McCafferty
said in an emailed statement.

Altogether, the 33 shows
would have brought about
484,000 people to Chicago,
McCafferty said. The confer-
ences also accounted for about
533,000 hotel room nights.

McCafferty said about 60%
of the shows would return
later in the year or next year.

By not having those events,
the city will see a decline in the
tax revenue it generates from
hotels. In its budget overview,
city leaders had projected ho-
tel tax revenue of $128.5 mil-
lion in fiscal 2020.

“The convention industry
typically generates about 5
million room nights annually
out of 12 million total rooms
sold in the central business
district. We will probably lose 

Chicago
stands
to lose 
$747M
That’s hit to economy
just on 33 canceled
conventions alone

By Abdel Jimenez

Turn to Cost, Page 4

Like most workers at Armour
Packaging Technology in Itasca,
Ron Palacz is at work by 9 a.m.
When he arrives, Palacz turns on
the radio to the classical jazz
station and grabs a cup of joe
before heading to his drawing
board.

But Palacz is not like most of
his colleagues.

At 91, Palacz works three days
a week for about five hours,
measuring product dimensions
and drawing sketches to create
custom packaging for items rang-
ing from treadmills to door
hinges. His job is the first step in
the process of packaging and
shipping goods for many Chi-
cago-area companies. And he
shows no signs of stopping. 

“Until I drop,” Palacz said
about working. “I’m serious. I’m
not being facetious.”

A growing number of Ameri-
cans are working past the age of
66 — when most workers are
eligible to receive full Social
Security retirement benefits —
not out of financial need but
because they enjoy their careers.
Human resources experts say
baby boomers, the generation
born between 1946 and 1964,
remain in the labor force because
they grew up in a culture that
values a strong work ethic. 

Like Palacz, most older work-
ers are staying employed through
part-time or consultancy roles.
According to a Pew Research

Center study published last year,
29% of Americans between the
ages of 65 and 72 were working
or looking for employment in
2018. As more employers wel-
come the idea of retaining their
older workers, experts say
Americans’ post-retirement out-
look is changing. 

“You can only play so many
rounds of golf. ... There is an
intrinsic need (to work). It’s what
we know. We enjoy and like
working,” said Jill Chapman, a
senior performance consultant 

At 91, still
itching to 
get back
to work
Packaging designer
joins growing number
of seniors in workplace

By Abdel Jimenez

Ron Palacz, 91, senior package designer at Armour Packaging 

Technology, stands at his work bench Feb. 26 in Itasca. 
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Turn to Seniors, Page 5

Even before coronavirus
struck, critics were slamming
the layout used in most Ameri-
can offices — the open plan — as
noisy, distracting, stress-induc-
ing, and nowhere near the team-
work booster its designers made
it out to be.

“Open-plan offices are now
the dumbest management fad of
all time.” Inc. magazine pro-
claimed in 2018, pouncing on a
Harvard study that showed such
layouts actually decrease face-
to-face collaboration. 

Now, with President Donald
Trump aiming to reopen parts
of the country by Easter, mil-
lions of American office workers
are likely to find themselves in
unsettling new territory — try-
ing to maintain social distancing
and steer clear of germs in
densely packed workplaces that
put them in proximity with each
other and germs that could
spread the virus.

Many medical experts don’t

relish the prospect of a quick
return to work in any setting,
open-plan or otherwise. “The
best way not to spread co-
ronavirus is to close the office,”
said Dr. Benjamin Singer, a
pulmonary and critical care
specialist at Northwestern Uni-
versity’s Feinberg School of
Medicine. 

Yet the health crisis could
have a significant impact on
workplaces, just as the shock of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
made security measures part of
the daily routine. Unlike the
hassles associated with such
features, however, the impact
could be positive.

A growing number of build-
ing owners and developers,
including the owners of such
prominent Chicago properties
as the Merchandise Mart, al-
ready have latched onto the
concept of office spaces that
promote employee wellness
with such features as internal
stairs that encourage employees
to walk from floor to floor in-
stead of taking the elevator. 

More companies can be ex-
pected to follow, experts say, not
only because job seekers will be
attracted to such work environ-
ments but also because existing 

Will open-plan offices help
the spread of coronavirus? 

Blair Kamin
Cityscapes 

Turn to Kamin, Page 3

I
llinois manufacturers are revamping production to make face masks, thermometers and more as the fight against the new coronavirus

pandemic escalates. Companies are heeding a call from Gov. J.B. Pritzker to help supplement dwindling supplies of equipment that

could protect health care and other front-line workers from COVID-19, the disease caused by the new coronavirus, and aid in the

treatment of those already infected. Illinoisans have been ordered to stay home amid the outbreak, which so far has resulted in a total of

1,285 cases and 12 deaths in the state. Here’s how some manufacturers are retooling production lines.

From mattresses to masks
In ordinary times A. Lava & Son is not a sleepy

business, although it does make components for
mattresses. This week, its activity is focused on
converting excess sewing capacity at its 235,000-
square-foot plant on Chicago’s Southwest Side to help
fight the nation’s critical shortage of protective face
masks.

“The mattress industry isn’t a sexy industry, but
right now we’re lucky that we’re able to help out,” said
Adam Lava, owner of the fourth-generation family
business. “We’re very happy we can keep a lot of our
employees off the unemployment line and in the
factory working and that we’re helping anybody that
needs the product.”

Lava said his firm also stands ready to make
mattresses, which might be necessary as the city and
state add excess hospital capacity to care for the
expected influx of COVID-19 patients.

“We have a lot of sewing machines and a lot of
skilled people,” he said.

First, though, the focus is on face masks for the
company whose website proclaims, “If You Can Dream
It, We Can Sew It!” Lava said the company could make 

‘OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE

A MILLION’

Forehead 
thermometers

By Abdel Jimenez, Ally Marotti and Steve Johnson

LEFT: Boxes 

of forehead 

thermometer

strips are ready

for shipment at

LCR Hallcrest. 

TOP: Rocco

Sapienza Jr., 

vice president 

of LCR Hallcrest,

shows one off 

at the company’s

Glenview 

headquarters 

on Monday. 

To meet demand

during the

COVID-19 

outbreak, the

Glenview-based

company hired 

15 temporary

workers, 

adding to its

production line

workforce of 55, 

Sapienza said. TERRENCE ANTONIO JAMES/CHICAGO TRIBUNE PHOTOSTurn to Supplies, Page 4

Face masks and thermometers are among the supplies Illinois
manufacturers are racing to produce amid coronavirus outbreak

CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK
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employees will demand
them.

Companies also could
wind up allowing more
employees to telecommute
if the present predicament
demonstrates that remote
work doesn’t hurt produc-
tivity.

“This is absolutely a pivot
point for the world of
work,” said Todd Heiser,
co-managing director of the
Chicago office of the global
design firm Gensler. 

An estimated 70% of
American offices use some
form of the open plan,
which departs from the
traditional arrangement of
private offices on the pe-
rimeter and workstations on
the interior. 

As part of the shift, which
has occurred in the past 15
to 20 years, many compa-
nies cut costs by shrinking
the size of individual work-
stations. A typical worksta-
tion now has 36 square feet
instead of 48 square feet,
Heiser said, a 25% reduc-
tion. 

And that typical worksta-
tion has less privacy be-
cause old-fashioned cubicle
walls, which incorporated
wiring for phones and com-
puters, have come down in
the wireless age of mobile
phones and the cloud. 

As a result, workers may
feel defenseless against the
spread of germs.

“This is absolutely a
mental health issue as well
as a physical issue,” said
Joanna Frank, CEO of the
Center for Active Design, a
New York-based nonprofit
that seeks to use design to
improve health in private
and public spaces.

To be sure, it’s a safe bet
that Illinois Gov. J.B.
Pritzker and New York Gov.
Andrew Cuomo won’t
follow Trump’s lead and call
off their statewide stay-at-
home mandates. Not with
the number of coronavirus
cases and deaths still spik-
ing in both states.

But at some point, office
buildings will come back to
life and workers will be
confronted with difficult
choices, not only at individ-
ual workstations but in the
common areas that have
proliferated in both tradi-
tional offices and co-work-
ing spaces run by the shared
workspace company We-
Work. 

“The coffee break room is
a great place to exchange
gossip and germs,” said
Charles Gerba, a University

of Arizona microbiologist
and native of south subur-
ban Blue Island. 

Granted, open-plan of-
fices have certain advan-
tages. Executive offices no
longer ring the perimeter,
hogging access to natural
light and views. 

There are abundant
common areas, such as
kitchens, large and small
meeting rooms, coffee bars,
and seating areas — in ef-
fect, more “we” space to
compensate for less “me”
space.

Ideally, these arrange-
ments give people choices
for where — and how —
they want to work, simulta-
neously freeing them from
being chained to their desks
and creating enough flex-
ibility to create social dis-
tancing.

In a dense cluster of
workstations, for example,
some people could remain
at their desks while others
take their laptops to confer-

ence rooms.
“If you plan a workspace

the appropriate way, it’s not
a risky place,” Heiser said.

Nevertheless, there are
risks associated with open-
plan offices, like hotel seat-
ing, or “hoteling,” in which
individual workstations are
not assigned to one person.
Instead, workers reserve a
station on the days when
they’ll be in the office,

“I think it’s more con-
ducive to the spread of
viruses,” Gerba said. “Be-
cause you’ve got multiple
people using the same area.”

Factor in the many com-
mon surfaces that workers
touch — doorknobs, refrig-
erator handles, countertops,
desktops, conference room
table tops and security-card
panels — and going back to
work sounds more unset-
tling than the rosy image
Trump painted.

“We share more surfaces
with people today than at
any time in history,” Gerba

said. “We’re really the touch
generation.”

How can workers and
bosses, as well as building
owners and managers,
cope? First, by changing
their behavior.

“Maybe before you were
standing shoulder to shoul-
der with the person at the
coffee machine. Now you
have to observe proper
social distancing,” said
sociologist Tracy Brower, a
principal at Steelcase, the
Grand Rapids, Michigan-
based office furniture man-
ufacturer.

To keep people apart,
Brower added, building
managers may have to re-
move the couches that have
sprung up in lobbies in
recent years as lobbies have
become gathering places
rather than just spots you

pass through.
Or they could place

markers on the floor, 6 feet
apart, to separate visitors
lining up for security clear-
ance. Meetings previously
held in a conference room
designed for, say, 20 people
might need to be switched
to a larger room, provided
one exists. Antimicrobial
materials, which inhibit the
spread of germs, could get
increased use.

“I think the open-plan
office is not dead. It will
continue to evolve,” Brower
said.

Building managers also
may need to change their
ways in order to alleviate
the risks associated with
dense work areas.

Proper ventilation, strict
cleaning protocols and signs
that encourage hand-wash-

ing will help, said Frank at
the Center for Active De-
sign. So, she said, will high
levels of humidity, since
they are detrimental to the
spread of viruses.

Her organization op-
erates a program, called
Fitwel, that certifies multi-
tenant and single-tenant
buildings if they meet de-
sign and operating stand-
ards that optimize public
health. 

Points are awarded, for
example, to offices that offer
access to healthy foods,
provide lots of natural light
and reduce the spread of
diseases. 

More than 300 buildings
and workplaces have been
certified so far, and another
thousand are in the process
of getting certified, Frank
said. 

Run on behalf of the
federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the
program is similar to the
widely used Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design initiative of the U.S.
Green Building Council. 

“We are seeing a very fast
uptick because employees
are demanding it,” Frank
said of Fitwel.

In the wake of the co-
ronavirus crisis, expect that
demand to soar.

bkamin@chicago
tribune.com

Kamin
Continued from Page 1

An open-plan layout, the layout used in most American offices, is seen in 2016 at Coyote Logistics in Chicago. 
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“Maybe before you were standing
shoulder to shoulder with the 
person at the coffee machine. 
Now you have to observe proper 
social distancing.” 
—Sociologist Tracy Brower, a principal at Steelcase, 
the Michigan-based office furniture manufacturer

Many medical experts don’t relish the prospect of a quick

return to work in any setting, open-plan or otherwise. 

vising clients with cash
flow concerns to terminate
employees, not just fur-
lough them, so they are not
on the hook for providing
paid sick leave if they can’t
afford it.

Meanwhile, lawyers rep-
resenting workers are
keeping an eye out for such
terminations and could
challenge them in court.
Cody Reinberg, a Chicago-
based attorney with HKM
Employment Attorneys
who represents employees,
said it could be argued that
firing people just before the
law kicks in next week
constitutes retaliation or
interference with some-
one’s right to federal ben-
efits.

Q: What is the difference
between being termi-
nated or furloughed?

Furloughed employees
are unpaid and don’t work,
but they continue to be
employed by the company
and retain their health and
other benefits. Termination
means you cease to be
employed by the company
and no longer receive ben-
efits. You can claim unem-
ployment insurance if you
are furloughed or termi-
nated.

Q: Do employees have to
provide a doctor’s note
or other proof of symp-
toms if they want to
claim sick leave under
the emergency leave
act?

The law is silent on
whether documentation is
required. Cruz said many
employers are concerned
about the potential for
abuse, so he is advising
them to require evidence

As businesses close in an
effort to halt the spread of
COVID-19, workers and
employers are raising ques-
tions about their rights.

Here’s how attorneys an-
swer some of these ques-
tions.

Q: Are employees who
are not working because
of Illinois’ stay-at-home
order entitled to paid
sick leave under the fed-
eral Families First Co-
ronavirus Response
Act?

Yes. The federal law,
which goes into effect April
1, mandates employers give
two weeks of fully paid sick
leave if an employee is
unable to work because
they are experiencing
COVID-19 symptoms or if
they are under quarantine
“pursuant to Federal, State,
or local government order.”
So employees ordered to
stay home because they’re
considered non-essential
and who aren’t being paid
because they can’t do their
jobs remotely — including
many in hospitality and
retail — are eligible for this
benefit, which is capped at
$510 per day.

Employers will be reim-
bursed dollar-for-dollar for
the paid sick time in the
form of tax credits. 

However, many employ-
ers worry they won’t be
able to afford it in the
meantime if revenues are
down. Scott Cruz, a labor
and employment attorney
who works in the Chicago
office of Greensfelder
Hemker & Gale and repre-
sents management, is ad-

that an employee is seeking
a medical diagnosis.

Q: What protections are
there for workers at
companies with more
than 500 employees,
which are not covered by
the Families First Co-
ronavirus Response
Act?

Chicago and numerous
Cook County suburbs have
laws that require all em-
ployers to let workers ac-
crue an hour of paid sick
time for every 40 hours
worked, up to five days a
year. 

In addition, employers
with more than 50 employ-
ees are covered by the
Family and Medical Leave
Act, which allows employ-
ees to take up to a dozen
weeks of job-protected un-
paid leave for reasons in-
cluding a serious health
condition or caring for
someone with a serious
health condition.

Q: Who is eligible for un-
employment insurance?

Any employee who has
been laid off, furloughed or
had their hours reduced can
make a claim for unemploy-
ment insurance. 

Independent contractors,
freelancers and other self-
employed people who are
typically not covered by un-
employment insurance will
be under the stimulus deal
being negotiated, so HKM’s
attorneys recommend they
also make a claim now. 

Illinois’ unemployment
benefits typically replace
47% of a person’s lost wages,
up to $484 a week for an
individual, but the stimulus
plan will add $600 weekly to
that.

Unemployment insur-
ance is not available to peo-
ple who have been termi-
nated for misconduct or

who voluntarily resign with-
out good cause.

Q: Does an employer
have to pay employees
who are working from
home even if there isn’t
much work for them to
do?

Salaried employees who
are exempt from overtime
rules must be paid their
weekly salary if they work
at all during that week,
even if it’s just an hour.

Hourly employees who
are not exempt from over-
time rules must be paid for
the time worked.

Cruz said employers can
consider changing the stat-
us of salaried employees to
hourly during this period if
there is not much work for
them to do. While that risks
hurting morale, it could
help some companies with
cash flow issues from going
out of business, he said.

Q: Can an employer re-
quire an employee to use
paid time off if they are
home and not working?

Yes.

Q: Are employers obli-
gated to allow their em-
ployees to work from
home if the work can be
done from home?

Federal and state guide-
lines encourage it, but there
is no legal requirement.

Q: Can employees con-
sidered essential under
the state’s order refuse
to show up for work?

No. If you are an at-will
employee, you could be
fired for not showing up.
But you can ask to use sick
or vacation time, or any
other paid or unpaid time
off, if you feel uncomfort-
able going to work.

Q: What if an employee is

immunocompromised or
lives with someone who
is immunocompro-
mised?

Employees who have an
underlying health condition
that makes them particu-
larly vulnerable to getting
sick, such as diabetes, could
invoke the Americans with
Disabilities Act to get a
reasonable accommodation,
such a work-from-home ar-
rangement or unpaid leave.
If, however, an employee
lives with someone who is
immunocompromised, it is
“very up in the air” if the law
applies, said Dan Kalish, an
attorney with HKM. 

Employees in that situa-
tion could use sick time or
take up to 12 weeks of
unpaid leave under the Fam-
ilies and Medical Leave Act,
which covers caring for
someone with a serious
health condition. 

Additional protections
under the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act,
which provides for two
weeks of paid sick leave at
two-thirds your rate of pay if
you are caring for someone
who has been advised to
self-isolate on coronavirus
concerns, may also apply.

Q: What if the workplace
feels unsafe?

Employers are legally ob-
ligated to provide a safe
working environment. 

Federal guidelines are
recommending regular dis-
infecting of commonly tou-
ched areas, increased venti-
lation and 6-foot social dis-
tancing. Workers who feel
their workplace is unsafe
should report it to a man-
ager to request changes and,
if nothing changes, to the
Occupational Health and
Safety Administration,
which will investigate. Em-
ployers are prohibited from
punishing employees who

flag safety issues.
If an employee decides to

leave a work site because
nothing is being done to
make it safer, he or she could
file an unemployment insur-
ance claim. 

Though people are typi-
cally not eligible for unem-
ployment if they voluntarily
resign without good cause,
“if your employer is not
practicing social distancing
and not sanitizing responsi-
bly, if you have reported this
and suggested alternatives
and they refused, I think
you’d have good cause to
leave and be eligible for
unemployment,” Reinberg
said.

Q: What recourse do em-
ployees have if they
think their business
should not be consid-
ered essential under the
state order?

There does not appear to
be a process set up for
making an official com-
plaint to the state. Reinberg
advises reaching out to lo-
cal alderman or state legis-
lators to make them aware
of their concerns.

Q: What are a company’s
obligations to its work-
force if someone at the
work site tests positive
for COVID-19?

An employer may not
disclose the name of the
person who has been diag-
nosed, but they should in-
form his or her co-workers
of the situation so that they
can self monitor for symp-
toms and take precautions
to keep the workplace safe,
such as by sanitizing the
area or allowing people to
work from home if pos-
sible. If they fail to take
such precautions and
someone else gets sick, the
employer could open itself
up to liability.

Navigate rights amid time of crisis
As COVID-19 roils workplaces, here’s
what experts tell employees, employers 

By Alexia
Elejalde-Ruiz
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PNC Bank N.A. named
Uzma Kazmi as Senior
Vice President and Market
Manager for PNC Busi-
ness Banking in greater
Chicago and Wisconsin.
She will oversee a team of
sales managers, business
bankers and treasury man-
agement officers, serving
clients in business bank-
ing, agribusiness, SBA and
healthcare groups.
Kazmi brings over 25 years
of financial services ex-
perience including retail,
business and commercial
banking. Most recently,
she served as senior vice
president of PNC Business
Banking for the Missouri,
Illinois and central Indiana
market where she man-
aged teams of sales man-
agers, business bankers
and treasury management
officers, specializing in
business banking, agribusi-
ness, healthcare and SBA
groups.
She is an active leader in
supporting employee en-
gagement initiatives espe-

cially in PNC multicultural
and Diversity and Inclusion
outreach. She also serves
as an executive sponsor
of PNC’s internal Interfaith
Employee Business Re-
source Group.
Kazmi earned her under-
graduate degree from
Ursuline College in ac-
counting and finance, and
an executive MBA from
Weatherhead School of
Management, Case West-
ern Reserve University. She
recently earned a certifi-
cate in strategic leadership
from Harvard Business
School.

Uzma Kazmi Named Market Leader for PNC
Business Banking for Greater Chicago and
Wisconsin
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over 20% of those (conven-
tion industry) room nights,
and that’s assuming few
more cancellations and
some rescheduling of
meetings and shows that
have been canceled in the
short-term,” said Chicago-
based hotel consultant Ted
Mandigo. 

Mandigo said April
through June is the prime
season for conventions, and
the city doesn’t see another
spike until the fall.

Hotels, restaurants and
transportation vendors are
among the companies that
depend on convention
business.

Chicago-based Conti-
nental Air Transport op-
erates a fleet of 45 vans and
SUVs under the Go Airport
Express brand, which

transports passengers be-
tween McCormick Place,
hotels and O’Hare Interna-
tional Airport.

John McCarthy, presi-
dent and CEO of the firm,
said he is looking at federal
assistance programs like
small business loans that he
could use to help pay em-
ployees and fund health
care plans. 

The firm laid off 30
workers earlier this month,
most of whom are drivers,
McCarthy said.

“This would be a busy
time of the year for the
business. We carry tens of
thousands of passengers,
but now we’re only carry-
ing a handful,” he said.

But federal aid won’t be
enough to shore up busi-
ness, McCarthy said. The
shuttle service provider re-
lies on tourists and
conventiongoers, and with
more event cancellations
well into the summer, Go

Airport Express could con-
tinue to suffer, he said.

“The convention center
is an important part of our
business. … Right now
we’ve limited services to
private rides, which typi-
cally has little demand. We
also continue to operate a
parking lot shuttle service
at O’Hare paid by the city’s
Aviation Department,” Mc-
Carthy said.

McCarthy declined to
say how much money his
firm lost for the month.
However, he hopes events
scheduled to take place at
McCormick Place later this
year will make up for some
of that lost business.

“I hope this is over soon,”
he said.

Chicago Tribune’s 
Lori Rackl contributed.

abjimenez@
chicagotribune.com
Twitter @abdel1019

Cost 
Continued from Page 1

McCormick Place, usually busy and full of people, is quiet and largely empty on March 10

as several Chicago conventions have been canceled due to the coronavirus. 
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about 2.5 million masks if it
averages 200,000 a week for
three months.

The firm, in the Archer
Park neighborhood near
Midway Airport, is contrib-
uting to a nationwide multi-
company initiative includ-
ing Hanes, the underwear
maker, to convert available
sewing capacity to produce
masks for the government.

Medical supplies, includ-
ing face masks, are in short
supply in the United States
and abroad as the novel
coronavirus spreads. Hanes
is shipping 25,000 pounds
of fabric to Lava to get
started this week, and he
expects the work will keep
between 150 and 200 em-
ployees busy, or about two-
thirds of the company’s
Chicago work force.

“All we’re trying to do is
keep people off the unem-
ployment line,” he said.
“There’s no real profit in it.”

The product will not be
the N95 mask most needed
by medical personnel who
are treating patients in-
fected with the virus. The
N95 has filters small
enough to effectively ward
off the virus, which is highly
contagious and infects peo-
ple most readily through
the mouth and nose.

But the three-layer cot-
ton mask Lava and fellow
American sewing firms will
make can be effective in
preventing infected or quar-
antined people from
spreading the virus via
sneezing or coughing, a
Hanes spokesman told The
New York Times.

The company’s regular
business, primarily mat-
tress covers for consumer-
facing mattress makers, has
dried up quickly, Lava said.

“No one’s buying mat-
tresses right now except for
our e-commerce custom-
ers, who seem to be hanging

in there,” he said. “No one’s
going to a brick-and-mortar
store to lay down on a
mattress to try it out.”

A million
thermometers 

LCR Hallcrest makes
thermometers that can be
used in health care. Some of
its thermometers also hang
on the walls of deli counters
at grocers, while others
measure the surface tem-
perature of dishware in
dishwashers. President and
owner Rocco Sapienza said
the manufacturer shifted its
production to increase the
number of disposable fore-
head thermometers for use
in hospitals.

“Our goal is to make a
million a week,” Sapienza
said. “We have had to in-
crease production four
times.”

The company has filled
orders for Cook County
Department of Corrections,
where the thermometers
will be used to take the
temperatures of prisoners.
LCR Hallcrest has also sold
directly to a handful of
consumers.

During the SARS out-
break in 2003, it manufac-
tured hundreds of thou-
sands of thermometers, Sa-
pienza said. 

To meet demand during
the COVID-19 outbreak, the
Glenview-based company
hired 15 temporary work-
ers, adding to its production
line workforce of 55, Sapi-
enza said. 

“This is quite larger in
terms of demand,” Sapienza
said. “We can handle it. It
just happens to be unusual
for forehead thermom-
eters.”

Containers for
COVID-19 tests

Medical packaging man-
ufacturer Com-Pac Interna-
tional has made shipping
containers for disease tests
such as the Ebola virus and

anthrax. About three weeks
ago, it started making ship-
ping containers for
COVID-19 tests, too.

“We took some of our
miscellaneous components,
put them together to fit
what the CDC (Centers for
Disease Control and Pre-
vention) requires,” said
Greg Sprehe, president of
the Carbondale-based com-
pany. “We have just been
getting orders like crazy.”

The coolers Com-Pac are
assembling for the
COVID-19 tests are about
the size of two shoe boxes,
Sprehe said. Labs need the
tests to remain frozen, so
the coolers must be outfit-
ted to do so.

Com-Pac uses a produc-
tion line to make specimen
bags, like the biohazard
bags that hold vials of blood
after it is drawn from a
patient, Sprehe said. Ship-
ping containers are typi-
cally assembled by the em-
ployees as orders are
placed. 

But Com-Pac had to
triple capacity to fill the

orders coming in for
COVID-19 test containers,
Sprehe said. It set up a
“pop-up production line” to
more efficiently assemble
the coolers, which each
need the proper labels,
specimen bags and other
components.

The company added
about 10 new employees to
its 250-person workforce,
and many people are work-
ing overtime.

Com-Pac also produces
food packaging, including
bags that hold the breading
in Shake ‘N Bake mix,
Sprehe said. As people stock
up on shelf-stable items,
demand for the company’s
food packaging has in-
creased threefold.

The increase in food and
medical packaging demand
comes as some workers
must stay home to care for
children because schools
are out of session, Sprehe
said.

“You’re having to do
more business than you
ever have,” he said. “But you
sort of have one hand tied

behind your back at the
same time.”

Special parts for
production plants

Joel Niekamp and his
four employees at Wesco
Machine & Tool in Shore-
wood are working on week-
ends to make or repair
specialty parts for chemical
and food manufacturers
that have ramped up pro-
duction during the health
crisis.

Repairs are a majority of
the company’s work, but
Niekamp, Wesco’s presi-
dent, said the firm is making
parts for companies that
can’t get them shipped in
time from countries hard
hit by the pandemic. 

“They can’t get replace-
ment parts for a pump that’s
made in Italy. So they may
call us and say this is now
months out and we can’t
wait that long,” Niekamp
said. 

Some of its major clients
are chemical manufacturers
like Northfield-based
Stepan Company, which
makes disinfectant prod-
ucts, soaps and cleaning
solutions.

Last week, Wesco deliv-
ered parts to fix a food
processor’s heat exchanger,
which is used to reduce
microbials to make food
safe for consumption. “We
are relied on as their go-to
fixer,” Niekamp said.

Gallons of
disinfectant

Nyco Products Company,
a cleaning products supplier

in Countryside, manufac-
tures disinfectants, sani-
tizers and floor cleaning
products. In the past week,
the firm increased produc-
tion of its Sani-Spritz Spray
One-Step Disinfectant-
Cleaner, which can be used
on hard surfaces. Nyco
makes tens of thousands of
gallons of it each day.

The product is registered
with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency as a sur-
face disinfectant. The Envi-
ronmental Protection
Agency approves disinfect-
ants that can be used to
reduce the spread of ill-
nesses through the Emerg-
ing Viral Pathogen Guid-
ance, and only products the
agency approves can be mar-
keted and sold for use
against a virus outbreak. 

Nyco’s products are sold
to businesses, not consum-
ers. John Wunderlich, Ny-
co’s president, said the com-
pany has hired eight em-
ployees as it adds a second
shift to meet demand. Nyco
typically has between 20 to
25 employees working on its
production line.

“We’ve moved produc-
tion from Monday through
Saturday. And we’ve ap-
proached some of the local
restaurants that furloughed
workers to come work with
us,” Wunderlich said.

amarotti@
chicagotribune.com
abjimenez@
chicagotribune.com
sajohnson@
chicagotribune.com
Twitter @AllyMarotti
Twitter @StevenKJohnson
Twitter @abdel1019

Supplies 
Continued from Page 1

LCR Hallcrest, a manufacturer of thermometer strips,

increased its production in response to the pandemic. 

TERRENCE ANTONIO JAMES/CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

“We’re very happy we can keep 
a lot of our employees off the 
unemployment line ... and that 
we’re helping anybody that needs
the product.”
— Adam Lava, owner of A. Lava & Son
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INVESTING

Most active

Largest mutual funds

Largest Companies How the region’s
Top 100 companies fared

STOCK CLOSE CHANGE

CHG 1-YR

FUND NAV IN $ %RTN

CHG 1-YR

FUND NAV IN $ %RTN

STOCK CLOSE CHANGE

RANK/COMPANY CAP CLOSE WEEK 1-YR

STOCK CLOSE CHANGE

STOCK CLOSE CHANGE

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Based on Total assets

Based on market capitalization

NASDAQ STOCK MARKET

EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS

Ford Motor 5.19 +.86
MFA Financial 1.86 -1.74
Bank of America 21.60 +1.93
Gen Electric 7.62 +1.10
Chesapk Engy .17 -.02
Carnival Corp 14.41 +2.41
AT&T Inc 29.84 +1.39
Aurora Cannabis Inc 1.03 +.30
Boeing Co 162.00 +66.99
Exxon Mobil Corp 36.95 +4.21
Delta Air Lines 29.55 +8.20
Uber Technologies 27.28 +5.95
Occid Petl 11.61 +1.38

American Century UltraInv 44.38 +4.17 -.8
American Funds AMCpA m 27.20 +2.23 -8.0
American Funds AmrcnBalA m 24.75 +1.78 -3.1
American Funds AmrcnMutA m 34.75 +2.67 -9.6
American Funds BdfAmrcA m 13.46 +.44 +8.2
American Funds CptWldGrIncA m40.67+3.70 -11.7
American Funds CptlIncBldrA m52.16 +3.70 -9.5
American Funds EuroPacGrA m 42.75 +3.72 -12.8
American Funds FdmtlInvsA m 48.07 +4.73 -10.4
American Funds GrfAmrcA m 42.54 +3.64 -5.3
American Funds IncAmrcA m 19.05 +1.35 -8.4
American Funds InvCAmrcA m 31.21 +2.60 -10.4
American Funds NewWldA m 54.49 +3.97 -12.2
American Funds NwPrspctvA m37.98 +3.59 -7.3
American Funds SmCpWldA m 45.29 +4.23 -11.5
American Funds TheNewEcoA m37.60+3.24 -7.9
American Funds TxExBdA m 13.22 +.98 +4.2
American FundsWAMtInvsA m 36.98 +3.70 -11.2
Baird AggrgateBdInstl 11.24 +.32 +6.8
Baird CorPlusBdInstl 11.39 +.32 +5.2
BlackRock StrIncOpIns 9.27 +.13 -1.6
DFA EMktCorEqI 15.46 +1.00 -23.1
DFA EmMktsValInstl 19.25 +1.20 -30.6
DFA FvYrGlbFIIns 10.74 +.01 +2.3
DFA IntlCorEqIns 9.91 +1.10 -20.6
DFA IntlSmCoInstl 13.12 +1.49 -21.6
DFA IntlSmCpValIns 12.88 +1.52 -26.3
DFA USCorEq1Instl 19.32 +1.86 -13.8
DFA USCorEqIIInstl 17.38 +1.68 -15.4
DFA USLgCpValInstl 26.30 +2.76 -22.3
DFA USSmCpInstl 23.04 +2.24 -28.0
DFA USSmCpValInstl 20.67 +2.07 -36.0
Dodge & Cox Bal 78.03 +4.95 -12.8
Dodge & Cox Inc 13.66 +.39 +3.5
Dodge & Cox IntlStk 30.13 +3.16 -22.4
Dodge & Cox Stk 133.27+10.85 -20.1
DoubleLine CorFII 10.43 +.03 -.6
DoubleLine TtlRetBdI 10.37 +.04 +.6
Edgewood GrInstl 33.46 +3.54 +1.6
FPA Crescent d 26.82 +1.98 -13.7
Fidelity 500IdxInsPrm 88.54 +8.26 -7.6
Fidelity BCGrowth 91.02 +9.11 -2.0
Fidelity Balanced 20.88 +1.70 -4.0
Fidelity Cap&Inc 8.24 +.65 -11.9
Fidelity Contrafund 11.53 +.87 -3.1
Fidelity ContrafundK 11.54 +.86 -3.0
Fidelity EmergMketsOpps 15.40 +1.04 -13.4
Fidelity ExMktIdxInPr 46.44 +5.54 -20.2
Fidelity Frdm 2020 14.14 +.81 -4.1
Fidelity Frdm 2025 12.27 +.76 -5.2
Fidelity Frdm 2030 14.88 +1.04 -6.8
Fidelity GlobalexUSIdx 9.98 +.95 -16.2
Fidelity GroCo 18.48 +1.75 +1.9
Fidelity GroCoK 18.51 +1.75 +2.0
Fidelity IntlGr 14.36 +1.55 -.9
Fidelity IntlIdxInstlPrm 32.94 +3.63 -14.9
Fidelity IntlVal 7.15 +.95 -20.1
Fidelity InvmGradeBd 11.49 +.41 +5.9
Fidelity LowPrStk 35.92 +3.78 -17.8
FidelityMagellan 8.63 +.81 -1.4
Fidelity OTCPortfolio 10.79 +.87 +1.2
Fidelity Puritan 19.84 +1.38 -2.8
Fidelity TotalBond 10.73 +.40 +4.7
Fidelity TtlMktIdxInsPrm 70.47 +6.84 -9.7
Fidelity USBdIdxInsPrm 12.25 +.40 +9.0
Fidelity Advisor NewInsI 26.44 +2.14 -8.3
First Eagle GlbA m 46.58 +3.89 -11.9
Franklin Templeton CATxFrIncA1 m7.55+.73 +5.0
Franklin Templeton GlbBdAdv 10.00 -.02 -5.7
Franklin Templeton IncA1 m 1.92 +.14 -11.9
Franklin Templeton IncAdv 1.91 +.15 -11.5
Franklin Templeton IncC m 1.95 +.15 -12.2
Franklin Templeton RisingDivsA m54.26+4.68 -10.6
Harbor CptlApprecInstl 65.65 +5.92 -.4
Harding Loevner IntlEqInstl d 19.41 +2.21 -8.1
INVESCO DevMktsY 35.00 +1.98 -13.6
JPMorgan CoreBondR6 11.87 +.16 +6.3
Lord Abbett ShrtDurIncA m 3.92 ... -3.2
Lord Abbett ShrtDurIncF b 3.92 +.01 -3.1
MFS ValI 33.47 +2.97 -9.5
Metropolitan West TtlRetBdI 11.06 +.40 +7.0
Metropolitan West TtlRetBdPlan10.40 +.37 +7.1
Nuveen HYMuniBdI 16.39 +1.71 -1.1
Oakmark IntlInv 16.37 +2.61 -24.7
Old Westbury LgCpStrats 11.83 +1.03 -8.5
PGIM Investments TtlRetBdZ 13.74 +.35 +1.2
PIMCO AlAstInstl 9.97 +.58 -10.3
PIMCO IncA m 10.89 +.39 -4.8
PIMCO IncI2 10.89 +.39 -4.5
PIMCO IncInstl 10.89 +.39 -4.4
PIMCO TtlRetIns 10.48 +.34 +6.5
PRIMECAP Odyssey Gr 30.78 +3.17 -15.6
Schwab SP500Idx 39.04 +3.65 -4.8
T. Rowe Price BCGr 105.13 +8.84 -1.0
T. Rowe Price CptlAprc 26.92 +2.32 -1.3
T. Rowe Price EqIdx500 x 67.48 +6.00 -7.8
T. Rowe Price EqInc x 22.59 +2.21 -18.7

T. Rowe Price GrStk 61.13 +5.68 -1.1

T. Rowe Price HlthSci 68.14 +5.94 -4.6

T. Rowe Price InsLgCpGr 36.86 +3.46 -1.8

T. Rowe PriceMdCpGr 72.44 +7.42 -12.8

T. Rowe Price NewHorizons 51.32 +5.05 +.1

T. Rowe Price NewInc 9.29 +.20 +.9

T. Rowe Price Rtr2020 18.77 +1.29 -4.8

T. Rowe Price Rtr2025 14.80 +1.13 -5.9

T. Rowe Price Rtr2030 21.15 +1.74 -6.8

T. Rowe Price Val 27.99 +3.13 -16.5

TIAA-CREF BdIdxIns 11.37 +.35 +8.4

Vanguard 500IdxAdmrl 234.52+21.87 -7.6

Vanguard BalIdxAdmrl 34.04 +2.13 -2.1

Vanguard CAITTxExAdm 12.01 +.91 +4.1

Vanguard CptlOppAdmrl 122.81+12.40 -10.4

Vanguard DevMIdxAdmrl 10.57 +1.12 -16.7

Vanguard DevMIdxIns 10.59 +1.13 -16.6

Vanguard DivGrInv x 24.96 +2.54 -4.6

Vanguard EMStkIdxInAdm 27.65 +1.42 -17.6

Vanguard EqIncAdmrl 59.77 +5.61 -13.9

Vanguard ExplorerAdmrl 70.49 +8.39 -17.6

Vanguard ExtMktIdxAdmrl 68.12 +8.01 -20.2

Vanguard ExtMktIdxIns 68.11 +8.00 -20.2

Vanguard GNMAAdmrl 10.80 +.19 +6.8

Vanguard GrIdxAdmrl 79.12 +7.23 +.5

Vanguard GrIdxIns 79.13 +7.23 +.5

Vanguard HCAdmrl x 73.22 +4.43 -1.4

Vanguard HYCorpAdmrl 5.17 +.28 -5.4

Vanguard HYTEAdmrl 11.42 +.92 +3.6

Vanguard InTrBdIdxAdmrl 12.01 +.29 +8.4

Vanguard InTrInGdAdm 9.80 +.28 +4.1

Vanguard InTrTEAdmrl 14.37 +1.06 +4.0

Vanguard InflPrtScAdmrl 26.64 +.90 +8.1

Vanguard InsIdxIns 226.63+18.64 -7.6

Vanguard InsIdxInsPlus 226.63+18.62 -7.6

Vanguard InsTrgRt2020Ins 21.37 +1.27 -2.8

Vanguard InsTtlSMIInPls 52.83 +4.56 -9.7

Vanguard IntlGrAdmrl 85.93 +7.54 -3.3

Vanguard LTInGrdAdm 10.99 +1.13 +14.2

Vanguard LTTEAdmrl 11.83 +1.02 +5.4

Vanguard LfStrGrInv 29.45 +2.40 -8.6

Vanguard LfStrModGrInv 24.93 +1.68 -4.6

Vanguard LtdTrmTEAdmrl 10.98 +.47 +2.0

VanguardMdCpIdxAdmrl 162.71+19.13 -15.8

VanguardMdCpIdxIns 35.94 +4.22 -15.8

VanguardMdCpIdxInsPlus 177.27+20.84 -15.8

Vanguard PrmCpAdmrl 113.01+10.45 -8.3

Vanguard RlEstIdxAdmrl 99.29+14.09 -15.7

Vanguard SCpGrIdxAdm 52.18 +6.06 -15.4

Vanguard SCpValIdxAdm 38.04 +4.30 -29.1

Vanguard STBdIdxAdmrl 10.72 +.08 +5.1

Vanguard STInvmGrdAdmrl 10.43 +.13 +1.2

Vanguard STTEAdmrl 15.77 +.33 +1.5

Vanguard SmCpIdxAdmrl 54.82 +6.28 -23.0

Vanguard SmCpIdxIns 54.81 +6.27 -23.0

Vanguard StarInv 23.55 +1.94 -3.3

Vanguard TrgtRtr2015Inv 13.98 +.67 -.4

Vanguard TrgtRtr2020Inv 28.82 +1.71 -2.9

Vanguard TrgtRtr2025Inv 17.12 +1.15 -4.6

Vanguard TrgtRtr2030Inv 30.78 +2.24 -6.1

Vanguard TrgtRtr2035Inv 18.60 +1.45 -7.7

Vanguard TrgtRtr2040Inv 31.63 +2.64 -9.1

Vanguard TrgtRtr2045Inv 19.55 +1.73 -10.6

Vanguard TrgtRtr2050Inv 31.48 +2.78 -10.6

Vanguard TrgtRtrIncInv x 13.11 +.52 +.7

Vanguard TtBMIdxAdmrl 11.32 +.30 +8.8

Vanguard TtBMIdxIns 11.32 +.30 +8.8

Vanguard TtBMIdxInsPlus 11.32 +.30 +8.8

Vanguard TtInBIdxAdmrl 22.67 +.16 +5.0

Vanguard TtInBIdxIns 34.01 +.23 +5.0

Vanguard TtInBIdxInv 11.34 +.08 +5.0

Vanguard TtInSIdxAdmrl 22.32 +2.08 -17.0

Vanguard TtInSIdxIns 89.27 +8.33 -17.0

Vanguard TtInSIdxInsPlus 89.28 +8.32 -17.0

Vanguard TtInSIdxInv 13.35 +1.25 -17.0

Vanguard TtlSMIdxAdmrl 61.76 +5.72 -9.7

Vanguard TtlSMIdxIns 61.77 +5.72 -9.7

Vanguard TtlSMIdxInv 61.74 +5.73 -9.8

Vanguard USGrAdmrl 96.50 +9.34 +.8

Vanguard ValIdxAdmrl 34.35 +3.03 -15.1

VanguardWlngtnAdmrl 63.18 +5.13 -3.6

VanguardWlngtnInv 36.59 +2.97 -3.7

VanguardWlslyIncAdmrl 60.08 +3.80 +.1

VanguardWlslyIncInv 24.80 +1.57 ...

VanguardWndsrAdmrl 51.42 +6.11 -16.1

VanguardWndsrIIAdmrl 47.95 +4.70 -13.8

VanguardWndsrIIInv 27.02 +2.65 -13.8

WCM FocIntGrIns 15.53 +1.47 -.3

Western Asset CorPlusBdI 11.52 +.59 +4.0

AT&T Inc 29.84 +1.39
Abbott Labs 74.56 +6.56
Adobe Inc 305.83 +10.49
Alibaba Group Hldg 188.59 +7.29
Alphabet Inc C 1110.71 +38.39
Alphabet Inc A 1110.26 +42.05
Amazon.com Inc 1900.10 +54.01
Apple Inc 247.74 +18.50
Bank of America 21.60 +1.93
Bk of NY Mellon pfC 24.30 +3.17
Berkshire Hath A 268126.00 +10780.00
Berkshire Hath B 179.66 +9.60
Chevron Corp 68.78 +9.39
China Mobile Ltd 35.74 +1.62
Cisco Syst 38.82 +3.22
CocaCola Co 42.81 +4.51
Comcast Corp A 34.57 +1.20
Costco Wholesale 284.33 -6.09
Disney 96.40 +10.42
Eli Lilly 134.11 +11.71
Exxon Mobil Corp 36.95 +4.21
Facebook Inc 156.79 +7.06
HSBC Holdings prA 24.88 +1.56
Home Depot 190.55 +38.40
Intel Corp 52.37 +6.54
JPMorgan Chase 91.13 +7.63
Johnson & Johnson 123.16 +3.27
MasterCard Inc 247.65 +36.23
Merck & Co 71.73 +.37
Microsoft Corp 149.70 +12.35
Netflix Inc 357.12 +24.29
Novartis AG 79.28 +6.86
Novo Nordisk AS 56.73 +8.06
Nvidia Corporation 252.73 +46.98
Oracle Corp 49.83 +4.18
PepsiCo 120.46 +16.53
Pfizer Inc 30.90 +1.89
Procter & Gamble 110.17 +7.74
SAP Se 110.28 +15.98
Salesforce.com Inc 146.00 +6.65
Taiwan Semicon 46.91 +2.38
Toyota Mot 127.24 +10.78
Unilever PLC 49.25 +2.08
Unitedhealth Group 242.45 +35.86
Verizon Comm 52.77 +.97
Visa Inc 161.56 +14.73
WalMart Strs 109.58 -4.39

Adv Micro Dev 46.58 +6.97
TOP Ships Inc .24 +.14
Microsoft Corp 149.70 +12.35
American Airlines Gp 14.04 +3.66
Apple Inc 247.74 +18.50
Aytu BioScience Inc 1.82 +.46
Micron Tech 43.48 +7.37
Groupon Inc 1.28 +.73
T2 Biosystems .65 +.26
Intel Corp 52.37 +6.54
Comcast Corp A 34.57 +1.20
Cisco Syst 38.82 +3.22
Sirius XM Hldgs Inc 4.93 +.49

Alps Alerian MLP 3.24 -.32
Citigp Vel Long Crde .19 -.09
Dirx Jr GoldMin Bull 4.61 +1.29
Direx S&P500Bear 3x 16.90 -8.42
iShs Emerg Mkts 33.35 +1.99
iShares EAFE ETF 52.86 +5.81
Invesco QQQ Trust 185.30 +14.60
ProShs UltraPro QQQ 44.34 +8.83
ProShs UltPro ShtQQQ 21.35 -7.97
SPDR S&P500 ETF Tr 253.42 +24.62
SPDR Financial 21.01 +2.10
US Oil Fund LP 4.47 -.47
VanE Vect Gld Miners 24.37 +3.82

Ranks based on market capitalization of public
companies headquartered in Illinois and north-
west Indiana as of Friday, March 27, 2020

Market capitalization

in millions of dollars
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Abbott Labs 131,481 74.56 s +6.56 -2.4

McDonalds Corp 122,260 164.01 s+15.52 -8.2

AbbVie Inc 107,309 72.67 s +3.85 -3.2

Boeing Co 91,230 162.00 s+66.99 -49.0

Mondelez Intl 68,623 47.89 s +4.57 +.4

CME Group 61,421 171.34 s+12.93 +9.9

Caterpillar Inc 58,000 105.44 s +9.94 -13.2

ITW 45,693 143.30 s+17.52 +7.9

Deere Co 42,373 135.11 s+23.48 -9.8

Baxter Intl 40,474 79.79 s +4.04 +2.9

Walgreen Boots Alli 38,977 44.00 t -2.42 -23.3

Exelon Corp 34,574 35.50 s +4.50 -24.9

Kraft Heinz Co 29,606 24.24 s +1.96 -19.9

Allstate Corp 28,034 88.46 s+14.59 -2.7

Equity Residential 23,315 62.68 s +7.39 -18.1

Motorola Solutions 23,040 135.07 t -1.54 +7.8

Arch Dan Mid 18,689 33.50 s +2.89 -15.2

Nthn Trust Cp 15,481 73.98 s +9.42 -12.8

Gallagher AJ 15,200 80.17 s +8.59 +4.9

ConAgra Brands Inc 13,591 27.92 s +1.87 +5.8

CDW Corp 13,384 93.75 s+14.19 +7.0

Grainger WW 13,265 247.15 s+33.37 -11.9

TransUnion 12,575 66.26 s+11.28 +8.8

Discover Fin Svcs 11,843 38.41 s+13.16 -38.5

Dover Corp 11,827 81.95 s+15.82 -6.0

Ventas Inc 11,331 30.39 s +8.77 -51.1

Equity Lifesty Prop 10,343 56.79 s +8.32 -3.5

CBOE Global Markets 10,037 90.89 s+11.20 -2.7

IDEX Corp 10,001 131.18 s+14.70 -15.0

Ulta Salon Cosmetics 9,971 174.45 s+26.39 -44.9

Zebra Tech 9,968 184.57 s +5.19 -5.5

NiSource Inc 9,464 24.76 s +3.76 -12.0

CNA Financial 8,677 31.99 s +2.98 -15.6

Packaging Corp Am 8,165 86.09 s +.21 -7.7

United Airlines Hldg 8,142 32.84 s +8.34 -54.1

Hill-Rom Hldgs 6,667 99.53 s+18.82 -1.6

LKQ Corporation 6,560 21.36 s +5.06 -21.4

Fortune Brds Hm&Sec 6,068 43.44 s +6.84 -1.0

Aptargroup Inc 6,021 94.00 s +1.49 -7.4

CF Industries 5,523 25.55 s +3.30 -25.9

Jones Lang LaSalle 5,142 99.73 s+10.27 -32.0

Morningstar Inc 5,017 117.08 s+10.06 -2.8

Paylocity Hldg 4,934 92.04 s +9.79 +9.5

Ingredion Inc 4,930 73.72 s +7.47 -16.6

Kemper Corp 4,751 71.27 s+12.62 -4.2

Old Republic 4,562 15.02 s +1.62 -19.9

IAA Inc 4,327 32.31 s +5.00

First Indl RT 4,066 32.01 s +4.27 -9.6

CDK Global Inc 4,001 32.94 s +1.96 -36.8

US Foods Holding 3,961 18.02 s +5.03 -45.2

Equity Commonwlth 3,892 31.90 s +2.42 +8.8

Stericycle Inc 3,834 42.01 t -2.67 -18.3

RLI Corp 3,802 84.65 s+11.02 +25.2

GrubHub Inc 3,596 39.16 s +7.45 -43.3

Middleby Corp 3,255 57.93 s+10.86 -52.1

Cabot Microelect 3,128 107.05 s+18.42 +10.3

Littelfuse Inc 3,061 125.35 s+12.26 -23.8

Envestnet Inc 3,014 56.98 s +6.81 -7.3

Anixter Intl 2,965 87.66 s +8.16 +62.4

Brunswick Corp 2,831 35.63 s +8.21 -23.0

John Bean Technol 2,359 74.52 s+11.14 -7.0

TreeHouse Foods 2,238 39.79 s +.20 -40.1

GATX 2,041 58.43 s +3.54 -13.9

Wintrust Financial 1,958 34.13 s +3.51 -44.6

Teleph Data 1,830 17.02 s +.82 -43.2

Navistar Intl 1,796 18.10 s +.96 -37.0

Stepan Co 1,768 78.55 s +3.54 +.3

Hyatt Hotels Corp 1,761 49.14 s +2.42 -27.7

Federal Signal 1,617 26.64 s +.91 +14.1

US Cellular 1,584 29.82 s +1.61 -37.6

Fst Midw Bcp 1,477 13.47 s +.43 -29.4

Hub Group Inc 1,430 42.59 t -.17 +11.8

Tootsie Roll 1,409 36.33 s +1.33 -2.8

Horace Mann 1,390 33.69 s +.41 +1.8

Adtalem Global Educ 1,365 24.80 s +2.25 -43.6

Knowles Corp 1,327 14.37 s +2.42 -12.7

Retail Prop Amer 1,084 5.07 s +.45 -51.3

Allscripts Hlthcare 1,072 6.59 s +1.08 -31.4

Addus HomeCare 1,038 66.76 s +9.26 +10.5

Huron Consulting Gp 1,027 45.67 s +5.71 -.2

Methode Electronics 956 25.79 s +2.42 +1.5

First Busey Corp 893 16.39 s +2.22 -27.2

Coeur Mining 824 3.39 s +.47 -16.3

Groupon Inc 725 1.28 s +.73 -70.2

Sanfilipo John 662 75.10 s +.06 +16.2

OneSpan Inc 659 16.37 s +2.14 -11.7

AAR Corp 628 17.99 s +4.70 -37.2

Great Lakes Dredge 504 7.81 t -.25 -13.8

SP Plus Corp 504 21.92 s +3.32 -27.4

Acco Brands Corp 497 5.15 s +1.18 -36.7

Enova Intl Inc 472 14.55 s +4.56 -35.0

ANI Pharma 456 37.76 s +.81 -40.2

QCR Holdings Inc 429 27.05 s +1.01 -12.8

Echo Global Logis 419 15.66 t -.57 -26.5

Heidrick & Struggles 417 21.78 s +.43 -43.9

MYR Group 403 24.22 s +4.63 -29.0

Heritage-Crystal Cln 383 16.01 s +2.60 -33.8

Fst Mid Bancshares 370 22.20 s +1.78 -27.3

Consolidated Commun 355 4.94 s +.95 -46.8

Century Aluminum 334 3.75 s +.60 -54.0

b - Fee covering market costs is paid from fund assets. d - Deferred sales charge, or redemption fee.
m - Multiple fees are charged, usually a marketing fee and either a sales or redemption fee. s - fund
split shares during the week. x - fund paid a distribution during the week. Source: Morningstar.
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Close: 21,636.78
1-week change: 2,462.80 (12.8%)

Dow Jones industrials

Close: 2,541.47
1-week change: 236.55 (10.3%)

S&P 500

29568.57 18213.65 Dow Jones industrials 22595.06 18213.65 21636.78 +2462.80 +12.8 -24.2 9987542| -16.6
11359.49 6481.20 Dow Jones trans. 8148.98 6504.56 7699.18 +861.46 +12.6 -29.4 99997654| -26.0
963.80 593.52 Dow Jones utilities 786.14 593.52 758.93 +112.80 +17.5 -13.7 76432| -2.5

14183.26 8664.94 NYSE Comp. 10556.90 8664.94 10187.21 +1054.05 +11.5 -26.8 99976321| -19.8
5914.74 3757.07 NYSE International 4468.44 3761.44 4298.23 +400.09 +10.3 -26.3 999842| -20.6
9736.57 6771.91 Nasdaq 100 7913.11 6771.91 7588.37 +594.08 +8.5 -13.1 |765421 +2.8
9838.37 6631.42 Nasdaq Comp. 7809.82 6631.42 7502.38 +622.86 +9.1 -16.4 7654321| -2.9
3393.52 2191.86 S&P 500 2637.01 2191.86 2541.47 +236.55 +10.3 -21.3 98731| -10.3
2109.43 1181.96 S&P MidCap 1472.09 1181.96 1422.92 +165.06 +13.1 -31.0 9999743| -25.0
34616.78 21955.54 Wilshire 5000 26441.08 21955.54 25500.57 +2418.96 +10.5 -22.5 9965321| -12.9
1715.08 966.22 Russell 2000 1180.32 966.42 1131.99 +117.93 +11.6 -32.2 99998432| -26.5
433.90 268.57 Dow Jones Stoxx 600 321.38 278.41 310.90 +17.86 +6.1 -25.2 99954| -18.0
7727.49 4898.79 FTSE 100 5815.73 4922.76 5510.33 +319.55 +6.2 -26.9 99996431| -24.3
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Stocks Recap

for Insperity, a Houston-
based human resources
firm.

Chapman said the Great
Recession, which decimated
many workers’ 401(k)s, kept
older Americans in the
workforce to rebuild their
retirement funds. But as the
economy stabilized, Chap-
man said those people con-
tinued to work to feel pro-
ductive and because they
relish their careers.

“We were born to work,
40 hours a week. It’s how we
define our work ethic,”
Chapman said.

But Palacz hasn’t been at
work recently. Armour is
among the firms temporari-
ly closed to heed Gov. J.B.
Pritzker’s stay-at-home or-
der that runs through April 7.
Palacz said he’s never ex-
perienced such a time dur-
ing his decadeslong career. 

He isn’t working from
home, because he needs
tools he can only access at
work. Instead, he’s playing
crossword puzzles and eat-
ing honeydew during his
hiatus.

“We are listening to them
(government officials) and
staying home. I make a note
of something I want to do
when I get back to work. But
I’m just waiting for a phone
call to come back to work,”
Palacz said.

Palacz, who has worked
in the Chicago-area packag-
ing industry for more than
50 years, initially retired at
66, but the sedentary life-
style didn’t suit him.

“Financially, I wasn’t in
trouble. I was bored just
sitting at home. You get tired
of doing certain things,”
Palacz said.

During his retirement,
Palacz would fix things
around the house and play
golf with his friends, but he
grew tired of the sport and
realized he missed working.
Soon after, he was hired at a
golf pro shop as a driver,
which included delivering
damaged clubs to the store
for repair.

Palacz still drives himself
to work every day, though at
his age, he is required to
renew his driver’s license
annually. He lives in Hoff-
man Estates with his wife,,
who often jokes with his
employer about keeping him
working. But family comes
first, said Palacz, who has
two children, three grand-
children and one great-
grandchild. “I’m a great-
grandpa now. My job always
comes second,” he said.

Palacz had a few stints at
other packaging firms, and
said he doesn’t actively seek
work, but employers ap-
proach him because of his
long history in the industry.

“His wealth of knowledge
in design … is almost irre-
placeable,” said Adam Ar-
mour, 28, owner of Armour
Packaging. 

Armour, who became
owner after his father’s

death in 2018, said his father,
Robert Armour, hired Palacz
in October 1996 after one of
the company’s designers
left.

“What was meant to be a
couple of years turned into
an amazing long … run,”
Armour said.

Packaging might bring to
mind Bubble Wrap or foam
peanuts, but Palacz said
there’s an art to what he
does. Palacz comes up with
designs that can safely se-
cure clients’ products,
which are often heavy, large
and oddly shaped. The com-
pany counts Rosemont-
based fitness equipment
manufacturer Life Fitness
and Chicago-based Motor-
ola Solutions among its cli-
ents.

As Palacz got older, Ar-
mour hired an apprentice to
learn the trade for when he
stops working. Scott
Graczyk, 31, said he had no
experience in the industry
when he was hired full-time
in 2017.

Graczyk uses software
programs to design projects,
but Palacz still does every-
thing by hand. Not all the
shapes required for certain
products can be generated
using the computer so that’s
where Palacz is especially
helpful, Graczyk said.

But both men start the
process the same way. “We
do everything with a pencil,
a paper and a measuring
tape. That’s how I learned
everything,” Graczyk said.

At the office, Palacz is at
his drawing board, but he’s
never just sitting. He runs up
and down the facility to get
corrugated fiberboard to
create prototypes. He greets
visitors with a firm hand-
shake and his eyes light up
when demonstrating his
products. 

Employers are seeing the
benefits of retaining older
workers, said Christy Lyons,
CEO and founder of 4 Point
Consultancy, a talent consul-
tancy and human resources
firm in Chicago’s Logan
Square area. 

Some companies split a
full-time position between
two workers to retain talent
or to draw from older work-
ers’ skills to train younger
employees, Lyons said.
Many older workers fill
part-time roles as consult-
ants, clergy members, tax
preparers and at call centers,
Lyons said.

“They come in on time,
and workplace maturity can
be helpful. I think it really
depends on company cul-
ture. There are companies
who have great young em-
ployees. Sometimes compa-
nies want to switch their
workforce,” Lyons said.

Lyons said work makes
older Americans feel valued,
and she expects an increase
in the multigenerational
workforce across several in-
dustries in years to come.

Palacz said he plans to
keep working.

“As long as I can draw a
straight line, I’m going to
continue doing this,” he
said.

Seniors 
Continued from Page 1

Coronavirus contain-
ment measures that force
economies to slow down or
halt may ultimately be bet-
ter for economic growth
than laxer efforts, accord-
ing to Federal Reserve re-
searchers who analyzed
the 1918 influenza pan-
demic in the U.S.

The research was pre-
sented in a paper released
in preliminary form Thurs-
day, as the U.S. economy
grinds to a halt to stop the
aggressive spread of the
novel coronavirus. Authors
include the Federal Re-
serve Board’s Sergio Cor-
reia, the New York Fed’s
Stephan Luck and Emil
Verner of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technol-
ogy.

President Donald
Trump has called for the
economy to ramp back up
“by Easter.” Some econo-
mists have cautioned that if
such a move caused the
virus to surge, it would
ultimately take a heavier
toll. 

The paper said the in-
fluenza, which killed
550,000 to 675,000 Ameri-

cans, or 0.66% of the popu-
lation, caused a “sharp and
persistent fall in real econ-
omic activity.” 

A U.S. state at the average
level of exposure suffered
an 18% reduction in manu-
facturing output in 1918.
Those effects lingered for
years and depressed econo-
mies, especially in regions
with higher levels of infec-
tion.

But steps taken to halt
the spread of the virus like
social distancing — identi-
fied by the researchers as
“non-pharmaceutical in-
terventions” — didn’t have
the same negative effects.

“Cities that imple-
mented more rapid and
forceful non-pharmaceu-
tical health interventions
do not experience worse
downturns,” the research-
ers wrote. 

“In contrast, evidence on
manufacturing activity and
bank assets suggests that
the economy performed
better in areas with more
aggressive NPIs after the
pandemic.”

The paper drew clear
distinctions between
COVID-19, the disease
caused by the novel co-
ronavirus, and influenza. 

Researchers:
Shutdowns may
help recovery
By Max Reyes
Bloomberg News 
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Stop wasting time searching for jobs. Find the right

jobs with tribune publishing recruitment services.

We work hard to make your job search easy. With

our expansive network of distinguished employers

from coast to coast and advanced job matching

technology, you’ll find opportunities that match

your skills, your personality and your life.

Search jobs. Post your resume.

Stand out from the crowd.

YOUR
PERFECT
JOB
IS WAITING

chicagotribune.com/jobs

          Venture Capital Available 
        Seeking viable projects for 
       investment. $10 Million and 
        above. Call 212-634-4246

GENERAL SERVICES

Pembroke Welsh Corgi (319)430-7934

Iowa City, IA 1250 Males & Females

More information contact our facebook page:
Ruth Family Corgis

Maltese 847-239-4273

West Allis, WI $3000 F

2 females. 3 months old. Micro-chipped & 
ACA registration. Call Wilna 847-239-4273.
smmnsjy@yahoo.com 

Havanese 260-849-2399

Indiana $975 and up M & F

AKC Red & Gold Havanese puppies available

DOGS

WE BUY COMIC BOOKS!
Top Prices Paid Will Come To You

888-88-COMIC ComicBuyingCenter.com

Wanted: Oriental Rugs
Any size/ Any condition - for cash.

*** CALL 773-575-8088 ***

WANTED FREON  R12 R500 R11. We pay 
CA$H. Cert. professionals. 312-291-9169 
RefrigerantFinders.com/ad

Wanted Paying Cash for Military Items,
American, German, Japanese & Other
Countries from Any Period. Marx Play
sets, Toy Soldiers, Trains, Miscellaneous
Toys & Antiques. Gary: 708-522-3400

BUYING TOY TRAINS
LIONEL, AMERICAN FLYER, HO, BRASS,

OLD TOYS,COIN OPERATEDGAMES,COKE
MACHINES, SLOT CARS, OLD SIGNS!

Dennis 630-319-2331

BUYING RECORD ALBUMS! Rock, Jazz & Blues.
Also vintage baseball cards!

847-343-1628

- Motorcycles Wanted Cash Paid! All Makes!
Will Pick Up. Reasonable. 630-660-0571

STUFF WANTED

NOTICE

BY THE COURT:
DATE SIGNED: March 20, 2020
Electronically signed by Lynn M. Rider
Circuit Court Judge
STATE OF WISCONSIN, CIRCUIT COURT,
VERNON COUNTY
IN THE INTEREST OF
Lily E. Laughlin
Born to: Shannon M. Thompson
Amended Notice and Order of Hearing
(For Publication)
Case No. 2020TP000001
TO: Alan D. LAughlin
DOB: 12/6/1976
LKA: Chicago, IL
Physical Description of alleged parent:
Alan Laughlin is 5’10” tall, 170 lbs, with a
medium build; Black hair, brown eyes, dark 
skin toned African American; Wears glasses
and any unknown parent at unknown 
address.
Additional identifying information:
Date of Conception: Circa 04/2012 (born a
month early)
Place of conception: La Crosse, WI
Date of birth: 01-15-2013
Place of birth: La Crosse, WI
IT IS ORDERED:
This notice be published advising you that 
a Petition for Termination of your parental
rights to the named-above child be heard 
at the Vernon Co. Courthouse, Viroqua,
Wisconsin, 400 Courthouse Square, Viroqua, 
Wisconsin 54665 on April 9, 2020, at 2:00 
p.m.
IF YOU FAIL TO APPEAR, the court may hear 
testimony in support of the allegations in
the Petition and grant the request of the
petitioner to terminate your parental rights.
You have the right to an attorney present.  If 
you desire to contest the matter and cannot
afford an attorney, the state public defender 
may appoint an attorney to represent you.
If you fail to appear and the court terminates 
your parental rights, a notice of intent to 
pursue relief from the judgement must be 
signed and filed in the trial court within 30 
days after the judgement is entered, in order 
to preserve the right to pursue such relief.
If you require reasonable accommodations
due to a disability to participate in the court 
process, please call (608) 637-5357 prior to 
the scheduled court date.  Please note that
the court does not provide transportation.
Please check with attorney/petitioner below
for exact time and date.
Jasmine M Betancourt
400 Courthouse Square Courthouse Annex 
R, 200
Viroqua, WI 54665
608-637-5357
Bar Number 1102839
3/29/2020 6642011

LEGAL NOTICES
GOVERNMENT/EDUCATION

NOTICE

BY THE COURT:
DATE SIGNED: March 20, 2020
Electronically signed by Lynn M. Rider
Circuit Court Judge
STATE OF WISCONSIN, CIRCUIT COURT,
VERNON COUNTY
IN THE INTEREST OF
Zendayah Laughlin
Born to: Shannon M. Thompson
Amended Notice and Order of Hearing
(For Publication)
Case No. 2020TP000001
TO: Alan D. LAughlin
DOB: 12/6/1976
LKA: Chicago, IL
Physical Description of alleged parent:
Alan Laughlin is 5’10” tall, 170 lbs, with a
medium build; Black hair, brown eyes, dark 
skin toned African American; Wears glasses
and any unknown parent at unknown 
address.
Additional identifying information:
Date of Conception: Circa 09/2013
Place of conception: La Crosse, WI
Date of birth: 05-14-2014
Place of birth: La Crosse, WI
IT IS ORDERED:
This notice be published advising you that 
a Petition for Termination of your parental
rights to the named-above child be heard 
at the Vernon Co. Courthouse, Viroqua,
Wisconsin, 400 Courthouse Square, Viroqua,
Wisconsin 54665 on April 9, 2020, at 2:00 
p.m.
IF YOU FAIL TO APPEAR, the court may hear 
testimony in support of the allegations in
the Petition and grant the request of the
petitioner to terminate your parental rights.
You have the right to an attorney present.  If 
you desire to contest the matter and cannot
afford an attorney, the state public defender 
may appoint an attorney to represent you.
If you fail to appear and the court terminates 
your parental rights, a notice of intent to 
pursue relief from the judgement must be 
signed and filed in the trial court within 30 
days after the judgement is entered, in order 
to preserve the right to pursue such relief.
If you require reasonable accommodations
due to a disability to participate in the court 
process, please call (608) 637-5357 prior to 
the scheduled court date.  Please note that
the court does not provide transportation.
Please check with attorney/petitioner below
for exact time and date.
Jasmine M Betancourt
400 Courthouse Square Courthouse Annex 
R, 200
Viroqua, WI 54665
608-637-5357
Bar Number 1102839
3/29/2020 6642038

LEGAL NOTICES
GOVERNMENT/EDUCATION

Stop wasting time searching for talent.

Find the right talent with tribune publishing

recruitment services.

We work hard to make your talent search

easy. With our expansive network of

distinguished print and online publications

and their respective reach and readership,

you’ll have access to top talent from coast-

to-coast.

Plus, enjoy advanced job matching and

ad targeting technology, access print and

digital advertising opportunities, career

fairs and more.

Extend your reach. Access customized

technology. Simplify your search.

chicagotribune.com/jobs

YOUR
PERFECT
HIRE
ISWAITING
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Immediate newspaper

carrier routes available
throughout Chicagoland

To inquire, please call

708-342-5649 or email

deliveries@chicagotribune.com

Perfect as
a second job
or for a stay-at-
home parent.

Immediate
openings

throughout
Chicagoland!

NEWSPAPER
DELIVERY
DRIVERS
NEEDED

We are looking for candidates with strong
customer service and attention to detail. If you
or someone you know is looking to make extra
income we’re interested!

Work requires a reliable vehicle, proof of insurance and
the ability to work early morning hours 7 days a week (3-4
hours per day). All carriers are sub-contracted with
a Chicago Tribune Home Delivery Contractor.

As numerous Americans settle into

their remote-worker status, many will

soon find a need to recapture rooms

now used for storage. They’ll look to

create a workspace that helps them

maintain focus while providing comfort

and stimulation.

If you’re in the process of setting up

a home office, Bianca Durkin, owner of

B Redesigned Interiors in Morristown,

New Jersey, suggests creating a

workspace that pleases your senses:

Sight

• “Natural light is a game-changer,”

Durkin says. “A small space upstairs

with natural light is better than a

large space with no natural light in the

basement. Try to pick a spot in your

home with bright natural sunlight.”

Rooms should also have overhead

lighting, which is essential to energize

the whole room, as well as a desk light

for concentrated work.

• Use an organization system to corral

the clutter. Find pieces with trays, boxes

and cabinets pleasing to your style and

decor, according to Durkin.

• Layout your office so you have a

pleasing view, out a window or into the

room. You can also face a motivating

photo, vision board or large piece of art.

• A monochromatic color scheme in

furnishings and on walls, with just a

pop of color as an accessory, is a very

productive style for an office, says

Durkin.

Touch

• An ergonomic chair with wheels

is necessary along with additional

comfortable seating for an occasional

new perspective, a place for reading or a

seat for a guest or client.

• Writing instruments, like the right

pen or pencil that feels great in your

grip, can inspire creativity.

Smell

• Find a scent-appropriate candle or

an essential oil diffuser to instill stamina

and calm to stay put and finish the job.

Lavender or mint creates mindfulness.

• Flowers or fresh greenery can give a

room natural energy and beauty as well

as a sense of bliss.

Sound

• Speakers and a source for music

are essential for vitality and motivation,

which may be critical during a long day.

• A smart home device, like Alexa or

Google Home, can provide instant news,

weather and research.

Taste

• Healthy snacks can help provide

energy and perseverance.

• Water should be a constant, not an

afterthought, due to its numerous health

benefits.

— Marco Buscaglia, Careers

Heightened senses: A home office
should inspire both mind and body

If you’re in the process of setting up a home office, natural light can be a bonus.

Rejection hurts, but you’ll never know
unless you try.

Chicago, IL Apply by Mail

Advisory Manager, Customer Consulting (Mult Pos)

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS ADVISORY SERVICES LLC - 
Conducting customer segmentations & segmentation strate-
gies to incl utilization of socioeconomic, behavioral or attitudi-
nal, & wants-and-needs based techniques. Req Bach’s deg or 
foreign equiv in Bus, Mgmt, Info Systems or rel + 5 yrs post-
bach’s progressive rel work exp; OR a Master’s deg or foreign 
equiv in Bus, Mgmt, Info Systems + 3 yrs rel work exp. Travel 
up to 80% of the time is req. Apply by mail, referencing Job 
Code IL2352, Attn: HR SSC/Talent Management, 4040 W. Boy 
Scout Blvd, Tampa, FL 33607. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY >>

Crown Point, IN Apply by Email

Physician - Oncology/Hematology 

FRANCISCAN ALLIANCE, INC. (D/B/A FRANCISCAN PHYSI-
CIAN NETWORK) - seeks Physician - Oncology/Hematology in 
Crown Point, IN. REQS: MD or DO or forgn equiv. Will accept 
ECFMG equiv to MD. Send resume to 
PRACTICE@FRANCISCANALLIANCE.ORG and reference Hema-
tology Oncology ID: REQ 47641.

HEALTHCARE >>

Deerfield, IL Apply Online

Sr. HRIS Administrator

CF INDUSTRIES EMPLOYEE SERVICES LLC. - is seeking a Sr. 
HRIS Administrator for Deerfield, IL. Uses knwl. Of & exp. with 
config. HR SW SYS., including Workday for Payroll, HCM, Re-
cruiting, Compensation, Benefits, Performance & Talent, Pay-
roll & Time & Absence modules. MULTIPLE POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE. Apply online: www.cfindustries.com.   

 Buffalo Grove, IL Apply: https://smrtr.io/3X2F9

Data Scientist II 5721124

INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE INC - Assess data synrgies &
dev modls algrthms for Insur data w extrnl datasets. Mastrs or 
for eq. Data Sci, Anlytcs, MIS or rltd+3 yrs exp OOD prgm RDB 
big data.  Exp maybe concur w Ed.

GENERAL >>

Chicago, IL Apply Online

TECHNOLOGY

MOTOROLA MOBILITY LLC - is accepting resumes for the 
position of Senior Wireless Research Engineer in Chicago, IL 
(Ref. #81167/81168). Identify and evaluate candidate solutions 
for next generation wireless systems. Validate solutions via 
analysis and simulation. To apply, go to http://lenovocareers.
com/ and search for Job ID #(81167/81168). No phone calls. 
Must be legally authorized to work in U.S. without sponsor-
ship. Foreign equivalency degree accepted.  EOE/Affirma-
tive Action Employer. Motorola Mobility LLC is accepting 
resumes for the position of NPI Cost Manager in Chicago, 
IL (Ref. #81166). Responsible for making daily cost decision 
for in-house NPI product. Apply the All-in-cost methodology, 
build product bottom up TMC with GP Tracker tool for new 
smartphone and MODs product from scratch. To apply, go to 
http://lenovocareers.com/ and search for Job ID #(81166). No 
phone calls. Must be legally authorized to work in U.S. without 
sponsorship. Foreign equivalency degree accepted. EOE/Affir-
mative Action Employer. Motorola Mobility LLC is accepting 
resumes for the position of Software Engineer in Chicago, IL 
(Ref. #81142). Design, develop, code, test, research, program 
and document software systems, applications and/or operat-
ing systems in conjunction with equipment designers and/or 
hardware developers. Perform modeling, designing, and cod-
ing activities, employing structured methods. To apply, go to 
http://lenovocareers.com/ and search for Job ID #(81142). No 
phone calls. Must be legally authorized to work in U.S. without 
sponsorship. Foreign equivalency degree accepted. EOE/Affir-
mative Action Employer.

Schaumburg, IL Apply Online

Solutions Architect 5714982

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC.  - seeks qualified professionals 
in Schaumburg, IL for the following position: Solutions Archi-
tect-gthr/neg req. relvnt to Manage and Support Tool Suite, 
maintn, dev, promte methdlgy for Operation Support System 
prdct intro. Instal/config/customize, implnt integrtn, trblshoot, 
suppt BMC Remedy apps. Est dsgn/deploy effort lvl for prdct/
solutns. Job ID-BS+5 (R5425) Comp Sci, Elc Eng, or rltd. To ap-
ply for a position or positions go to http://careers.motorola-
solutions.com and search job ID #. Foreign equiv. degree ac-
cepted. EEO/fully supports affirmative action practices. 

Chicago, IL Apply by Mail

Software Engineer III

ACCUITY, INC. - Perform basic software development assign-
ments within a specific software functional area or product 
line. Employee reports to Accuity, Inc. office in Chicago, IL but 
may telecommute from any location within the U.S. Apply w/
resume to: Adi Ozegovic, RELX Group, 1100 Alderman Drive, 
Alpharetta, GA 30005. No relo. avail. No 3rd party responses. 
EOE. 

Sycamore, IL Cyndy_pitt@autometer.com

 Senior Test Engineer 5719713

AUTO METER PRODUCTS  - Responsibilities include develop-
ing computer. Based test software, designing control circuits, 
selection of test equipment, participating in electrical design. 
Excellent Benefits.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Release Engineer (Mult. Pos.) 5693512

R1 RCM INC. - Support an agile & iterative approach to sw 
dvp, testing, build, & release. Telecommuting permitted 1 
day/week. Must be available to provide rotational on-call & 
after-hours support for unplanned outages & planned main-
tenance/release events. Req’s Incl.: Master’s deg. or foreign 
equiv. in Comp. Sci., Comp. IT, or rel. field & 2 yrs. of work exp. 
in sw engg.; OR Bach’s deg. or foreign equiv. in Comp. Sci., 
Comp. IT, or rel. field & 5 yrs. of post-bach’s, progressive work 
exp. in sw engg. Telecommuting permitted 1 day/week. Must 
be available to provide rotational on-call & after-hours sup-
port for unplanned outages and planned maintenance/release 
events. Employer will accept any suitable comb. of edu., train-
ing, or exp. Apply online at http://www.r1rcm.com/careers & 
search job title “Release Engineer” in search box.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Data Scientist Sr. 5714991

ANTHEM, INC. - seeks Data Scientist Sr. in Chicago, IL to 
develop proprietary machine learning algorithms and to 
develop visualization of analysis output for business us-
ers. Requires domestic travel up to 5% of the time. Apply at               
www.jobpostingtoday.com Reference #92999. Zip code for job 
location is: 23502

ENGINEERING >>

Chicago, IL 708-342-5649

Newspaper Delivery Drivers Needed 5662288

CHICAGO TRIBUNE - We are looking for candidates with 
strong customer service and attention to detail. If you or 
someone you know is looking to make extra income we’re 
interested!  

Work requires a reliable vehicle, proof of insurance and the 
ability to work early morning hours 7 days a week (3-4 hours 
per day).  All carriers are sub-contracted with a Chicago Tri-
bune Home Delivery Conctractor.

To inquire, please call 708-342-5649 or email 
deliveries@chicagotribune.com

Perfect as a second job or for a stay-at-home parent. 

Immediate openings throughout Chicagoland!

DRIVERS >>

Chicago, IL hr@bkvgroup.com

Project Architect 5709227

BOARMAN KROOS VOGEL GROUP, INC.  - DBA BKV Group, 
Chicago, IL–Utilize architectural knowledge and artistic ap-
proaches on architectural projects. For info email
hr@bkvgroup.com.

ARCHITECTS >>

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Audit & Assurance Senior 5714251

DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP - seeks an Audit & Assurance Senior 
in Chicago, IL to work under the supervision of upper mgmt. 
to design audit approaches, conduct field audit engagements, 
& perform complex acctng. & auditing of balance sheets & 
income statements. Less than 10% travel outside of normal 
commuting distance. To apply visit https://jobs2.deloitte.com/
us/en. Enter XSFH20FA0320CHI3 in ‘Search jobs” field. EOE, 
including disability/veterans.

ACCOUNTING >>

Chicago, IL Apply Online

IT Business Analysis 5715817

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC.  - seeks qualified professionals 
in Chicago, IL for the following position: IT Business Analysis-
Bus knldg Orcle apps, define sys dsgn meet needs, wrte/revw 
docs conversn, intrfcs, extns, Resrch soltns, coord remdy of 
deficncies, asst bus w/test of final prdct. Undrstnd config pjct/
portfolio mgmt pdct. Suppt end-end bus prcs testn of Unifer 
apps. Job ID-BS+3 (R5427) Comp Sci or rltd. To apply for a posi-
tion or positions go to http://careers.motorolasolutions.com 
and search job ID #. Foreign equiv. degree accepted. EEO/fully 
supports affirmative action practices.

Naperville, IL Apply Online

Developer

SAP AMERICA, INC. - for  (Naperville, IL) rspns for dvlpt fcusg 
on dsg, coding, test, & qlty asurnc of cmplx prod features in 
dvlpt team. Bach in Comp Sci, Eng, Math, or rltd & 5 yrs exp 
rqd. Will acpt Master’s & 2 yrs exp. Exp mst invl 1 yr w/: Dsg, 
dvlp & test high qlty sw using SDLC; Dsg & dvlp bus sw using 
Java, Java Servlets, JSP & Struts; Dvlp code for data creatn 
& aggrtn on Mcrsft SQL Srvr db using ORM; Dsg & dvlp SAP 
intgrtn using SAP PI/ SAP HCI; Dvlp & test REST web serv us-
ing JAX-RS, Jersey & Postman; Dvlp front-end UI cmpnts using 
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JQUERY & AJAX for asynchronous com-
mnctn w/ backend srvr; Bld & pckg sw using Maven; Mng sw 
vrsns using Git; & Track & mng sw issues using Jira. 10% trvl 
rqd. To apply rspnd to Req ID 249409 at http://www.career-
satsap.com.

Naperville, IL Apply Online

Business Processes Senior Consultant

SAP AMERICA INC - (Naperville, IL & var clnt sts ntwd) to drv 
bus procs cnslt by trnsltg cust bus procs into IT slns, incl qulty 
assurance. Bach in Comp Sci, Eng, Bus Adm, or rltd & 6 yrs exp 
rqd. Will acpt Master’s & 4 yrs exp. Exp mst invl 4 yrs w: RICEF 
Dsg; Sys Intgrtn Test; Knwldg Trnsfr & End User Trng; SQL, Db 
prog lang; Risk mngmt, Escltn procs; & Cust suprt. Exp mst 
also incl:  Req gthrg & Dsg think; Anlytc, Mchn lrng & Prdctv 
mdlg; Big data Pltfrm, Data Mng, Artfcl intell SAP ECC, SAP Bus 
Intell, Data Wrhsng, SAP Bus Obj Prod Suite; SAP HANA, SAP 
BW on HANA, Adv anlytcs & dshbrd rprtng; SAP S/4HANA, SAP 
BW/4HANA, SAP Anlytcs Cloud, Hadoop pltfrm. 100% trvl rqd 
to var clnt sts ntwd. To apply rspnd to Req ID 249637 at http://
www.careersatsap.com.

Chicago, IL Apply by Email

Algorithmic Trader, Research & Development

JUMP OPERATIONS, LLC - (Multiple Openings) Participate 
in all phases of the software development process for com-
puterized trading. Design, develop, & implement high-perfor-
mance trading apps, ranging from front-end apps to black box 
systems. Develop, support, maintain, & enhance apps for in-
house use. Req Bachelors or foreign equiv in Computational 
Science, Stats, Finance, Comp Sci, Mathematics, Electrical En-
grg, or related tech field. Bach’s program must have included 
the following coursework: Machine Learning; Stochastic Pro-
cesses & Modeling; Differential Equations, Probability, & Sta-
tistics; & C++ & Python. Submit resume to 
hrapply@jumptrading.com. Reference Job: IL012.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Advisory Senior Consultant 5714251

DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP - seeks an Advisory Senior Consul-
tant in Chicago, IL to coordinate advisory teams comprised of 
domestic & int’l resources to provide consulting services to 
clients, focusing on risks & internal controls. Position requires 
50% travel. To apply visit https://jobs2.deloitte.com/us/en. En-
ter XSFH20FA0320CHI2 in ‘Search jobs” field. EOE, including 
disability/veterans.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Advisory Senior Consultant 5714251

DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP - seeks an Advisory Senior Con-
sultant in Chicago, IL to identify & evaluate complex bus. & 
technology risks, internal controls that mitigate risks, & re-
lated opportunities for internal control improvement. Position 
requires 80% travel. To apply, visit https://jobs2.deloitte.com/
us/en/. Enter XSFH20FA0320CHI4 in the “Search jobs” field. 
EOE, including disability/veterans.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Advisory Senior Consultant 5714251

DELOITTE TRANSACTIONS AND BUSINESS ANALYTICS LLP
- seeks an Advisory Senior Consultant in Chicago, IL to utilize 
technologically advanced comp. labs & cutting-edge software 
to offer new, innovative solutions to clients’ complex legal 
problems. Approximately 50% travel required. To apply visit 
https://jobs2.deloitte.com/us/en. Enter XSFH20FQ0320CHI1 
in ‘Search jobs” field. EOE, including disability/veterans.

9 to 5

You can do it!

E
ven if on paper your education and

background don’t exactly match up

with qualifications for the job, that

doesn’t mean you’re out of the running.

Some things to keep in mind:

Do your research. Employers want

to hire people who show that they are

interested in the company, not just the

job, so make sure you’re well-versed on

the company’s history and headlines.

One area that job seekers overlook

is preparation and research on the

company, experts say.

Being extremely prepared on the

company, its competition and the key

issues the business faces can set a

candidate apart from the rest. Showing

your understanding of the business

challenges and where they have exceled

reinforces your knowledge and research

skills to understand their priorities.

Mention something you learned about

the company in your cover letter, and

tie it back to your own values, goals or

background.

Get others to advocate for you. Find

people in your network to recommend

you for the job, which can help diminish

any skepticism the interviewer has about

your credentials and ability to do the job.

These are people who may have

a connection to the company or the

interviewer or who have stature and

credibility in the industry. If they endorse

your ability to take on challenging

assignments, you are in a better position

to be taken seriously as a candidate.

Know your value. A candidate brings

a set of skills and benefits that have real

value to a company. The ability to

quantify your value and show how you

can solve their problems is key. The goal

is to have the benefit you bring outweigh

the cost or risk to hire you.
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Climb that job ladder. Make your way to the top.

Chicago Tribune delivers more job

opportunities than any other

Chicagoland newspaper.

Chicago, IL Apply by Mail

Core Assurance Manager, External Audit Generalist (Mult. Pos.)

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS LLP - Assist a variety of clnts 
to solve their complex bus. issues from strategy to execution. 
Req Bach’s deg or foreign equiv in Acct., Fin., Mgt, Bus Admin 
or rel + 5 yrs post-bach’s prog. rel.; OR a Master’s deg or for-
eign equiv in Acct., Fin., Mgt, Bus Admin or rel + 3 yr rel work 
exp. Req one of following: US CPA lic or foreign equiv. Travel up 
to 20% req. Apply by mail, referencing Job Code IL2382, Attn: 
HR SSC/Talent Management, 4040 W. Boy Scout Blvd, Tampa, 
FL 33607.

MANAGEMENT >>

Warrenville, IL https://www.magikminds.com/careers/ 

Technical Leads 5710392

MAGIKMINDS INC - seeks Technical Leads to design & de-
velop software appls. MS+1 or BS+5 reqd. See https://www.
magikminds.com/careers/ for detailed req’s. Resume: Magik-
Minds, Inc. 4320 Winfield Road, Suite 200, Warrenville, IL 60555

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Strategy Advisor, PI -(Customer) (Senior Manager) (Mult. Pos.) 5709227

ERNST & YOUNG U.S. LLP - Help clients attract, retain and 
grow their most valuable customer relationships. Requires 
travel up to 80%, of which 20% may be international, to serve 
client needs. Employer will accept any suitable combina-
tion of education, training, or experience. For complete job 
description, list of requirements, and to apply online, go to: 
ey.com/en_us/careers, and click on “Find jobs” (Job Number 
- CHI008UY).

Deerfield, IL Apply by Email

Sr. Technical Lead 5693512

ZIFO TECHNOLOGIES INC - Sr. Technical Lead (ZT002)– De-
ploy software solutions to meet business needs. Define 
technical requirements & perform requirement analysis & 
documentation Req. MS+2/BS+5. Travel & work at client sites 
as assigned. Send resume to: Zifo-US-HR@zifornd.com. Refer-
ence Job Code: ZT002.    

Chicago, IL Apply by Email

Software Engineer (Multiple Openings)

JUMP OPERATIONS, LLC - seeks Software Engineer (Multiple 
Openings) in Chicago, IL. Dvlp & maintain scalable, multi-tiered 
apps & infrastructure sw syst. Execute high performance ex-
change connectivity, machine learning, & advanced pattern 
recognition. Req Bach in Comp Sci, Sw Eng, Econ, Stats, Comp 
Eng, Electronic Eng, Computational Data Sci or related field. 
Submit resume to hrapply@jumptrading.com. Reference Job: 
IL 016.

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Senior Solution Specialist

SAP AMERICA, INC - to undrstnd end-to-end prcs w/i mfg. 
indstry. Bach in Comp Sci, Info Tech, Eng, Math, Bsns Admn or 
rltd & 6 yrs exp rqd. Will acpt Master’s & 4 yrs exp. Exp mst 
invl 4 yrs in: Crtng mfg cnsmr prdct, fin indstry rlvnt scnrs in 
Anlytcs, Mchn Lrng, Adv Anlytcs w/ focus on data mdl & anlys; 
Mchn  Lrng/AI & rltd tools such as MATLAB, R, PYTHON; wrkd 
w/ app & pltfrm tech rltd prdct such as Anlytcs, Mch Lrng, 
Prdctv Anlytcs, IoT, HANA; SaaS, PaaS & tech incl db, anlytcl 
solns, IoT & app; Intrprnrshp & new soln intro; Prsls skls dscvry 
sns, req gthr, soln Arch, prsntn to C-ste, SAP soln demo on 
indstry scnrs; Dsgn Thnk mthd for prdct invtn & dsgn led dgtl 
trnsfrmtn. 30% trvl rqd. To apply rspnd to Req ID 249842 at 
http://www.careersatsap.com.

Washington,, DC 1301 K Street, NW

Senior Software Engineer.

THE WASHINGTON POST - Provide analytical, functional, & 
technical expertise for the dev’t, implement’n, maintenance & 
support of The Washington Post’s mobile apps. Design & dev 
new features into existing mobile apps. Identify, troubleshoot, 
& solve complex dev’t problems. Build deep understanding of 
The Post’s use of per-platform technologies & integrate differ-
ent third-party SDKs. Create tech docs for customers related 
to SDK updates. Participate in all Agile sftwr dev’t practices 
& peer/code reviews. Job is in Chicago, IL. Req’d: BS in Comp 
Sci, Sftwr Eng’g, or Elect & Comms Eng’g; 2 yrs exp as Sftwr 
Dev; publication of at least 1 app in Apple Store; & 2 yrs of exp 
in each of the following: Swift; Objective-C; using Xcode, iOS 
Frameworks, Cocoa frameworks & Libraries incl Core Data & 
Core Foundation (UIKit, Foundation, UI Image Picker, UI Date 
Picker); & Version control principles & Agile/Scrum. All exp 
may be concurrent. Send resume & cov ltr to Sara Mogilski, 
Attn: SSE, WP Company LLC d/b/a The Washington Post, 1301 
K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20071

Chicago, IL Apply Online

SAP OMNI Channel Analyst 5704009

WILSON SPORTING GOODS CO.  - seeks SAP OMNI Channel
Analyst to work in Chicago, IL. Work w/ the e-Commrc & IT 
teams in NA to dsgn & test core SAP systm functnlity, while 
coordinatng w/ othr globl OMNI channl teams to analyz user 
needs & dvlp & implmnt SAP softwr solutns. Degree & com-
mensurate exp. req’d. For details & to apply see #2020-1913 
at careers-amersports.icims.com/jobs.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY >>

I
t’s always a good time to work on
our job skills, whether it’s mastering
spreadsheets or writing more effective
emails. Some tips:

Improve a skill: With so much information
online, you can spend a few work-at-home
hours sharpening necessary processes of your
job.

A lot of times, self-guided courses are free
and they can really help you understand a
program you use every day.

Self-guided courses: They’re free and they
can really help you understand a program you
use every day.

Think about how you could improve your
efficiency if you actually knew the ins and
outs of Excel or PowerPoint. It could make a
huge difference.

Revise your resume: Your resume should
never be a stagnant document. It should
continually improve and evolve.

Keep your skills and experiences
current at all times: There’s no excuse for a
resume to be even the least bit dated.

It takes five minutes to add a line or two.
There’s no reason for any gap at all between
what it says about you on your resume and
what you’re doing in real life.

Expand your circle: It’s one thing to have a
strong network of contacts; it’s another to

let that strong network sit in place.
Look to add peers, friends and mentors

to your list of contacts. Don’t downplay
the importance of friends of friends. Many
people have found jobs through their sister’s
boyfriend’s brother, or from some other
extended relationship.

Focus on the key players: Your network will
have several movers and shakers who will be
of more help to your career than others. Keep
those people in your corner.

Make a list of the core players and find
a way to make personal contact with those
players at least twice a year. These are the
people who will really help you out in the
long run, but they’ll be more likely to help
you out if you’ve had contact with them the
past few months.

Lead whenever possible: Take the initiative
on projects remotely.

Stay positive: Do yourself a favor and stay
away from the online gossip sessions and
ignore poison Slack threads.

It’s so easy to be sucked into negative
space. And nothing good comes of it. You
make yourself upset, your attitude changes
and there’s nothing you can do to hide it. And
worse, you make yourself and, in most cases,
your family miserable.

— Marco Buscaglia, Careers

It’s okay to work
on your job skills

Search jobs. Post your resume.

Stand out from the crowd.

YOUR
PERFECT
JOB
IS WAITING

chicagotribune.com/jobs

Channahon, IL -

Senior Project Technicians

DOKA USA, LTD - seeks Senior Project Technicians, Special 
Projects for Channahon, Illinois. Send resume to HR, 214 Gates 
Road, Little Ferry, NJ 07643.  EOE.

TECHNICIAN >>

Waukegan, IL Apply Online 

Key Account Manager 5711380

AKZONOBEL COATINGS, INC - Regional Key Account Man-
ager sought by AkzoNobel Coatings, Inc. in Waukegan, IL. Req: 
Master’s deg or equiv Finance, Economics, in Bus Admin & 
two (2) yrs of exp in driving sales growth strategies in consum-
er electronics or coatings mrkt segment w/in manufacturing 
industry. Alternatively, the employer will accept a Bachelor’s 
deg + five (5) yrs of exp as stated. All stated exp must incl 
acct mgmt & projt mgmt & wrkg w/in Asian bus culture. 50% 
travel rqd. Apply online at www.akzonobel.com/careers for 
Vacancy/Req # 3068.

SALES >>

Chicago, IL Apply Online

Senior Manager, TAG Corporate Development, Advanced Analytics. 5693512

BAIN & COMPANY, INC. - Senior Manager, TAG Corporate 
Development, Advanced Analytics. Collaborate with senior 
Bain Partners in Advanced Analytics space to lead the stra-
tegic roadmap for scaling capabilities; drive the regional cus-
tomization of the strategy, along with end-to-end execution. 
Requires Master’s degree (or foreign equiv) in Bus Admin, 
or rel. + 3 yrs post-MBA exp. as sr. level consultant, or 5 yrs 
exp. on mergers & acquisitions, or corporate development. 
20% domestic or international travel required. To submit re-
sume please visit www.bain.com/careers. Please enter code 
“20CHISRMGR” in the “Additional Comments” field of the ap-
plication. No phone calls.

Chicago, IL Apply by Mail

Risk Assurance Manager, Internal Audit Services (Mult Pos)

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS LLP - Leading & directing risk 
mngnt procedures, public acct practices & procedures, & In-
ternal Audit tech tools for planning, design, performance of 
testing, & reporting. Req Bach’s deg or foreign equiv in Acct, 
Bus Admin, Engg or rel + 5 yrs post-bach’s progressive rel 
work exp; OR a Master’s deg or foreign equiv in Acct, Bus Ad-
min, Engg or rel + 3 yrs rel work exp.  Travel up to 40% is req. 
Apply by mail, referencing Job Code IL2425, Attn: HR SSC/Tal-
ent Management, 4040 W. Boy Scout Blvd, Tampa, FL 33607.

Chicago, IL Apply by Mail

OPERATIONS

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS ADVISORY SERVICES LLC - 
Advisory Manager, Operations (Mult. Pos.) Prvd expertise in 
operations strategy & transfor., product innovation & devlp-
ment, supply & demand planning, supply chain mgt, pro-
curemnt & sourcing, srvce operations, manufcturing & logis-
tics. Req. Bach’s deg or foreign equiv. in Bus Admin, Mgmt, Eng 
or rel. + 5 yrs post-bach’s prog. rel. work exp.; OR Master’s deg 
or foreign equiv. in Bus Admin, Mgmt, Eng or rel. + 3 yrs rel. 
work exp. Travel up to 80% req. Apply by mail, referencing Job 
Code IL2379, Attn: HR SSC/Talent Management, 4040 W. Boy 
Scout Blvd, Tampa, FL 33607.

Stop wasting time searching for talent.

Find the right talent with tribune publishing

recruitment services.

We work hard to make your talent search

easy. With our expansive network of

distinguished print and online publications

and their respective reach and readership,

you’ll have access to top talent from coast-

to-coast.

Plus, enjoy advanced job matching and

ad targeting technology, access print and

digital advertising opportunities, career

fairs and more.

Extend your reach. Access customized

technology. Simplify your search.

chicagotribune.com/jobs

YOUR
PERFECT
HIRE
ISWAITING
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A BUSINESS.

YOU KNOW WHAT
IT TAKES TO RUN

Fifth Third Bank, National Association. Member FDIC.

And we’re here to help make

it happen.

Whether you’re a company of one

or a large scale operation, running

a business is no small task. It takes

passion, drive and dedication. As

your business evolves, we’re here

to offer experienced guidance and

dedicated support to help you.

53.com/CommercialBank

Fifth Third Means Business
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SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 2020

JOBSEEKERS: TURN INSIDE FOR GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

tribune publishing recruitment services
Jobs&Work

S
ome workers thrive on the constant buzz in an office.
They need the soft hum of machines, the low din
of cubicle chatter and the collective movement of
co-workers to feel like they’re actually at work. Take
that employee and stick her at the kitchen table or in the

corner of the basement and the vibe is completely different.
Tasks that seemed simple in the office can be time-consuming at

home. Some of the things you take for granted during the day —
casual conversations with co-workers, easy access to your manager
— are still possible, but when your workspace is a desk at the end of
a hallway, those engagements take place in different ways.

But for today’s newly christened remote workers, there isn’t much
time to settle into the new space. There’s work to be done — so
avoiding common work-from-home pitfalls is key to a smooth
transition out of the office.

To help new at-home workers steer clear of some of the usual
missteps, we asked experienced remote employees about the biggest
mistakes they’ve made when working from home and for some
guidance on how others can avoid the same fate. Here’s what they
had to say:

“Not calling people back and not responding to their emails and
messages. I’m sorry but when you’re in the office and your boss
emails you at 10 in the morning asking for a quote or something, you
don’t wait until 3:30 in the afternoon to respond. When people do
that to me, I assume they’ve spent the previous five hours screwing
around instead of working and it drives me nuts.”

— Michelle R., Chicago

“Not muting the phone on conference calls.”
— Norm Dziedzic, engineering manager, Park Ridge, Illinois

“Eating garbage all day long. I have two sons in high school
and they can put food away like you wouldn’t believe and never
gain a pound. We buy them every frozen snack under the sun —
pizzas, taquitos, chicken fingers — and it seems like they’re always
something cooking in the oven. Since I started working from home
in 2017, I’ve put on nearly 30 pounds and at 49, it’s hard to take off.
Just because there’s food around, it doesn’t mean you should eat
them. Buy healthy food, hide the bad stuff and eat right.”

— Brad T., Niles, Illinois

“People think they can get away with not working. Big mistake.
Your work needs to get done and if you let everyone else on your
team down if you’re the weak link or the part of the process that
breaks down. Someone’s always going to be a slacker when you
work from home. Don’t let it be you or you’ll ruin it for everyone
else and eventually, yourself.”

— Dean B., Grand Rapids, Michigan

“Not clearing and designating a dedicated work area.”
— Joanne, New York

“Not staying in touch with your co-workers.”
— Mark Des Biens, Crystal Lake, Illinois

“Not taking breaks or taking too many breaks. It took me a while
to figure it out. I would work for hours or I would watch a movie
in the middle of the day. It took about two years but I finally have

a balance, I think. I take 10-15 minutes every two or three
hours to stretch, have something to drink, play with my cat,

just something to break the monotony.”
— Alan J., programmer, Carson City, Nevada

“Not separating work from the rest of your day, whether that
means constantly checking email or messages, even at 10 p.m.”

— Nick C., South Elgin, Illinois

“Working well past your normal quitting time. Sometimes, if I’m
not interrupted or don’t have something else to do, I can work until 8
p.m. without even noticing. That’s not who I want to be. Just because
you’re working from home doesn’t mean you don’t have a life.”

— Rebecca R., medical records specialist, Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania

“I think not setting up enough talk time to align on projects. Just
this week I’ve seen it happen a few times where projects were started
with unclear guidelines and they needed to be changed on the fly.
When remote working, lean toward over-communication rather than
under-communication.”

— Erik Hale, learning & development specialist, Alameda,
California

“Working too much. Making yourself available at all hours by
responding to emails immediately, even if someone sends something
at 11 p.m. Working from home can set a dangerous precedent
because you work where you live, so people — including the
workers themselves — just assume it’s all rolled into one day. And it
shouldn’t be. You need to have hours where you’re off-limits.”

— Harrison W., Los Angeles, California

“Not moving. Sitting in the same position for hours on end. Get up
and walk around. You take for granted how much incidental walking
you do at the office, whether it’s to get something off the printer or
go talk to a co-worker. It’s important to not sit in the same position
all day and to move around.”

— James P., Bloomington, Illinois

“Forgetting to drink water. When I’m at work, I get up every hour
or so and if I need water, I fill up my little thermos-water-bottle thing
and go back to my desk. But for some reason at home, where I work
two or three days a week, I don’t do it that often, if at all. Then at the
end of the day, when I feel all creaky and out of it, I realize that ‘oh, I
didn’t drink any water today.’”

— Paula E., Sarasota, Florida

“Not paying attention to where your dogs are when you’re on a
call. If that means putting them outside for a few minutes or in a
different area of the house, do it. You can use the mute button all
you want but if someone comes to the door and your home office
is in the front of the house, you’re going to have to excuse yourself
from the call to get your dog under control, then apologize once you
return. And it happens all the time with some of my co-workers —
maybe two or three times a call. I don’t understand it. It seems like a
no-brainer to keep your dog in a different room when you’re on the
phone.”

— Amy P., Mount Prospect, Illinois

— compiled by Marco Buscaglia, Careers

Loud dogs, late-night emails
and too many taquitos —
remote workers’ regrets

Will you fall into the bad eating
trap? That includes those
late-night snack attacks
when you’re doing work

that should’ve been
done during the day.
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“Every New Yorker was there when Bobby Thomson hit his home run to win the
pennant, when Bill Buckner let the ball go through his legs in Game 6, when

Roger Maris got No. 61, when the Rangers finally got the Stanley Cup. So they’ll
say. And now they’ll say they were there the night Michael went for double nick-
els in the Garden. And Jordan isn’t even theirs, though he is everyone’s, really. If

his comeback has meant anything, it is that.”
— Chicago Tribune columnist Bernie Lincicome (March 29, 1995)

Barely two breaths after the final buzzer,
TNT’s Craig Sager swept in to intercept
him. Near midcourt of a basketball shrine,
with an entire building still catching its
breath and the buzz from the previous 2½
hours pulsating, the night’s headliner was
asked how he felt about the performance
he had just given.

Michael Jordan, with his hands on his
hips, began to answer with a most self-
assured and infectious grin.

“It’s starting to come back to me a little
bit,” Jordan said.

Bulls fans everywhere knew that grin,

that look in Jordan’s eyes, what it all
signified.

“I felt very good tonight,” he continued.
“I shot the ball very well. I felt myself in
great rhythm.”

Zero arguments. Not with Jordan’s stat
line that Tuesday night in New York City:
37 seven shots taken, 21 made.

Three 3-pointers. Ten free throws added
on 11 attempts.

That one spectacular number bursting
from the points column of the box score: 55.

ANDY HAYT/GETTY

55!
25 years later, double-nickel
at Madison Square Garden 
is remembered as Jordan’s
true ‘I’m back’ moment.

By Dan Wiederer

Turn to Jordan, Page 4

In his fifth game after returning from retirement, Michael Jordan scored 55 points against the Knicks on March 28, 1995 in New York.
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Chicago’s best sports section, as judged by the Associated Press Sports Editors

If you’re having difficulty
summoning sufficient outrage
over Jimmy Graham’s contract
or baseball potentially returning
with seven-inning games for
doubleheaders, I feel your pain.

During normal times, say, a
month ago, I’d be totally on
board with those arguing the
Bears paid the veteran tight end
way too much and that a seven-
inning major-league game is too
ridiculous to contemplate.

But these obviously aren’t normal times,
and with so many real-life issues to deal
with during the coronavirus pandemic, it’s
hard to muster up the kind of outrage
necessary to be a regular sports fan, much
less a sports columnist.

I applaud those who still can do so, such

as my favorite sports shouter,
ESPN’s Stephen A. Smith. While
I’ve had to watch “First Take” on
mute during Illinois’ stay-at-
home order to avoid scaring my
neighbors, Smith’s faux anger
over seemingly trivial matters in
the sports world still comes
through loud and clear in the
closed-captioning.

On Thursday he and the gang
were arguing about whether

Tom Brady still can throw a long pass.
Usually I’m all in on any Brady argument,
even one that inane.

But lately I’ve been forced to reserve my
outrage for more important things, such as
when the guy behind me at the Jewel 

More to life than sports
Hard to muster a fan’s necessary outrage with so many issues

Paul
Sullivan
In the Wake 
of the News

Turn to Sullivan, Page 2
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Brad Biggs makes his first predictions for

the upcoming NFL draft up through the

Bears’ second of two second-round picks

at No. 50. Who will the Bears take? Biggs

says a cornerback and a wide receiver.

Back Page
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Auburn cornerback Noah Igbinoghene. 
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Mock Draft 1.0

The Summer
Olympics in Tokyo,
postponed because of
the coronavirus
pandemic, will likely
open on July 23, 2021,
according to people
familiar with the matter.

The International Olympic Committee
and Japanese organizers bowed to
widespread pressure among athletes,
sports federations and national Olympic
committees and Tuesday agreed to
postpone the games to 2021, but left the
new date in question. The opening
ceremony of the games had been
scheduled for July 24.

The IOC said a final decision could
come in weeks, but it is now much more
likely to be announced earlier, according
to the people, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because of guidance issued by
the IOC. Japanese state broadcaster NHK
on Saturday also reported July 23, 2021,
as the new target.

The IOC will convene an emergency
meeting of its decision-making executive
board Sunday to discuss the decision.

Mark Adams, a spokesman for the
organization, gave a one-word answer,
“speculation.”

The decision to pick an almost
identical date to this year’s event is not
particularly surprising, given the
challenges to squeeze the Olympics in an
already packed sporting calendar. It also
is the best time for the U.S. broadcaster,
NBCUniversal, which pays more than $1
billion for the U.S. media rights to each
Olympic Games.

But it means the games will still take
place during Tokyo’s hottest time of the
year, an issue that was already causing
worry and complications.

On a call within the past week with
IOC president Thomas Bach, above, some
federations, including those representing
swimming, table tennis, triathlon and
equestrian, had voiced a preference to
hold the Olympics in the spring. That,
though, would have led to a clash with
the seasons for major soccer leagues and
many of the richest U.S. sports leagues.

— The New York Times

Keeping an eye on the impact
of the coronavirus crisis:

NBA
Season

suspended
indefinitely 

NHL
Season

suspended
indefinitely

MLB
Opening day

delayed 
until at least 

mid-May 

MLS
Season

suspended
until at least

May 10

NFL
Draft set for
April 23-25;

OTAs
canceled

NCAA
Spring 
sports

schedule
canceled

Others: PGA Tour suspended 
through the PGA Championship.

NASCAR suspended until at least May 9.
WTA, ATP suspended through at least June 7. 

WHEN SPORTS 

STOOD STILL

THE QUOTE 

“I took the road that gave us
the longest distance, five
months. If this thing isn’t over
in five months, we’ve got big-
ger problems.”

— Roger Penske, owner of Indianapolis
Motor Speedway and the IndyCar Series,
on rescheduling The Indy 500 from
Memorial Day weekend until Aug. 23. 

THE NUMBER 

30KSpanish soccer club
Barcelona delivered
30,000 masks to the

Catalonia government to help fight the
coronavirus pandemic. The masks were
donated by insurance company Taiping,
a regional partner of the club.

July 2021 targeted
to start Olympics

MICHAEL CONROY/AP 
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checkout counter reached across the
partition to move my package of sliced
turkey 5 inches so he could begin cram-
ming more of his groceries onto the con-
veyor belt.

I momentarily wanted to emulate Fran-
cis, the character in the Bill Murray come-
dy “Stripes” who uttered a memorable
soliloquy on respecting his personal space
that included the classic line: “I don’t like
nobody touching my stuff.”

But because these are sensitive times, I
didn’t say anything to the oblivious shop-
per. I simply chucked the package of sliced
turkey in the garbage when I got home,
then washed my hands for a half hour or
so.

Getting outraged at sports-related mat-
ters is one of the main reasons people love
watching sports. It’s why sports talk radio
is so popular and why frequently indig-
nant TV personalities such as Smith and
former Tribune colleague Skip Bayless are
so well-compensated.

But with the the NBA, MLB and NHL
seasons on hold, the pickings suddenly are
slim. Other than NFL free-agency moves,
there’s nothing much to get indignant
about. Can you really be that upset, for
example, about a reported agreement
between MLB and the players union that
freezes the 2019 allotments for draft-pick
bonuses?

Agent Scott Boras can. According to a
tweet from MLB Network’s Jon Heyman,
Boras said it was “unconscionable in this
climate to change negotiated CBA provi-
sions and reduce the agreed-upon bonus
schedule due players. Owners used the
circumstance of the pandemic to revise
terms of the ’20 and ’21 agreement.”

Perhaps it is unconscionable. But with
3.3 million people filing for unemploy-
ment this week, a 3.5% hit for a bunch of
future millionaires just doesn’t make me
bristle as much as it does Boras, who
stands to lose some money if his potential
clients are paid less.

Maybe you’re like me and think a seven-
inning game, which apparently is being
considered, would be a stain on the sport
that could never be removed. At this point,
however, I don’t really care enough to rage
against the machine.

Maybe in July? Maybe never? Who
knows?

Meanwhile, the easiest punching bag in
sports, the Houston Astros, inadvertently
might have benefited from the postpone-
ment of the baseball season. Fans’ anger
over the sign-stealing scandal dominated
the headlines early in spring training, but
that was before the pandemic took center
stage. Assuming the season will be played,
will opposing fans be a bit “nicer” when
the Astros come to town?

“Maybe, but I don’t think so,” manager
Dusty Baker told the San Francisco
Chronicle’s Henry Schulman. “There are

some people that haven’t vented their true
feelings and emotions yet.”

Baker said he still anticipates fans vent-
ing at the Astros in every city they go to
until July or August, if it begins by then.

“And it might not be over then because
there are some people that (feel) the need
to voice their opinions out loud,” he said.
“You’ve just got to put your big-boy pants
on and you’ve got to take it. … This is
something you almost have to take for a
little while, and I hope the guys’ skins are
thick.”

Having a thick skin obviously is a pre-
requisite of every athlete, manager, coach
or executive, because hearing critiques
about their performance is an occupa-
tional hazard, especially in this era of
social media, when everyone with an
internet connection is an instant expert.

That’s why I feel sorry for Graham,
whose two-year, $16 million deal with a
no-trade clause likely would be a minor
annoyance for Bears fans if there were
more things in the sports world to be
outraged about.

It’s not Graham’s fault the Bears treated
a 33-year-old tight end like a prime-time
free agent, but he’s the one forced to de-
fend the deal instead of general manager
Ryan Pace, the guy who handed it out.

Hopefully when the rest of the sports
world resumes, we’ll have plenty more
things to be upset about, and the Graham
signing will become a relatively minor
matter until we see how he performs.

Until then, I’m going to reserve my real
outrage for the mopes who forced Mayor
Lori Lightfoot to shut down the lakefront
by ignoring social-distancing rules — and
the grocery-store shoppers who touch my
stuff.

Sullivan
Continued from Page 1

Former Packers tight end Jimmy Graham

scores a touchdown past Bears defensive

back Deon Bush on Sept. 5 at Soldier Field.
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Faced with its first positive coronavirus
case and growing concern throughout the
league, the NBA suspended its season a
little more than two weeks ago. Commis-
sioner Adam Silver made the decision at a
crucial time and set the tone in the sports
world and beyond.

But for basketball fans quarantined in
their homes and longing for live sports,
those two weeks have felt much longer.
That sting has been felt in Chicago as well,
where a Bulls season that was entertaining
for all the wrong reasons stopped abruptly
with no immediate return in sight. 

As we bemoan an unprecedented alter-
ation to the 2019-20 season, here are seven
NBA storylines we already miss.

1. LeBron James’ continued pursuit of
history. LeBron James was one of the best
players in the NBA the moment he stepped
into the league, and over the last 15 years he
has developed into one of the most
consistent in history. Now with the Lakers
and in his 17th season, James has the
numbers to support that, and his 2019-20
season was filled with landmark moments.
James passed Kobe Bryant for third on the
all-time scoring list, became the ninth
player in league history to register 9,000
assists and passed Michael Jordan in career
field goals. Whenever the season resumes,
James will continue his climb in the record
book.

2. The celebration of Kobe Bryant. The
NBA has had a particularly tumultuous
year. The tough times started Jan. 1 with the
loss of longtime Commissioner David Stern
and continued with the league mourning
Kobe and Gianna Bryant, who died along
with seven others in a January helicopter
crash. In the months since their passing,
that feeling of loss became celebration as
the NBA memorialized Bryant during
All-Star Weekend and players shared their
admiration for a peer and childhood hero,
often unearthing moments that shed light
on who Bryant was as a person and mentor.
The league never was going to be the same
after Bryant’s death. The celebration of his
life, however, should continue when the
league figures out how to press forward
after its hiatus.

3. The reinvention of Chris Paul. Many
around the league assumed Chris Paul

had issues with James Harden and was
banished to the Thunder as penance.
While there could be some truth to that,
Paul stepped into a less-than-ideal
situation and made the best of it. Paul,
34, was thought to have been past his
best, but he has proved that he has more
in the tank, averaging 17.7 points and 6.8
assists and looking healthier than he has
in years. Paul also elevated the Thunder
into a playoff contender, as they outper-
formed the lottery expectations placed
on them entering the season.

4. The dysfunction of the Bulls. The
Bulls were one of the most fun teams in the
NBA — for all the wrong reasons. While
they were thin on wins and didn’t always
come through in the closing moments of
games, they still delivered every night.
Whether the focus was coach Jim Boylen’s
timeouts, Zach LaVine’s shot selection or
Lauri Markkanen’s disappearing act, this
Bulls team always offered intrigue. When
the season returns, we only can hope for
more moments like when Boylen called
timeout and cost his team an open layup.

5. The reverence for Vince Carter.
While Hawks forward Vince Carter is a
legend, he often got lost in the shadow of
bigger stars throughout his career. He
burned bright in the early Raptors years but
soon moved to stage left as Kobe Bryant,
Tracy McGrady, LeBron James and others
became the forwards who personified wing
play. What Carter lacked in star power, he
made up for with consistency and person-
ality. Carter, 43, started his NBA career in
1998. His teammate Trae Young was born
that year, yet they bond on and off the court.
Carter, who waited so long for his moment
in the sun, was being appreciated more than
ever in his final season. It would be a
travesty if he didn’t get to finish it on his
terms.

6. The development of Zion
Williamson. We hardly knew ye. … We
were just getting to know Pelicans forward
Zion Williamson and marveling at his
combination of power, skill and size.
Williamson, who suffered a bruised knee in
the Summer League in Las Vegas and
underwent surgery for a torn meniscus in

his right knee in October, didn’t make his
NBA debut until Jan. 22. Between that day
and the start of the NBA hiatus on March 11,
we were treated to 19 games from the 2019
No. 1 pick. He wowed every night and was
one of the biggest draws when All-Star
Weekend was held in Chicago from Feb.
14-16. We’ve only seen two months of NBA
basketball from Williamson. Whenever
play resumes, it’ll be worth the wait.

7. The joy of Luka Doncic and Trae
Young. In a season in which many of stars
struggled with injuries, the Hawks’ Trae
Young and Mavericks’ Luka Doncic pro-
vided a sense of levity and fun that was
missing from the game. The Warriors took a
step back because of injury, Kevin Durant
missed the entire season and Blake Griffin
was ruled out with a left knee injury.
Doncic’s versatility, passing chops and
step-back shot was a marvel to see. And
Young’s handle and deep range always kept
fans on their toes. Similar to their respective
seasons, both players also put on a show
when they stepped on the court during
All-Star Weekend.

NBA

With life paused, stories unfinished
The Bulls dysfunction is 1 of
the NBA storylines we all miss

By DeAntae Prince

Jim Boylen walks onto the court for a timeout as LeBron James celebrates in the background during a Nov. 5 game. 
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BOSTON — Celtics coach Brad Stevens
can only remember leaving his home on a
few occasions over the past two weeks. 

It is part of the new status quo for
coaches and players across the NBA since
the coronavirus pandemic sparked a rolling
shutdown of professional sports across the
globe. The league suspended its season
March 11 after Jazz All-Star Rudy Gobert
became its first player to test positive for the
COVID-19 strain.

It has left the 42-year-old coach, like
everyone else, searching for ways to adjust
to a new reality and daily routine. 

The new coronavirus has caused a global
pandemic that has sickened at least 597,000
and killed more than 27,000 worldwide,
crippled economies and forced restrictions
on the movement of millions of people in an
effort to stop the virus from spreading
further and overwhelming health care
systems.

The NBA has lost 100 games so far with
no clear timeline for when the season might
resume — if at all. 

Stevens said he’s passing the time the
same way many are across the country. 

“I try and do everything that we’re asked
to do,” he said. “We get out and we go for
walks. But, my thoughts are with everybody
who’s really facing this thing. And, it’s just
that you feel so bad.”

Stevens spends his days trying to stay
connected to both his family and Celtics’
family the best he can. 

He and his wife, Tracy, put together a
PowerPoint presentation for his 14-year-old
son and 10-year-old daughter to help
explain the scope of the pandemic both in
New England and worldwide. 

He’s also been hopping on video confer-
ence calls with his players and coaching
staff, though he said they’ve been light on
basketball and heavy on just making sure
everyone is staying safe.

“We’re like the rest of the world, you
know that basketball is taking a far back
seat,” he said.

Celtics guard Marcus Smart divulged
he’d been diagnosed with COVID-19 on
March 19. The Celtics played the Jazz on
March 6. 

Stevens said the day Gobert’s positive test
became public “will be something that I
think we all remember.”

As a precaution, Celtics players and staff
were also tested, but those tests all came
back negative. Stevens said Smart is also
doing well. 

“Obviously the days following that we
enter this kind of new world,” Stevens said.

“We’re calling sitting at home an inconven-
ience. What a joke like this is. There’s so
many people that are working so hard every
day to try to help our communities and help
the secure putting their own selves at risk.
And, I think any time you turn on the TV, it
hits home more.”

While Stevens doesn’t think it would be
appropriate right now “to be hammering
basketball” with his players, they are getting
some work done during their downtime. 

All of the players have received exercise
bikes and a personal set of weights they can
use to do voluntary home workouts. Stevens
is also getting some of the postseason film
study he normally wouldn’t complete until
after the season done now. 

“It helps us dial in to what we need to do
should we be able to resume playing and
what we need to focus on when we get back
to practice,” he said. “It would be a unique
situation to be off for as long as we’re gonna
be off to have the re-acclimate and
recondition. But you do already have a
system in with those 15 guys.”

For now, Stevens said he’s just concen-
trating on keeping busy rather than trying
to predict when he might be able to dive
back into basketball full-time. 

“I think there’s a lot to determine,” he
said. “And I think you can’t determine any of
that until you have a timeline. And it’s just
almost impossible to get a timeline right
now.”

Celtics coach Brad Stevens isn’t used to being away from the sidelines as the suspension of the NBA season has surpassed two weeks.

ANDY LYONS/GETTY-AFP 
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Home confinement
Celtics coach Stevens adjusting
to NBA’s virus-imposed stoppage 

By Kyle Hightower
Associated Press 

Day 18
Since the sports world went mainly dark 

ON THE CLOCK 

25
Days until the NFL draft, 

which is still scheduled for 

April 23-25. 

The top 5

Complete first-round order 

1. Bengals

2. Redskins 

3. Lions

4. Giants 

5. Dolphins 

6. Chargers 

7. Panthers 

8. Cardinals 

9. Jaguars 

10. Browns 

11. Jets 

12. Raiders 

13. 49ers 

14. Bucs 

15. Broncos 

16. Falcons 

17. Cowboys 

18. Dolphins 

19. Raiders 

20. Jaguars 

21. Eagles 

22. Vikings 

23. Patriots 

24. Saints 

25. Vikings 

26. Dolphins

27. Seahawks

28. Ravens 

29. Titans 

30. Packers 

31. 49ers 

32. Chiefs 
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Texas will stick with men’s basketball
coach Shaka Smart next season after the
Longhorns won five of their final six
games and were fighting for a spot in the
NCAA Tournament before it was can-
celed amid the coronavirus scare.

Texas athletic director Chris Del
Conte told the Austin American-States-
man, “Shaka’s our coach.”

Next season will be Smart’s sixth in a
seven-year contract. He is 90-78 overall
at Texas but just 40-50 in the Big 12. The
Longhorns were 19-12 last season with
no seniors and are expected to return the
entire lineup.
■ Former Connecticut point guard Al-
terique Gilbert plans to use his final
season of eligibility as a graduate transfer
at Wichita State. The former highly
touted recruit who will be the first
former McDonald’s All-American to play
at WSU under coach Gregg Marshall. ...
St. John’s wing LJ Figueroa declared for
the NBA draft. Figueroa hasn’t hired an
agent and still has the option to return to
school.

College football: Clemson QB Trevor
Lawrence and his girlfriend have re-
started their efforts to raise money for
those affected by the new coronavirus.
They announced their decision Saturday
on social media. The two had set up a
GoFundMe page earlier this week until
told by Clemson compliance officials the
site violated NCAA rules against using
an athlete’s name, image and likeness for
crowd funding. But the NCAA said
Tuesday that Lawrence and other ath-
letes could use such sites to raise money
in this case. Lawrence’s girlfriend,
Marissa Mowry, is a soccer player at
Anderson University, about 15 miles
from Clemson’s campus.. 

NBA: James Dolan, the executive chair-
man of Madison Square Garden Com-
pany and owner of the Knicks, has tested
positive for the coronavirus. It is not
clear when he was tested or when he
received the diagnosis. Dolan is the first
U.S. major pro sports owner known to
have tested positive for the virus.

NFL: The Chiefs re-signed WR Demar-
cus Robinson to a one-year deal, a source
confirmed Saturday to the Kansas City
Star. Financial terms were not disclosed,
but Tom Pelissero of NFL.com reported
that the contract is worth $2,297,500
fully guaranteed, though only about $1
million will count against the Chiefs’
salary cap. Robinson appeared in all 16
regular-season games with 10 starts in
2019, recording 32 catches for 449 yards
and four touchdowns on 55 targets. ...
The Ravens agreed to sign free agent DT
Derek Wolfe to a one-year contract,
according to a report from ESPN. Wolfe,
30, started 108 games over eight seasons
with the Broncos.

NHL: The Avalanche said a second
player has tested positive for the new
coronavirus. The team said it was
informed Friday night and the player is
in self-isolation. The team said no other
Avalanche player or staff member has
shown symptoms at this time. The
unidentified player has become the
fourth known NHL player to test
positive for the virus. The other two are
with the Senators.

Tennis: Two-time Grand Slam champi-
on Naomi Osaka says she is disappointed
that the Olympics in her native Japan
were postponed because of the co-
ronavirus pandemic, but she supports
the decision to delay the Summer Games
to 2021. Osaka wrote on social media:
“Sport will eventually unite us again and
be there for us always, but that time is
not now.”

Smart move:
Texas keeps
hoops coach

IN BRIEF 

News services

The walk to the starting grid for Tony
Kanaan began in his Indianapolis kitchen,
through the foyer, past the trophy case, up
the stairs, down the hall, through the master
bedroom, master bathroom and finally into
the closet. 

That’s where the former Indianapolis
500 winner tucked away Saturday to
participate in a full day of iRacing on a
simulator in the one place his wife will
tolerate the rig. Kanaan participated in two
virtual races, a legends event won by
three-time Indianapolis 500 winner Dario
Franchitti. Then he joined the first of a
six-week series that launched Saturday to
give IndyCar fans content during the
coronavirus pandemic. 

IndyCar followed the lead of NASCAR
and other racing series in throwing together
something — anything — to fill the void
created when COVID-19 brought sports to a
halt. IndyCar suspended the start of its
season 48 hours before the March 15
opener in St. Petersburg, Fla., and on
Thursday the Indianapolis 500 was post-
poned until August. 

NASCAR had a successful launch of its
iRacing series last Sunday and it was the
most-watched televised esports event ever
with more than 900,000 viewers. IndyCar
couldn’t get a television deal so its inaugural
race was streamed online from virtual
Watkins Glen International Speedway, the
venue decided by fan vote. 

YouTube streams from IndyCar and

iRacing combined for about 45,000 viewers
to watch a virtual race called by NBC Sports’
regular booth of Leigh Diffey, Townsend
Bell and Paul Tracy. The invocation was
done remotely, as was the National Anthem,
sung by Blackhawks regular Jim Cornelison.

The field included NASCAR’s seven-time
champion Jimmie Johnson, who made his
iRacing debut last weekend in a stock car
using SIM settings more suited for IndyCar
or sports car. Johnson has been using his rig
to prepare for potential races in other series
upon his retirement from full-time racing at
the end of the season. He was scheduled to
test an IndyCar next month in Alabama but
that’s been canceled amid the pandemic. 

He wore a T-Shirt honoring late open-
wheel driver Greg Moore for his virtual
IndyCar debut, which he streamed live on

his social media channels. Most drivers
tried to give viewers an inside look of their
experience, including James Hinchcliffe,
the popular Canadian who played the part
wearing a stereotypical flannel shirt and
Team Canada red hat with ear flaps. But a
technical glitch stopped his his SIM before
the green flag and Hinchcliffe didn’t get to
race, er, play, after all. 

Much like NASCAR’s first event last
week, the iRace had a wide range of talents
because the younger drivers use iRacing as a
training tool, while veterans are new to the
gaming rage. Participating in the series
requires having the technology — which can
be difficult to not only secure in a hurry, but
also have installed in a drivers’ home during
a lockdown — and the desire to be a good
sport for fans starving for entertainment.

Teams also viewed it as an opportunity to
showcase their sponsors at a time there’s
almost no way for promotion or activation.
It was important to many organizations to
have their car and sponsor represented,
which got Scott Speed a slot in Marco
Andretti’s place when Andretti declined to
participate. 

Australian V8 SuperCars champion Scott
McLaughlin entered the virtual event as
one of four Team Penske drivers, but it is the
closest he’ll get to a race now that his
IndyCar debut has been put on hold. He
was scheduled to run May 9 on the road
course at Indianapolis Motor Speedway but
those plans were scrapped when the race
was moved to July 4. 

The race results were not surprising as
the top iRacers led the way. Sage Karam,
who turned 25 in March, won the race with
no prior experience at Watkins Glen. Felix
Rosenqvist, last year’s IndyCar top rookie,
was second. 

INDYCAR 

Drivers taking racing to the virtual track 
IndyCar begins 6-week series
of iRacing at ‘Watkins Glen’

By Jenna Fryer
Associated Press 

IndyCar driver Tony Kanaan uses his racing

simulator in his home in Indianapolis.

MICHAEL CONROY/AP 
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Fifty-freaking-five!
Bulls 113, Knicks 111.
The double-nickel.
Wow, what a show. What a reminder of

all that Jordan had once been and a
foreshadowing of all the possibilities that
were still ahead.

It has been 25 years since that March
masterpiece at Madison Square Garden, a
full quarter-century since Jordan’s come-
back from his first retirement awoke those
feelings of invincibility in Chicago.

Jordan’s legendary fax had been sent 10
days earlier, triggering “incoming” beeps at
the Berto Center with a landmark an-
nouncement crawling out on Falk Associ-
ates Management Enterprises letterhead.

I’m back.
By the time the Bulls made it to the Big

Apple a week and a half later, Jordan had
played four games in his return, four games
in that unfamiliar new jersey number: 45.
The hype built with his first game back
against the Pacers, then another road test in
Boston plus his first contest ever played at
the United Center.

Heck, three nights earlier Jordan had
been Jordan in Atlanta, rising for a pull-up
17-foot jumper at the buzzer and burying it
for a 99-98 Bulls win.

Still, make no mistake, this gem on
Broadway? This was the true “I’m back”
moment, the reminder of Jordan’s scoring
prowess, of his big-stage allure, of his
remarkable competitiveness.

For the 34th time in his career, Jordan
scored at least 50 points. He broke his own
record for points scored by a Knicks
opponent at Madison Square Garden.

Perhaps most remarkable, he broke a
111-111 tie in the closing seconds with —
what else? — an assist, an absolute dime
around a Knicks double-team. To Bill
Wennington. For a dunk.

Ballgame.

“As you look up in the stands, people
are high-fiving. And we’re in New York.”
— TNT color analyst Hubie Brown

Poor John Starks. One of the league’s
grittiest, most fearless defenders never had
a chance that night. That should have been
apparent in the opening minute. On Jor-
dan’s first shot. With the Bulls in transition,
Toni Kukoc hit Jordan on the left wing. One
dribble, left elbow pull-up. Good.

Next possession? Jordan again, near the
top of the key. Another silky jumper. Good.

The blitzkrieg kept coming. Six of
Jordan’s first seven shots went down.

Starks had been eager for this challenge.
He never wanted much help defending
Jordan. And Knicks coach Pat Riley was
reluctant to give him much anyway, afraid
of the Bulls’ spacing and the ability of
Jordan’s teammates to make open shots.
But no one had anticipated this, the flicker
of a flame becoming an inferno so quickly.

Post up, drop step, lightning-quick drive
to the bucket.

Post up, turnaround, another easy J.
The decisive drives. The poised pullups.
At the end of the first quarter, Jordan

coaxed Anthony Bonner onto his heels,
pulled up from the right wing and buried a 3
over the outstretched reach of Anthony
Mason.

Twenty points at the end of the first
quarter, 13 more in the final 4 minutes, 45
seconds before halftime, pushing him to 35.

Late in the second quarter, Jordan stole an
errant Patrick Ewing pass and bolted out for a
2-on-2 transition opportunity. Starks tried to
slow his penetration. But with his eyes up and
his tongue out, Jordan got deep into the lane,
drew a bump, double-pumped and banked
home a layup while being fouled.

The aahs crested around the arena.
Courtside, TNT play-by-play announcer
Bob Neal bellowed his excitement.

“It feels like Beethoven has come back to
write his 10th and 11th and 12th and 13th
symphonies.”

“This is one of those nights in the place
we know as big-game New York. Jordan
comes back to the Garden for a game
that will feel more like a concert, or a
show, as if the sports arena has turned
into Carnegie Hall, or Radio City, or the
biggest theaters on Broadway. … There
are no easy Knicks tickets anymore.
Tonight’s ticket is impossible: There
have even been 100 more requests for
media credentials than is normal. Jor-
dan changes everything, the game and
the way the Garden will feel, even the
way the sidewalks around the Garden
will feel an hour before the game
starts. These things still happen in
sports. The marquee on Seventh Ave-
nue should read ‘Michael Jordan
Tonight.’ Just that.” — Mike Lupica, New
York Daily News columnist

No wonder this had been such a hot
ticket.

As that Tuesday night approached —
Jordan’s first game back in New York
since an unforgettable 97-94 Bulls win in
Game 5 of the 1993 Eastern Conference
finals — the anticipation continued esca-
lating. Even in New York, where Jordan
had been such a damn thorn in the Knicks’
side, the appreciation of his greatness
proved irresistible. The cheap seats for
Jordan’s return to Madison Square Gar-
den were going for $300 on the secondary
market, the premium tickets demanding
$1,500.

The occasion was being likened to Frank

Sinatra’s unforgettable out-of-retirement
concert at Madison Square Garden in 1974.
There were allusions to the event being,
perhaps, bigger than the second Muham-
mad Ali-Joe Frazier fight there.

This wasn’t just a regular-season game
between old rivals. It was first-class theater.

NBA Commissioner David Stern was in
the sixth row that night, enamored himself
with Jordan’s presence. “He reminds us of
something,” Stern told Newsday. “He re-
minds us how we want our sports to be. He
is back to expanding the possibilities.”

That’s what basketball fans always had
been drawn to — the expanded possibilities.

When the fourth quarter began, Knicks
legend Earl “The Pearl” Monroe remained

riveted in his courtside seat with actor Peter
Falk to his left. Monroe was asked how he
would have guarded Jordan.

“First of all,” he said, “I’d make sure he
didn’t get off the bus to get in the building.”

Spike Lee was nearby. Phil Donahue and
Diane Sawyer too. Renowned violinist
Itzhak Perlman was in attendance, as was
Ed Bradley from “60 Minutes.”

Oh, and actor-slash-Chicago sports fa-
natic Bill Murray was courtside wearing a
“World Championship Goat Roping” hat
from Ozona, Texas.

No one was leaving the building. No one
was going to miss Jordan getting past 50,
which he did with a pull-up over Starks at
the free-throw line with 3:35 remaining.

No one was going to miss the fantastic
finish, with the Knicks erasing all of a
nine-point fourth-quarter Bulls lead and
setting up one last spurt of suspense.

The bright lights. The big stage. The
late-game pressure.

“Hey, don’t count on me to shoot it every

time. I can pass.” — Jordan immediately
following the win

Jordan’s penultimate bucket came with
just more than 2 minutes left, yet another
off-the-dribble pull-up that was followed
by a ferocious glare and that familiar nod of
competitive intensity.

“It was like Starks wasn’t even there,”
Brown noted on the broadcast.

Jordan’s final points came with a nasty
pump fake. Starks bit and was now up in the
air, Jordan had his space and the hang time
to fade right for a go-ahead bucket.

The Bulls led 111-109.
No one had scored more points in an

NBA game all season.
Fifty-freaking-five.
Still, the Bulls needed even more, and so

in a timeout of a tie game with 14.6 seconds
left, was there any question where Phil
Jackson’s markerboard directed the ball?
To Jordan, of course, on an inbounds pass
from Scottie Pippen.

Do your thing, M.J.
Jordan dribbled the length of the floor,

accelerated right, then stopped on a dime so
abruptly that Starks rolled his left ankle.
Jordan changed direction to his left as
Starks recovered. Then Jordan spun
quickly back right and was in the lane for a
potential game-winning jumper. Only Ew-
ing and his 8-foot wingspan had come to
help.

Jordan’s dart to Wennington came with
the swiftness and ferocity of a cobra strike.

Uncontested jam. Just 3.8 seconds left.
Bulls 113, Knicks 111. Wow, what a show.
“I’d be lying if I say I came out to pass the

ball,” Jordan said after the game. “I wanted
to make them stop me from scoring. Which
they did.”

Around the same time, Starks was in the
home locker room with an ice bag around
his sprained ankle. He probably could have
used one for his head too.

“That’s why Jordan is the best,” he said.
For the Bulls at that time, the win was

exhilarating but hardly seismic. They im-
proved to 37-33 on the season, still 15½
games behind the conference-leading Mag-
ic and clawing just to climb up from the
East’s No. 6 slot.

Still, so much of that night in New York
was vintage ‘90s Bulls. All those moments of
Jordan dominance. Pippen flashing his
versatility and mixing in a first-quarter
dunk that’s as vicious as any highlight reel
finish anywhere. The Bulls struggling to
slow Ewing and having extreme difficulty
shaking the Knicks. Then in the end? Well,
they dug deep and shook the Knicks as they
so often had. The teams met again three
weeks later in Chicago — Jordan dropped
28 in a 21-point Bulls win. But there was no
postseason rematch.

The Bulls fell to Shaquille O’Neal and the
Magic in six games in the Eastern Confer-
ence semifinals. The Knicks lost in the same
round, in seven games to the Pacers.

Yet on one March Tuesday night in New
York City, something important was re-
awakened. Perhaps it was a foreshadowing
of where Jordan and the Bulls were again
headed — to an NBA-record 72 wins the
next season, to three more NBA champi-
onships, to unquestionable dynasty status.

The hoopla around the Bulls was rising
rapidly again. The team again was being
mobbed getting in and out of hotels on the
road. That powerful Jordan aura had
returned. His sense of ease, he said, had too.

“Once I’m on the basketball court,”
Jordan told Sager, “the rest of the stuff
doesn’t make a difference to me. Because
I’m in my dream land. This is what I enjoy
doing. I love playing the game of basketball.
And once I’m out here, no one can really do
anything but let me play the game of
basketball.”

It was indeed starting to come back to
him a little bit.

Starks never had a chance
Jordan, from Page 1

RON FREHM/AP

Above: Michael Jordan drives past John Starks. 

Below: The cover of the Chicago Tribune Sports 

section on March 29, 1995, a day after Jordan scored 55 

points vs. the Knicks at Madison Square Garden in New York. 
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MEN’S NCAA TOURNAMENT

Using ESPN.com’s fantasy 68-team field as a base, 

Shannon Ryan is making her predictions on how  

the NCAA Tournament might have played out.

Last week: Through Round 2 

This week: Sweet 16, Elite 8 

Next week: Final 4,  

national championship

The college basketball world turned its attention to Indianapolis, New York, Los Angeles and Houston for the Sweet 16 and Elite Eight. ■ Ah, we can wish. ■ No matter your
rooting interests, wouldn’t it be nice to be looking forward to the Final Four right now? Instead we are left with our dream scenarios in this sports void after the NCAA
canceled the postseason because of concerns over the spread of the coronavirus. ■ Join the Tribune as we break down a hypothetical journey, picking up where we left off
last week. ■ Thanks to ESPN’s Joe Lunardi, who projects the bracket throughout every season, we at least can enjoy an alternate universe in which games still take place. 

Midwest Region 
Top-seeded Kansas breezed into the

Final Four with double-digit victories
against No. 4 seed Wisconsin and No. 2
seed Kentucky.

The Jayhawks will advance to Atlanta.

East Region
No. 2 seed Florida State upended No. 6

seed Penn State 72-61 and snuffed out
top-seeded Dayton 66-60 with its ability
to block shots and force turnovers.

The showdown with the Jayhawks in
Atlanta awaits.

(We wish.)

West Region
No. 2 seed San Diego State quickly

ended No. 10 Texas Tech’s long-shot
hopes of returning to the national cham-
pionship game. Guard Malachi Flynn
scored 18 points in the 82-70 victory.

But once again, Myles Powell and No. 3
seed Seton Hall dazzled. Powell helped
hand the Aztecs just their third loss,
scoring often in transition for 17 points in
a 66-62 victory.

The Pirates moved on to face No. 4 seed
Oregon in the Elite Eight. The Ducks
pulled off the most talked about game of
the tournament, knocking out top-seeded
Gonzaga with an 80-78 overtime victory.

Seton Hall dismissed Oregon 72-66
behind eight points, four blocks and seven
rebounds from 7-foot-2 center Romaro
Gill. 

The Pirates are in their first Final Four
since 1989 — and have become fan
favorites.

South Region
No. 3 seed Michigan State received a

battle from No. 7 seed Illinois in the Sweet
16 — the first time the Illini advanced that
far since 2005.

The Illini battled the Spartans on the
boards, but their spotty shooting caught
up with them. Illinois made just 3 of 16
3-pointers and shot only 38% from the
field.

The Spartans went to the wire with
brutish No. 1 seed Baylor, which was
plagued with foul trouble from the start,
and pulled out a 67-63 victory. Michigan

State heads to Atlanta looking for its first
— and the Big Ten’s first — title since
2000.

Fantasy Final Four set
By Shannon Ryan

BRAD TOLLEFSON/AP 

ROBERT FRANKLIN/AP 

ADAM HUNGER/AP 

AL GOLDIS/AP 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL



# Team Pick Pos. School Biggs says

1 Bengals Joe Burrow QB LSU The Bengals did well the last time they used the No. 1 pick on a Heisman-winning QB with Carson Palmer in 2003.

2 Redskins Chase Young DE Ohio State Ron Rivera is not going to pass on the closest player to a sure bet — unless someone makes an over-the-top trade offer.

3 Lions Jeffrey Okudah CB Ohio State What Matt Patricia really could use is a game wrecker for his front seven. He also badly needs a shutdown cornerback.

4 Giants Mekhi Becton OT Louisville GM Dave Gettleman believes roster building starts in the trenches, and the Giants need offensive line help. 

5 Dolphins Derrick Brown DT Auburn With three first-round picks and 14 overall, the Dolphins can do anything. Brown represents a building block for years.

6 Chargers Tua Tagovailoa QB Alabama If the Chargers don’t sign Cam Newton, which might be a solid plan, drafting Tagovailoa would accomplish multiple goals.

7 Panthers Isaiah Simmons LB Clemson New coach Matt Rhule has a lot of time to turn things around. Simmons is a dream for a creative defensive coordinator.

8 Cardinals Jedrick Wills OT Alabama The Cardinals gave Kyler Murray a top-notch target in DeAndre Hopkins. It’s time to add some protection for the QB.

9 Jaguars Justin Herbert QB Oregon Minshew Mania hasn’t convinced the front office he’s the long-term plan just yet, has it?

10 Browns Andrew Thomas OT Georgia After overpaying for tackle Jack Conklin in free agency, the Browns can continue overhauling a line in need of help.

11 Jets Jerry Jeudy WR Alabama Quarterback Sam Darnold needs help, and they can get the best receiver in a draft class stocked with them.

12 Raiders CeeDee Lamb WR Oklahoma The Antonio Brown experiment didn’t work out , but Lamb would be a legitimate No. 1 receiver for Jon Gruden.

13 49ers Javon Kinlaw DT S. Carolina Tempting to pair the Niners with a receiver here. But they can work on replacing DeForest Buckner by grabbing Kinlaw.

14 Buccaneers Tristan Wirfs OT Iowa Bruce Arians is smart enough to know he needs help protecting Tom Brady, the new face of the franchise.

15 Broncos Henry Ruggs III WR Alabama John Elway was busy in free agency. The speedy Ruggs would pair nicely with Courtland Sutton.

16 Falcons K’Lavon Chaisson Edge LSU The Falcons either can get a needed cornerback here or choose to further boost the front seven . Go pass rush first.

17 Cowboys C.J. Henderson CB Florida After losing Byron Jones in free agency, the Cowboys can plug in Henderson, who has ideal size and athleticism.

18 Dolphins Jordan Love QB Utah State Some believe Love possesses more upside than Justin Herbert. The Dolphins could move up and grab Love if necessary.

19 Raiders Xavier McKinney S Alabama The Raiders play so much split-safety coverage that getting another elite safety would reshape the secondary.

20 Jaguars Jeff Gladney CB TCU The Jaguars have real issues in the secondary. Enter Gladney, who possesses good man-coverage ability.

21 Eagles Justin Jefferson WR LSU Jefferson was wildly productive for Joe Burrow and starred at the combine. He’ll produce immediately.

22 Vikings Trevon Diggs CB Alabama Diggs has a knack for making plays on the ball, and the Vikings don’t have a greater roster need.

23 Patriots Yetur Gross-Matos Edge Penn State Gross-Matos is the kind of versatile player with great length and athleticism to make him an ideal fit in New England.

24 Saints Kenneth Murray LB Oklahoma Murray has the traits of a modern linebacker, including the closing speed necessary to make plays from sideline to sideline. 

25 Vikings Tee Higgins WR Clemson Higgins is tall and tracks the ball well downfield. A ton of production in a top program makes him a solid selection.

26 Dolphins D’Andre Swift RB Georgia Quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick was the Dolphins’ leading rusher last season with 243 yards last season. That is suboptimal.

27 Seahawks Marlon Davidson DL Auburn With Jadeveon Clowney unsigned, the Seahawks really need to add some juice to the front line.

28 Ravens Patrick Queen LB LSU The Ravens have been adding to the front seven after the Titans mauled them in the playoffs. Queen is an attractive fit.

29 Titans Ezra Cleveland OT Boise State The Titans can make up for the loss of Jack Conklin by adding Cleveland, who has moved up draft boards.

30 Packers Denzel Mims WR Baylor The Packers were slow on the outside last season. Mims has a high ceiling with a blend of size, speed and explosiveness.

31 49ers Grant Delpit S LSU The 49ers defense is reliant on zone coverage and in need of an impact safety.

32 Chiefs A.J. Terrell CB Clemson While the Super Bowl champions don’t have a lot of needs, adding a cornerback should be a priority for Andy Reid.

NFL draft will be held April 23-25 in Paradise, Nev.

Round 1

NFL mock draft 1.0 By Brad Biggs
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Round 2

# Team Pick Pos. School Biggs says

33 Bengals Cesar Ruiz C/G Michigan The Bengals would be wise to add picks via trade if they can. Otherwise, they really need to improve the offensive line.

34 Colts Laviska Shenault Jr. WR Colorado Shenault didn’t run well at the combine with a 4.58-second 40-yard dash, but he’s explosive on tape.

35 Lions A.J. Epenesa DE Iowa Epenesa has been overrated by some. But he has the versatility to be a fit in the Lions’ front as a five- or seven-technique.

36 Giants Kristian Fulton CB LSU DeAndre Baker struggled at times a year ago, and getting a physical corner in Fulton would help overhaul a lousy defense.

37 Chargers Josh Jones OT Houston The Chargers traded Russell Okung and added Bryan Bulaga. Jones would give the Chargers a good blocker for years.

38 Panthers Justin Madubuike DT Texas A&M A twitchy three-technique with the ability to pressure the quarterback would be a nice roster fit for the Panthers.

39 Dolphins Jalen Reagor WR TCU Dynamic speed and playmaking ability in the open field are pluses with Reagor. He would be an explosive addition.

40 Texans Brandon Aiyuk WR Arizona St. Randall Cobb only begins to address a need. Aiyuk is a physical receiver, similar to a smaller version of Brandon Marshall.

41 Browns Damien Lewis G LSU The Browns need to be better up front. So why not keep building the line with the powerful Lewis?

42 Jaguars Antoine Winfield Jr. S Minnesota Doubling down with another pick in the secondary helps turn a weakness into a strength. Winfield has a ton of versatility.

43 Bears Noah Igbinoghene CB Auburn The Bears need more depth and talent in the secondary, and Igbinoghene has track speed, which makes him appealing.

44 Colts Jalen Johnson CB Utah The Colts added Xavier Rhodes, but he’s coming off a rough year in Minnesota. Johnson can compete for a starting spot.

45 Buccaneers C. Edwards-Helaire RB LSU Edwards-Helaire is similar to Devonta Freeman in terms of versatility and skill in the open field. It’s a perfect fit.

46 Broncos Austin Jackson OT USC He’s a little raw but has very good feet, which gives him a chance to make it as a left tackle. 

47 Falcons Jeremy Chinn S SIU The Falcons are looking for help on the back end, and Chinn propelled his draft stock at the Senior Bowl and the combine.

48 Jets Terrell Lewis Edge Alabama The one thing Gregg Williams’ defense lacks is pass rushers. If Lewis checks out medically, he would be a nice fit.

49 Steelers Chase Claypool WR Notre Dame After a big season for the Fighting Irish, the hybrid receiver would be a nice, big target for the returning Ben Roethlisberger.

50 Bears Michael Pittman Jr. WR USC The Bears need speed, and the 6-foot-4, 223-pounder ran very well at the combine — 4.52 seconds in the 40-yard dash. 

TOKYO — Things began to
unravel last week when the Tokyo
Olympics were postponed until
next year — a decision Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe an-
nounced in a joint agreement with
IOC President Thomas Bach.

The Olympic behemoth in-
volves 11,000 athletes and 4,400
Paralympic athletes. Add to this
206 national Olympic committees,
dozens of summer sports federa-
tions, thousands of contracts and
billions of dollars. There are 33
Olympic sports to consider, 42
venues — 43 if you count one used
only for the Paralympics — quali-
fying events around the globe and
5,000 apartments in the Athletes
Village — some of which have
already been sold.

Then there’s the matter of hotel
and flight reservations, and again
lining up 80,000 unpaid volun-
teers. The Olympics can’t run
without them. So a few questions
are hanging.
Q: When will the Olympics be
held in 2021? 

A: No dates yet, though the
New York Times reported Sat-
urday that organizers are pegging
July 23, 2021, for the opening
ceremony, meaning the Games
would run through the first week
of August. The International
Olympic Committee and Japanese

organizers have this as the top
priority. They need firm dates to
start planning, just as the athletes
do to schedule training. Organ-
izers have said there are no plans
to move the marathons back to
Tokyo. They were moved to Sap-
poro to avoid the summer heat
and seem sure to stay there.

Moving the event to the spring
is possible but problematic, and
Bach has left the door open to this.
But the Olympics in the Northern
Hemisphere spring would clash
with a full schedule of North
American sports and European

soccer. It also would leave little
time for qualifying events.
Q: What about people who have
bought tickets? About 7.8 mil-
lion are available. Demand is
Japan is 10 times over supply.

A: Ticket sales are expected to
raise about $1 billion for the local
organizers. So this is a giant item.
All tickets have a “force majeure”
clause, which might get organ-
izers off the hook of paying
refunds if the coronavirus is
deemed to be “beyond Tokyo
2020’s reasonable control.”

“We don’t have a final conclu-

sion about what our policy will
be,” Tokyo CEO Toshiro Muto
said. “As much as possible, we
want to make sure that people
who have already bought tickets
will get special consideration.”
Q: What will the postponement
cost the organizers?

A: Estimates suggest between
$2 billion and $3 billion. Muto said
this week: “Additional expenses
are going to be quite massive, we
assume.” Contract language in the
host city contract strongly favors
the IOC, so expect the Japanese
taxpayers to foot most of the bill.

Local organizers and Japanese
government bodies say they offi-
cially are spending $12.6 billion to
put on the Olympics. However, a
national government audit report
in December put costs at twice
that much. When Tokyo won the
Olympic bid in 2013, it said the
games would cost $7.3 billion.
Private-sector money makes up
$5.6 billion of today’s total budget.
The rest — whatever the grand
total — is public money.

The Switzerland-based IOC
has contributed $1.3 billion to
finance the Tokyo Olympics, a
small fraction of the total cost. The
IOC had income of $5.7 billion for
the last four-year Olympic cycle
(2013-2016). Almost three-quar-
ters of the income is from selling
broadcasting rights, with another
18% from sponsors. The IOC also
has a reserve fund of about $2

billion and insurance to cover
losses.
Q: Where is the Olympic flame
that arrived from Greece on
March 12?

A: It’s in Fukushima prefecture,
the northeastern region of Japan
that was devastated by the 2011
earthquake, tsunami, and the
meltdown of three nuclear reac-
tors. The flame is being stored in a
small lantern. The last public
display was Wednesday in that
prefecture. The original torch
relay was to have begun from
there this week. It’s unclear how
long the flame will stay there. It
could remain for a year and be the
focal point for the Games next
year. Or it could move to Tokyo. 
Q: What will next year ’s
Olympics in 2021 be called?

A: It will still be the Tokyo 2020
Olympics. The logo and all the
merchandise are expected to re-
main unchanged. Any switch
would have required replacing
enormous amounts of advertising
and products. A change would
also have created a massive mar-
ket for Tokyo 2020 material — the
Olympics that didn’t happen. The
medals will also stay the same.
These are the first games post-
poned in the modern era, dating
from 1896. 

Olympics were canceled during
wartime in 1916, 1940 and 1944.
The 1940 Olympics were to have
been in Tokyo.

OLYMPICS Q&A

Move to 2021 brings questions for Tokyo Olympics
By Stephen Wade
Associated Press

A man wearing a mask walks in front of an Olympics logo at the Tokyo

metropolitan government headquarters building Wednesday. 

KOJI SASAHARA/AP 
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The last time Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra music direc-
tor Riccardo Muti conducted a
concert, Feb. 23 in Orchestra
Hall, few of us realized that the
music was about to stop.

By March 12, Gov. J.B.
Pritzker ordered a halt to large
gatherings in the wake of the
deadly coronavirus, shutting
down large Chicago venues
such as Symphony Center. A
few days later, Pritzker ex-
panded the moratorium to bars
and restaurants, meaning that
live music went silent across
Illinois.

After Muti’s last CSO con-
cert, in which he performed
Beethoven’s Symphonies Nos. 2
and 5 and Nicolas Bacri’s
“Ophelia’s Tears,” the conduc-
tor returned to his home in
Ravenna, Italy — and has been
there ever since.

Italy now stands as the co-
ronavirus’ epicenter. And Muti
marvels at the country’s heroes

and grieves for its dead.
“The Italians have shown in

this difficult, difficult time a
great sense of discipline and
courage,” said Muti, speaking
by phone from his home.

“For people that generally
are considered extroverts, we
are giving an image of a coun-
try that when it’s the moment
— when the moment becomes
very serious — we are like one
person. So, of course, there are
a few people that still don’t
obey the rule, but this is a very
small minority. 

“To see the Italians to stay
outside the pharmacy or mar-
ket — all in line, distant, at least
1 meter, it’s something that we
— it’s a new experience for us.
Because generally people know
that in the past, even when we
have to go to a bus, instead of
having an English line full of
discipline, we have an assault.
But now, in this moment,
everybody is trying his best.”

Still, as the casualties mount
and the disease spreads, there’s
no escaping the pandemic’s
toll, especially in Muti’s
homeland.

“Italy, where many people
die in the hospital, they cannot
even have the comfort of the
relatives,” said Muti. “The
husband or the wife or the

father or the son cannot go to
say the last goodbye, to hold the
hand.

“So people die in absolute
solitude. And the other day, I
saw on television, Bergamo —
one of the cities more in trou-
ble — in the evening a long line
of (army) trucks full of coffins,
a long line going to the ceme-
tery. And now the cemeteries
are full. And people don’t know
where to put (the dead). 

“If we start to analyze the
situation in every detail, it’s so
tragic that we should really be
more than desperate. Where do
you find comfort? Where?”

For Muti and for listeners
around the world, some com-
fort and consolation, escape
and hope, can be found in
music. This is why, he said, we
all have seen so many videos of
Italians singing together out-
side their apartments — phys-
ically separated but united in
song.

“Napoli, the city where peo-
ple were outside the balconies
singing — that is not a sign of
superficiality,” said Muti. “It is
the typical way of the Italians,
and especially for the Neopoli-
tans, to find a way through the
music, through singing, to push
away the evil.

“In any case, we remember

the phrase that I told you one
evening: St. Augustine, he said:
‘Cantare amantis est,’ ” which
roughly translates as “singing
belongs to one who loves.”

Or as Muti interpreted it, “If
you love mankind, if you love
nature around you, you feel
that you can sing the glory.”

So the conductor — whose
post-Chicago concerts in
Japan, Vienna and Paris were
canceled — also turned to mu-
sic. Now he can spend time at
the piano playing Schumann,
Chopin and Debussy, he said.
More important, he has im-
mersed himself in one of the
most profound and mysterious
works ever penned: Beetho-
ven’s “Missa Solemnis.” 

Muti is scheduled to conduct
the CSO in the massive compo-
sition Sept. 24-26 in Orchestra
Hall, toward the beginning of
the next season. He finds that
the current grave moment — in
which millions, including him-
self, are confined to home —
may be ideal for trying to
understand an epic work that
ponders nothing less than
humanity’s place in the
universe.

“Now my mind is completely
in ‘Missa Solemnis,’ ” said Muti.
“Going back to the score after
so many decades — I started to

look at the score in 1970. Then
I left because it was too
complicated.” 

To clarify, he then said, “Not
complicated because I was a
very good student of counter-
point, and ‘Missa Solemnis’ is
the triumph of counterpoint.
But it was too mystical, too
deep, too high. I was not able to
— to conduct is one thing, to
move the arms. (But) to go
deeply into this kind of myste-
rious music, where counter-
point becomes not just an exer-
cise but all these lines so full of
intensity. 

“It’s clear that Beethoven in
the ‘Missa Solemnis’ has
reached the highest level not
only of inspiration, but also the
craft. His technique as a com-
poser — using the counterpoint
and winning against the rules
of the counterpoint itself!

“Now that I’m studying the
score, after having for years
conducted so much music of
different composers, I am
approaching this score with a
new perspective, with a deeper
understanding.”

At 78 and arguably at the
height of his powers as conduc-
tor and interpreter, Muti in-
deed seems well-positioned at 

Riccardo Muti conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in May 2019. The music director last set foot in Orchestra Hall on Feb. 23.
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ameasure
of comfort

In Italy amid coronavirus, CSO music director Riccardo Muti reflects 
on music’s role — and a profound, mysterious Beethoven composition

Howard Reich
On Music

Which is the quintessential
Chicago theater? These days,
most people would say the
Steppenwolf Theatre Com-
pany, our most famous drama-
tic brand. But in reality, the
mothership was Organic
Theater Company and the
captain was Stuart Gordon.

Gordon, who died Tuesday at the age of
72, founded Organic in 1969, fresh from the
University of Wisconsin. He was a gradu-
ate of Lane Tech, and he’d hung out at
Second City while he was in high school,
gaining a taste for improvised originality
before heading to Madison. His college
shows in the late 1960s were infamous:
“The Game Show” was an early and pre-
scient spoof of the nascent materialistic
genre, featuring cash-hungry contestants
placed in degrading situations, and his
collegiate version of “Peter Pan” included
copious amounts of nudity and an acid trip
on the way to Neverland. It got closed
down by the campus cops and an irritated
Gordon headed as fast he could to Chicago.

As the story goes, often
recounted by Richard Chris-
tiansen, the former chief thea-
ter critic of the Tribune, Gor-
don had a conversation with
Paul Sills, who had already
founded a theater called the
Body Politic in Lincoln Park,
then a hippie enclave. Sills told

Gordon that the Chicago cops wouldn’t
hassle him like they did in Madison and
that he could be part of something bigger,
joining Body Politic and another theater
called Kingston Mines. “When you get
here,” Sills purportedly said of this growing
community on Lincoln Avenue, “we’ll have
a scene.”

And did they ever. Did they ever.
Gordon, whose hippyish company in-

cluded Carolyn Purdy Gordon, who would
become his wife, first produced George
Orwell’s “Animal Farm” inside the Holy
Covenant Church at 925 W. Diversey Ave.
They found new actors, including William
J. Norris, helpfully the son of a Chicago
police officer.

By 1970, they’d taken over the old Body
Politic space on Lincoln Avenue (it’s now
the Greenhouse Theater Center, hugged by
bars).

That era in the early 1970s represented
the peak of Organic’s innovative influence.
Notable shows included the incomprehen-
sible sci-fi parody “Warp!,” penned by
Gordon and a man named Lenny Kleinfeld

who doubled as a critic at the Chicago
Reader writing sometimes withering re-
views under the pen name Bury St. Ed-
mund. The show was a huge hit, even
improbably moving to Broadway, where
nobody knew what the heck it was about.
But that was just New York ignorance. If 

Did a single person
invent Chicago theater?
If so, it was late Stuart Gordon, father of the ensemble

Chris Jones

Director Stuart Gordon in 1981 at what was the Organic Theater on North Clark Street. 
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Terence Marling was in
Germany when President
Donald Trump made his
Oval Office address insti-
tuting a travel ban from
Europe. Marling, a Chi-
cago-based ballet and con-
temporary dance choreo-
grapher and teacher, had
been abroad for a month
working on a freelance
project.

“It was the middle of the
night, and my phone
started going crazy,” Marl-
ing said recently. Within an
hour of the news, he was on
a train to Berlin to try and
catch an earlier flight back
to Chicago. “I couldn’t get
anyone on the telephone at
the airline that I was flying
on. The website was
jammed up, so I just went
to the airport.”

Marling flew to Stock-
holm before returning to
Chicago on March 13, arriv-
ing amid a flurry of cancel-
lations and postponements
by arts organizations. On
March 12, Illinois Gov. J.B.
Pritzker instituted a man-
date limiting public gather-
ings to fewer than 1,000
people to try and mitigate
the spread of the co-
ronavirus pandemic, which
has deeply affected the arts.

In September, Marling
had formed Common Con-
servatory, a post-secondary
training program aimed at
preparing dancers for pro-
fessional careers as per-
formers. Upon returning to
the States, the CDC’s guide-
lines and city ordinances
didn’t initially affect his
program as deeply as they
did larger arts organiza-
tions.

Marling planned to take
a week off. His studio space
was still open so he reorga-
nized Common Conserva-
tory’s schedule so that

dancers could continue
working in smaller groups.
He planned to livestream a
ballet barre from the studio
on Instagram live.

As guidelines for public
gatherings became more
stringent, the community
center in Lincoln Park
where he rehearses was
forced to close. Marling has
now cancelled all of Com-
mon’s classes and perform-
ances until further notice,
and moved the ballet barre
into his living room in
Evanston. He livestreams
from 11 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
weekdays and in the after-
noons home-schools his
two young children during
statewide school closings.

“All dancers need to take
care of their bodies every
day,” Marling said. “So it
seemed like the simplest
thing to put a barre out
there.”

Ashwaty Chennat is one
of two salaried employees
at Mandala South Asian
Performing Arts, where she
is a bharatanatyam teacher,
performer and choreo-
grapher.

“I feel grateful,” she said
recently. “Our organization
works to ensure that I and
our director Pranita (Na-
yar) are safe.” However,
Mandala hires a number of
freelance teachers, per-
formers and musicians for
its programs. With all their
upcoming events canceled,
they won’t be able to fill
those contracts.

“I’m feeling for my peers,
who do incredible work
and are stuck at home,” said
Chennat. “We’re trying to
keep ourselves safe and
active. It’s a tough time.”

Chennat has been check-
ing in with peers to stay
motivated about practicing.
“Dance is a group activity,
and it’s very hard for me to
be inspired to move with-
out others,” she said. Chen-
nat is also experimenting
with keeping her children’s
classes going via video
conferencing from her
home in Albany Park.

“I’m trying to turn my
second-floor apartment

with very creaky floors into
a classroom,” she said.
Chennat is adapting her
classical Indian dance
technique, which uses
ankle bells and foot stamp-
ing against the floor, by
stepping lightly to avoid
upsetting her neighbors.

Chennat was also due to
begin a residency with jazz
percussionist Alvin Cobb,
Jr. in May, sponsored by
Pivot Arts. It is yet unclear

if Pivot Arts’ residencies
and annual summer arts
festival will go on as sched-
uled. “We plan on persist-
ing,” she said. “I hope we
can find a way to virtually
create something. We’ll
make it happen, regardless
— I think.”

Danielle Gilmore, a mod-
ern dancer with Mordine
and Company, REdance
and Kelly Anderson Dance
Theatre, earns the majority

of her income teaching
private yoga classes in
corporate and residential
settings. “Unlike working a
gym, I had to make the
decision to stop working
completely on my own,”
she said.

Gilmore set up a yoga
mat in her Lincoln Park
apartment and is creating
YouTube videos for her
clients to follow from
home.

“I’ve gotten an over-
whelming response,” she
said. “There’s a ton of yoga
videos out there, accessible
to everyone, but they’ve
appreciated that I took time
to make a video on the stuff
we’ve been working on.”

Gilmore is not mone-
tizing her online classes at
this point. She said her
parents taught her to save
up for emergencies, and
Gilmore has an additional
part-time job that is so far
unaffected by the health
crisis.

“I lost a job in the past,
and feel like I’m prepared
for situations like this,” she
said. “This feels different,
but I have already planned
ahead. Some teachers are
asking for donations for
their classes, and I’m letting
(my clients) know there’s
other classes that they can
pay for. For some teachers,
this is all they have.”

Up to 200 viewers a day
have logged on to take
Marling’s barres. While he
publishes his Venmo infor-
mation and is accepting
donations, he’s not viewing
the classes as a money-
making venture. He is wary
of asking dancers to con-
tribute while they, too, are
unemployed.

“I’m hoping there’s some
government support,” he
said. “Huge sectors of the
economy are completely
gone. I’m not the only per-
son in this situation. What
can I give that will make a
difference to people? I
know I can give a barre
every day.”

But as time goes on,
Marling says, he’ll have to
figure out a way to keep
Common Conservatory
afloat. “It’s a small enough
business that I was running
it on zero profit, but also
zero debt. It was working.
The whole environment of
the dance world is in flux,
and this is really going to
have impact. When are
people going to feel OK to
gather in large numbers
again?”

Lauren Warnecke is a 
freelance critic.

lauren.warnecke@
gmail.com

Dancers inspire motion via video classes
Asking ‘What can I give?’ led
Marling to stay fit and connected

Lauren Warnecke
Dance Card

Dance choreographer and teacher Terry Marling outside of his Evanston home. Marling

copes with shutdowns by teaching a live video dance training series from his home. 
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you were here then and
thought yourself part of
Chicago’s happening set,
you were in the audience.

“Warp!” deserves credit
for all kinds of things
(Christiansen often
claimed it anticipated the
rise of “Star Wars” and its
Hollywood genre and he
had a good case), and it
certainly influenced the
rise of such other edgy
companies as Annoyance
Theatre and Defiant Thea-
tre, not to mention similar
youthful, gung-ho direc-
tors like Robert Falls.

At the time Second City
was pretty square — a lot of
erudite University of Chi-
cago graduates with skinny
ties, glasses and clever
lines — but Gordon and his
crew represented some-
thing else entirely. These
were cool cats, down from
Wisconsin, getting high,
getting naked and getting
to do whatever crazy stuff
on the stage they wanted.
And nobody was even
close to 30 years old.

By 1973, Gordon had
licked his Broadway
wounds, regrouped, taken
out more loans and found a
new home at the Hull
House at 4520 N. Beacon
St. in Uptown (thereafter,
the home for a while of the
Black Ensemble Theatre).
On that leafy street, he
staged Ray Bradbury’s
“The Wonderful Ice
Cream Suit,” with a cast
that included the future
TV and film stars Dennis
Franz, Meshach Taylor
and Joe Mantegna. All
playing Latinos in East Los
Angeles. It was 1973 all
right.

(In 1988, Gordon di-
rected a film version with
Edward James Olmos.) 

In 1974, Gordon pro-
duced the first full-length
work of a playwright
named David Mamet. The
play was “Sexual Perver-
sity in Chicago” (later
filmed as “About Last
Night”) and it was inspired
by the singles bars on Divi-

sion Street and the then-
growing phenomenon
known as the one-night
stand. Mamet had been
hanging around at Second
City and had penned the
piece as, in essence, a series
of Second City-style
sketches.

Gordon understood that
the perversity in the title
didn’t reference sexual
habit or positions. Mamet
was actually writing about
emotional perversity in the
nation’s second city.

Gordon turned “Sexual
Perversity” into a show
and maybe even Mamet
into a playwright: the play
begins with a man brag-
ging about his sexual
prowess but it ends with an
expression of desperate
loneliness. And, of course,
it was full of profanity. It
was Mamet. And Gordon.
And Organic.

Critics did not love it (in
the Tribune, Linda Winer
huffed that it said “nothing
new” about the singles
lifestyle and called it
“X-rated”). But the play
launched the career of one
of Chicago’s most impor-
tant writers.

Thereafter, the legend-
ary shows kept coming,
including in 1977,
“Bleacher Bums,” maybe
the most famous of all the
Organic shows and a por-
trait of the denizens of the
(then) cheap seats at Wrig-
ley Field. Mantegna, a
Chicago Cubs fan, had
decided that this was a way
to attract sports fans to the
theater. All Organic did
was head to the bleachers,
write down what they
heard there, move stuff
around a bit and stick it on
the stage.

They’d also had cameras
with them at the day game,
photographing the charac-
ters in the bleachers before
going back to the rehearsal
room and making up fic-
tional identities. But that
wasn’t what made the
show so great: “Bleacher
Bums,” had a Beckettian
quality, it was a picture of
the constantly heart-bro-
ken, trapped in a Sisyphe-
an time-warp that meant
they had no choice but to

go back to the well of mi-
sery, again and again and
again.

The show’s other great
device was its close obser-
vation of the baseball fan
experience: the long lulls
between action spent
drinking and talking about
nothing with friends, with
brief but all-important
injections of tension, tri-
umph and catastrophe.
Few shows had more accu-
rately expressed a crucial
slice of life in Chicago.

And so it continued. By
the 1980s, the Organic had
moved again to 3319 N.
Clark Street (now the
home of a building with
condos and a bank). In
1982, the company pro-
duced “E/R: Emergency
Room,” a serious look at
the most dramatic room in
a hospital, another pre-
scient idea that came long
before the TV show of that
name, also set in Chicago,
not to mention the proce-
durals like “Chicago Fire”
that would take up resi-
dence in Chicago a genera-
tion later. “E/R” was a
huge hit, but soon after-
ward, Gordon was gone.
He moved to the West
Coast and a new career as a
movie director with a
specialty in horror.

Those later achieve-
ments were notable, of
course, being as they in-
cluded “Re-Animator” and
“Honey, I Shrunk the
Kids.”

But in Chicago, Gordon
had invented something
far bigger than himself.

He improvised. He
parodied. He originated.
He made art without fear.
He took risks. He rose and
fall. He told the truth. He
allowed for escape. He
made little or no money.
Above all, he built an aes-
thetic known as Chicago-
style ensemble theater.

You know, so Steppen-
wolf, and all the followed,
did not have to start from
scratch.

Chris Jones is a Tribune
critic.

cjones5@chicago
tribune.com

Jones
Continued from Page 1

NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Kelsea Ballerini is an
oversharer, both on social
media and in songs, and
those inner conversations,
anxieties and obsessions
show a country star navi-
gating fame and pop mu-
sic on her third album
“kelsea.” 

“I am loud and I talk
too much,” Ballerini, 26,
admits. “And it’s really
because I am scared of the
silence. I am scared of the
alone time now. I am
aware of that.”

She starts the highly
personal record, released
March 20, with the song
“overshare,” relating the
time she got drunk and
weepy in front of strang-
ers and the other time she
embarrassed herself in
front of a celebrity (and,
no, she won’t name
names.)

But Ballerini’s portrait
of a young star straddling
country and pop isn’t just
an Instagram feed of
famous friends and exotic
locales. She’s cataloging
insecurities that are just as
relatable to the average
person. 

“I feel like it’s the al-
bum that is super self-
aware and super open in a
different way than I’ve
been before,” said the
Knoxville, Tennessee,
native who is nominated
for female artist of the
year at the Academy of
Country Music Awards,
which was pushed back to
the fall because of the
coronavirus. “It’s the
album that I keep saying
puts me on a first-name
basis with everyone.”

In addition to again
co-writing every song on
the album, she took on
additional duties as a
co-producer with Ross
Copperman, Shane
McAnally and Jimmy

Robbins. 
“Kelsea knows what

she wants every track to
sound like, and she knows
how she wants her vocal
to sound and what guitar
parts she wants in there,
down to the finest details,”
said Copperman, who also
co-wrote several of the
songs. 

While Ballerini is one of
the few female artists to
consistently get No. 1
country radio hits, she
knows that many people
still consider her a coun-
try pop artist. 

For this record, she
leaned into that more
heavily than before, co-
writing with Ed Sheeran,
Julia Michaels, Halsey
and Tayla Parx, a co-
writer of Ariana Grande’s
hits “Thank U, Next” and
“7 Rings.”

Halsey and Ballerini’s
friendship formed over
rounds of late-night kara-
oke in a Nashville bar, and
when Ballerini decided to

write a dark-sounding
duet, she thought of the
“Bad at Love” pop star.

“I was like ‘I’m going to
write a chick duet, and I
am going to try to get
Halsey on it,’ ” Ballerini
said. “Bold! Who do I think
I am?”

The two singers co-
wrote the club-ready “the
other girl” about the suspi-
cious feeling women get
about a cheating partner.

But even as Ballerini
eases into the pop world,
she also has her feet
planted in country music,
duetting with fellow
Knoxville-native Kenny
Chesney on the nostalgic
“half of my hometown.” 

She ends the album with
“la,” a song she wrote by
herself, about her need to
stay grounded amid the
shiny lights of red carpets
and parties. 

“The whole thing is me
trying to be self-aware,”
said Ballerini. “It’s a lot of
self-discovery.”

Kelsea Ballerini, seen on Jan. 30 in Nashville, Tennessee,

has released her third album, “kelsea.” 

MARK HUMPHREY/AP 

On 3rd album, country star
Ballerini ‘super self-aware’ 
By Kristin M. Hall
Associated Press
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For the second time in as many
years, the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra has fallen silent.

Last year, a musicians’ strike
over pension and salary
stretched seven weeks, ending in
late April. 

And on March 12, Gov. J.B.
Pritzker banned gatherings of
larger than 1,000 in the wake of
the coronavirus, darkening Sym-
phony Center once again for at
least 30 days. The Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra Association,
which manages the institution,
subsequently canceled all its
concerts through May 10. 

Though musicians and man-
agement hasten to point out that
the causes for the two closures
are different, in each instance
one of the world’s most revered
ensembles was out of work.

“When it started, that’s what
we all were saying: I can’t believe
this is happening,’” said CSO
assistant concertmaster Yuan-
Qing Yu. 

“I don’t even know how to
describe it. The strike was ex-
tremely difficult, and this is diffi-
cult, but it’s also a different situa-
tion.”

For CSO musicians, there’s at
least one significant distinction:
They’re still being paid and have
kept their health benefits, which
were cut off during the strike
(the contract that musicians and
management ratified last April
has yet to be signed and ex-
ecuted, as both sides deal with
various technical issues).

“We’re extremely appreciative
for how the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Association has made
the commitment to pay the sala-
ry and benefits of the musicians
during this time,” said CSO sec-
ond horn James Smelser, chair of
the members’ committee (repre-
senting the musicians).

“We wish for that to continue.”
All parties realize that for now

there’s no earned revenue to
support the institution.

The situation was different
during the strike, for though
revenue was gone, so were the
costs of staging rehearsals and
concerts. So when the CSOA
issued its annual report in Octo-
ber, it posted a modest deficit
increase of $200,000 over the
previous fiscal year, bringing the
total deficit to $1.1 million. At the
same time, the institution’s en-
dowment increased to $314 mil-
lion, from $303 million in 2018.
The endowment plus other in-
vestments, including beneficial
interest in trusts, increased to
$385 million in 2019 from $379
million in 2018.

A key question now is how
long can the orchestra and staff
be paid under these circum-
stances. Many arts organizations
across the country have stopped
paychecks. The Metropolitan
Opera in New York has canceled

its season and announced that its
orchestra, chorus and stagehands
will not be paid after March, but
they’ll keep their health benefits.
The Oregon Symphony laid off
musicians (and some staff ), who
will continue to receive health
benefits.

How long can the CSOA keep
paying everyone?

“That’s what we’re contem-
plating and figuring out — how to
answer that question,” said CSOA
President Jeff Alexander. “I don’t
have an answer now.”

Alexander and colleagues have
been drafting financial projec-
tions, contingent on when the
music-making might resume.

“We’re putting thoughts and
plans in place as to what our
activities will be, what our deci-
sions have to be,” said Alexander.

“If concerts can resume in
mid-May, that’s one set of plans
that we’re working on. The other
is: What would happen if the ban
is extended through the balance
of the season?” which concludes
at the end of June. 

In that case, “It would really
have a significant impact on the
finances of the organization,”
added Alexander. “We don’t
know how significant, but we
know they’ll be very significant.”

Part of the unpredictability
owes to the degree of philan-
thropy the institution will receive

in coming months. Orchestra
donors — there are more than
10,000 of them — tend to write
their checks between March and
June, said Alexander. So no one
yet knows the scale of giving yet
to come.

Alexander declined to specify
numbers that projections have
yielded.

Alexander is hoping that ticket
holders either will donate the
value of tickets to concerts that
have been canceled or put it on
account for future events. If ticket
holders take no action, the value
automatically becomes a credit
toward a future concert.

Alexander estimates that 95-96
percent of ticket holders have not
contacted the organization,
meaning they have not asked for
their money back.

“It’s a very good thing, and
we’re very appreciative of that,”
he said.

This crisis also carries a certain
poignancy, in that “we were
headed toward a record year on
ticket sales,” said Alexander.

Everyone involved is wrestling
with how to stay connected to the
CSO audience during this adver-
sity. The CSOA’s marketing de-
partment “is working closely
with the musicians to create new
video content” to post online,
said Alexander, adding that “we
will soon start putting out on our

social platforms some archival
videos, some archival radio
broadcasts and some new videos
made by individual members of
the orchestra.”

Some musicians have been
trying to harness technology to
create chamber performances
online.

“I spent some time watching a
YouTube tutorial to see if there’s
a good app out there,” said violin-
ist Yu.

Like many of her CSO col-
leagues, she’ll continue her teach-
ing via FaceTime and Skype.

Another looming question is
what will happen with the CSO
season at Ravinia, which is sched-
uled to begin July 10.

“I don’t have a date by which I
say I’m going to close the CSO (at
Ravinia), nothing like that at all,”
says festival president and CEO
Welz Kauffman, who will be
stepping down from the post at
the end of the season.

“I would rather think we can
be mobile — both the orchestra
and orchestra management, and
Ravinia, to make the season hap-
pen. We’re on sale. That’s what
we’re thinking, that we don’t have
a crystal ball, but this could all
end.”

So Kauffman said he plans to
follow the model that the CSOA
took during last year’s strike,
canceling concerts in short

blocks of time if need be, in hope
of keeping as much of the season
as possible.

With the first CSO rehearsal
not scheduled until July 9, he has
some breathing room.

But Ravinia’s pop acts will
commence much sooner, with
Jesse & Joy on June 12, Sheryl
Crow on June 13 and Jill Scott
with special guest Musiq
Soulchild on June 14. 

Each will entail a different
timeline for possible cancellation,
said Kauffman, and “there isn’t
much we can do about that.”

So beyond contacting col-
leagues across the country, all
Kauffman and Ravinia can do at
this point, he said, is “hurry up
and wait, think about how one
can up one’s game, think crea-
tively, reach out to artists.”

This should make for an inter-
esting season for Marin Alsop,
recently appointed Ravinia’s first
chief conductor and curator. 

“Marin said: ‘We’ll watch what
happens, hold hands and make it
work,’” said Kauffman.

“In all the questions about
what (the title) chief conductor
and curator means, this is kind of
it, to have somebody feel that
kind of responsibility.”

Howard Reich is a Tribune critic.

hreich@chicagotribune.com

CSO silenced again; for how long?
And what about
summer at Ravinia?

By Howard Reich

A pedestrian walks by Symphony Center on March 12, when concerts were canceled there due to the coronavirus. 
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last to take on a work he never has
performed before.

Earlier this year, he explained
to me his reluctance to take on
the “Missa Solemnis” by citing his
friend and fellow conductor,
Carlos Kleiber. As Muti recalled,
Kleiber told him “there is certain
music that should remain on
paper, should not be brought to
life, because it’s so deep, so meta-
physical, that it’s impossible to
create in reality what you feel (by)
looking in the score.”

So what has it been like for
Muti finally to confront this
masterpiece — at a time when the
entire world is in crisis, facing the
sobering truths Beethoven con-
templated in the “Missa
Solemnis”?

“It’s a full immersion in — I
cannot say heaven because it
would be too rhetoric(al) to say
this,” explained Muti. “But it’s like
you’re alone in the Sistine Chapel,
without other people near you.
You can deeply absorb this
masterpiece.

“It’s important in this moment
because I have time. … I don’t
have to go to the rehearsal, to
have a meeting or to prepare for
travel, to go there, to go there. It’s
a dedication completely to this
work. And fortunately I can look
at these notes with much more
understanding than before.

“And I’m not saying I’m enjoy-
ing because it’s a verb that I hate.
Too much in America: Enjoy the
fish, enjoy the wine.

“In front of a masterpiece like
the ‘Missa Solemnis,’ you don’t
enjoy. You just go deeply in the
music. It is so metaphysical, mys-
terious now. … It’s like the last
sonatas of Beethoven, the last
quartetti. 

“In an area where the air is

very pure and very refined and
very subtle, it’s like to be on the
high mountains.”

In this music, said Muti, he
hears echoes of earlier works by
previous masters, their influence
shaping the “Missa Solemnis.”

Beethoven’s magnum opus is “a
demonstration of his great ability
— like Mozart in the last move-
ment of ‘Jupiter’ Symphony,”
which indeed in its final pages
seems to sum up the tragedies
and beauties of life itself.

“Or Verdi — the finale of ‘Fal-
staff,’ when he uses the fugue for
the demonstration of great ability

to use the academic forms, but
being able to win against the
academy. … And after (Muti con-
ducted) so many masses of Che-
rubini, you understand why Bee-
thoven had such great respect for
Cherubini.”

Sooner or later, the scourge of
the coronavirus will end, and
we’ll all be left to pick up the
pieces of what remains. Muti sees
great challenges not only in get-
ting to that much longed-for
moment but in facing what comes
after.

“Suddenly, everybody will go in
the streets, everybody will be like

lost people,” said Muti, trying to
envision how we rebuild.

“Now we are all in a tunnel. I
don’t know if some of the scien-
tists, doctors can (yet) see the
light at the end of the tunnel. But
unless it’s the end of the world, at
a certain point we have to see this
light. From this enormous trage-
dy, I think that people are learn-
ing to respect each other, to be
kind one to the other, much more
than before.

“And now the question I ask to
myself: Is it possible that after this
great tragedy mankind will come
out better in the sense that we,
after this fear, we understand the
importance of life, the impor-
tance to love each other, the im-
portance of culture, the impor-
tance to help the poor people, the
nations that are in trouble? To
come out better?”

At the same time, Muti won-
ders whether the pandemic “is
sort of a general rehearsal for
mankind. That tomorrow a war,

based on the virus, can destroy
completely mankind in a few
days. So maybe this will be a
lesson.”

As for his colleagues and
friends in Chicago, where Muti
has been CSO music director
since 2010, he said that he misses
them greatly, that the separation
makes him “feel lonely — it’s a
terrible feeling.”

He advises them to stay away
from the 24-hour TV news re-
ports as much as possible, and to
spend more time reading and
listening to music. In addition to
his study of the “Missa Solemnis,”
Muti has been preparing for his
upcoming CSO performances of
Florence Price’s Symphony No. 3
and the world premiere of CSO
composer-in-residence Missy
Mazzoli’s “Orpheus Undone.”

Because those concerts have
been canceled due to coronavirus,
Muti will schedule them for
whenever the music-making
resumes, he said.

In the meantime, the crisis
injures everyone and “certainly
it’s very, very difficult for an or-
chestra, musicians that for dec-
ades every day have been to-
gether, sitting one near the other,
suddenly to stay away one from
the other — it’s tragic,” said Muti.

“Then when this period will
end, this tragic period, then it will
not be easy to put together again
the orchestra and to start again to
find the emotions that we have
abandoned,” and that the musi-
cians express through music.

“Because psychologically, it’s
possible that we will be different
immediately after this disease
disappears.

“The return to normal life will
not be something that in 24 hours
(will be) very easy to find.

“But then we will find our-
selves again.”

Howard Reich is a Tribune critic.
hreich@chicagotribune.com

Reich
Continued from Page 1

A pigeon walks through an almost empty Termini main train station Monday in Rome. 

ANDREW MEDICHINI/AP 

“In front of a masterpiece like the ‘Missa
Solemnis,’ you don’t enjoy. You just go
deeply in the music. It is so metaphysical,
mysterious now.”
— CSO conductor Riccardo Muti
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My beloved grandmother used to say,
“The person interested in reading is never
lonely.” To modify that maxim for those
with kids at home during the COVID-19
crisis: “The family interested in reading
will not drive each other crazy.” Avoid too
much screen time and give yourselves
some quiet by diving into these great
books. 

For early readers
The ‘Ordinary People Change the
World’ series by Brad Meltzer and Chris-
topher Eliopoulos: An excellent series of
picture-book
biographies that
kicked off in 2014,
the Ordinary
People series
profiles real-life
heroes who made
a difference
through expertise
and activism.
Each book is
devoted to one
subject; the div-
erse list includes Supreme Court Justice
Sonia Sotomayor, civil rights crusaders
Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King
Jr., conservationist Jane Goodall and sci-
entist Albert Einstein. Eisner-winning
comic-book artist Christopher Eliopoulos
and bestselling author Brad Meltzer de-
pict the heroes not just at their moments
of greatest achievement but also in their
childhoods, thus giving kids role models to
identify with.

‘The Elephant Queen Stories’ series
by Mark Deeble: This particular series
for very early read-
ers seems to only be
available in e-book
format on Apple
Books, which
means you’ll need
an iPhone or iPad to
read them. Still,
these five books are
hard to resist —
partly because
Apple offers them
all as free down-
loads. The rhyming prose focuses on
Wewe, an elephant calf, as he interacts
with his herd, including Granny, the ma-
jestic matriarch Athena. Director/cine-
matographer Mark Deeble wrote the
books, published in 2019, to accompany
his acclaimed documentary, “The Ele-
phant Queen,” filmed in Kenya over the
course of four years. 

The ‘Zoey and Sassafras’ series by
Asia Citro and Marion Lindsay: Science
and fantasy mix mar-
velously in this ac-
claimed series, which
began in 2017. Provid-
ing a great leap into
chapter books, these
clever stories follow
the discoveries of Zoey
— a girl so inquisitive,
she wears Thinking
Goggles — and her cat,
Sassafras. The pair’s
first adventure involves
a baby dinosaur; Zoey must combine re-
search with observation to determine key
factors, such as what foods it will eat, and
if it’s mammal or reptile. Bonus: While
schools and libraries are closed because of
COVID-19, the first in the series, “Dragons
and Marshmallows,” is available free on-
line, in either Kindle or PDF form.

For middle-grade readers
‘Dear Justice League’ by Michael Nor-
throp and Gustavo Duarte: “Dear Jus-
tice League” is a 2019
DC Zoom graphic
novel, geared for
middle-schoolers,
from the words-and-
art team of bestselling
author Michael Nor-
throp (the
“Tombquest” series)
and brilliant Brazilian
cartoonist Gustavo
Duarte. The book
follows members of
the legendary superhero team as they
answer fan mail from kids, telling stories
full of action, humor and vulnerability.

Duarte’s dynamic art whooshes, crashes
and occasionally ka-topples off the page
(with an assist from Wes Abbot’s lettering).
Meanwhile, Northrup wisely writes the
superheroes dealing with mistakes or
coping with misconceptions. 

‘The Westing Game’ by Ellen Raskin:
Who doesn’t love a good mystery? Mil-
waukee native Ellen Raskin, a graphic-
designer-turned-
writer, put her design
savvy to use when
she brainstormed
this twist-filled puz-
zle-box classic,
which won the New-
bery Medal in 1979.
Raskin packs a won-
derfully diverse cast
of characters into
Sunset Towers on the
shores of Lake Mich-
igan, then pits them against each other
when they’re all named potential heirs to
the late Sam Westing. His confounding
will leaves his fortune up for grabs, chal-
lenging them all to solve a puzzle to win
the estate. Readers, of course, also get to
piece together the clues, which Raskin
doles out with tantalizing efficiency.

‘The Pushcart War’ by Jean Merrill:
First published in 1964, this children’s
classic is a study in bullying as much as it’s
a parable of class war.
A fleet of trucks and
their business-exec
bosses are the aggres-
sors; street vendors on
the avenues of New
York play the under-
dogs. Because Merrill
writes the Pushcart
War as a faux history,
later editions keep
pushing forward the
date of the rebellion;
today’s kids might find unintentional hu-
mor in the idea of a 21st-century future
with no smartphones or social media. But
the battle between Big Business and a
newly unionized people feels timely as
ever. Bonus: A young Lin-Manuel Miranda
loved it so much, he made a video book
report while in third grade, which you can
enjoy on YouTube.

‘The Track’ series by
Jason Reynolds: Set
very much in the real
world, this loosely
structured but very
smart series — by
prolific, award-win-
ning author Jason
Reynolds — dives into
the complicated lives
of youths with tons of

talent, and more than a few problems.
The tetralogy focuses one novel each on
the four members of a track team:
“Ghost,” “Patina,” “Sunny” and “Lu.”
Packed with marvelously three-dimen-
sional characters and a sly sense of hu-
mor, the books prove you don’t have to
have young wizards or aliens to create a
compelling series. You only need to pick
up the first book, “Ghost,” to understand
why it became a finalist for the 2016
National Book Award for Young People’s
Literature.

For young adults
‘The Books of Beginning’ series by
John Stephens: For fans of Harry Potter,
this underrated fantasy trilogy — “The
Emerald Atlas,” “The
Fire Chronicle” and
“The Black Reckon-
ing,” published from
2011 to 2015 — pro-
vides a wonderful
new world to dive
into, led by a terrific
trio of orphaned sib-
lings. Kate, Michael
and Emma discover
that they’re fated (of
course) to find three
magical tomes that control time, life and
death itself. Although not a surprising
premise, each kid’s distinctive person-
ality gets tested as they face complex
dilemmas, all while pursued by a chilling
rogue’s gallery. Fantasy lovers will easily
discern the author’s influences, from
Tolkien to Pullman, but John Stephens
nevertheless mixes wizards, dragons and
time travel into a heart-tugging, pulse-
racing saga all his own. 

‘The Akata’ series by Nnedi Oko-
rafor: This duology, “Akata Witch”
(2011) and “Akata Warrior” (2017), tracks
the journey of Sunny
Nwazue, a 12-year-old
girl born in New York,
now living in Nigeria.
On top of feeling
caught between cul-
tures, her albino skin
makes her stand out
even more. But Sunny
hasn’t yet discovered
her life’s biggest com-
plication, which also,
naturally, is a blessing
that explains her outsider status: She’s a
magician. Soon enough, she and three
friends are thrust into a a battle with
monsters and a deadly serial killer. Mul-
tiple-award winning author Nnedi Oko-
rafor (who lives in Flossmoor and has
won the Nebula and Hugo awards for
“Binti,” an adult sci-fi tale) draws on
Nigerian myth to spin “Akata,” thus set-

ting these books refreshingly apart from
Western magical fables. 

‘Arc of a Scythe’ series by Neal Shus-
terman: Already well known to Y.A. fans
for his “Unwind” series (also well worth a
read), Neal Shus-
terman’s knack for
writing smart,
page-turning dys-
topian fiction puts
him on par with
Suzanne “Hunger
Games” Collins.
His newest series
— “Scythe,”
“Thunderhead”
and “The Toll,” a
trilogy published
from 2016-2019 —
imagines a world that has conquered all
ills. Imagine a land with no disease, no
poverty, no war … and no natural death.
To prevent overpopulation, then, those
known as Scythes must glean people
chosen to die. The books track two teens,
Citra and Rowan, chosen to become
Scythes, an “honor” neither desires.
Trust: Shusterman delivers on his pro-
vocative premise, even if you think you’re
burned out on this brand of sci-fi.

‘I’ll Give You the Sun’ by Jandy Nel-
son: Teens looking for something outside
of fantasy or sci-fi genre can find real-
world drama in “I’ll
Give You the Sun,”
whose twin protago-
nists each tell half
their story. Jandy
Nelson’s award-win-
ning, page-turning
2014 novel cuts be-
tween the twins’ 13th
and 16th years. Piecing
together the details of
the family tragedy that
drove a wedge be-
tween the once-inseparable brother and
sister is just one part of the gripping tale.
Noah copes with coming out as gay; Jude
struggles with becoming an artist; and
both of them have to navigate grief, guilt,
awkward romance and complicated
family dynamics. Nelson delivers it all in
passionate prose that captures the mixed-
up intensity of teen life.

Many local bookstores continue to ship
during the coronavirus lockdown. Visit
your favorite Chicagoland bookstore’s
website or search for one at 
indiebound.org.

A former staff editor at Time Out Chicago,
Web Behrens has covered arts and enter-
tainment for 20 years.

books@chicagotribune.com

Books to lure kids from screens
By Web Behrens

During the coronavirus lockdown, screens can be both a blessing and a curse. We picked 11 books that will lure readers of all ages away

from their TV, phone or tablet.

GETTY

In response to school shutdowns caused
by the coronavirus crisis, Audible has
launched Audible Stories, offering more
than 100 free audiobooks for young read-
ers.

“For as long as schools are closed, we’re
open,” the website declares.

On offer are books for “littlest listeners,”
elementary, tween, teen and adult. Many
are classics, from Winnie the Pooh books to
“Pride and Prejudice.” There are a few
recent titles in the mix as well, from au-
thors like Ransom Riggs. Audiobooks in
Spanish, Italian, Japanese and several
other languages are available too.

Meanwhile, grown-ups looking for an
audiobook for their next walk or run have
lots of great options; here are a few recom-
mendations.

‘American Moonshot’ by Douglas
Brinkley

Narrated by Stephen Graybill
One of America’s most popular histori-

ans tells the breathtaking story of the space
program: the massive political, cultural and
scientific effort that led to the creation of
NASA and, eventually, to men landing on
the moon.

‘Full Throttle’ by Joe Hill
Full cast including Zachary Quinto, Wil

Wheaton, Kate Mulgrew, Neil Gaiman and

more
This collection of 13 supernatural short

stories proves once again that the scary
apple doesn’t fall far from the tree — Hill’s
father is Stephen King (who co-wrote two
of the stories). From a coffee chain execu-
tive who has a run-in with werewolves to a
librarian whose bookmobile delivers to the
dead, there’s much mayhem.

‘Becoming’ by Michelle Obama
Read by the author
Given its massive sales and Obama’s

rock-star book tour, it seems almost every-
one must have read this insightful memoir.
But the former first lady’s warm, confident
reading gives the audiobook an extra
depth.

‘The Dutch House’ by Ann Patchett
Read by Tom Hanks
The latest novel from the always fasci-

nating Patchett is a dark family saga,
sweeping across five decades, about the
bond between two siblings who have it all
— and lose it. The audiobook gets a subtle,
sensitive reading by Hanks.

‘Such a Fun Age’ by Kiley Reid
Read by Nicole Lewis
This buzzy debut novel begins when a

wealthy white couple hire a young black
woman as a babysitter; when she takes
their toddler to a grocery store one night, a
guard accuses her of kidnapping. What
happens next is a sharply witty, surprising
story about race and privilege.

Great audiobook choices for adults and young readers
By Colette Bancroft
Tampa Bay Times
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We are in the midst of scary and unset-
tled times, and from my perspective as a
college instructor with more than 20
years of experience, I want to give parents
some advice: Forget school.

Seriously. Spending time trying to repli-
cate school at home under these circum-
stances is not worth it.

Yes, children need to be occupied and
stimulated, safe and secure, but there’s
nothing inherent in school and schooling
that achieves these goals — particularly
not in the midst of an unprecedented
crisis that is upsetting to all.

Working with first-year college students
has convinced me that their “schooling”
has been actively damaging to their spirits.
They are curious and eager, but their
educational experience doesn’t seem to
have been oriented around actual learning
— certainly not around learning to write.
That’s why I was motivated to write “Why
They Can’t Write: Killing the Five-Para-
graph Essay and Other Necessities.”

There’s evidence beyond my anecdotal
experience. A 2018 Gallup survey found
that more than half of students are either
“not engaged” or “actively disengaged”
from school. Engagement declines every
year of schooling from fifth through 10th
grade.

A 2019 Pew survey found that nearly
90% of teens feel at least some pressure to

get good grades; 61% feel “a lot” of pres-
sure. This is against a backdrop where
70% of teens see anxiety and depression
as a “major problem” among their peers.

Getting rid of homework and stand-
ardized tests for the rest of the school year
doesn’t sound like a wholly bad thing in
this context.

So while children need to be occupied
and we should strive to help them learn
and grow as the developing humans they
are, there is no utility in trying to replicate
school — particularly when parents are
under strain of their own during this
precarious time. It is neither warranted
nor will it be effective.

Young people can learn things without
getting bogged down in schooling. To that
end, here is a writing experience that
works for children of just about any age —
I first did it in third grade — which
teaches them important and lasting prin-
ciples about effective writing. And it also
ends with lunch. It is the first exercise in
my book of writing experiences, “The
Writer’s Practice.”

Step 1: Ask a child to write instructions
for making a peanut butter and jelly sand-
wich. (Feel free to substitute a favored
sandwich.)

Step 2: Instruct the child to try to make
the sandwich strictly according to their
own instructions. If they forget to write
that you need a knife to spread the peanut
butter, use what God gave them. (Their

hands.) If they didn’t specify an amount,
have fun with it: Really glop it on.

Step 3: Throw that mess away or give it
to the dog. (Sorry for the waste, but failure
is a great teacher.)

Step 4: Help the child revise the in-
structions, so each step reflects what is
necessary to make a successful sandwich.

Step 5: Make sandwich according to
revised instructions.

Step 6: Enjoy sandwich!
When I completed this for Mrs. Gold-

man in third grade at Greenbriar School,
in Northbrook, I became a writer. I real-
ized that writing has a purpose, that we
must consider our audience before writ-
ing, and that we must take care as we
write.

Take care of yourselves and each other.
School will still be there on the other side.

For parents who need useful writing activ-
ities to occupy their children (sixth grade
and up), I’m giving away 40 copies of “The
Writer’s Practice.” Email the books@chi-
cagotribune.com with “homestay” in the
subject line; include your name and address
in the body of the message. Books will be
sent on a first-come, first-served basis.

John Warner is the author of “Why They
Can’t Write: Killing the Five-Paragraph
Essay and Other Necessities.”

Twitter @biblioracle
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Home-schooling? Ease up, try this
By John Warner

Book recommendations
from the Biblioracle
John Warner tells you what to read based on

the last five books you’ve read.

1. “The Dutch House” by Ann Patchett

2. “Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and

Redemption” by Bryan Stevenson

3. “The Great Believers” by Rebecca

Makkai

4. “The Line Becomes a River: 

Dispatches from the Border” by 

Francisco Cantú

5. “Ask Again, Yes” by Mary Beth Keane

— Bill H., Chicago

This is for a book club, so I hope I didn’t

mess this up. This novel has some el-

ements that bug me a little, but I can’t

deny that it’s stuck in my brain in interest-

ing ways over the years: “The Marriage

Plot” by Jeffrey Eugenides.

1. “Angels Burning” by Tawni O’Dell

2. “The Stories of John Cheever” by John

Cheever

3. “Bangkok 8” by John Burdett

4. “The Island of the Sea Women” 

by Lisa See

5. “Behind the Beautiful Forevers: Life,

Death, and Hope in a Mumbai Under-

city” by Katherine Boo

— Cindy J., Chicago

I was recently acquainted with the Com-

missaire Adamsberg mysteries from Fred

Vargas. Set in France, it’s a quirky crime/

mystery series. Cindy should start with

“The Chalk Circle Man.”

1. “Chaos: Charles Manson, the CIA, and

the Secret History of the Sixties” by Tom

O’Neill

2. “The Boys in the Boat: Nine Ameri-

cans and Their Epic Quest for Gold at

the Berlin Olympics” by Daniel James

Brown

3. “The League: How Five Rivals Created

the NFL and Launched a Sports Empire”

by John Eisenberg

4. “Citizens of London: The Americans

Who Stood With Britain in Its Darkest,

Finest Hour” by Lynne Olson 

5. “A Good American Family: The Red

Scare and My Father” by David Maraniss

— Mike D., Darien

This lists indicates that Mike likes nonfic-

tion and sports, so I’m going with “Those

Guys Have All the Fun: Inside the World

of ESPN” by James Andrew Miller and Tom

Shales, an oral history of the sports net-

work that for now is stuck with reruns.

Get a reading from 
the Biblioracle
Send a list of the last five books you’ve read

to books@chicagotribune.com.

Coronavirus closures
may mean months could
pass before you can stand
in front of a museum
masterpiece again. If you
have time on your hands
and a deep need for cultur-
al sustenance and succor,
be it for yourself or your
children, it’s time to get
familiar with a resource so
obvious it’s not: Google
Arts & Culture.

This Google project
launched nearly a decade
ago, and while you likely
were forgetting about it, the
platform expanded expo-
nentially. It now features
thousands of high-resolu-
tion images from more than
1,200 museums globally,
including the National
Gallery in London, the
Museo Reina Sofia in
Madrid and the State Her-
mitage Museum in St.
Petersburg, Russia.

You can visit Google Arts
& Culture as a website on
your laptop or desktop, but
the project is at its immer-
sive best when engaged via
the Google Arts & Culture
app, which you can down-
load for free on your smart-
phone or tablet. The great
joy is its ability to transport
you into the textural world
of a piece of art. Zoom into
brushstrokes, skate across
oceans of color or a tap on a
screen and explore the
universe contained in the
blue-green pigment of a
single painted eye.

Images are accompanied
by explanatory text, and
you can spend days diving
into the collection of any
given partner institution.

Here we’ve rounded up
some of our favorite virtual
exhibits on the platform.
It’s also worth noting that
the websites of local insti-
tutions like the Getty Mu-
seum, Museum of Contem-
porary Art, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art and
the Natural History Muse-
um of Los Angeles County

promise robust online
options to help us in our
coming weeks of collective
isolation. 

But for now, here are six
ways to let Google be your
global museum.

Van Gogh Museum, Ams-
terdam: Take a virtual trip
to the Netherlands and this
museum, which offers one
of 17 collections of Van
Gogh paintings in the
Google project. You can see
amazingly detailed images
of more than 160 artworks,
including sunflowers, self-
portraits and his famous
“The Bedroom.” You also
can click into the story,
“Which Books Did Vincent
Van Gogh Read?” 

Scroll through Van Gogh
paintings inspired by the
literature he favored, in-
cluding “The Vicarage at
Nuenen,” which captures
the moody, windswept

home where Van Gogh’s
parents lived and where the
young painter first grew to
love the moralistic tales of
Charles Dickens.

Uffizi Galleries, Flor-
ence: Take a virtual tour of
one of Italy’s most famous
museums, featuring up
close looks at the museum’s
interiors and the stunning
masterpieces on its walls,
including Michelangelo’s
“Doni Tondo” and Botticel-
li’s “The Birth of Venus.”
(The magnification of the
latter is so powerful, you
can see cracks in the paint
of her eyelids.) 

Wander placid hallways
and corridors, and gaze out
a window at the Ponte
Vecchio bridge, which
straddles the picturesque
Arno River.

Guggenheim Bilbao Mu-
seum: Get up close and

personal with a selection of
modernist triumphs inside
the Frank Gehry-designed
landmark in Spain. 

“Masterpieces From the
Collection” has art from the
mid-20th century to the
present: Mark Rothko,
Jean-Michel Basquiat, Yves
Klein and Willem de Koon-
ing, revealed in luminous
layers.

Smithsonian American
Art Museum, Washing-
ton: You can take a digital
walk through “African
American Art: Harlem
Renaissance, Civil Rights
Era and Beyond,” featuring
work by black artists from
the 1920s through the
2000s. 

This exhibition explores
the Harlem-based portrait
photography of James
VanDerZee, the lush brush-
strokes of James A. Porter
and the expressionistic folk

art of William Henry John-
son, as well as a trove of
others works relating to
race, identity, politics, cul-
ture and family.

Museo Frida Kahlo,
Mexico City: “Appear-
ances Can Be Deceiving:
Frida Kahlo’s Wardrobe” is
an intimate study of the
fascinating, highly stylized
clothing and accessories
that defined the look of the
famous Mexican painter. 

Kahlo’s life was forever
altered by a bus accident
that displaced three verte-
brae and left her in pain for
the rest of her life.
Crutches, elaborate leather
corsets, a prosthetic leg in a
gorgeous red-leather boot
embroidered with silk
thread — they’re all on
digital view, as are a slew of
Kahlo’s traditional Mexican
dresses. Just as Google’s
zoom feature provides a

revelatory look at paintings,
the blown-up photography
here can reveal, say, the
tiniest beads adorning a
very Frida blouse. It feels
like an in-person experi-
ence.

Art Zoom: Thank Google
not only for all of those
interactive exhibitions but
also for Art Zoom videos
that play like mini docu-
mentaries, zeroed in on tiny
details of famous canvases
and narrated by famous
musicians including Jarvis
Cocker and Maggie Rogers. 

A prime example: Pieter
Bruegel the Elder’s “Tower
of Babel” as examined by
Feist. The Canadian singer-
songwriter takes us inside
her interpretation of one of
Bruegel’s most famous
works, which she notes
stands 5 feet, 1 inch high —
almost as tall as the singer
herself.

Cultural healing

Vincent Van Gogh’s “Undergrowth with Two Figures” is part of the Cincinnati Art Museum’s collection on Google Arts & Culture. The Google project,

which was launched nearly a decade ago, also offers 17 collections of Van Gogh’s paintings.

CINCINNATI ART MUSEUM 

These Google art discoveries
can satisfy museum lovers’ fix
during coronavirus quarantine 

By Jessica Gelt
Los Angeles Times
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The drive-in theater,
long a dwindling nostalgia
act in a multiplex world, is
experiencing a momentary
return to prominence. 

With nearly all of the
nation’s movie theaters
shuttered due to the co-
ronavirus pandemic, some
drive-in owners think
they’re in a unique position
to give moviegoers a
chance to do something out
of the house while keeping
distance from others. 

The Showboat Drive-In
Theater in Hockley, Texas,
about a 30-minute drive
outside Houston, normally
sees ticket sales go down
about 40% on a weekend
when they don’t have any
new movies. Earlier this
month, they saw a 40%
increase, says the theater’s
owner, Andrew Thomas.
Usually open weekends,
Thomas has kept screen-
ings going through the
week. 

“Obviously this isn’t the
way you’d want it to occur,
but I’m excited for the idea
that there may be a new
generation of people that
will get to experience going
to a drive-in theater and —
I was going to say catch the
bug,” said Thomas,
laughing. “Maybe some
other turn of phrase.”

There are just over 300
drive-ins left in the country.
They constitute a small,
oft-forgotten flicker in
today’s movie ecosystem
that hardly competes with
the megawatt glare of the
megaplex and the nation’s
5,500 indoor theaters. But
through decades of disrup-
tion and change in Ameri-
can life, they have managed
to survive. They’ve some-
how clung to life as relics of
past Americana only to find
themselves, for a brief
moment anyway, uniquely
suited to today

Not many drive-ins are

open. It’s a seasonal busi-
ness to begin with, with
many drive-ins not plan-
ning to open until April.
John Vincent, president of
the United Drive-in Thea-
ter Owner Association,
estimates about 5% to 10%
were open as of mid-
March, and some of those
are closing due to the pan-
demic. In states like Cali-
fornia and New York, re-
strictions on movement
and gatherings have been
ramped up that mandate
closures. As infections rise
in other parts of the coun-
try, Vincent suspects the
drive-in’s window is al-
ready closing. 

“We’d love the drive-ins
to shine, but this is prob-
ably not the moment,” said
Vincent, who owns
Wellfleet Cinemas on Cape
Cod. 

However long it lasts, the
drive-in is for now, in cer-
tain parts of the country,
one of the only remaining
refuges of public entertain-
ment — of getting out the
house to do something
while still staying inside
your car. At the Paramount
Drive-in near Los Angeles,

Forrest and Erin McBride
figured a drive-in movie
was one of the only ways
they could responsibly
celebrate their anniversary.

“We were like, what can
we do? Everything’s
closed,” said Forrest before
a showing of “Onward.”
“We were like, ‘Well, a
drive-in theater is kind of
like a self-quarantined
movie date.’ ”

Aman Patel, a 25-year-
old from Los Angeles, at-
tended his first drive-in
with his roommate and
friends. “I always wanted to
do it,” said Patel. 

Drive-ins aren’t without
their own virus concerns.
Concessions and rest-
rooms, in particular, still
pose issues. All owners
interviewed for this article
said they were spacing out
cars, reworking how cus-
tomers could order food
(sometimes via text mes-
sages) and limiting rest-
room occupancy. 

Chris Curtis, owner of
the Blue Moon Drive-in in
Guin, Alabama, said he was
doing something that has
long been anathema to
drive-ins: allowing outside

food and drink in. “In fact,
we suggest it,” reads the
Blue Moon’s Facebook
page. Like indoor theaters,
drive-ins make their mon-
ey almost entirely by con-
cessions.

“We’re just trying to pay
the power bill and the
water bill and get through
this, and give the commu-
nity something to do at a
time when there’s not a
whole lot to do,” said Cur-
tis, who’s owned the Blue
Moon for 24 years. “It’s not
about the movies anymore.
It’s about having some-
thing to do.”

There are few movies
left for drive-ins to play.
For now, they can still
screen recent releases like
“Onward” and “The Hunt,”
but those movies are al-
ready available on various
digital platforms as studios
have funneled their films to
homes due to the virus.
The studios have cleared
out their release calendars
into May. 

Those postponements
have extended all the way
to major summer releases,
including Marvel’s “Black
Widow” (previously slated

for May 1). Eating into
spring releases will be hard
enough for drive-ins, but
summer is when they sell
most of their tickets. Own-
ers say that if they manage
to remain open in the com-
ing weeks, they could po-
tentially play older films
(though those cost almost
as much as new releases to
play). 

“We don’t know how
long we’re going to have to
live this way,” said Thomas.
“Everybody’s wrestling
with what it is going to be
like in the middle of the
summer when normally
everyone is high-fiving and
having a good time because
the box office is going
crazy. It’s when you go:
This is why I got into this
business.”

Drive-ins could also
improvise in other ways.
Lisa Boaz, who with her
husband has operated the
Monetta Drive-in in Mone-
tta, South Carolina, since
1999, said they’ve been
contacted by churches
interested in using the
drive-in for Sunday serv-
ices. Parishioners would
listen to sermons from their

cars through the drive-in’s
FM-radio transmitters. 

“We’re kind of playing it
by ear right now,” said
Boaz. 

Boaz said they had
opened the Monetta earlier
in March, hopeful for a
good year. They have stacks
of souvenir cups with
“2020 season” printed on
them. She’s not sure how
long the Monetta will stay
open, and — like other
owners — said she would
be quick to follow any
state-ordered shelter-in-
place guidelines. 

But so long as it’s safe,
Boaz appreciates the irony
that in the year 2020, the
best — and in many cases
only — way to see a movie
outside the house is at the
drive-in. The pandemic
hasn’t proved the suprema-
cy of streaming as much as
it’s shown how indomita-
ble the urge is to spend a
night at the movies. 

“It is kind of nice that
we’re getting a little bit of
extra attention. Maybe
people don’t want to stay
inside as much as they
thought they did,” said
Boaz. 

‘It’s not about the movies anymore’
The drive-in, relic
of yesterday, finds
itself suited to now
By Jake Coyle
Associated Press

Viewers watch the animated film “Onward” recently at a drive-in theater in Paramount, California. There are just over 300 drive-ins left in the country.
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CBS 2
God Friended Me: “Almost
Famous.” (N) \N

NCIS: Los Angeles: “For-
tune Favors the Brave.” (N)

NCIS: New Orleans: “A
Changed Woman.” (N)

News (N) ◊

NBC 5
The Wall: “Matt and Nick.”
(N) \N

Zoey’s Extraordinary Play-
list (N) \N

Good Girls: “Vegas, Baby.”
(N) \ N

NBC 5 News
at 10pm (N)

ABC 7
American Idol: “309 (Hawaii Showcase and Final Judg-
ment).” (N) \N

The Rookie: “Day of
Death.” \ N

News at
10pm (N) ◊

WGN 9
black-ish
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Standing \

Last Man
Standing \

Weekend
News (N)

Instant Re-
play (N) \

WGN News
(N)

Antenna 9.2 NewsRadio NewsRadio NewsRadio NewsRadio NewsRadio NewsRadio NewsRadio

Court 9.3 OJ25 \ OJ25 \ Forensic Forensic Forensic

PBS 11
Call the Midwife (Season
Premiere) (N) \N

Garth Brooks: The Library of Congress Gershwin Prize
for Popular Song (N) \N

Check,
Please!

CW 26.1 Batwoman (N) \N Supergirl (N) \N Broke Girl Broke Girl Seinfeld \

The U 26.2 The Devil’s Own (R,’97) ››› Harrison Ford, Brad Pitt. Ella Enchanted (PG,’04) ›› ◊

MeTV 26.3 Columbo: “Double Shock.” \ Collector (N) Flintstones Honeymoon. D. Van Dyke

H&I 26.4 Star Trek \ Star Trek: Next Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek ◊

Bounce 26.5 ÷ (5) Ray (PG-13,’04) ››› Peeples (PG-13,’13) ›› Craig Robinson. \ Addicted › ◊

FOX 32
The Simp-
sonsN

Duncanville
\N

Bob’s Burg-
ers \

Family Guy \ Fox 32 News at Nine Sun-
day (N) \

Inside the
Bears ◊

Ion 38 NCIS: Los AngelesN Chicago P.D.: “Descent.” Chicago P.D. \ Chicago ◊

TeleM 44 ÷ (6) Power Rangers ›› \ La voz (N) \ Noticiero

MNT 50 Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Mod Fam Mod Fam Dateline ◊

UniMas 60 ÷ Hansel and The Expendables 3 (NR,’14) ›› Sylvester Stallone, Jason Statham. Blood ◊

WJYS 62 Ever Increasing Faith Truth of God Pol-News Van Impe (N)

Univ 66 Pequeños gigantes (N) (Live) \ Sal (N) Noticias (N)

AE White House Down (PG-13,’13) ›› Channing Tatum, Jamie Foxx. \ 300 Rise ◊

AMC ÷ (6:47) The Walking Dead The Walking Dead (N) \ (9:06) Talking Dead (N) Walk:Dead ◊

ANIM The Aquarium (N) The Aquarium (N) North Woods Law: Uncuffed (N) ◊

BBCA ÷ (6:15) First Blood (R) ››› (8:15) Rambo: First Blood Part II (R,’85) ›› \ Rambo III ◊

BET ÷ (5) Seven Pounds (’08) ›› Tyler Perry’s Temptation: Confessions of a Marriage Counselor ◊

BIGTEN BTN Basketball in 60 \ BTN Basketball in 60 \ Michigan Basketball Michigan ◊
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HLN Forensic Forensic Forensic Forensic Forensic (N) Forensic (N) Forensic

IFC ÷ (5) Captain Phillips ››› Training Day (R,’01) ››› Denzel Washington, Ethan Hawke. \ ◊

LIFE Remember Me, Mommy? (NR,’20) Natalie Brown. \ (9:03) A Mother Betrayed (NR,’15) ◊

MSNBC (6:00) Kasie DC (N) \ Dateline Extra: “Family Business.” \ Date. Ext. ◊
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NATGEO Wicked Tuna \ Wicked Tuna (N) \ Extreme Rescues (N) \ W. Tuna ◊

NBCSCH To be announced All Access TBA ◊

NICK The SpongeBob Musical: Live on Stage! \ Friends \ Friends \ Friends \

OVATION ÷ (6) The Gift (R,’00) ›› Flatliners (R,’90) ››› Kiefer Sutherland, Julia Roberts. ◊

OWN 20/20 on OWN \ 20/20 on OWN 20/20 on OWN 20/20 ◊

OXY The Forgotten West Memphis Three (N) \ Snapped \ Snapped ◊

PARMT Bar Rescue \ Bar Rescue: “Gutterball!” Bar Rescue (N) \ Rescue ◊

SYFY ÷ (6:25) Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (PG-13,’05) ››› Daniel Radcliffe. Harry P ◊

TBS Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 (PG-13,’17) ››› Chris Pratt. \ Break Up ◊

TCM Citizen Kane (PG,’41) ›››› Orson Welles. \ (9:15) The Pride of the Yankees \ ◊

TLC 90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N) (9:04) Sister Wives (N) 90 Day (N) ◊

TLN IMPACT Manna Fest In Grace Turning Point \ Insights King

TNT Wonder Woman (PG-13,’17) ››› Gal Gadot, Chris Pine. \ Wonder ◊

TOON Final Space Final Space Amer. Dad Amer. Dad Family Guy Family Guy Rick, Morty

TRAV Paranormal Ca. UFOs Caught On Camera (N) \ Paranorm. ◊

TVL Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men Two Men

USA Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Mod Fam

VH1 Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out Wild ’n Out

WE Law & Order \ Law & Order \ Law & Order: “Virus.” \ Law ◊

WGN America Last Man Last Man Last Man Last Man Last Man Last Man Married

HBO ÷ (5:20) Armageddon ›› Westworld (N) \ Westworld \ TBA ◊

HBO2 (7:15) Jersey Girl (PG-13,’04) ›› Ben Affleck. Cake (R,’14) ›› Jennifer Aniston. \ ◊

MAX Widows (R,’18) ››› Viola Davis. \ (9:10) Robin Hood (PG-13,’18) › \ ◊

SHO VICE (Series VICE \ Homeland (N) \ Black Mon Black Mon Homeland ◊

STARZ Outlander (N) \ (8:02) Outlander \ (9:04) Outlander \ Miss Bala ◊

STZENC ÷ (6:21) I Spy (’02) ›› America’s Sweethearts (PG-13,’01) ›› Julia Roberts. Friends ◊
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WATCHTHIS: SUNDAY
“VICE” (7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 12 a.m.,
2:30 a.m., Showtime): The Em-
my-winning documentary series
makes its Showtime premiere
with a new assortment of long-
form films that represent the best
in on-the-ground journalism and
newsworthy explorations of events
transpiring all around the world
today. From such hot spots as Iraq,
Syria, Yemen and beyond, this se-
ries has built a strong track record
of providing perspective on some
of the world’s most pressing issues,
ranging from LGBTQ rights to the
climate crisis, immigration and
gun control, as well as internation-
al matters affecting young people.

“Remember Me, Mommy?” (7 p.m., 11:01 p.m., Lifetime): Almost none of Re-

becca’s colleagues on the faculty of Clark Academy, an elite boarding school for

girls, knows that she gave up an infant daughter back when she was a young

teenager. Not even Rebecca herself knows that the child in question, Elena,

endured a rocky upbringing that saw her being bounced from one foster home

to another. Now she’s enrolled at Clark to meet her mysterious birth mother

— and, if possible, wreak havoc on her life. Natalie Brown, Sydney Meyer and

Amalia Williamson star in this 2020 thriller.

“Supergirl” (8 p.m., CW): Series star Melissa Benoist makes her directorial

debut with the new episode “Deus Lex Machina,” wherein Lex (guest star

Jon Cryer) hatches a fiendishly complicated scheme he hopes will help him

achieve several goals: bring Lena (Katie McGrath) closer to him, foil Levia-

than’s latest attack and, on a related note, pit Supergirl (Benoist) and her team

against Leviathan. The episode also reveals how Lex came to power in the af-

termath of Crisis.

“Mystery 101” (8 p.m., HMM): Jill Wagner returns as Professor Amy

Winslow in the new mystery “An Education in Murder,” which finds the

academic sleuth determined to clear the name of a colleague who stands ac-

cused of fatally poisoning a scholarly rival who had recently discovered a

valuable early draft of Mark Twain’s “Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” at

an estate sale. She enlists the help of Detective Travis Burke (Kristoffer Po-

laha), whose now-retired predecessor is the same cop who arrested Amy’s

friend.

Hey, TV lovers: Looking for detailed show listings? TV Weekly is an ideal companion.
To subscribe, go towww.tvweekly.com or call 1-877-580-4159

“VICE”
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Dear Amy: I’m wondering
how to balance friendship
and faith with a business
transaction gone bad.

I loaned several hun-
dred thousand dollars to a
longtime friend, as his
business was struggling
and he was going through
a divorce. We agreed on
standard documentation
and precise payment
terms. He has paid only
part of the loan back, and
the nonpayment is creating
financial issues for me.

We are both Christians,
and I want to follow bibli-
cal mandates (as I see
them) that require people
to lend when asked. I also
want to be a good friend.
However, although my
friend says that he feels
bad about the situation, he
does not seem to be priori-
tizing repayment or mak-
ing wise financial deci-
sions. 

Would you consider the
friendship over and treat
this as a purely financial
transaction? Or would you
continue to cut him some
slack? I see no reason to
harm my own financial
situation due to a friend’s
bad choices, but I don’t
want to be unfair or cruel.

— A Remorseful Lender

Dear Remorseful: You
frame your question by
asking what I would do.
But nothing in my own
faith practice (or bank
account) would enable this
sort of extreme lending. If I
want to and can afford to, I
give versus lend.

Not to put too fine a
point on it, but bailing out
your friend has resulted in
financial hardship for you
and also has enabled him
to persist in believing the
fiction that he runs a suc-
cessful business. As you
point out, he is not running

a successful business. So —
except for delaying the
inevitable — how have you
actually helped him?

Now you have fewer
assets to put toward doing
good works, taking care of
family members, helping
those in dire need, contrib-
uting to charity and your
own church community. 

Instead, your kindness
and generosity has resulted
in lost assets, enabling your
friend’s mistakes and,
likely, a lost friendship.
This is not your fault (it is
his); your choice, however,
is your responsibility.

Perhaps you should have
chosen to follow a Shake-
spearean (instead of a
biblical) mandate: “Neither
a borrower nor a lender be
... For loan oft loses both
itself and friend.”

Your lawyer or the
courts might be able to
tease out more payments
and/or a stake in your
friend’s company.

You should explore the
work, wit and wisdom of
Dave Ramsey, whose fi-
nancial advice is both
practical and Christian-
focused. You would benefit
from reading his book,
“The Legacy Journey: A
Radical View of Biblical
Wealth and Generosity,”
(2014, Ramsey Press).

Dear Amy: I couldn’t use
my regular subscription
opera ticket, so I gave the
ticket to my opera com-
panion to give to a mutual
acquaintance at our
church. 

I’ve seen that acquaint-
ance several times since,
and she has my phone and
email address, and she has
not said thank you. The
ticket was fairly expensive.
Should I say anything to
her?

— K

Dear K: Your opera ticket
may have been bestowed
upon your church friend
like so much manna from
heaven — and she might
not be fully aware of the
source. If your opera com-
panion gave her the ticket,
your role in this might have
eluded the recipient.

People who purchase
subscriptions know how
valuable individual tickets
are, but someone less fa-
miliar might simply think
that this ticket was “extra.”

Ideally, you shouldn’t
have to nudge this ac-
knowledgment along, but
you should email your
acquaintance to say, “I’ve
seen you a few times, but I
keep forgetting to ask you
— how was your evening at
the opera? I was so sorry to
miss the production, but I
am happy you could use
my ticket.”

Dear Amy: “Bothered”
had a neighbor/tenant
whose morning microwave
jolted her awake.

When it comes to noise,
from housemates, room-
mates or spouses — get
thee to a drugstore and get
a white noise machine.
Pure bliss.

Even my galloping-
herd-of-elephants spouse
went about his noisy rou-
tines, and I never heard a
peep.

— Blissed

Dear Blissed: It wouldn’t
have occurred to me that
one kind of noise would
cancel out another kind of
noise, but many readers
have recommended white
noise machines.

Copyright 2020 by Amy
Dickinson

Distributed by Tribune
Content Agency
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BALANCING ACT
BY HEIDI STEVENS | hstevens@chicagotribune.com | @heidistevens13

Lincoln Park High
School junior Jessica
Tansey has launched a
campaign that she hopes
will help her classmates
whose families struggle
with food insecurity — and,
at the same time, her
neighborhood restaurants
battered by the co-
ronavirus pandemic.

She calls it A Meal To-
day, A Meal Tomorrow,
and it works like this: You
purchase a gift card at a
nearby restaurant, and the
restaurant agrees to donate
a second gift card to Lin-
coln Park High School,
which will then be given to
a school family in need.

Larger restaurant chains
may be able to commit to
matching the gift cards
dollar-for-dollar, and
smaller restaurants could
donate a gift card worth a
percentage of the one you
purchase.

“If we can connect
restaurants and students
with one solution, maybe it
can make a difference for
everybody,” Tansey told
me. “I want to get all of us
thinking about how to
bring communities to-
gether to support each
other during rough times.”

Tansey and her mom
sent an email detailing the
plan to Lincoln Park High’s
Local School Council, as
well as the school’s parent
action group and Friends
of Lincoln Park High
School, the parent-run,
volunteer fundraising
group.

“It’s not a question of,
‘Should we do this?’” said
Suzanne Wychocki, who
serves on the parent action
group. “We should. It’s a

matter of how we get the
message out to the commu-
nity in the most easy-to-
understand way so we can
very quickly transact this.”

Wychocki is working on
several logistical points:
identifying a point person
at school who can make
sure the gift cards go to the
families who need them
most (likely its social
worker, she said); finding
parents at the school who
own or have connections to
local restaurants; and deter-
mining the ability of those
restaurants to execute
Tansey’s plan.

Close to half (46.8%) of
students at Lincoln Park
High School come from
low-income households,
according to Illinois Report
Card data, meaning they
qualify for free or reduced-
price meals or their fam-
ilies receive public aid.
Tansey said she knows
some classmates without
homes.

The added stress of the
coronavirus outbreak fur-
ther complicates their
situation. To help students
weather the state-man-
dated school closures, all
Chicago Public Schools
buildings are providing
food boxes filled with three
days’ worth of breakfasts
and lunches. Schools han-
ded out 28,000 meal pack-
ages on the first day of
distribution, according to
Chalkbeat.

Chicago Public Schools
are scheduled to remain
closed until April 20, as of
March 19.

Tansey worries the food
boxes won’t be enough to
feed her classmates. She
also worries about her

neighborhood restaurants.
If helping one group can
help another, she thinks it’s
worth a shot.

Several nearby restau-
rants have already agreed
to take part and have
launched their matching
program, she said: Vinci,
Adobo Grill, Giordano’s
and NYC Bagel and Deli.
Patrons can inquire about
the gift card match deal
when they call to place an
order or purchase a gift
card. 

Tansey is waiting to hear
back from major Chicago
restaurant groups, includ-
ing Lettuce Entertain You
and Boka Restaurant
Group. Wychocki is work-
ing with the Lincoln Park
Chamber of Commerce to

find more restaurants who
want to take part.

Tansey set up an email
address (amealtoday
LPHS@gmail.com) for
people to contact if they
want to help or join the
campaign.

She also emailed Chi-
cago City Clerk Anna Va-
lencia and asked for help
spreading the word. A few
years ago, Valencia helped
Tansey with a middle
school project raising
awareness about Deferred
Action for Childhood Ar-
rivals (DACA) and how it
applies to CPS students. 

Tansey and a group of
CPS students created a
“Chicago Students’ Wall of
Hope Not Hate” art exhibit
in 2017 that hung at City

Hall, where Valencia
works. 

Valencia wrote Tansey
back the day after she re-
ceived the email about A
Meal Today, A Meal To-
morrow.

“She has a genius idea,”
Valencia told me. “We want
young people to be engaged
in their communities and
using their voices and using
their power to do good.”

Valencia said she told
Tansey she’ll use the City
Clerk’s social media plat-
forms to spread the word
once the campaign is
underway.

“I want to encourage it,”
Valencia said. “I love the
idea of buying gifts cards
right now. I’m doing the
same thing to help a lot of

businesses. I also want to
support a young person and
her great idea.”

Tansey hopes other
schools and neighborhoods
adopt the campaign as well.
She’d love to see restau-
rants and schools across the
city joining forces.

“If this is successful,” she
said, “maybe it can last
longer than coronavirus.”

Our humanity always
does find a way to outlast
what tests it. Tansey is
proof this time will be no
different.

Join the Heidi Stevens Bal-
ancing Act Facebook group,
where she continues the
conversation around her
columns and hosts occa-
sional live chats.

A Lincoln Park high schooler’s beautiful idea to help

Jessica Tansey, a junior at Lincoln Park High School, is trying to launch a campaign to benefit both restaurant employees

and families in need during the coronavirus pandemic. 
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How hungry students and
battered restaurants can unite
during coronavirus shutdown
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Colon cancer is a serious health risk for both men and women over 50.
For African Americans and those with a family history of colon cancer
or polyps, the risk starts even sooner.

• Northshore gastroenterologists are well above the
national average for detecting precancerous polyps

• Getting screened detects cancer at its earliest, most
treatable stages

• 6 screening locations

• Convenient hours, including Saturdays and Sundays
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Q: How should you tell
a family member to post-
pone a gathering due to
the coronavirus?

A: If you are concerned
about the event breaching
the social distancing or
other recommendations
made by a health agency or
government, you can let the
host know that you feel it is
a bad idea and share your

concerns for the well-being
of others. Recommending
ideas is different from
barking orders and in-
structing someone to can-
cel an event. 

If the host can’t get a
refund for a room rental or
other expenses, you may
want to pass the hat or help
out. The event may end up
being later, smaller or virtu-
al, and while that is not
what the host had planned
or dreamed of, if you keep a
positive attitude, you can

bet everyone will remem-
ber the year that the co-
ronavirus messed up the
party planning but it
couldn’t stop you from
having fun eventually with
lifelong stories later! 

— Alyson Schafer,author
of “Honey, I Wrecked the
Kids”

A: Because of the seri-
ousness of the virus, you
may be tempted to tell
others how they should
behave during this health

crisis. However, it is never
our place to tell family
members or anyone else
what they should or
shouldn’t do unless you are
asked for your advice.

If your relative is intent
on holding a planned gath-
ering while the virus is still
spreading, simply decline
the invitation. Explain you
are concerned about catch-
ing or spreading the co-
ronavirus and feel it best
you don’t attend. If the host
is a close family member,

such as a son or daughter,
you could share your con-
cern that invited guests
may feel uncomfortable
attending while the virus is
active and it might be best
to postpone.

Ultimately, it is up to the
hosts to decide if they want
to take the risk and for the
invited guests to determine
if they are comfortable
attending the event. If
enough invitees decline,
the host will need to post-
pone the celebration.

— Arden Clise, author of
“Spinach in Your Boss’s
Teeth: Etiquette Essentials
for Professional Success”

hgreenspan@chicagotri-
bune.com

How to postpone family events due to coronavirus

STRICKKE/GETTY

SOCIAL GRACES 

By Hannah Herrera
Greenspan
Chicago Tribune

Kindness and strangers. Blanche DuBois
from “A Streetcar Named Desire” knew
something about it.

Reality may not be much different in our
time of pandemic.

Acts of kindness are being posted on
social media and sparking hashtags like
#COVIDKindness; videos of people dis-
tancing themselves and yet still showing
camaraderie exist; and stories of kind
deeds are also prevalent. Self-isolation is
not stopping the mindset of: “He ain’t
heavy, he’s my brother.”

People are reaching out to those in their
community even while limitations have
been imposed statewide.

“As a nonagenarian, and a member of the
most vulnerable group in the current
health crisis, I am the beneficiary of nu-
merous offers of assistance from neighbors,
friends and relatives,” Donald Westlake, of
Wheaton, wrote in a letter to the editor. He
said he’s been offered rides and people
have brought him food during self-isola-
tion. He said he’s being cautious but still
trying to live a life.

“I see this as an expression of unity.
People are reaching out to show that they
care.”

It’s something that Jamil Zaki, a profes-
sor of psychology at Stanford University
and author of “The War for Kindness:
Building Empathy in a Fractured World,”
says is not abnormal. Despite what pop
culture films may show (i.e., “The Purge”),
when disaster hits, people don’t become
more selfish.

“It’s as if people think rules are the only
things that constrain us from being super
selfish,” he said. “But it turns out that when
disasters strike, we see an outpouring of
people helping strangers — people lining
up to donate blood or shelter people or
help them in whatever way they can;
they’re ignoring boundaries of race and
class and other divisions that often keep us
apart. It turns out that when things are
stressful and we’re all suffering together,
we realize how much we have in common.”

Orland Park resident Nancy Crowther,
77, said she decided to go to a grocery store
March 14. The parking lot was full, and the
store was filled with more shoppers than
she’s ever seen; however, every person she
encountered inside was polite and accom-
modating.

“Strangers were exchanging brief cheer-
ing remarks along with ‘Excuse me,
please!’ and ‘Can I help you?’ I’ve never
seen anything like it,” she said. “Kindness,
difficulties shared and innate goodness
filled the store. It turned my day from

troublesome to heartened and optimistic.”
COVID-19 is keeping Crowther and her

77-year-old husband away from their 9-
year-old granddaughter on the city’s Far
North Side, which makes her sad, but the
friendliness she’s seen in her neighbors is a
bright spot in her day.

“I spoke with a friend this morning who
shops at a different store in Orland Park,
and she said she saw the same thing.”
Crowther said. “It was not an isolated
incident.”

Proof of that can be seen when perusing
the number of posts on Nextdoor, the so-
cial networking service for neighborhoods.
A plethora of individuals are offering aid to
neighbors. Heidi Shewu, a part of Mat-
teson’s Woodgate Nextdoor community,
mentioned that she’s in her 30s, healthy
and full of energy, and able to pick up items
from stores for the elderly. “Please stay safe
and healthy — we are in this together! Have
a Blessed day.”

“No one has yet to reach out for grocery
assistance,” she said. “Me offering assist-
ance to others is just who I am in nature.
The current situation brought by
COVID-19 just gives me the opportunity to
do what I can for others.”

Regular customers of small businesses
are showing their kindness through mone-
tary support. Hairdresser Karen Thrash,
co-owner of Flip Salon in North Center,
said she got a text from a male client in-
quiring about her accessibility to cash apps.
He was due for a haircut but wasn’t coming
in.

“He said he was hunkering down for a
while, but he offered to pay me for a hair-
cut that he wasn’t going to get anyway.
That was so heartwarming,” she said.

The Portage Park resident said she’s

seen kindness outside the doors of the
salon “all over.”

Lourdes Duran, owner of Cesar’s Killer
Margaritas, bought some groceries for her
employees and offered to help during the
shutdown if they need food. Some employ-
ees are still working in hopes that people
stop in for takeout, but most waiters and
waitresses are out of a job. Duran said the
least she can do is to assure her workers
that they can feed their families.

“I wish I could do more,” she said.
In Avondale, Linnea Madfen offered her

neighbors the use of her four bikes so that
those who must work can avoid the CTA
and keep themselves a bit safer.

“It seemed like a no-brainer if we’re not
using them,” she said. “My dad is 81, and he
has a respiratory condition, and I want to
help others stay home and safe from the
virus.”

So far, one person has reached out to her.
But the more vulnerable people in the
community are also at the forefront of
people’s minds.

Pilsen resident Sofia Armengol, 27, cre-
ated a spreadsheet with the names and
numbers of neighbors that others can
check on. The spreadsheet is detailed with
languages that neighbors speak and who
drives or not. People are also trying to
reach out to those who may not be digitally
inclined, those not online.

“The idea of it is that neighbors reach
out to other neighbors to check up on each
other, a lot of people are very engaged,”
Armengol said. “Those in need can reach
out to the people there. Someone will re-
spond.”

Some people have bought groceries and
asked the online community to help them
contact families in need, including the

undocumented, seniors and those who
have lost their job, to give them groceries.

Miguel Angles Blancarte Jr., 32, of Little
Village, is one who has used the spread-

sheet to help. He gave a
care package to his
neighbor and also went
out to buy groceries to
distribute.

“No matter how kind
you are as a person. This
is one of the first things,
I think in the 21st cen-
tury, that I know of, that
is going to hit everyone.
And if it’s not going to

hit you, it’s going to hit someone that you
know,” said Gabriella van Rij, kindness
expert, speaker and author of “Kindness Is
a Choice.” She, too, dropped groceries off
for a neighbor in his 70s with diabetes. She
started an online community to help those
during the pandemic. Members of the
community can go on different boards —
housekeeping, one for students and teach-
ers, etc. — and ask for help and/or be of
service.

“I think this social distancing will maybe
be a turning point for our society,” she said.
“We’re perplexed, we’re overwhelmed, but
let’s take a step back and help someone
within your 2-mile radius. By making kind-
ness a choice, we are investing together in
humanity.”

Van Rij, a Davenport, Iowa, resident,
hopes this current level of kindness contin-
ues past the coronavirus measures. So does
Zaki.

“COVID-19 doesn’t care what race or
class you are. It’s a pandemic that affects all
of us, and I think these disasters show us
how much we have in common,” he said.
“This is not a distant disaster for anybody.
There is no us and them; there is just us
and it. We don’t often realize how much
kindness that we have in us. I think disas-
ters can stress us out and make us feel
really isolated, but they can also bring us
together.”

Keep in mind that studies also show that
neighbors can have an impact on one’s
loneliness. Zaki wants people to remember
that even the act of social distancing is an
act of kindness.

“A lot of us who are relatively young and
healthy aren’t really at much risk of dying
or developing super severe symptoms even
if we were to catch COVID-19,” he said.
“But we’re isolating ourselves to protect
more vulnerable people in our community.
It’s an act of being alone, but also an act of
solidarity.”

drockett@chicagotribune.com
larodriguez@chicagotribune.com

Owner Lourdes Duran mixes homemade sangria mix at Cesar’s Killer Margaritas restaurant in Chicago. The restaurant is giving away excess food to employees and selling homemade

drink mixes. Duran said the least she can do is to assure her workers that they can feed their families. “I wish I could do more,” she said.

ERIN HOOLEY/CHICAGO TRIBUNE PHOTOS

#COVIDKindness
In the coronavirus era, we’ll get by with a little help from our friends — and some strangers too

By Darcel Rockett
and Laura Rodríguez Presa

Melissa Kim picks up a bottle of homemade margarita mix from Lourdes Duran 

at Cesar’s Killer Margaritas.

Van Rij
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ORLANDO, Fla. — For
the past 10 years, Ricky
Dillon, 27, has documented
every major moment of his
life on YouTube.

He started posting vide-
os when he was a junior in
high school — funny music
parodies at first, then more
personal stuff. The concept
of a YouTube star was still
in its infancy; his peers
who knew about his chan-
nel bullied him.

“Back then you made
videos for no one,” Dillon
said. “People didn’t get it.”

By the end of 2010, he
had amassed 50,000 fol-
lowers; in 2012, the count
was up to about 200,000.
That year, he and six of his
internet friends started
Our Second Life (O2L), a
collaborative YouTube
channel. They had
watched each other’s vide-
os from afar — Minnesota,
Texas, California, Alabama
— and thought that to-
gether they could build a
much bigger following.

The boys moved into a
sprawling home in Los
Angeles in 2013, paving the
way for collab houses like
the Team 10 house, 1600
Vine and Hype House, and
embarked on a 19-city tour
across America the follow-
ing year. Thousands of fans
came out to meet them.
The group won a Teen
Choice Award. Their sub-
scriber count spiked to 2.5
million.

It all seems a bit quaint
compared with how
quickly young creators are
able to become famous and
financially independent in
2020.

“It’s a night-and-day
difference between then
and now,” Dillon said. “It’s
become a cool thing.”

He was speaking in
Orlando. He had traveled
there for Playlist Live, an
online-video convention
now in its 10th year. When
Dillon first began attend-
ing Playlist, YouTubers and
their fans were still an
emerging community.
There wasn’t a lot of mon-
ey in it.

“Back then being a
YouTuber was still so new,
it didn’t seem so stable,”
Dillon said. In the years
after, several early top
creators quit YouTube,
burned out or changed
careers.

After O2L disbanded in
December 2014, Dillon
reinvented himself. He
released 20 original songs,
a music video with Snoop
Dogg, a memoir and a card
game. He also kept posting
videos to his personal
channel.

More recent times have
been tough, he said, noting
that 2018 and 2019 “were
dark years for me.” Dillon
had financed his music
videos himself and spent
carelessly, eventually land-
ing in financial trouble.

He was also coming to
terms with his identity.
Growing up, he didn’t
believe he was allowed to
be gay. “So many times I
didn’t want to make videos
because I was in a dark
place,” he said.

Just days before arriving
at Playlist, Dillon came out
to his fans in an emotional
video. Brandy Smith, 18,
said she was inspired by
his authenticity on social
media. “His confidence
made me think how much
confidence I could have,”
she said.

At the convention, Dil-
lon assumed the role of
sage elder. According to
the event’s organizers, 70%
of the creators in attend-
ance were first-timers,
many of them newly Tik-
Tok famous. For Dillon,
Playlist was one in a long
line of public appearances.

Aside from a stint in
retail — he was a sales
associate at PacSun in high
school — Dillon has never
had a traditional job. How-
ever, maintaining momen-
tum in the online video
world can be cutthroat.
Some influencers start
fights or engage in cruel
pranks for views. Dillon
has steered clear of contro-
versy and become some-
what thrifty.

In addition to running
his YouTube channel,
Dillon has recently taken
on a part-time job editing
videos for the 20-year-old
Dolan Twins, which helps
him pay the bills.

“When you stare at your
own face for eight hours,
it’s hard,” he said. “When I
edit for them, it’s fresh
material. It’s not myself.
It’s a new way to be cre-
ative.” He lives on a quiet
street with a roommate, his
dog and a pet pig. Between
shooting and editing, he
works out and binge-
watches TV.

Dillon said he’s finally
feeling positive about the
future. The money from
editing has freed him up,
so he doesn’t have to up-
load or post when he
doesn’t feel like it.

Throughout the confer-
ence, while most of the
attendees were glued to
their screens, he posted
only one photograph to
Instagram. In it, he is sur-
rounded by flowers with a
slight smile on his face.

“I used to feel really
pressured to post the
whole weekend,” Dillon
said. “Now I just enjoy the
ride.”

Early YouTube star grows up
By Taylor Lorenz
The New York Times

YouTuber Ricky Dillon, right, takes a selfie with a fan dur-

ing a meet-and-greet at Playlist Live in Orlando, Florida.

ANDREW WHITE/THE NEW YORK TIMES 

Let’s be real: We know
many of you have been
knocking the boots, even
though you’re supposed to
be social distancing. Truth
be told, there isn’t much
else to do. And when in
quarantine …

TMZ recently spoke
with alternative health
advocate Dr. Mehmet Oz
on the unusually empty
streets of New York City
and asked him what cou-
ples should do if they are
cooped up for weeks due
to the coronavirus.

His response? Sex.
“The best solution if

you’re holed up with your
significant other in quar-
antine is have sex,” he said.
“You’ll live longer, you’ll
get rid of the tension …
maybe you’ll make some
babies. It’s certainly better
than staring at each other
and getting on each other’s
nerves.”

Chicago experts agreed,
so long as your partner is
living with you, and nei-
ther of you are exhibiting
symptoms. Dr. Lauren
Streicher, founder and
medical director of the
Northwestern Medicine
Center for Sexual Medi-
cine and Menopause, said
even though COVID-19 is
a new virus and the infor-
mation about it changes
hour by hour, she has no
reason at present to tell
people to refrain from sex
with people they’re living
with.

“What we do know is
that the virus is transmit-
ted through saliva and
secretions, so as best as we
can tell, the biggest danger
in terms of sexual activity
is just having your face
close to the other person’s
face,” Streicher said.

There has been no
research on whether
COVID-19 can be trans-
mitted sexually, she said,
and there’s no reason to
think that it would be.

“When you look at co-
ronaviruses and what we
know about them in gen-
eral, the risk is really about
upper respiratory transmis-
sion, as opposed to sexual
activity,” she said. “If you
have someone you’re quar-
antined with — your
spouse, your partner, or
whoever — I don’t think
there is any problem with
having sex because you’re
face-to-face all day any-
way.”

If someone has the virus
or has symptoms, they
should be quarantined
away from everyone else in
the home — and not having
sex. If that isn’t the case,
then “having sex is no
worse than sitting across
the table from them, as best

as we can tell,” said Strei-
cher.

Kissing is likely going to
be the highest-risk activity,
Streicher said, while oral
sex will potentially offer
the least risk. “Oral sex is
probably the best way to be
away from the other per-
son’s face,” she said.

But that doesn’t mean
compromising the practice
of protecting yourself and
your sexual partners.

“Safe sex is safe sex,” said
Streicher. “It’s far more
likely — especially if it’s not
your usual partner — that
you’re going to get an STI
than you’re going to get the
virus if you’re not practic-
ing safe sex.”

When it comes to your
relationship, extra time

together can lend itself
well to a more intimate
connection, said Jennifer
Litner, a licensed marriage
and family therapist and
certified sex therapist. It
can also soothe those feel-
ings of pandemic panic.

“Partners can embrace a
sexy staycation, or really
slow down some of their
busy lives to connect with
each other, and that can
lend itself nicely to being
sexual,” Litner said. “Oxy-
tocin and dopamine really
stir orgasms and can boost
mood and connection, so
that could be a great anti-
dote to some of the anxiety
that people are experi-
encing during this time of
uncertainty.”

Then again, there is also

the risk that too much time
together could create a
barrier to sexual connec-
tion, since novelty — which
is “really great” for boost-
ing desire — can be lacking,
said Litner, who provides
sex therapy and education
through her Ravenswood-
based Embrace Sexual
Wellness center.

“Familiarity can actually
not be so great for desire
and arousal,” she said. “It’s
possible, while people have
the time to connect, they
can get bored rather
quickly.”

For those of you starting
to feel lonely, and getting an
itch to reach out to an ex,
Litner offers the reminder
that you “don’t need a part-
ner to be sexual.”

“Self-pleasure is a really
wonderful way of connect-
ing with oneself,” she said.

With more sex though,
comes more caution. Strei-
cher recommends having a
surplus of contraceptives
(especially if you’re not
trying to have a quarantine
baby come December or
January).

“If you take birth control
pills, get extra packs of
months’ worth, because we
don’t know what access
will be a couple months
from now,” she said. “If
you’re relying on condoms,
which can break, have
emergency contraception
(ready) just in case.”

chrjohnson@chicago
tribune.com

Keep having that quarantine sex, Chicago
You can’t get the
coronavirus from it

By Christen A.
Johnson

There’s been no research as to if COVID-19 can be carried in the vagina or through semen, and there’s no reason to think that it would, according to a

Northwestern physician. 
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The spread of the co-
ronavirus pandemic has
placed an extra burden on
Chicagoland nonprofit
organizations.

Even before Gov. J.B.
Pritzker issued a stay-at-
home order effective
March 21, nonprofit organi-
zations were forced to
cancel fundraising events
and have expressed con-
cern that donations will
suffer because of
COVID-19.

Blood banks, in particu-
lar, are in need given the
number of canceled blood
drives.

Here is an evolving list of
where you can make dona-
tions to organizations help-
ing those in need. For more
reading or to find a charity,
visit Charity Navigator or
Guide Star.

Charities
■ Chicago Community
COVID-19 Response
Fund

A collaboration of the

City of Chicago, the Chi-
cago Community Trust and
the United Way of Metro
Chicago to distribute funds
to local organizations.
www.chicagocovid19
responsefund.org
■ Greater Chicago Food
Depository

Serves as a network hub
for more than 700 food
pantries, soup kitchens,
shelters and other pro-

grams.
www.chicagosfoodbank.org
■ Catholic Charities

The Archdiocese of
Chicago provides food,
shelter and other items to
those in need.
www.catholiccharities.net
■ Chicago Artists Relief
Fund

Created by Chicago-area
artists to help fellow artists
whose work has been af-

fected by COVID-19.
www.gofundme.com/f/
chicago-artists-relief-fund
■ Chicago Hospitality
Employee Relief Guide

A spreadsheet featuring
ways to financially support
local restaurants, bars and
other hospitality outlets.
www.facebook.com/chi
hospitalityemployeerelief
■ City of Chicago

Fill out a form to con-

sider donating new/unused
goods to the city’s effort
against the coronavirus.
www.chicago.gov/city/en/
sites/covid-19/home.html
■ Community Support
Services

Provides services for
people with intellectual
and developmental disabili-
ties.
www.cssservices.org
■ Connections for
Abused Women and their
Children

Provides shelter, coun-
seling, support and a 24-
hour hotline for victims of
domestic abuse.
www.cawc.org
■ Meals on Wheels Chi-
cago

Delivers meals to seniors
and people with disabili-
ties.
www.mealsonwheelschica-
go.org
■ My Block, My Hood,
My City

Helps underprivileged
young people overcome
poverty and violence. My
Block, My Hood, My City
will be donating food, med-
icine, hand sanitizer and
toiletries to seniors.

www.formyblock.org
■ Naperville Helps!

A joint effort by the
Naperville Area Chamber
of Commerce and the
Downtown Naperville
Alliance to assist first re-
sponders and health care
workers.
www.gofundme.com/f/
naperville-helps

Blood banks
■ American Red Cross of
Chicago and Northern
Illinois
www.redcrossblood.org
■ Versiti Blood Center of
Illinois
www.versiti.org/illinois
■ Vitalant
www.vitalant.org/

Hospitals and
food pantries

Consider making mone-
tary donations to the hospi-
tals and food pantries in
your area.

jmikula@
chicagotribune.com
kthayer@
chicagotribune.com

Coronavirus impact: How you can help those in need
By Kate Thayer,
Jeremy Mikula

Dolton village trustee and community activist Andrew Holmes, left, delivers about 200

bags of food to Our Savior Senior Apartments, a large senior housing building in Dolton. 
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In a time of vast cancel-
lations for the good of pub-
lic health, nonprofit organi-
zations are feeling the
burden.

Organizations that rely
on donors, often through
large-scale galas or other
events, have had to cancel
or postpone planned fund-
raisers through the spring
with the increased spread
of the coronavirus that
causes COVID-19.

“The uncertainty of the
nonprofit sector … creates
anxiety,” said Susan
Abrams, chief executive
officer of the Illinois Holo-
caust Museum and Educa-
tion Center. The organiza-
tion had to cancel its annu-
al Humanitarian Awards
Dinner, which was sup-
posed to be March 12 and

was expected to bring in a
seven-figure sum in dona-
tions, she said.

“We did not make the
decision lightly, but … as a
gathering of close to 2,000
people, we didn’t feel confi-
dent for everyone’s safety,”
Abrams said, adding that
elderly World War II veter-
ans and other Holocaust
survivors were supposed to
attend.

As the virus continued to
spread and guidance from
public health experts and
officials strengthened,
Abrams and her staff made
the call to close the muse-
um through at least March
29, much like other muse-
ums in the city.

While Abrams said
they’re continuing to rely
on donors and have re-
ceived word from some
event sponsors that they’ll

honor their financial com-
mitments, regardless of
cancellations, she’s also
concerned about continued
support in what’s sure to be
a difficult economic climate
for everyone.

In that vein, the museum
is also looking for ways to
trim expenses, Abrams
said. And because the mu-
seum is closed, they’re also
figuring out creative ways
to reach out to their audi-
ence and provide content
until they can reopen, she
said.

Similarly, the Center for
Abused Women and their
Children, which runs one
of the city’s domestic vi-
olence shelters, made the
call to postpone its annual
Sounds of Silence gala,
which can bring in around
$300,000 for the organiza-
tion, said Executive Direc-

tor Stephanie Love-Patter-
son. It’s now planned for
October.

When making the deci-
sion and thinking about the
potential loss of funds, “I
honestly thought about our
clients … and what those
dollars go to,” she said,
describing their work as
“life-saving services.”

But Love-Patterson is
hopeful funds will be made
up because they were able
to postpone their event,
instead of simply canceling
it. “That’s makes a big dif-
ference.”

At Paws Chicago, which
runs a no-kill animal shel-
ter and fostering program,
founder Paula Fasseas said
she and other staff decided
to postpone the organiza-
tion’s Animal Magnetism
event but went ahead with
an online silent auction.

They’ll also postpone a
May 5K run to sometime
this fall, she said.

“Of course we are con-
cerned,” she said. “A few of
our sponsors have stepped

up … but people are being
hit hard. Everyone is being
affected by this.”

kthayer@chicago
tribune.com

Nonprofit groups are losing crucial funding 
By Kate Thayer

Sarge, a 6-month-old male labrador mix dog on March 6 at

PAWS Chicago Medical Center.
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Recommended to
keep your home dry

RAVINIA PLUMBING,
SEWER, HEATING

& ELECTRIC

847-579-5551
RaviniaPlumbing.com

PL055-003586

PLU
MBING • SEWER

HEAT ING • ELECTRIC

R A V I N I A

• 24/7/365 emergency service
• Licensed/insured
• Major credit cards accepted/

Financing available
• Discounts, extended warranties

and expedited service through
our Home Care Club

• The North Shore’s most trusted
name for plumbing, sewers, heating
and cooling, and electrical service

• Sump and Ejector Pumps
• Emergency Battery

Backup Pumps
• Electric Rodding &

Water Jetting
• Sewer Video Inspection
• Sewer Repairs &

Replacement

“Our basement flooded for the first time in 28 years.
Your response was quick and wonderful. You guys rock.”
~ Northbrook customer

Colon Cancer

Southwest Gastroenterology

Awareness Month

Oak Lawn, IL • 708-499-5678 – New Lenox, IL • 815-723-9278
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After a long Chicago winter,
Safia and Izz Matariyeh were
looking forward to their Miami
getaway next month, followed by
a family vacation in June to Can-
cun.

Now that the new coronavirus
has turned the travel industry —
and just about everything else —
upside down, the River North
couple aren’t sure what their
travel plans will look like down
the road.

“A lot of my friends have
changed their plans because
they’d rather drive than fly, but
our kids are too young to be in the
car for a long time,” Safia said a
few days before Gov. J.B. Pritzker
issued a statewide stay-at-home
order.

“The crisis has made me re-
evaluate where I’m going and
which companies I’ll give my
money to,” added her husband,
Izz. “The sites that refund our
money and make it easy — they’ll
have a customer for life.”

Vacation planning has become
an oxymoron as airlines slash
capacity, cruise ships are an-
chored and millions of people are
told to hunker down amid a fire-
house of closures, cancellations
and global travel warnings.
Health and tourism experts pre-
dict leisure travel might not get
much traction until autumn at the
earliest.

The types of vacations we take
will likely change too. Road trips
are poised to make a resurgence,
and more people are expected to
gravitate to the great outdoors
and similar social distancing-
friendly destinations.

“I wouldn’t plan a summer
vacation at this point … as far as
having to put money on the table,”
said Northwestern University
infectious disease expert Dr.
Robert Murphy. 

“We’re going to have a much
better handle on the trajectory of
this epidemic in the United
States” in early April, Murphy
said, adding that a lot will depend
on how closely the country’s
experience mirrors what’s hap-
pening in Europe.

“If it goes like Italy, the sum-
mer is definitely off. If the drastic
actions that were put into play —
if they have an impact and really

blunt this — best-case scenario is
maybe by the end of the summer,
things will have calmed down
enough that we can start traveling
again.”

Given the uncertainty of where
we are on the COVID-19 curve,
Travelzoo senior editor Gabe
Saglie expects this summer could
be a busy time to book trips, but
not necessarily take them.

“Summer could be when we
really start to see the onslaught of
some great opportunities for
travelers — fantastic value, a lot of
deals,” he said. “But when we take
those trips will probably shift a
whole season. Fall is the new
summer for a lot of folks.”

And Indiana may be the new
Italy as people push the pause
button on trips abroad and opt to
stick closer to home, both for
perceived safety and economic
reasons.

“2020 was going to be a banner
year for international travel; the
dollar was strong, airfare wars
were on,” Saglie said. “We were
even predicting a domestic travel
recession. What’s happening now
has flipped that formula com-
pletely on its head. The closer
destinations, the drive market,
that regional trip — that’s what
will probably see the most imme-
diate benefit once people start
traveling again.”

Wisconsin tourism officials
said they have reason to be opti-
mistic. While overall traffic at
TravelWisconsin.com is down, in
line with the rest of the industry,
the area on the website where
you can order the state’s travel
guide is seeing an uptick in inter-
est. It’s logged a 3% increase in
visits March 1-15 compared with
the same time last year, according
to communications director Craig
Trost.

Low gas prices and the peace
of mind and flexibility that come
with being in your own car make
road trips an especially appealing
vacation option in the wake of the
coronavirus.

Avid traveler Razvan Voicu, 35,
of Jefferson Park, said that’s the
route he might go, now that a
spring trip to Iceland has been
scotched. 

He and his wife are still plan-
ning to take a summer vacation in
Canada’s Banff National Park,
“where you don’t have to interact

with people too much and it’s
easy to keep a social distance,”
Voicu said.

Being surrounded by nature —
as opposed to throngs of people
in a European capital or on a
5,000-passenger cruise ship —
has taken on new appeal in these
crowd-averse times.

The active travel company
Backroads, which runs trips
around the world, is seeing a
spike in reservations for its na-
tional park offerings in Glacier,
Yellowstone and the Grand
Tetons as customers reschedule
for North American destinations,
company spokeswoman Liz
Einbinder said. Alaska and the
Canadian Rockies are experi-
encing a similar boost in demand,
she said.

“Even if this summer remains
a tough time for everyone in
general and certainly for long-
distance air travel and cruise
ships, the national parks still
might have very good visitor
numbers,” said Terence Young,
professor emeritus of geography

at California State Polytechnic
University in Pomona and author
of “Heading Out: A History of
American Camping.”

“I wouldn’t be surprised if the
camping numbers stayed very
solid and maybe even go up,” he
said.

When the highly lethal and
infectious Spanish flu swept
through the country a century
ago, U.S. national park visitation
numbers, which had been grow-
ing substantially, took a dip in
1918 as the pandemic started.
What happened next, Young said,
could be a sign of how the travel
market will respond to the co-
ronavirus.

“The number in 1918 went
down to 436,000,” he said, adding
that he thinks the Spanish flu, not
World War I, drove the bulk of
the decrease. People were either
too sick or too scared to travel.
“Then, in 1919, it jumps to
781,000. In 1920, when (the pan-
demic) is basically over, it jumps
again, another 250,000 to over 1
million. From there on, it’s stable.

“This suggests to me that we’re
going to go through a period
when travel is very slow,” he said.
“But if there’s a vaccine next year
and people start to feel comfort-
able again, I think you’re going to
see an explosion of travel in gen-
eral. It’s going to take off like a
rocket.”

Before the coronavirus pan-
demic made social distancing the
new normal, more travelers were
heading to less visited locales to
combat the growing problem of
overtourism plaguing uber-popu-
lar spots like Venice, Italy.

“This trend we’re already see-
ing of seeking out more remote,
off-the-beaten path destinations
will simply be fueled by our need
to have a little more elbow room
between us and other travelers,”
Travelzoo’s Saglie said. 

Last year, Michigan’s tourism
bureau started focusing on pro-
moting travel to lesser known
parts of The Mitten State.

“When the time is right (when
we get the all clear sign) we will
again remind travelers of these
options,” Travel Michigan Vice
President Dave Lorenz said via
email. “The ‘get away from it all’
experience will be refreshing …
and I for one am looking forward
to it.”

So is Northwestern Universi-
ty’s infectious disease specialist,
Dr. Murphy.

“My big thing is driving to the
west coast of Michigan,” said
Murphy, the university’s execu-
tive director of the Institute for
Global Health. He travels
200,000-plus miles a year for
work. In January alone, he visited
Madrid, Paris, Beijing, Bangkok
and Cape Town.

“I was going to go to Spain this
summer for a couple of weeks
and then a couple of weeks in
Michigan,” he said. “Now, I’m just
going to Michigan.”

lrackl@chicagotribune.com

A man sits on a dune earlier this month at

White Sands National Park in New Mexico.

Experts predict more people will want to visit

national parks and be in the outdoors, away

from crowds, in the wake of the coronavirus. 

DAVID ZALUBOWSKI/AP 

‘Fall is
the new
summer’
How coronavirus could change
the way we travel — and when
By Lori Rackl
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Camping at Indiana Dunes National Park. National parks — and camping in general — are likely to remain

attractive options for travelers gravitating to the great outdoors as a result of the coronavirus. 

LORI RACKL/CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

Wisconsin’s network of Rustic Roads might see more travelers looking

for close-to-home, drivable destinations. 

LORI RACKL/CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

GeoQuiz What is the capital of Alaska? Find out on Page 9
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Companies running
popular multiresort passes
would like you to start
thinking about the next
snow-sports season. Passes
from the three main players
are now on sale for the
2020-21 season, with incen-
tives to buy early: As time
goes on, prices go up and
some perks vanish. The
renewal discount for the
2020-21 Ikon Pass and Ikon
Base Pass, for example,
ends April 22.

Here’s what you need to
know about the updates to
next year’s Epic, Ikon and
Mountain Collective
passes.

Epic
The big news for Epic,

the Vail Resorts’ pass, is the
introduction of Epic Moun-
tain Rewards, which offers
20% off an array of services
at the destinations owned
and operated by the Col-
orado-based behemoth.
“It’s really simple,” said
Johnna Muscente, the
director of communica-
tions at Vail Resorts. “You
have access to Epic Moun-
tain Rewards whether you
ski one day or every day in
the season. You don’t need
to sign up for anything, you
don’t need to track miles or
points. And there are no
blackout dates.”

Pass holders present
their cards when renting
skis or snowboards on site,
or when buying quick-
service lunch or dinner.
They can also use the re-
wards website to book
lodging, group lessons or
rentals ahead of time.
There is some fine print:
Alcohol isn’t included, for
example, and the dining
discount applies up to $150
in purchases per day.

Besides that, Epic is
staying the course with its
two main products. The
first is the Epic Local Pass
($729 — for adults, as are all
the prices quoted here),
which offers unlimited
access to 26 resorts as well

as restricted access to flag-
ship mountains like Park
City, Utah; Vail, Colorado;
and Whistler Blackcomb,
British Columbia. The sec-
ond is the Epic Pass ($979),
which has fewer restric-
tions and includes more
international destinations.

Epic is strengthening its
New England base with two
new regional passes: a
Northeast Midweek ($449)
and a Northeast Value
($599). There are local
offerings, too, like the $389
Keystone Plus Pass in Col-
orado, which gives unlim-
ited (excluding holiday
blackouts) access to Key-
stone, as well as unlimited
access to neighboring
Breckenridge after April 1,
and five days (with black-
outs) at Crested Butte.

Ikon
In the winter of 2019, the

Ikon pass became a target of
criticism for locals irked by
increased traffic on the
roads and lifts. The agita-

tion flared up especially at
Colorado’s Aspen Snow-
mass and Wyoming’s Jack-
son Hole, which may ex-
plain why, for 2020-21,
access to these two destina-
tions will be a $150 add-on
to the $699 Ikon Base Pass,
unlocking five days at each
place. (Both resorts remain
part of the package for the
$999 Ikon Pass.)

“We need to manage the
experience we provide, and

we feel the new arrange-
ment will help us do that,”
said Jeff Hanle, vice presi-
dent for communications at
the Aspen Skiing Co. He
also pointed out that a freak
abundance of sunny pow-
der weekends during the
2018-19 season had contrib-
uted to the overall number
of visits.

“Being an add-on will
make people commit, so
those who really want to

ski Jackson Hole will make
that decision when they’re
purchasing,” said Anna
Cole, communications
director at Jackson Hole.

Also new is the $399
Ikon Session Pass 4-Day,
which offers four flexible
days at 30 participating
resorts (though not at Cop-
per Mountain, Colorado, or
Killington, Vermont, for
example).

The last major Ikon
change is increased access
at Vermont’s Sugarbush
and Stratton resorts.

Mountain
Collective

Next season, Mountain
Collective is adding four
destinations: Sugarloaf,
Maine; Panorama, British
Columbia; Grand Targhee,
Wyoming; and Chamonix,
France (promoted from
affiliate to full member). A
favorite of ski devotees,
Grand Targhee had long
been a pass holdout, and its
proximity to Jackson Hole

— which is also in the col-
lective — will make the
region doubly attractive for
pass holders.

“The Mountain Collec-
tive Pass fills a niche for
adventurers and snow
chasers who don’t neces-
sarily live close to a resort
but want affordable access
to the best winter destina-
tions on the planet,” said
Christian Knapp, the chief
marketing officer of Aspen
Skiing Co. “The relatively
low out-of-pocket price,
combined with the flexibil-
ity of extension days and no
blackouts, sets it apart from
other multiresort passes.”

At $469 for 2020-21, the
Mountain Collective Pass
offers two free days at each
of its 22 destinations and
50% off the window rate
for additional days. The
price tends to go up in the
late spring and early sum-
mer, when incentives —
such as a third free day at
one destination and a $99
pass for children 12 and
under — disappear.

Next year’s ski passes offer early bird deals
By Elisabeth
Vincentelli
The New York Times

A line at the Mt. Rainier Gondola at Crystal Mountain Resort in January in Enumclaw, Washington.

TEGRA STONE NUESS/NEW YORK TIMES PHOTOS

For 2020-21, Colorado’s Aspen Snowmass and Wyoming’s

Jackson Hole will be a $150 add-on to the Ikon Base Pass.
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Jack Osbourne (yes,
Ozzy’s son) and Katrina
Weidman star in the Travel
Channel reality series
“Portals to Hell.” As para-
normal investigators, the
pair search for haunted
locations to look for evi-
dence that a spirit world
actually exists. Yes, it’s
entertainment for viewers.
But Osbourne and Weid-
man say the series has
helped them answer ques-
tions they’ve had since
they were children. 

An edited version of our
conversation follows.

Q: Where is the scari-
est place you have vis-
ited?

Osbourne: I think on
this season, the scariest
place I went to was the
Haunted Hill House in
Mineral Wells, Texas. That
place really freaked me
out. Allegedly, a demonic
entity haunts it and there is
a long history of odd events
connected to the location. 

Weidman: I do think
Trans-Allegheny Lunatic
Asylum (in Weston, West
Virginia) is one of the
scarier places I’ve been.

Q: How did you get
interested in paranormal
activities?

Weidman: I have the
typical ghost hunter story. I
grew up in haunted houses
that left me with a lot of
unanswered questions. It
really fueled this desire to
find those answers and
very weird twists of fate
led me here.

Osbourne: I was a mas-
sive sci-fi nerd as a kid and
used to love “The X-Files.”
It was that show that got
me into it. I wanted to
investigate like Fox Mul-

der. I had all sorts of books
when I was growing up
about ghosts, aliens, UFOs
and cryptids. When I was a
teenager, I used to do little
dorky ghost hunts with my
friends — nothing serious,
just messing around. So, it’s
been a passion for a while. 

Q: What is your favor-
ite vacation destination? 

Weidman: Williamsburg,
Virginia, is absolutely one
of my favorites, but I’m also
a gal who grew up in the
Philly ’burbs so I have a
deep affection for the Jer-
sey shore. That was our
annual family vacation. Out
of all the places I’ve been,
there’s nothing like going
down the shore.

Q: What’s the most
important thing you’ve
learned from your trav-
els?

Osbourne: Learning how
to properly pack is a skill
set that can only be learned
through experience. I take
pride in knowing exactly
what to bring. I use divider
bags and basically do every-
thing on numbers and
multiple use. 

Q: Where would you
like to go that you have
never been to before?

Weidman: So many
places! I’d love to check out
my family’s roots in Europe
— Scotland, Ireland, Ger-
many, Italy. I know most of
the towns my families
immigrated from, so I’d

love to see where it all
began.

Osbourne: I want to
spend more time in South
America. I am actually
learning Spanish at the
moment because I want to
be able to get by a little
better in the Latin Ameri-
can countries. 

Q: Where are your
favorite weekend get-
aways? 

Osbourne: I love going
to either a beautiful beach
with killer surf, some-
where in Southern Cali-
fornia or to a national park
to camp in my van and go
climbing. 

Q: What are your five
favorite cities? 

Osbourne: I love
Bangkok, Sydney, Paris,
London and Los Angeles.
Oddly enough, the south of
France really reminded me
of LA, mainly because of
the climate. 

Q: When you go away,
what are some of your
must-have items?

Osbourne: It all depends
on what I’m doing. I love to
have my Rumpl camping
blanket at all times. I can’t
get by without my iPad. It’s
a lifesaver on flights and
long road trips. I also bring
a good flashlight. Other
than that, I’m pretty much
a low-drag kind of traveler.

For more from the reporter,
visit www.jaehakim.com.

Hunting
for the
haunted
in the US
By Jae-Ha Kim
Tribune Content Agency

TRAVEL CHANNEL

CELEBRITY
TRAVELER 

OSSINING, N.Y. — Bust-
ing out of Sing Sing has
been a dream of inmates
since cell doors started
clanging shut along the
Hudson River in the 1820s.
Now there’s a plan to usher
visitors inside the high
walls well known in the
past to gangsters, Holly-
wood stars and prisoners
condemned to the electric
chair. 

A museum just beyond
the maximum-security
prison’s watch towers is
being planned with a
unique feature: a 300-foot-
long corridor connecting to
the roofless ruins of the
original 19th-century cell
block inside the walls.
Museumgoers would stand
at the site of the first
cramped cells at this prison
“up the river” from New
York City and learn about
life in the Big House.

“It’s so much more than

just barbed wire and stone
walls,” said Sean Pica, who
was released from the Sing
Sing Correctional Facility
in 2002. “For those of us
that lived in these prisons
to know that time will be
captured, the history will
be told, is exciting — for the
good and for the bad.” 

Pica is a board member
of the not-for-profit group
planning to open the Sing
Sing Prison Museum in
2025. Visitors will learn
about incarceration in
America and about a
lockup that looms large
culturally.

Infamous inmates who
have passed through the
gates 30 miles north of
New York City include
Charles “Lucky” Luciano
and “Son of Sam” killer
David Berkowitz. There
were 614 people who
walked the last mile — 45
feet, actually — to the elec-
tric chair here, among them
Cold War spies Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. 

The prison’s forbidding
reputation was burnished
by Hollywood during its
golden age through gang-
ster flicks starring James
Cagney and other big stars.
This is where Holly Go-
lightly visits Sally Tomato
in “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
and where Robert De Niro’s
character was sent to in
“Analyze This.”

The prison’s unusual
name is commonly attrib-
uted to a Native American
phrase for “stone upon
stone.” 

The idea for a museum
here has been kicking
around for decades — com-
plicated by the fact that
Sing Sing is an active maxi-
mum-security prison cur-
rently housing about 1,300
inmates. Museums at de-
funct prisons, like Alcatraz,
are common. Rarer are
those like the Angola Pris-
on Museum, which is out-
side the front gate of the
maximum-security Louisi-
ana State Penitentiary. 

Agreements are being
finalized that would allow
the private group to begin
renovations this summer
on the former powerhouse
that will house the muse-
um. Organizers plan to turn
the building’s locker room
into a preview center by the
end of this year.

The $45 million plan is
not a state project, though
New York has supported it
with $3.3 million in grants. 

While discussions with
the state continue, the plan
is to open the museum in
2025 with the secure corri-
dor from the powerhouse
to the stone shell of the
original cell block, accord-
ing to interim museum
Executive Director Brent D.
Glass.

The hollowed-out build-
ing used to house cells for
1,200 men on six tiers and
runs well longer than a
football field.

It was constructed by
inmates who were dropped
off at the river landing in

1825 and ordered to mine
limestone from the hillside
for what would become
their prison. It was used as
housing for about a century
while the prison grew up
around it. A fire in the
1980s left it roofless. 

The prison’s long history
mirrors the story of incar-
ceration in America, from
harsh treatment in the
early years, to the run of
executions ending in 1963,
to more progressive tou-
ches in the 20th century,
like morale-boosting celeb-
rity visits. 

Babe Ruth swatted a
monster home run here
during a Yankees exhibition
game in 1929. Joan Baez
and B.B. King played for
inmates on Thanksgiving
Day 1972, with the blues-
man telling his audience, “I
imagine that quite a few of
you dudes have the blues
already.” 

Pica served part of his
time in Sing Sing after
pleading guilty to man-

slaughter in 1987. No Polly-
anna about prison life, Pica
notes that he earned his
master’s degree behind
bars, setting up his post-
incarceration career of
helping prisoners earn
college degrees.

Pica looks forward to a
museum that focuses not
only on the electric chair
and the wardens, but also
the generations of men sent
up the river and locked into
cells. 

“This is an opportunity,”
he said, “to look though a
lens that you normally
would never be able to view
through.” 

Wire and vines line the walls of a former cell block at Sing Sing Correctional Facility in Ossining, New York. A not-for-profit group plans to open the Sing Sing Prison Museum in 2025.

MARK LENNIHAN/AP 

Museum to get up close to the Big House
By Michael Hill
Associated Press

Q
A: Your travel agent

should have known that
you were booking the
Iberostar Selection Rose
Hall Suites for the water
park and monitored the
property for you. Once it
became clear that the
water park was out of
service, your agent should
have negotiated with the
hotel for a transfer to a
different property that met
your expectations.

It isn’t clear what your
agent knew, but we can all
agree that he knew that the
water park was under
construction during the
dates of your stay because
you contacted him about
the problem. But it appears
that both he and the hotel
waited until you’d arrived
to start addressing your
grievance. That’s too late.

Something tells me that
if you’d been clear with the
agent and the hotel that

you were coming to use the
water park, you could have
avoided this problem. Even
a quick phone call to
Iberostar Suites letting it
know that you were inter-
ested in a room near the
water park would have
tipped them off that there
might be a problem.

Yet the hotel’s site con-
tinued to promote the
amenities. “The younger
guests will delight in facili-
ties specially adapted for
children,” it said. “The
kid’s pool, water park, and
playground provide plenty
of fun under the sun.”

Yes, they do — when
they’re open.

I think you could argue
that these amenities were
part of the “all-inclusive”
resort offering at the
Iberostar Selection Rose
Hall Suites. If that’s true,
then the hotel should
compensate you for these

missing amenities.
I list the executive con-

tacts for Iberostar on my
consumer advocacy web-
site, elliott.org. You could
have followed up with a
manager in writing and
then escalated your issue
to an executive. Also, your
travel agent could have
acted as your advocate to
help you secure a refund.

And that’s exactly what
happened. I reached out to
your agent, who contacted
the hotel. Iberostar was
“sorry to learn about the
inconveniences” and of-
fered a $624 refund.

Christopher Elliott is the
ombudsman for National
Geographic Traveler maga-
zine and the author of
“How to Be the World’s
Smartest Traveler.” You can
read more travel tips on his
blog, elliott.org, or email
him at chris@elliott.org.

TRAVEL TROUBLESHOOTER

What happened to the
Iberostar water park?

By Christopher Elliott
King Features

I booked four rooms for my extended family on a

vacation to Iberostar Selection Rose Hall Suites in

Montego Bay, Jamaica. Having been to the adults-only

side of the resort before, we chose the suites for its

family-friendly reputation.

About a week before our arrival, I began reading

some reviews that stated that the water park was

under construction and kids club was closed. I was

hopeful that it was a quick maintenance closure of just

a few days.

I immediately reached out to my travel agent and

resort. My agent said he hadn’t heard anything about

construction. I didn’t receive a response from the

resort for over eight days. They confirmed that indeed

the water park was under construction and wouldn’t

be ready until November. But by then, we had arrived.

We certainly understand that construction and

remodels happen, but we would have chosen a differ-

ent resort or different time, had the resort made us

aware. I reached out to the concierge while we were

on-site to see about some type of concession or credit,

but none was available. Can you help? 

— Danielle Savena, Wexford, Pennsylvania

Juneau. Though its popu-
lation is only about 32,000,
it’s the country’s largest
capital city by area. It also
connects to no highway
systems, so it can be
reached only by air or sea.

GEOQUIZ ANSWER
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a company that has built windows and patio

doors for over 117 years.

• Our windows’ Fibrex® material is twice as

strong as low-end vinyl.*

• Our SmartSun™ glass is up to 70% more

energy-efficient, helps prevent your floors

and furniture from fading, and comes

standard on all our windows.†

1-800-525-9890

Less than one week left!

PLUS $0 0 0%
Down Monthly Payments

for 1
year1

Interest
Minimum purchase of four. Interest accrues from the purchase date but is waived if paid in full within 12 months.

1DETAILS OF OFFER: Offer expires 4/18/2020. You must set your appointment by 4/4/2020 and purchase by 4/18/2020. Not valid with other offers or prior purchases. Buy one (1) window or patio door, get one (1) window or patio door 40% off, and 12 months $0
down, 0 monthly payments, 0% interest when you purchase four (4) or more windows or patio doors between 3/1/2020 and 4/18/2020. 40% off windows and patio doors are less than or equal to lowest cost window or patio door in the order.Additional $100 off each
window or patio door, no minimum purchase required, taken after initial discount(s), when you set your appointment by 4/4/2020 and purchase by 4/18/2020. Military discount applies to all active duty, veterans and retired military personnel. Military discount equals
$300 off your entire purchase and applies after all other discounts, no minimum purchase required. Subject to credit approval. Interest is billed during the promotional period, but all interest is waived if the purchase amount is paid before the expiration of the promotional
period. Financing for GreenSky® consumer loan programs is provided by federally insured, federal and state chartered financial institutions without regard to age, race, color, religion, national origin, gender, or familial status. Savings comparison based on purchase of
a single unit at list price.Available at participating locations and offer applies throughout the service area. See your local Renewal by Andersen location for details. License number available upon request. Some Renewal by Andersen locations are independently owned
and operated. “Renewal by Andersen” and all other marks where denoted are trademarks of Andersen Corporation. ©2020 Andersen Corporation.All rights reserved. ©2020 Lead Surge LLC.All rights reserved. *See limited warranty for details. †Values are based on
comparison of Renewal by Andersen® double-hung window U-Factor to the U-Factor for clear dual pane glass non-metal frame default values from the 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018 International Energy Conservation Code "Glazed Fenestration" Default Tables.
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The Be�er Way to a Be�er Window™

No minimum purchase required.Minimum purchase of four.
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STYLE
WHAT TO WEAR NOW

Businesses like salons
and spas are closed, and
getting your nails done or
hair colored suddenly
seems like an unnecessary
luxury. Even though you
may only be going out for
essentials or a quick dog
walk, there’s no reason to
give up your beauty rou-
tines. In fact, trying to keep
them up while at home may
help get through these
challenging times, says
licensed clinical psycholo-
gist Alana Kingsley, who
practices in Chicago’s River
North neighborhood.

“We are all desperately
wanting to feel grounded.
For most of us, the things
we would typically lean on
are not accessible to us,”
Kingsley says. “So we have
to get really creative to find
that sense of normalcy and
have those coping skills to
deal with the uncertainty
that is our world right now.”

Here, Joseph Bartucci,
owner of Bartucci Salon in
the West Loop, Inka Er-
dene-Ochir, nail esthetician
at Juko Nail + Skin Rescue
in Wicker Park, and Jessica
Cruel, features director at
Allure magazine, offer
at-home beauty treatments
you can totally do yourself.

Touch up your hair color
If you color your hair

regularly, don’t freak if you
missed your chance to get
to the salon before it closed,
there are great at-home
options.

The easiest, most fool-
proof way to cover your
roots with no damage to
your existing color, say
salon professionals like
Bartucci, is with a tempo-
rary root cover up product,
such as Color Wow Root
Cover Up shadow. The
pigmented shadow, made
from mineral powder,
comes in an easy-to-carry
compact and should stay on
your hair until it’s sham-
pooed out.

If you feel you need
something more perma-
nent, you can try a root

touch-up kit, which can be
found at any local drug-
store. Bartucci says to look
for a tried-and-true brand,
like L’Oreal, which makes a
root coloring kit that proc-
esses in 10 minutes.

“L’Oreal has incredible
shine,” Bartucci says. “The
longevity is there and it will
last like four weeks.”

To choose the right color
and to avoid ending up with
the wrong shade, the salon
professional says to veer on
the lighter side.

DIY manicure/pedicure
Glossy, shiny, polished

nails — yes you can do this
at home while your favorite
nail salon is closed.

“The basic steps are
remove polish, cut nails
straight across with a nail
clipper, then file nails into
shape and apply polish,”
says Erdene-Ochir of Juko.
“And before you polish,
remove any oil or residue
from the nails with a nail
polish remover.”

To make polishing nails
even easier, Cruel likes a
polish application tool The
Poppy by Olive & June.

“I’m horrible at at-home
manicures personally and
this tool helps make it a lot
easier to apply the polish,”
she says, noting the tool
helps to steady the hand
while polishing.

She also suggests the
quick-dry Expressie pol-
ishes by Essie for easy
at-home application. “I like
that it’s quick dry,” she says.
“You’re at home, you’re
constantly moving and
doing things so that’s why I
think a quick-dry polish is
perfect.”

Indulge in a body scrub
A mild body scrub is a

great way to remove dead
skin cells and make your
skin feel smooth and 
vibrant — especially this
time of year when every-
one’s skin is so dry.

Cruel swears by Frank
Body Coffee Scrub. “Some
scrubs have too much oil in
them; this is a dry scrub.
You can get a really good
exfoliating treatment,” she
says. For sensitive skin, the
editor suggests Skinfix
Glycolic Renewing Scrub.
“It’s got glycolic acid, some-

thing that will be great for
keratosis pilaris, those red
dots you get on your arms
and legs,” she says.

Deep condition your hair
With the extra time at

home, there’s no time like
the present to deep condi-
tion your hair. Bartucci’s
favorite moisturizing mask
that works on all hair types
is the Virtue Restorative
Treatment Mask, designed
to strengthen, hydrate and
repair the hair.

“We’re coming out of
winter and the heat has
been on in the house and
your hair is dehydrated and
parched,” Bartucci says.
“The key is putting on a
mask in the shower with a
shower cap on and keeping
the moisture in and letting
the heat of the scalp work
for like 10 to 15 minutes.”

Relax with a moisturiz-
ing face mask

You don’t need to go to a
spa to reap the benefits of a
luxurious face mask.
“There are a lot of nice
masks out there, and if you
want to create the at-home

facial experience, you al-
ways want to start with a
nice shower because it
softens the skin,” says Cru-
el, who likes moisturizing
masks like the Summer
Fridays Jet Lag Mask.

“It’s full of moisturizing
ingredients,” she says. “You
literally just apply it, it
soaks into the skin almost
like a moisturizer, some-
times you don’t even have
to rinse it off.”

For those who prefer
sheet masks, Cruel likes the
Facial Treatment Mask by
SK-II.

“They have a patented
pitera essence (a natural
ingredient high in amino
acids) that really soaks into
the skin and comes with a
lot of extra serum in the
pack, so after you use the
mask, you can take that
extra serum and rub it
allover your face, hands,
decolletage,” she says. “It’s
one of my favorites. My
skin instantly feels brighter
and it gets rid of dullness
and dryness.”

Kristin Larson is a freelance
writer.

Frank Body Origi-

nal Coffee Scrub.

$9.95, ulta.com,

amazon.com 

FRANK BODY 

Virtue 

Restorative

Treatment

Mask. $30,

sephora

.com, ama-

zon.com 

VIRTU 

Summer Fri-

days Jet Lag

Mask. $48,

sephora.com 

SUMMER FRIDAYS 

Color Wow Root Cover Up shadow.

$34.50, colorwow.com, target.com,

walmart.com 

COLOR WOW 

Sachajuan Intensive Hair

Oil. $30.50, allbeauty.com 

SACHAJUAN 

Essie Expressie Quick-

Dry Nail Polish. $9,

target.com, ulta.com 

ESSIE 

SK-II Pitera Facial Treatment

Mask. $95 for a 6-pack, 

sephora.com, neimanmarcus.com 

SK-II 

Beauty treatments you can do yourself
Chicago pros offer
a few tips, products
to try at home
By Kristin Larson

Dear Answer Angel
Ellen: What is left of my
eyebrows is fading and
thinning. Not a great look. I
see ads about fiber eyebrow
enhancers. What would
you suggest to make my
eyebrows look their best?

— Adrienne B.

Dear Adrienne: The num-
ber of eyebrow products is
overwhelming and confus-
ing. There are all sorts of
ways to spend money on
your brows and, sadly, look
like you painted them on
with a crayon. That’s not
what we’re going for. The
single best product I’ve
found does have (tiny)
fibers: Maybelline Brow
Precise Fiber Volumizer
(walmart.com, $4.99).
Think of it as mascara for
your eyebrows. It adds
thickness and goes on eas-
ily and is hard to mess up.
As a bonus, it covers grays.
Since it is a Maybelline
product you’d think you
could walk into any drug-
store and buy it. Wrong.
Maybelline has so many
eyebrow products that this
one doesn’t seem to make it
onto the shelves of most
drugstores I’ve tried. But it
is available online. Give it a

try (it’s cheap!) and if you
like it, my suggestion is to
buy multiples since it
seems that every really
good product I’ve come to
rely on is discontinued
within a couple years — and
sometimes months.

And another eye makeup
question …

Dear Answer Angel Ellen:
Should “older” women
wear false eyelashes?

— Judy F.

Dear Judy: There’s no
makeup “shoulds” for
women of any age. That
dictum applies to false
lashes too. Women behind
the cash register at McDon-
ald’s and world-renowned
movie legends wear false
lashes. Look around and
you’ll see impossibly lush
lashes on women of all
ages. The reason is that
false lashes have come a
long way. They can look
natural or dramatic.
They’re lots easier to apply
than they were in the past.
And they stay put. So, if
you’re tempted, give them a
try.

Dear Answer Angel Ellen:
My waist is smaller than
my chest, so I would always
buy “slim fit” dress shirts or
whatever name manufac-
turers assign to their ta-
pered shirts — as opposed
to a regular fit, which al-
ways seem to have abun-
dant fabric around the
midsection. Sometimes,
however, there were shirts

in regular fit that I liked a
lot that were not available
in the slim version. Which
meant I usually had a little
more shirt wadded up
around the waistline. Other
than tailoring the regular
fit, should I avoid wearing
the regular fit because of
the excess fabric, or am I
likely the only who notices
or cares?

— “Mr. Jones”

Dear Mr. Jones: There are
so many “slim fit” shirts in
stores and online that you
don’t have to settle for
wadded up fabric around
the waistline. Many men
would love to have your
physique and wear slim fit
anything. If too-big regular
fit shirts make you feel
uncomfortable, by all
means stop buying them.
Chances are that the fit of
your shirts is not a topic
that has your co-workers
smirking behind your back.

Angelic Readers 1
One last eye makeup tip …

Patty T. want to share
this makeup removal
hack: “I went to the doctor
because I had like four stys
in a row in my two eyes and
I was wondering whether I
was going nuts. I wasn’t,
and she said there’s not
really much you can do
except for one thing: Wash
your eyelids with Johnson’s
Baby Shampoo (wal-
greens.com, $1.39). I must
say, I was a little hesitant

the first time I put sham-
poo on my eyelids, but it
works. The point is to re-
move any eye makeup that
helps clogged pores be-
cause that’s what a sty is.”

Angelic Readers 2
Lauren S. writes: “A
possible solution for your
reader Ruby who has scar-
ring on her legs and needs
pantyhose for her new
dress is to first use Sally
Hansen Airbrush Legs
body makeup spray (tar-
get.com, $11.79) in the cor-
rect tone for her. I use it
with peep toe shoes, and it
is fantastic. Great coverage.
If she then needs panty-
hose, they don’t have to be
as thick or look like support
hose.”

From Ellen: I’ve tested leg
makeup in the past (but not
Sally Hansen brand) and
found that the coverage is
great but that it rubs off on
furniture and clothing.
Your suggestion that Ruby
wear sheer hosiery to cover
her legs after applying leg
makeup should go a long
way to resolving the rub-off
issue. But a test before the
wedding is a must to make
sure Ruby won’t wreck her
dress (or a friend’s white
couch). 

Angelic Readers 3
For Susan B. whose

thinning hair has made her
consider a wig or hairpiece
(but she was unsure where

to go) Judy C. says, “Let
Susan know larger beauty
supply stores have all kinds
of wigs, both human hair
and synthetic. Not expen-
sive and very good quality.
Most will let customers try
on pieces for look and fit.” 

Reader Rant 1
Jacqueline N. gripes:
“The inability of the com-
puterized ‘help’ robots on
the phone to actually solve
a consumer problem. What
a waste of consumers’ time!
Still have to wait for an
agent to come on the line to
resolve the issue.”

Reader Rant 2
Spring is in the air so

here we go again on the
controversy over capris. 

Carol W. weighs in:
“Ellen: I know your ani-

mosity toward capris, but I
just want to say I love them.
I wear them all the time
and I think they look great
on me. My feeling is if a
women feels great in them,
it’s not about you. It’s about
that woman who likes the
look! If a woman loves the
look and she feels good
about that look shouldn’t
that be enough?”

From Ellen: It should be
enough, Carol. But, I still
don’t think they’re a flatter-
ing look. A couple more
inches with pants to the
ankle and you’d look even
greater. 

Now it’s your turn
Send your questions,

rants, tips, favorite finds —
on style, shopping, makeup,
fashion and beauty — to
answerangelellen@gmail
.com.

Quick, easy fix for thinning eyebrows

Maybelline makes an effective volumizer that acts as mas-

cara for your eyebrow.

DREAMSTIME

Ellen Warren
Answer Angel
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THE GOODS
YOUR HUNT IS OVER

Working from home sounded
great when you could do it occa-
sionally, but now just about every-
one is in full-blown WFH mode
amid the spread of the co-
ronavirus.

We know what’s playing out at
home. You, your spouse and kids
are all calling dibs on the kitchen
table to work, and with everyone
using the Wi-Fi, it’s slower than
dial-up. In a few days it’s going to
be a Lord of the Flies situation.

If you’re lucky enough to work
from home all the time, you’ve got
it down. But if you’re a newbie,
working from home can be
fraught with challenges. There’s
no tech support down the hall,
and there’s no chatting up your
colleague when you’re bored. If
you live alone, your place might
be quieter than a meditation
retreat, but if you and the fam are
stuck inside, it might be louder
than a rock concert. Remain calm.

Carrie Lannon, a communica-
tion and branding consultant who
lives in the Lakeshore East neigh-
borhood, has worked from home
for six years. She said she’s get-
ting a lot of calls for tips from
friends because many people are
bewildered being out of their
workday element. “A consultant
friend of mine is a on his third day
at home and said, ‘I don’t know
how you do this.’ He just can’t
imagine it. It’s so different from
working in a corporate environ-
ment.”

Sure, there are plenty of perks
to working from home — comfy
slippers replace shoes, you don’t
worry too much about your ward-
robe and the snacks are far better
than the office vending machine.
But this is not a license to go feral.
Get out of your PJs. Shower. Put
on clothes. Comfy is fine. “I’m on
a lot of video conference calls, so I
do make sure I look pretty good
from the waist up,” Lannon said.

To help the uninitiated, we
spoke to four veteran WFH Chi-
cagoans for their insights on how
to adjust. 

Make it comfortable 
Even if working from home is

temporary, consider an inexpen-
sive mobile desk. The Edge Desk
is only $399, and a vast improve-
ment over the ergonomic night-
mare of working at the kitchen
table. If you don’t want to splurge
for an office chair, at least make
your current seating comfortable.
Analyst Kylee Magno, who lives
in Lakeview and has worked from
home for 18 years, tricked out her
chair with back support so she
sits up straight and uses a gel seat.
Tempur-Pedic makes a highly

rated one for $62.

Surround yourself
with what makes you
happy

Lannon has fresh flowers on
her desk weekly, and when she
has to do a lot of writing and
creating, she lights incense to
relax. Magno uses an essential oil
diffuser and has a foot massager
at her desk. “You can make it a
nice environment,” she said.

Splurge on nicer beverages or
good lunches for yourself since

office mates aren’t going to steal
your food. (Well, maybe the kids
will.) Treat yourself to a pretty
water bottle to stay hydrated. Rise
from Fressko has a fruit infuser,
so, like you, it multitasks. And
now that coffee shops are mostly
closed, step up your coffee game
and make barista-style coffee
with Breville’s Bambino Plus.

Get better tech 
Sharon Angelus, a web analyst

in Woodridge who has worked
from home for about 10 years,
said having bigger monitors and

higher internet speeds are a must.
She also uses an external hard
drive for backing up data; Seagate
has a version with 2 terabytes of
space for about $90. Cloud-based
data backups are another option,
and many WFH vets use both.

Jason Patterson of Bucktown
works in software and has had a
home office for four years. He
said better routers, such as
Google Nest’s Router, and Wi-Fi
extenders are critical. “Home
connectivity is extremely impor-
tant because you’re not going to
be at your desk all day. You’ll
probably walk around the house
to take a call and you might work
on the internet in a different part
of the house.”

For noise, from the loud neigh-
bor to the everyone’s favorite, the
sound of a jackhammer on the
street, Patterson swears by noise-
canceling headphones. Look into
a wireless set that also has Blue-
tooth capabilities for phone calls,
like the ones from JLab Audio.

Control your day 
Part of working from an office

is camaraderie, and working from
home means no water cooler
chitchat. While sometimes that
break is good, other times it can
be distracting, especially when
you’re trying to get work done.
Lannon said she uses timers to
stay on task. “If I’m feeling over-
whelmed and can’t get going, I
tell myself, I’m just going to do
this for 15 minutes and it helps,”
she said, adding that timers also
keep track of how she’s using her
time. She also sets reminders to
get up and stretch.

Enjoy multitasking
The No. 1 perk of being at

home is the ability to do laundry,
cook and perform other home
tasks. Magno said sometimes she
pops on a face mask in the middle
of the day. “Not only does it lift
my spirits, but it lifts my eyelids,”
she said, joking. “The only down-
side is if you get that unexpected
package and the UPS man sees
you.”

Debbie Carlson is a freelance writ-
er.

A work-from-home master class
Upgrade your tech,
burn incense and other
ways to multitask
By Debbie Carlson

THE EDGE DESK 

Eliminate distractions:

Working from home

seems great until the

noise of partners, kids

and pets makes you lose

focus. Tune them out

with wireless head-

phones from JLAB Au-

dio and get some work

done. $59, jlabaudio.comJLAB AUDIO 

Form and function:

Eggtronic’s minimalist

Charging Stone charges

by simply laying your

phone on the marble

disc. It’s compatible

with various phone

types, including iPhone

and Samsung. $69.90

eggtronic.com EGGTRONIC 

Get a better desk: Working

from the kitchen table is fine for

a day or two, but it’s an ergo-

nomic nightmare long-term. For

small spaces or for people who

need to be mobile, consider The

Edge Desk, an adjustable ergo-

nomic kneeling desk that can be

deployed in under 10 seconds

and folds up slim enough to

slide under a couch. The design

encourages upright sitting

rather than hunching, which

causes fatigue and lower back

pain. $399, theedgedesk.com 

“GilkeyWindows prove that

superior quality doesn’t have

to costmore. For over 40 years,

Gilkey has outperformed the

competition. Choose vinyl or

choose fiberglass. Just be

sure to choose Gilkey.”

- Lou Manfredini

House Smarts Radio

Since 1978

Gilkey Window Company was recognized

by Window & Door Magazine as one of the

top manufacturers of windows in the country.

2019

TOP100
MANUFACTURERS

BetterWindows.BetterOffer.BetterHurry.
Chicago’s Only Family-Owned, Factory-Direct Window Manufacturer.

MINIMUMOF 4WINDOWS.Cannot be combinedwith previous sales and quotes.Not valid with any other discounts or off ers. 0%APR for 12months available to well qualified buyers on approved credit. Financing
not validonpriorpurchases.Nofinance chargeswill beassessed if promobalance ispaid in full in12months.0downpayment availablewhenfinancing.Discount applies to retail list price.Other restrictionsmayapply.

SPRING SALE! LIMITED TIME ONLY!

OR

$$770000
OFFPatio&
EntryDoors HURRY!

OfferExpires
3/31/20

$250OFF
Fiberglass/Vinyl

WINDOWS
for up to
12Months

NNO
NOInterest
MoneyDown

Palatine Showroom NOWOPEN7DAYSAWEEK!

467W. Northwest Highway, Palatine, IL
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm | Sat and Sun 10am-3pm

Chicago Ridge Showroom

10160 Virginia Ave., Chicago Ridge, IL
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm | Sat 10am-2pm

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS:

VISIT GILKEY.com CALL 312-874-5215
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Stacy Jackson (Chicago Lights executive director),
Pastor Shannon Kershner, and Katy Bever Helena Joho, Cynthia Joho, and Chef Jean Joho KRISTAN LIEB/PHOTOS FOR THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

Chicago Lights held its 27th annual Gala of Hope at the
Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel on March 6, attracting 500
guests. 

The nonprofit raised more than $700,000 to support
those living in under-resourced neighborhoods through
mentoring, social services, academic enrichment, career
development, mental health, arts education programming
and more.

Stacy Jackson, Chicago Lights’ executive director, wel-
comed guests before Shannon Kershner, pastor of Fourth
Presbyterian Church, sang a blessing. A video presentation
followed, featuring second grader MacKenzie and her
tutor/mentor Kinsey Birch. Research has shown that
young people with mentors are 55 times more likely to go
to college. In 2019, 100% of seniors tutored through Chi-
cago Lights graduated from high school. (Currently, the
program has a wait list because it needs more volunteers.)

A reading specialist in the program, Debra Evans, spoke
to me about the initiatives that are being developed to
support kids who can’t read, such as learning through
phonics and enlisting parents. “We strongly believe if the
parent is on board and is 100% supportive, it trickles to the
kids automatically and has a huge impact on the communi-
ty as a whole,” she said. 

“What touches my heart is the need and the fact that
these kids are like sponges and want to learn. When you
see a light go on in their eyes when it finally clicks in, it’s
the most wonderful feeling on earth because you know
you’ve really impacted generations to come.”

Another video presentation centered on homelessness
and how the organization supports more than 1,300 guests
a year through one-to-one case management, food and
clothing donations, housing assistance and more. More
than 86,000 people in Chicago are homeless, and nearly
180,000 are unemployed, according to recent data.

The evening concluded with a live auction (that brought
in $66,000), a paddle raise and dancing to the Ken Arlen
Evolution Orchestra.

Illinois State Representative La Shawn K. Ford and Jen
Kurth Van Klompenberg

Heidi and Chad Tischer 
Art Sims and Ursula
Murray 

Jenne Myers and Kathleen Caliento Marlowe Marsh, from left, Martina Smith, Mariya Clay
and Sophia Dawson

Nancy and Ken Arlen 

Co-Chairs Andy McGaan and Dianne Blanco with Todd
Hurst

CANDID CANDACE 
By Candace Jordan

‘These kids are like
sponges and want to learn’

MORE ONLINE: Find more photos and video of this
event at www.chicagotribune.com/candidcandace

Dear Miss Manners: I
have been accepted by two
graduate schools, which is
very exciting! I have al-
ready put the deposit
down on one, and plan to
go there since it seems it
will fit my life and learning
style best. I was wonder-
ing: What is the proper
way to decline the other
school?

Gentle Reader: There is
an argument to be made
that applying to a school is
a business transaction,
meaning that the uni-
versity, as the seller, should
be content with a simple,
“Thank you, but I’ve de-
cided not to enroll.”

Miss Manners is not,
however, confident that
you will never need them
again — whether for the
next graduate degree,
employment when you
graduate or when your
university of choice turns
out to be on a flood plain.

She therefore advises
the extra effort of telling
them how grateful you are
to have been accepted,
how impressed you were
by their program and how
much it pains you not to be
able to accept.

Dear Miss Manners: I
obtained a credit card
through a major airline.
One of the perks of receiv-
ing the card is that if I
spend a certain amount
with the card within the
first few months, I have the
opportunity to purchase a
half-price companion
ticket with my purchase of
a regular full-fare ticket.

A friend (and occasional
travel companion) and I
are planning a trip, for
which we will each pay our
own way. This purchase

will enable me to take
advantage of the airline’s
companion-flies-at-half-
price offer.

When I ask my friend to
reimburse me for his
ticket, would it be appro-
priate for us to split the
total cost of both tickets, so
that we each pay 75% of a
regular full-fare ticket? Or
am I required to pass along
the full benefit of the half-
price offer to my friend
and bear the cost of the
full-fare ticket myself?

Gentle reader: Logically,
your friend will be no
worse off no matter what
you recommend — that he
pay the full fare, that he
pay 75%, or that he pay
50%. But most friends
would feel ill-used by the
first option and grateful for
the third.

Miss Manners has no
objection to your taking
the neutral second option,
but even this should be
stated clearly and only as a
suggestion: “I have this
offer. What do you think of
us using it and splitting the
savings?” 

Note that you are asking
your friend whether you
should use the offer on this
trip, not the terms on
which you will do so. Pre-
sumably you are close
enough to anyone you are
willing to sit next to on an
airplane that this will not
be a difficult discussion.

Dear Miss Manners: I am
a foreign-born American
who came to this country
decades ago and who
speaks English with only a
slight accent. Although I
am proud of my heritage,
the United States has long
been my home, and I am a
full-fledged citizen of this
country.

I have begun working as
a customer service repre-
sentative dealing with a
number of people by
phone, and although I love
my job, my accent has led
to a number of awkward
situations.

Occasionally, people will
politely ask where I was
born and I will tell them,
then steer them back to the
matter at hand. Other
times, however, some will
assume that I am speaking
to them from a foreign
country, which I am not,
and make nationalistic
remarks that are disturb-
ing. Even worse is when
I’m told that they’d prefer
to speak to another repre-
sentative “who is an
American,” though that is
my nationality.

I understand that “the
customer is always right,”
but how do I do my job and
reply to impolite remarks
that question my back-
ground and abilities, par-
ticularly when I’m gener-
ally speaking better Eng-
lish than the person that I
am talking to?

Gentle Reader: “I am so
sorry, it sounded as if you
said you thought that I was
not American? I could not
quite understand your
English.”

Dear Miss Manners: I
realize that this is an indel-
icate subject, but it’s one
that has been bothering me
for a while. When a guest
in someone’s house, is one
expected to leave the toilet
clean after use, or is it OK
to leave splatter? There is a
cleaning brush nearby, so I
feel there is no excuse for a
dirty commode, except
laziness. I also have this
question when traveling
with someone and sharing
a bathroom. Am I being
overly fastidious?

Gentle reader: Not to the
person who plans to use
your bathroom next.

To send a question to the
Miss Manners team of
Judith Martin, Nicholas
Ivor Martin and Jacobina
Martin, go to missmanners.
com or write them c/o
Universal Uclick, 1130
Walnut St., Kansas City,
MO 64106.

Student seeking to turn down
school without burning bridge

Judith Martin
Miss Manners

33 E 1st Street
Hinsdale, IL 60521
630-323-1840
www.hinsdalefurriers.com

END OF SEASON

CLEARANCE

LAST CHANCE OF

THE SEASON TO SHOP

OUR SELECTION OF

GENTLY USED FURS

BEGINS MARCH 1ST

UP TO 80%
OFF

AUTO • HOME • L I F E • HEALTH • BUS I N ESS

WilliamTaylor Insurance Agency

148 Randhurst Village Drive

Suite 234 • Mt. Prospect

(847) 398-2727
william@wmtaylor.net

RANDHURST VILLAGE

$25.00
GIFT CARD

RECEIVE A

REFER A FRIEND

-OR-

CALL US FOR

INSURANCE QUOTES

Offer valid for new State Farm Policy Holders.
Limit 1 gift card per household.

Celebrating

3030
YEARSYEARS
3030

YEARSYEARS

State Farm Randhurst
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40% OFF EVERYTHING!
Closets, Garages, Home Offices, Pantries, Murphy Beds,

Garage Floors and much more!!
(*Order of $999 or more.) Not valid with any other offers. Offer expires 4/5/2020.

www.closetsbydesign.com

Call for a FREEFREE in-home design consultation and estimate!!

®

Officesffi

Murphy BedsPantries

Walk-In ClosetsReach-In Closets

Laundry Rooms / Mudroomsd d

Closets, Garages, Home Offices, Garage Floors, Murphy Beds, Pantries, Laundries and Much More!!

NOW’STHETIMETO GET ORGANIZED!NOW’STHETIMETO GET ORGANIZED!

40% OFF
EVERYTHING!

A+

Serving all of Chicagoland

312-985-9235 Downtown

630-501-0190 West Suburbs

847-354-4933 Chicago North

CT
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REAL ESTATE

C
hicago is an architect’s town. Ar-

chitectural tours are plentiful in

the city, showing off its grandeur

and history. New projects are

always in the mix, be it a reno-

vation, repurposing or new creation. Through it

all, women are at the table, designing buildings

that will leave their mark on city landscapes and

communities.

These days, female architecture students are
graduating at the same rate as men, according to
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Archi-
tecture. So, as we wrap up a tumultuous Women’s
History Month, we spoke with women in the
profession — who have helped shape the city
through work on everything from the old main
post office to the Chicago Riverwalk to O’Hare
International Airport — about what the new dec-
ade holds for our acclaimed city.

Look to the horizon: The future is female.
The interviews have been condensed and ed-

ited.

Chheng Lim
Chheng Lim, project executive at Sheehan

Nagle Hartray Architects, designs public struc-
tures such as data centers, which house networks
and servers. Her niche: What’s known as mission
critical architecture, or buildings that are critical
to the operation of an organization.

Q: Buildings impact landscapes, regardless
of where they are placed. What are conversa-
tions like between architects, clients and com-
munities when talking purpose and design? 

A: There’s an opportunity to design thought-
fully. I don’t necessarily think that good archi-
tecture has to be something that is overly extrava-
gant or that tries to do too much. Does it consider
all of the environmental constraints, and does it
negotiate that well? Does it use sustainable mate-
rials thoughtfully? It’s all of these thoughtful deci-

sions you make along the way that can really de-
fine a building. 

Q: Sustainability is a buzzword in many
industries, but in the world of architecture,
can a project ever perfectly align financially,
ecologically and culturally?

A: Absolutely. Certainly for the clients that I
work with, it’s actually very critical. Sustainability,
for me, isn’t simply just about the materials; it boils
down to the fundamentals of how a building actu-
ally works, how the systems are designed. How do

you make the building as passive as possible, so
you’re not using all this energy.

Kimberly Dowdell 
Kimberly Dowdell is a principal at HOK Chi-

cago. Over the past 25 years, HOK has led projects
from large scale planning to urban design, from
skyscrapers to sports arenas to office spaces. Cur-
rently, Dowdell is looking forward to the expan-
sion of Terminal 5 at O’Hare and to seeing how her
team’s work on a Little Village commercial corri-
dor materializes into something transformative for
the neighborhood.

Q: With Chicago consisting of 77 unique
neighborhoods, how do you strengthen the
public experience without traumatizing the
residents of the neighborhoods or compromis-
ing that identity?

A: We have to believe in the genius of the local
and not have experts from elsewhere always come
in and try to save the day. Many of the solutions to
the problems that we see in our communities can
be solved by the minds and hearts in the commu-
nity. The largest barriers to improvement, particu-
larly in under-resourced communities, is access to
capital. Let the people solve their own problems
and give them the loans and other opportunities to
take ownership of their own destiny.

Q: What does the notion of “the future is
female” look like in your field of work? 

A: While I am proud to be a licensed architect, I
more broadly consider myself a change agent in
the built environment. I specialize in architecture,
sustainable design, organizational leadership,
business development, marketing, project man-
agement, real estate development and public ad-
ministration. I think that women have the ability
to multitask very well, and I think that the future is
going to require more and more of this. Further, I
believe that if the built environment is made for all
of the people, an increasing share of influencers in
the built environment should be women.

We are seeing some progress in exposing more 

Architect and project executive Chheng Lim at the offices of Sheehan Nagle Hartray Architects in Chicago. 
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Kimberly Dowdell is a principal at HOK Chicago.

HOK

In the world of Chicago architecture and design,

the future is female
By Darcel Rockett

Turn to Women, Page 4

Actress Sophia Bush sold her
three-bedroom, 3,500-square-
foot penthouse condo in the West
Loop on Wednesday for $1.97
million.

A California native, Bush, 37,
was based in Chicago while she
starred on the NBC police proce-
dural “Chicago P.D.” from 2014
until 2017. Through a land trust,
Bush in 2015 paid $1.6 million for
the penthouse condo, which is on
the seventh floor of the Acorn

Lofts building.
After Bush

left “Chicago
P.D.” in 2017,
she returned to
Los Angeles,
where she has
owned a four-
bedroom house
there since
buying it in

2009 for $1.43 million.
Bush first listed the penthouse

in March 2019 for $2.5 million,
and then cut her asking price to

$2.1 million in December.
Features in the condo include

three baths, extra-wide white oak
floors, 12-foot-plus timber ceil-
ings and three skylights. The
spacious kitchen touts blue cabi-
nets and white marble counter-
tops, and the master suite fea-
tures a jumbo shower and tub.
The condo also offers outdoor
space with a private rooftop deck,
partially covered by the building’s
water tower.

“We waited for someone who
saw the property for what it was,

(and) we got the right person,”
said listing agent Vincent Anza-
lone. “The timing for the person
was also precarious because we
don’t know what lies ahead. In
that sense, I think that Sophia
would be relieved to sell this
before this unknown.”

Public records do not yet iden-
tify the buyers of Bush’s condo.

Billionaires snap up vibrant
Gold Coast house for $2.5
million, in all its zebra-wall-
papered glory: A billionaire

couple from the Detroit area, who
founded and later sold Michigan’s
largest Medicaid HMO plan, paid
$2.5 million on Feb. 10 for a five-
bedroom, 4,650-square-foot
vintage house in the Gold Coast
neighborhood.

Sherry and David Cotton, who
founded Medicaid insurer Merid-
ian Health and then sold it to
Wellcare Health Plans for $2.5
billion in 2018, bought the man-
sion, which was built in 1888.

ELITE STREET 

Actress Sophia Bush sells West Loop penthouse
By Bob Goldsborough

Bush

Turn to Elite, Page 4

As GM and Ford go all in, Europe pulls back on EV plans in US
Coverage starts on Page 7

INSIDE THIS SECTION: RIDES
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Q: I have been dis-
cussing assisting my fa-
ther with his mortgage
now that he is retired. We
have decided on a 60/40
split of the monthly pay-
ment, and I’ll pick up the
larger share. The think-
ing is that I’ll inherit the
home when he dies and
also, of course, assume
the outstanding mort-
gage.

My question is, how
can I structure this ar-
rangement to not only
minimize tax implica-
tions (mine and his), but
also make sure I am pro-
tected if circumstances
change and someone else
attempts to lay claim to
the home down the road.

A: You can definitely
come up with a structure
for partitioning ownership,
but the questions are at
what cost and how compli-
cated do you want that
structure to be?

There are different kinds
of claims other heirs could
have against the home.
You’re probably worried
about having a relative
come forward with the
claim that they should have
inherited the home (and
not you once your father
dies). The other kind of
claim is a litigation-type
claim against the owner of
the home. Any owner of
that home would be re-
sponsible for the activities
that go on in the home, any
liens that have been filed
and any injuries that may
occur there as well.

From the tax point of
view, you have several
things to consider. The first
is whether your father is
entitled to any real estate
tax benefits due to his
income, age and length of
time he has lived at the
property. If you change his
ownership structure, you
need to figure out if your
dad would lose out on any
of those real estate tax
benefits.

The next issue would
relate to federal income
taxes. Currently your father
should receive any federal
income tax benefits from
owning the home and liv-
ing there as a primary resi-
dence. For one, he can
deduct the interest he pays
on his mortgage and he can
deduct up to $10,000 in real
estate taxes. (The maxi-
mum deduction for state
and local taxes on your
federal income tax form is
$10,000.) Finally, this de-
duction will depend on
whether you itemize your
deduction on your federal
income tax form.

For you to deduct inter-

est on the loan, the loan
must be a lien on a property
you own. If you simply
share the expense with
your dad, your dad can
deduct the interest, but you
probably will not be able to
do so.

Having said all that, if
your dad wants to convey a
part of the home to you,
you’ll need to formalize
that arrangement. You may
decide to put the house into
a trust. Once the home is in
the trust, you and your
father could be the benefi-
cial owners of the trust. The
trust document would spell
out the responsibility for
payment of expenses and

provide for the distribution
of your dad’s interest in the
trust upon his death.

You’ll need to have a
frank discussion with your
father to see what your
father wants to do with the
home and who he feels
should be entitled to it once
he dies. What you think and
what his actual wishes
might be could differ, and
you are trying to make sure
that you and he are both in
total agreement on this
issue. For the sake of the
family and the relationships
you’d like to maintain in the
future, you need to be
thoughtful about how you
proceed on this issue.

The last thing you need
is relatives thinking you
pressured your dad or took
advantage of him.

You’ll want to build a
solid paper trail of what
you end up putting into the
home financially and a
record of the desires your
dad had for you and the
home. (This is where a will
comes into play.) It’s also
smart for him to write
down if he wants any fam-
ily members to get anything
from the home (even small
baubles take on larger
meaning after a loved one
dies).

For all these reasons, you
need to sit down with an

estate attorney and put a
structure in place that will
work for your dad, you and
the rest of the family. Re-
member, if you end up
having an ownership inter-
est in the home, make sure
you let your insurance
carrier know so that you
have insurance coverage
not only for the home but
also liability coverage in
case somebody gets hurt
there.

Ilyce Glink is the CEO of
Best Money Moves and
Samuel J. Tamkin is a real
estate attorney. Contact
them through the website
ThinkGlink.com.

REAL ESTATE MATTERS

Use care when sharing mortgage responsibility
By Ilyce Glink and
Samuel J. Tamkin
Tribune Content Agency

If you’re splitting a mortgage payment, you’ll want to build a solid paper trail of what you put into a home financially.

DREAMSTIME

Rate Criteria: The rates and annual percentage rate (APR) are effective as of 03/24/20. All rates, fees and other information are subject to change without notice.
RateSeeker, LLC. does not guarantee the accuracy of the information appearing above or the availability of rates and fees in this table. The institutions appearing in this
table pay a fee to appear in this table. Annual percentage rates (APRs) are based on fully indexed rates for adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs). The APR on your spe-
cific loan may differ from the sample used. All rates are quoted on a minimum FICO score of 740. Conventional loans are based on loan amounts of $165,000. Jumbo
loans are based on loan amounts of $484,351. Lock Days: 30-60. Points quoted include discount and/or origination. Payments do not include amounts for taxes and insur-
ance. The APR may increase after consummation and may vary. FHA Mortgages include both UFMIP and MIP fees based on a loan amount of $165,000 with 5% down
payment. Points quoted include discount and/or origination. Fees reflect charges relative to the APR. If your down payment is less than 20% of the home’s value,
you will be subject to private mortgage insurance, or PMI. VA Mortgages include funding fees based on a loan amount of $165,000 with 5% down payment. If
your down payment is less than 20% of the home’s value, you will be subject to private mortgage insurance, or PMI. “Call for Rates” means actual rates were not
available at press time. To access the NMLS Consumer Access website, please visit www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org. To appear in this table, call 773-320-8492.

Mortgage Guide

Institution 30 yr APR 30 yr Fixed Product Rate Points Fees % Down APR Phone / Website NMLS # / License #

When mortgage rates dropped to historic lows ear-
ly this month, refinancing applications shot through
the roof. One source compared the mortgage lend-
er industry during that week as similar to Home De-
pot before a coming hurricane.

Since then, mortgage rates have been yo-yoing
given the uncertainty of financial markets during
the coronavirus pandemic, as well as the Fed’s two
emergency rate drops. But while current rates may
not be enticing, recent rate movements have been
exceptionally erratic and in these unprecedented
times, it’s entirely possible they will drop to lows
again.

That’s why it’s good to prepare now (while lenders
are catching their breath) if you think you’ll want to
refinance if rates drop again. Having your financial
situation in order will be necessary if you want your
application approved to lock a new low rate.

The first step is to calculate whether you have

enough equity in your home to allow for refinanc-
ing. You’ll only be able to refinance up to 80% of
your home’s appraised value, so if your current
mortgage plus any home equity debt exceeds 80%,
you’ll need to wait until you pay down more of those
balances.

Second, take a look at your other debts. Do you
have credit card balances or personal loans you
can pay off before applying for a refinance? The ra-
tio of your debt to your income is one of the primary
drivers in lender decisions.

Lastly, assess your credit. If your score is below
760, you may want to bolster it before applying to
refinance, since the higher your score, the more
likely you’ll be approved and the better rate you’ll
receive. Paying off debt is one way to improve your
score, but also check your credit report for errors
and avoid applying for any new credit until after you
refinance.

ADVERTISEMENT

Want to refinance if rates drop again? Here’s how to be ready

TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS FEATURE, CALL SALES DEPARTMENT @ 773-320-8492

SAVINGS UPDATE

20 yr fixed Call for Rates

15 yr fixed Call for Rates

10 yr fixed Call for Rates

Ask about our NEW early rate lock and verified

pre-approval (competes with cash offers).

Same great rates for loan amounts up to $1,500,000.

Competitive rates on multi-family properties.

Apply online – Fast approval. We service our own loans!

847-737-9020

NMLS# 787575

Liberty Bank

for Savings
www.libertybankmortgage.com

3.250%

30yr Fixed

APR

Rate: 3.250

Points: 0.000

Fees: $1250

% Down: 20%

30 Yr Fixed FHA 3.000 0.000 $800 5% 3.123

30 Yr Fixed Jumbo 3.750 0.000 $1,250 25% 3.830

7-1 Arm Jumbo 3.375 0.000 $1,250 20% 3.430

15 Yr Fixed 3.000 0.000 $800 20% 3.123

30 Yr Fixed 3.250 0.000 $800 5% 3.330

10-1 Jumbo 3.500 0.000 $1,250 20% 3.612

30 Yr Fixed VA 3.125 0.000 $800 5% 3.134

Investor 1-4 unit fixed rate and arm options available

312-388-2176

NMLS# 110495

Mutual of Omaha

Mortgage
https://mutualmortgage.simplenexus.com/ujsyj
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ADDRESS: 1500 N. Lake Shore Drive Unit 6A in Chicago
PRICE: $3,595,000 
Listed on Feb. 10, 2020

This 4,200-square-foot Gold Coast home has three bed-
rooms, 3.5 bathrooms and a private elevator. The home
was renovated in 2009. The white kitchen has stainless
steel appliances, an island, marble countertops and a but-
ler’s pantry. The home has walnut floors, new windows,
electric shades and a gas fireplace. Building amenities
include an on-site property manager, a new gym and a
heated garage with parking for one car.
Agent: Suzanne Gignilliat @properties, 773-394-4717

To feature your luxury listing of $800,000 or more in Chi-
cago Tribune’s Dream Homes, send listing information and
high-resolution photos to ctc-realestatei@chicagotri-
bune.com.

JIM TSCHETTER/ZC360 IMAGES PHOTOS

HOME OF THE WEEK

Gold Coast home with
private elevator: $3.6M

chicagotribune.com/homes
Visit us online for exclusive Home of the Day photo galleries, plus views of other featured homes and real estate stories.

GETCHAZ GET IT DONE

AHC Z

Selected in FORBES One of the 10 Most Dependable Real Estate Agents in Central USA

Chaz WaltersHOTPROPERTY
©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Real Estate LLC. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal

Opportunity Act. Operated by a subsidiary of NRT LLC. Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Realestate agents affiliated with

Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor sales associates and are not employees of Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.

Call Chaz

773.868.3080

chaz@chazwalters.com

www.chazwalters.com

Bridging the gap from the city to the suburbs

2020

We’ve Been

Selling!

This space is

reserved for

your place

every week

until it’s sold

HOT PROPERTY
®

THE MOVE TO MAKE

This space is

reserved for

your place

every week

until it’s sold

HOT PROPERTY
®

THE MOVE TO MAKE

SKOKIE MULTI FAMILY

8350 Kimball Ave $2,349,890
All incredible investment oppor-

tunity. All rehabbed 3 bedroom

units with in unit laundry and

parking. Cash Cow!

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

LAKEVIEW 3 FLAT

3043 N Ashland Ave $999,000
Awesome CASH COW! Rehabbed

brick and frame 3 flat. 2 resi-

dential and 1 commercial space

all leased. Location Location!

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

ROGERS PARK

3153 West Wallen Ave $959,929
Modern elegance in this 5

bed/5.1 bath home. Custom high

end finishes. Main level and lower

level kitchens. 2 Car garage.

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

MILLENNIUM PARK

60 E Monroe St Unit 5004 $864,920
The Legacy! 2 bed/2 bath Up

to 13 feet of floor to ceiling

unobstructed park, lake and city

views. Richly appointed.

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

INVERNESS

1484 Thor Drive $659,767
Custom home in serene setting

on over an acre of land. 4

bedroom, 3.3 baths. Main level

master suite. 3 car garage.

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

WINSTON TOWERS CONDO

7033 N Kedzie 1101 $220,000
Gracious living in this 3 bed, 2

bath home at Winston Towers

with balcony. Large master

suite. Garage parking.

Call Chaz 773-868-3080

WINNETKA HOME ON THE LAKE

1215 Whitebridge Hill Road $6,749,905
150 feet of private beach accompany this 15,000 sq ft limestone

and brick villa of wowed decadence. 6 bedrooms, 6.4 baths, indoor

pool, 12 seat theatre, elevator and more. Call Chaz 773-868-3080

GLENCOE AWARD WINNING SINGLE FAMILY

684 Greenleaf Avenue $2,694,689
Designed E. E. Roberts this award winning 6 bed/5.1 bath home

sits on a 1/2 acre and has been rebuilt to offer all the amenities of

newer homes. Walk to Metra and beach. Call Chaz 773-868-3080

AMAZING BRIDGEPORT SINGLE FAMILY

3214 South Canal Street $1,849,919
Luxury abounds in this home sitting on 50' wide lot. Its elevator

or elegant staircases take you to all 4 levels. This house has

everything included from top to bottom. Call Chaz 773-868-3080

GOLD COAST TOWNHOME

123 W Oak Street Q $1,308,798
Oak Club Townhomes Corner Home. Newer gourmet designed

kitchen. 3 En Suite Bedrooms Master suite with private sitting area.

Top floor private deck. 2 garage spaces. Call Chaz 773-868-3080

This space is

reserved for

your place

every week

until it’s sold

HOT PROPERTY
®

THE MOVE TO MAKE

We’ve Been

Selling!

This space is

reserved for

your place

every week

until it’s sold

HOT PROPERTY
®

THE MOVE TO MAKE

Your Goodwill®

purchases fund
job training and

more in your
community. Even
those frames that

show off your
twin pugs.

BRING

HOME.
SM
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children and young women to
architecture, but there is much
more work to be done in this
space. I’m leading the National
Organization of Minority Archi-
tects (NOMA), and through NO-
MA’s Project Pipeline Summer
Camps, we reach hundreds of
students each year.

Carol Ross Barney
Carol Ross Barney is the found-

er and design principal of Ross
Barney Architects. Her award-
winning work ranges from the
Chicago Riverwalk to the Okla-
homa City Federal Building. She’s
also a founding member of the
nonprofit Chicago Women in
Architecture, an organization
whose goal is to advance the
status of women in architecture
and related fields.

Q: Neighborhoods change
when structures are erected.
When you see Chicago’s neigh-
borhoods — the ones where
you’ve worked on previous
projects — how do you see
them? 

A: A lot of our work is design of
infrastructure — transit, parks,
schools — so the impact is almost
always immediate and substan-
tial. The quality of life in our city
depends on the functioning
health of the entire infrastructure
system. I think this means that
the dysfunctioning neighbor-
hoods and urban infrastructure
need to be fixed first. 

Q: What are the challenges of
being a woman in this busi-
ness? 

A; Architecture is a very chal-
lenging and competitive business
for any practitioner, but the de-

gree of difficulty is exponentially
increased for women who face
both the prejudices against wom-
en in American society and the
still unequal status of women in
the architectural profession. You
only need to look at the leader-
ship at major firms in Chicago to
understand the obstacles that
women still face.

Heidi Wang
Heidi Wang is a partner at

Worn Jerabek Wiltse, a firm that
specializes in senior living proj-
ects and affordable housing for
people with special needs. She
once thought she’d go into his-
toric preservation, but after grad
school at University of Illinois at
Chicago, the built environment
became her focus.

Q: Why does there seem to
be a disconnect between archi-
tects being called upon by aver-

age single-family homeown-
ers?

A: I think there’s a perception
that architects are only for really
high-end projects or for the su-
per-rich to design a custom man-
sion on a cliff somewhere, when
really the everyday person can
most benefit from architect serv-
ices. We’re not an elite service;
we’re there to help you make a
better home or to maximize what
you have. Maybe you have your
mother come live with you. How
do you adapt your home to make
it accessible to her or have two
households coexisting in one —
that’s something where an archi-
tect can help with that and really
make a difference.

Q: Are you a firm believer in
reactivating buildings and
repurposing them?

A: Definitely, that is something
I’m committed to. As a firm, we
have a project right now in a rural

part of central Illinois converting
an original high school into af-
fordable housing apartments for
seniors. A lot of times these adap-
tive projects use a building that is
really well situated — so well
connected to things like walking
to stores, to supportive services.
It’s right in the center of town. 

Kristen Conry
Kristen Conry is a co-manag-

ing director and principal at
Gensler’s Chicago office. A 20-
year veteran of the industry, she
has served on both sides of the
architecture table, as client and
service provider. While she ini-
tially majored in English in col-
lege, she turned to architecture
because it was something that she
felt had a real balance of art, sci-
ence, design and process.

Q: Where do you see Chi-
cago’s architecture scene going
in this new decade?

A: At the root, Chicago is a city
of innovative solutions. Because
we have such a rich history and
because we are a city with some
really amazing assets, we look at
the great stock of amazing build-
ings and bring them back to the
best-in-class examples of what

they could be. 
I think about the work we’ve

done on the Willis Tower with
the new introduction of all the
amenity spaces. And the work
that we’ve done with the Old Post
Office — breathing new life into
2.5 million square feet that sat
dormant for decades — is such an
iconic piece of architecture and
so impactful in the city. 

Q: How does one make a
name for themselves in a city
known for its architecture?

A: Architecture is not an indi-
vidualistic pursuit. So making a
name or standing out in a city
known for its architecture is not
the way I think of it. To be at a
firm like Gensler, where we de-
sign at the highest level for any-
thing from 2.5 million square feet
to 1,200 square feet — that’s how
you make a mark on the city, by
understanding that impact hap-
pens at all scales. The importance
is what that impact is at each of
those scales and for the people
and the community that they’re
ultimately designed for.

drockett@chicagotribune.com
Join our Chicago Dream Homes
Facebook group for more luxury
listings and real estate news.

Architect Heidi Wang is a partner

at Worn Jerabek Wiltse.

CHERI LYN PHOTOGRAPHY/WJW

Kristen Conry is a co-managing

director and principal at Gensler.

GENSLER

Women
Continued from Page 1

Carol Ross Barney’s award-winning work includes the Chicago Riverwalk. 

WITTEN SABBATINI 

Features in the home include
3½ baths, five fireplaces and
detailed moldings. The eat-in
kitchen has commercial-grade
appliances, while a great room
features a large skylight. The
second floor includes a library
and a landscaped deck, and a
lower level has a rec room. The
home also has an attached, heated

1.5-car garage.
It also hit the market with a

vibrant splash amid a sea of neu-
tral whites and cool grays. It was
listed with splashy photos depict-
ing rooms painted hues of char-
treuse and hot pink, with striking
complements of animal print
sprinkled throughout. The house
first was listed in July for just
under $2.8 million, and reduced
in November to $2.65 million.

Doug Smith, an agent with
@properties, who represented
the Cottons, declined to comment

on the purchase. Jeffrey Lowe of
Compass represented the seller, a
land trust that recently paid $2.7
million for a house in Kenilworth.

University of Chicago shells
out $1.2 million for vintage
2-flat in Hyde Park — more
than double its value: The
University of Chicago paid $1.2
million Feb. 8 for a vintage brick
two-flat that stands in the shadow
of a large parking garage that
serves the university’s medical
center in Hyde Park.

The two-flat, 5616 S. Maryland
Ave., stands out because it had
been the last property on its block
not owned by the university. And
the two-flat’s sellers reaped an
impressive, nearly $1 million
profit on the home after paying
$202,000 for it in 2000.

The two-flat is immediately
north of the UChicago Medicine’s
Parking Garage B, which largely is
used by visitors and patients of
Comer Children’s Hospital.

Built about 1900, the 2,272-
square-foot two-flat has two

apartment units.
A U. of C. representative was

not able to provide an immediate
comment on the use for the two-
flat or the land underneath it.

However, it’s clear that the
university really wanted the
building and was willing to pay
up for it; the Cook County Asses-
sor assigns it a fair market value
of $445,420.

Join our Chicago Dream Homes
Facebook group for more luxury
listings and real estate news.

Elite
Continued from Page 1

OPEN

HOUSE

There’s an

just around the corner
We’ll help you find homes and open houses near you.

• Search open houses
• Get email alerts of local open houses
• See dates, times, maps and more

LEARN MORE at homefinder.com/myhomefinder

Tired of high taxes, bitter cold and snow? Florida
Panhandle has no income tax and very low 
property taxes. Our custom designed and built 
(2016) 6,100 sq ft executive home is for sale in 
luxurious gated Sandestin. The house has too 
many amenities to list here. Asking $2.4 M, Call 
Don Crane 309 678-0933

MIRAMAR BEACH $2395000 32550
3125 MERION DRIVE OTHER

1625 Acres located in Box Elder, SD. Winter 
Shelter and creek on property. Working Corral 
system and ample pasture land. $2,900,000! TJ 
@ Black Hills Realty 605-863-1920

BOX ELDER, SD $2,900,000 57719
154TH STREET LAND

NATIONAL
LOTS/ACREAGE

Search for your new Real Estate Property at classifieds.chicagotribune.com

To place a real estate ad, visit chicagotribune.com/advertiser/realestate

REALESTATE ARKETPLACE

Stop wasting time searching for talent. Find the right

talent with tribune publishing recruitment services.

We work hard to make your talent search easy. With

our expansive network of distinguished print and online

publications and their respective reach and readership,

you’ll have access to top talent from coast-to-coast.

Plus, enjoy advanced job matching and ad targeting

technology, access print and digital advertising

opportunities, career fairs and more.

Extend your reach. Access customized

technology. Simplify your search.

chicagotribune.com/jobs

YOUR
PERFECT
HIRE
ISWAITING
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SeniorLivingSolutions

Studio: $1,700

One bedroom: $2,195

Two bedroom: $3,195

Come visit.

773-888-0043

Independent Living

5333 North Sheridan Road

Chicago, IL 60640

WWW.SENIORLIFESTYLE.COM

SENIOR LIVING.

SPECTACULAR
LAKE MICHIGAN

views.

Curious about
Friendship Village?

Stop by for a tour any Tuesday at 10:30 a.m.
(Bridgewater Place Main Entrance)

A Friendship Senior Options Community

INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING

MEMORY SUPPORT • SKILLED CARE • SHORT-TERM REHAB

(847) 490-6265 • FriendshipVillage.org

The Breakers at Edgewater Beach
Chicago, IL 60640 888-864-1801

$1,655 $1,895 $3,100 RC ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Bright Oaks of Aurora
1340 River Street, Aurora, IL 60506 630-892-8800

From $3,500 From $3,575 $5,400 AL ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

GreenFields Of Geneva
Geneva, IL 60134 630-232-9105

Life Plan
Community

From $2,632 $3,451 RC, SA,AL ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Friendship Village of Schaumburg
Schaumburg, IL 60194 847-490-6265

From $1,517 From $2,276 From $2,898 RC, SA,AL ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Community Name
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*Type: SA Senior Apartments • RC Retirement Communities • AA Active Adults • AL Assisted Living

A Friendship Senior Options Community

(877) 857-9433 • www.GreenFieldsGeneva.org

Staying close.
Living well.

INDEPENDENT LIVING • HOME CARE • ASSISTED LIVING

MEMORY SUPPORT • SHORT-TERM REHAB • SKILLED NURSING CARE

Learn how you can save
$6,000 on Assisted Living
or Memory Care.

Celebrating All of
the Life's Moments
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DON’T MISS
A BEAT

Sign up for Chicago Tribune newsletters
and stay connected to the pulse of
everything you love about Chicago.

chicagotribune.com/newsletters

Get stories
by the week
and hour

Visit us online for more community
news to help you make informed

decisions around the clock.

chicagotribune.com/suburbs
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©2020 General Motors. All Rights Reserved. Cadillac®NapletonCadillac.com

LOCATION

1050 South Milwaukee Avenue

Libertyville, IL 60048

SALES

847.807.4242

Fax: 847.362.9506

Mon-Thurs 9am-9pm

Fri 9am-7pm

Sat 9am-6pm

SERVICE

847.737.3088

Mon-Thurs 6:30am-6pm

Fri 6:30am-5pm

Sat 8am-4pm

NAPLETON CADILLAC
OF LIBERTYVILLE

Plus tax, title, lic. & doc fee. $0 sec. dep. ~March 16-june 30, 2020. Ford credit offering. *Financing in lieu of rebate on select new models. 0% APR for 84(66) mos. = $11.90($15.15) per $1000 financed. ^Charge at
lease end for excess wear and mileage. See dealer for details. Expires 3/31/20.

847-793-1201
www.napletonfordlibertyville.com

1010 South Milwaukee Avenue
Libertyville, IL 60048In Libertyville

Choice For Ford

Deals AndServiceD
#1

Your

All offers plus tax, title, license and doc fees.All incentives applied,which vary by model. Exp. 3/31/20.

2019 CADILLAC CTS AWD
LUXURY PACKAGE

STK#2398N • MSRP $58,215 • MILES 2,016

$18,000
UPTO

2019 CADILLAC XT5 AWD
PREMIUM LUXURY PACKAGE

STK#2161N • MSRP $63,170 • MILES 2,046

2019 CADILLAC ESCALADE
PREMIUM LUXURY PACKAGE

STK#2463N • MSRP $92,795 • MILES 2,402

NAPLETON CADILLAC OF LIBERTYVILLE

Make Your Way To Savings

OFFMSRP

$15,000
UPTO

OFFMSRP

$18,000
UPTO

OFFMSRP

NEW2019 FORD

F-150XLT

0%
APRX84MOS.*

NEW2020FORD

FUSION

0%
APRX66MOS.*

PLUS $2,500FORD
REBATE

NEW2020FORD

ESCAPEESCAPE

0%
APRX66MOS.*

PLUS $1,500FORD
REBATE

NEW2020FORD

EXPLORERXLT

0%
APRX66MOS.*

PLUS $3,000FORD
REBATE

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL SUMMER!
~

Ford Flex Buy. Ford Flex Buy. Ford Flex Buy.
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As General Motors and
Ford Motor Co. bet the
farm on electric vehicles,
European manufacturers
are pulling vehicles from
the U.S. market for lack of
demand.

BMW confirmed this
week that it will not bring
its electric iX3 crossover to
these shores, following a
decision by Mercedes in
December to delay the
introduction of its EQC EV
here. They will be sold in
international markets such
as Europe and China where
governments are forcing
electrification with penal-
ties and consumer incen-
tives.

The BMW and Mer-
cedes made their decisions
despite the fact that the iX3
and EQC are aimed at the
heart of the American
market: the compact SUV
segment. The similar-size
gas-powered BMW X3 and
Mercedes GLC are the
German automakers’ best-
selling vehicles here.

The moves follow poor
sales for Jaguar’s iPace
SUV, which debuted to
media raves last year as a
Tesla killer but which has
failed to catch fire with
consumers. Tesla domi-
nates the EV market with
80% of sales and has been
the only automaker to sell
in volume.

The German automak-
ers’ retreat comes as GM

and Ford go all-in on elec-
trification, hoping to dupli-
cate Tesla’s sales success. 

Ford is investing $11
billion to produce 20 new
EVs by 2023, headlined by
the Tesla Model Y-fighting
Mustang MachE compact
ute. GM last week said it
will spend $20 billion on 22
vehicles in the same time
frame. Ford predicts a third
of its vehicles will be elec-
tric by 2030 while GM says
60% of its research and
development is committed
to EVs as it electrifies all its
brands.

GM CEO Mary Barra
told the news media at an
EV Day recently that the
product overhaul is neces-
sary to prevent environ-
mental catastrophe: “We
are building to an EV future
because we believe that
climate change is real.”

GM is targeting Tesla a
decade after introducing
the Chevy Volt plug-in
hybrid in response to the
Toyota Prius hybrid, which
industry analysts expected
to lead to a consumer stam-
pede to hybrids. Volt pro-
duction ended last year
after disappointing sales,
while Prius sales are off
60% from last decade as

predictions of an oil shock
never came to fruition.

This month’s drop in
crude prices may create
more headwinds for bat-
tery-powered vehicles.

The national gas price
average was $2.21 last
week, according to AAA, 33
cents lower than this time
last year, because of an
international oil price war
caused by decreased de-
mand due to the co-
ronavirus scare.

Despite the debut of 45
pure electric and plug-in
hybrids in the United States

last year, 325,000 plug-in
passenger vehicles were
sold, down 6.8% from
349,000 in 2018, according
to Edmunds. That is just
2% of the 17 million vehi-
cles sold in the U.S. in 2019. 

BMW and Mercedes,
however, are bullish on
sales of their EV SUVs
overseas, especially in
Europe and China where
government incentives are
heavily skewed toward
electrics. In Europe, auto
fleets must meet carbon
dioxide targets of 95
grams/per liter — equiva-

lent to 57 mpg — or face
massive fines.

To encourage consumers
to buy EVs, countries are
dangling a host of incen-
tives and penalties. France,
for example is imposing a
tax of up to $20,000 on
nonelectric cars. A new
VW Touareg diesel SUV
will see an increased tax
this year of nearly $8,000.
Norway and Denmark tax
non-EVs by over 100% of
sticker price.

Despite nixing the iX3 —
and poor sales for its cur-
rent i3 and i8 EV lineup
currently — a BMW
spokesperson says more
EVs are in the pipeline for
the US in 2021. “The iNext
goes into production in the
middle of 2021, followed by
the BMW i4, which begins
production toward the end
of 2021.”

Both vehicles are based
on BMW’s all-new “skate-
board” architecture.

GM EVs will also be
based on a new skateboard
platform which the com-
pany believes is game-
changing when combined
with the continued drop of
battery prices. GM says
that, in addition to its green
benefits, its BEV3 archi-

tecture is more efficient to
manufacture, provides
more crash protection and
will offer a more refined
driving experience.

“No one knows the (cus-
tomer) adoption curve,”
GM President Mark Reuss
said last week. “So we have
to be tooled and ready to
go.”

Other automakers ex-
press similar sentiments
that EV adoption is inevi-
table both because of gov-
ernment regulation and a
consumer shift. At a Volks-
wagen test program in
Vancouver this month,
executives said the millen-
nial generation covets EVs
because they are environ-
mentally aware and be-
cause they expect the same
technology in cars as in
their smartphones.

In addition, many young-
er consumers are interested
in saving money. A typical
large EV such as the Tesla
Model S can do 3 miles per
kWh consumed, meaning
drivers are paying about 3
to 4 cents per mile traveled. 

VW plans on introducing
the first of its all-electric ID
line — the Tesla-like ID.4
crossover — to the U.S. later
this year. Product planners
say, however, EV accept-
ance in the U.S. may come
slowly.

So to meet consumer
demand, VW is introducing
another variant of its hot-
selling gas-powered three-
row Atlas SUV — the two-
row Atlas Cross Sport.

General Motors CEO Mary Barra, shown in 2017, said recently, “We are building to an EV future because we believe that climate change is real.”

ERIC SEALS/DETROIT FREE PRESS 

The electric bet 
As GM, Ford go all in, Europe pulls back on EV plans in US 

By Henry Payne
The Detroit News 

Mercedes-Benz is delaying the introduction of its EQC

all-electric compact crossover in the U.S. 

DAIMLER AG

A 2018 photo shows a Tesla electric SUV that crashed into

a barrier in Mountain View, California, killing the driver. 

AP

Automakers should take
measures to ensure drivers
remain focused on the road
in partially automated cars
after several high-profile
crashes, according to a
new recommendation
from a leading industry
safety group.

Automakers should add
failsafe methods of moni-
toring driver engagement
and more effective ways of
regaining the driver’s at-
tention when it wanders,

said the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety, which
conducts safety testing and
represents the insurance
industry. 

Additionally, the IIHS
said “designs should be
based on a principle of
shared control, and they
should have built-in limits
that prevent them from
being used on roads and
under conditions where it
isn’t safe to do so.”

As part of that philoso-
phy, partially automated
systems shouldn’t change
lanes or overtake other

vehicles without driver
input, the organization
said. The systems should
also be responsive to driver
steering input even when
automatic lane-centering
is engaged.

The IIHS recommended
that driver-monitoring
systems should trigger a
series of escalating atten-
tion reminders when it
detects that a driver’s focus
has wandered.

The first warning should
be a brief visual reminder,
the group said. “If the
driver doesn’t quickly

respond, the system
should rapidly add an
audible or physical alert,
such as seat vibration, and
a more urgent visual mes-
sage.” 

The recommendations
follow a ruling by the
National Transportation
Safety Board that the
driver of a Tesla Model X
SUV involved in a fatal
2018 crash that occurred
while the car was being
operated in Autopilot
mode was playing a video
game behind the wheel. 

The NTSB placed

blame for the crash on the
distracted driver, Tesla Inc.
and Trump administration
officials for not doing
enough to prevent crashes

involving cars that have
semi-autonomous features
that drivers easily mistake
for being capable of full
self-driving. 

Partially automated car safety concerns group 
By Keith Laing
Detroit News 

RIDES
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Q: I drive a 2019 Acura
MDX A-Spec with a
9-speed automatic with
sequential sport-shift
paddle shifters. Can
using the paddle shifters
harm the transmission? I
use the paddle shifters to
shift up for gas effi-
ciency.

—B.S., Oswego, Illinois 
A: The shifting in an

automatic transmission is
activated by solenoids that
receive a signal from the
electronic control module.
When you tap the paddle,
you send a similar signal to
the solenoids, overriding
the calculated computer
shifts. Short answer: You
are doing no harm. But
short-shifting may reduce
fuel economy. Also if you
attempt a shift at the
wrong time, it will be disal-
lowed.

Q: When I asked a
friend of mine why he
fills his 2016 Hyundai
Accent with premium
gas, he says by doing this
he gets more miles per
gallon compared to regu-
lar gas and maintains
that regular gas is too
watery. Is my friend
right?

—J.C., Fort Lau-
derdale, Florida 

A: He is wrong. Burning
premium gas in a car that
calls for regular just burns
money. Neither fuel econo-
my nor performance will
improve. Likewise, if pre-
mium fuel is recom-
mended but not required,
most motorists will see no
difference in performance
and the engine will not
knock or ping on regular.
Ask your friend to buy you
a beer with the money he
saves.

Q: I tried Rain-X sev-
eral years ago and found
it to be effective. Howev-
er, on a sunny day, driv-
ing west in the late after-
noon, the rays of the sun
coming through my
windshield were highly
refracted, causing nearly
total loss of visibility. I
pulled over and scrubbed
off the Rain-X and the
problem was fixed and
did not return.

—F.C., Chicago
A: I had not heard this

before, but I will keep an
eye on it. I have heard
rumors that Rain-X can
also play tricks on some
rain-sensing wiper systems
and washer fluid level
sensors.

Q: I never really used
glass treatments. What I
I’ve used for many years
is a brass blade scraper
that works unbelievably
well for ice and frost
removal. It’s much thin-
ner and stronger than
plastic. I bought my first
one many years ago from
Ace Hardware, but now
only find them online.
I’ve bought the Snow Joe
brand for everyone in my
household and they all
love it. I must be careful
not to hit any painted
surfaces, though. 

—K.B., Chicago
A: I received a brass

blade ice scraper for test-
ing last year and agree with

you. It is helpful to also
have an additional ridged
edge to break up heavy ice
coatings. Watch out for
rubber gaskets as well as
paint.

Q: Reading the trouble
code and changing that
part isn’t always the fix. I
had a 1998 Econoline
with a code that said
“bank 2 sensor 2.” But
replacing the oxygen
sensor was not the fix. It
turned out that there
were two rust holes in
the front cat. I dealt with
and them and the vehicle
passed its test. You can’t
just replace what the
code reader says every
time.

—J.M., Waukegan,
Illinois 

A: I couldn’t agree with
you more. Yes, parts stores
will loan out a code reader
and will usually look up
the code. They are also
happy to sell you a new
part, but as you discovered,
that is not always what you
need. The fault could be
anything from a dirty con-
nection to a bad ground.
You need a professional
auto technician to not only
interpret the code but hunt
down and fix the under-
lying problem.

Send questions along with
name and town to 
motormouth.tribune
@gmail.com.

A driver of a 2019 Acura MDX uses the paddle shifters to

shift up for gas efficiency. 

CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Can paddle shifters
harm the transmission? 

Bob Weber
Motormouth

Ford is about to enter
the truck-based SUV mar-
ket with the Ford Bronco,
and I get it. People are
passionate about these
things.

Yet, there are only two
truck-based SUVs in the
mid-size market — the
Jeep Wrangler and the
Toyota 4Runner. The To-
yota what?

You can be forgiven for
forgetting the Tacoma
pickup-based ute exists
because Toyota hasn’t
remade it since the Meso-
zoic Era (actually, 2009). It
hasn’t had a wall-to-wall
marketing campaign for
some time, unlike the Jeep.
But true 4Runner fans
know the Toyota is there.

I climbed into my 4Run-
ner tester with Mrs. Payne
on a cold winter night in
Detroit. The snow was
blowing and covering the
roads. Detroit potholes
were lurking. Boy, was I
glad to see the 4Runner’s
big bones and knobby,
high-profile tires.

We threw our luggage in
the cavernous boot, then
cranked up the interior
temps — heated seats, front
rear-defroster, climate
temps — with big, knobby
dials to match the tires.
After clearing the Toyota
of crusted ice and snow, I
tossed the snow brush into
the back seat — rugged,
mid-size trucks mean

never having to worry
about mussing the interior.

Like a sailor on rough
seas, the 4Runner relies on
old technology to chart its
course. I eased the shifter
into neutral, then yanked
the truck’s second transfer-
case shifter (familiar to
Wrangler fans, too) back
into four-wheel drive. 

The 4Runner sits a
ridiculous 10 inches off the
ground with a Jeep-like
33-degree front departure
angle for off-roading. The
ute even includes a crawl
mode for nature’s worst.
This fearlessness has made
Toyota’s ute a favorite of
folks in rural communities
where snowplows often
take days to catch up to
rutted roads.

The SUV bombed hap-
pily along, the 4.0-liter
270-horse V-6 mill roaring
its approval. V-6s, of
course, are frowned upon
in this woke green age of
turbocharged fuel-sipping

4-bangers. But with its
guttural growl and instant
torque, the six-holer
matches 4Runner’s can-do
character. 

As the U.S. has moved to
SUVs, the idea of a Tacoma
SUV with a hatch instead
of a pickup bed has real
appeal. Ford no doubt
hopes for the same gains
from a Ranger pickup-
based Bronco.

Like Dodge, 4Runner
mixes its old-fashioned
with a taste of modern
tech.

Adaptive cruise control
is enabled by the big radar
brick in the 4Runner’s
gaping fish-mouth grille.
Soon, the 4Runner’s brick
was coated and the car’s
brain told me adaptive
cruise-control was no
longer available. No prob-
lem, but a reminder of the
many challenges self-
driving systems have to
overcome.

The 4Runner encoun-
tered no navigation chal-
lenges on the route thanks
to another piece of up-
dated software, Apple
CarPlay. 

The big lug is not much
to look at, but my $48,000
Venture Edition tester
served its purpose as a
proper utility vehicle with
fold-flat second-row seats
for extended cargo room,
slide-out rear floor and
updated 8-inch screen that
keeps pace with the Wran-
gler’s modern U-Connect
system.

Toyota’s 4Runner is one of two truck-based SUVs. 

GENE J. PUSKAR/AP 

Trusty Toyota 4Runner is 4Ever
By Henry Payne
The Detroit News

2020 TOYOTA

4RUNNER

Price:

$37,240
Vehicle type: Front-

engine, rear- and all-wheel

drive, 5-passenger SUV

Fuel economy: EPA 17

city/20 highway/18 

combined

To showcase your

dealership contact

Kevin O’Keefe

at 219-793-5901

audi

Audi Exchange

2490 Skokie Valley Road

Highland Park, IL 60035

888-453-7195

www.audiexchange.com

chrysler

Sherman Dodge Jeep

Chrysler Ram

7601 N. Skokie Blvd.

Skokie, IL 60077

888-481-1777

ShermanTrib.com

dodge

Sherman Dodge Jeep

Chrysler Ram

7601 N. Skokie Blvd.

Skokie, IL 60077

888-481-1777

ShermanTrib.com

honda

Muller Honda*

550 Skokie Valley Road,

Highland Park

847-831-4200

www.muller-honda.com

Schaumburg

Honda Automobiles*

750 E. Golf Rd.

847-88-Honda

www.schaumburghondaautos.com

jeep

Sherman Dodge Jeep

Chrysler Ram

7601 N. Skokie Blvd.

Skokie, IL 60077

888-481-1777

ShermanTrib.com

mercedes

Autohaus On Edens*

1600 Frontage Rd.

Northbrook

847-272-7900

www.autohausonedens.com

Mercedes-Benz

Of St. Charles*

225 North Randall Road

St. Charles, IL

888-742-6095

www.mercedesbenzofstcharles.com

mercedes

Mercedes-Benz
Of Westmont*
200 E. Ogden Ave.

886-415-8182

www.mbofwestmont.com

mitsubishi

Biggers Mitsubishi*
1325 E. Chicago St., Elgin

888-612-8400

www.biggersmitsubishi.com

Schaumburg Mitsubishi*
660 E. Golf Road

Schaumburg

866-670-8000

www.schaumburgmitsubishi.com

nissan

Arlington Nissan*
1100 W. Dundee Rd

Arlington Heights, IL 60004

847-590-6100

www.arlingtonnissan.com

porsche

Porsche Exchange*
2300 Skokie Valley Rd.

Highland Park

#1 Volume Dealer in Illinois

847-266-7000

www.4porsche.com

Porsche Barrington
1475 S. Barrington Rd.

Barrington, IL 60010

Chicagoland’s Fastest Growing

Porsche Dealer

866-430-1277

www.barringtonporsche.com

ram

Sherman Dodge Jeep Chrysler Ram
7601 N. Skokie Blvd.

Skokie, IL 60077

888-481-1777

ShermanTrib.com

smart

Smart Center of St. Charles*
225 N. Randall Road

in St. Charles, IL

888-459-2190

st-charles.smartdealersites.com
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*All prices/ payments plus tax, title, license, and $300 doc fee. All factory rebates that are available to all qualified buyers are applied to pricing. Cash back and financing varies by model.
Dealer will not honor pricing errors. See dealer for details. EXP 03/31/2020.

Sales: 847-336-9855
Service: 847-744-9177

1620 Waukegan Rd. Glenview, IL 60025

1610 WAUKEGAN RD.

GLENVIEW, IL 60025

SALES: 847.744.9801

SERVICE: 847.906.2232

www.napletonlincolnglenview.com

*Excludes lic, title, taxes and doc fee. $0 Sec Dep. Closed end leases to qualified buyers. Charge at lease end for excess wear, tear and / or mileage over
7.5k per year. To qualified buyers on select models. Exp. 03/31/20.

www.NapletonHyundaiGlenview.com

$$168168
00%%

APRX

$$1919,,658658
33

7272 MOS.2
OR

LEASE
FOR

/MO.X
36MOS. 1

OR

BUYFOR

ELANTRA
New 2020 HYUNDAI

SEL
Stk#HY4680

Stk# 2792 – VIN# 5LM5J7XC8LGL24586

NEW 2020 LINCOLN

/MO. X
39 MOS.*

AVIATOR
$598LEASE

FOR
First month’s payment due at signing.

Napleton Lincoln in Glenview

SPRING SALES EVENT

Plus tax, title, license & $300 doc fee, to qualified buyers. All factory
rebates that are available to all qualified buyers are applied to pricing.
Cash back and financing varies by model. Dealer will not honor pricing
errors. 1$3,141 due at signing plus 1st months payment, no security
deposit. Charge at lease end for excess wear and mileage. 10,000 miles/
year. 2Financing in lieu of rebate on select new models. 0% APR for 72
mos. = $13.88 per $1000 financed. 3All incentives applied, which vary by
model. See dealer for details. Expires 3/31/20.

Plus tax, title, license & $300 doc fee, to qualified buyers. All factory
rebates that are available to all qualified buyers are applied to pricing.
Cash back and financing varies by model. Dealer will not honor pricing
errors. 1$4,359 due at signing plus 1st months payment, no security
deposit. Charge at lease end for excess wear and mileage. 10,000 miles/
year. 2Financing in lieu of rebate on select new models. 0% APR for 60
mos. = $16.67 per $1000 financed. 3All incentives applied, which vary by
model. See dealer for details. Expires 3/31/20.

Plus tax, title, license & $300 doc fee, to qualified buyers. All factory
rebates that are available to all qualified buyers are applied to pricing.
Cash back and financing varies by model. Dealer will not honor pricing
errors. 1$3,740 due at signing plus 1st months payment, no security
deposit. Charge at lease end for excess wear and mileage. 10,000 miles/
year. 2Financing in lieu of rebate on select new models. 0% APR for 60
mos. = $16.67 per $1000 financed. 3All incentives applied, which vary by
model. See dealer for details. Expires 3/31/20.

SANTAFE SE

New 2020 HYUNDAI

Stk#HY4817

TUCSON
New 2020 HYUNDAI

Stk#HY4738

SE

$$208208
00%%

APRX

$$2727,,399399
33

6060MOS.2
OR

LEASE
FOR

OR

BUYFOR

/MO.X
36MOS. 1

$$199199
00%%

APRX

$$2222,,700700
33

6060MOS.2
OR

LEASE
FOR

OR

BUYFOR

/MO.X
36MOS. 1

FOR 3 YEARS
ON ALL 2020 VEHICLES

FREE
SCHEDULED

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Stk# 2807 – VIN# 5LMJ1C98LUL16780

NEW 2020 LINCOLN

/MO. X
39 MOS.*

CORSAIR
$425LEASE

FOR
First month’s payment due at signing.

NO PAYMENTS FOR UPTO 90 DAYS
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Compass is building the first

modern real estate platform,

pairing the industry’s top talent

with technology to make the

search and sell experience

intelligent and seamless. Discover more at compass.com

Compass is a licensed Real Estate broker with a principal office in Chicago, IL and abides by all applicable Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for infor-

mational purposes only, is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, and changes without notice. All measurements and square footages are approximate. This

is not intended to solicit property already listed. Nothing herein shall be construed as legal, accounting or other professional advice outside the realm of Real Estate brokerage.



COMICS

Sunday, March 29, 2020 | Section 9

CHICAGOTRIBUNE.COM/COMICS

Check out more than 75 comic strips, from 
“Barney Google and Snuffy Smith” to “Zippy the Pinhead.”

CHICAGOTRIBUNE.COM/GAMES

Crossword, Sudoku and 30 more games and puzzles.

Dilbert By Scott Adams Baby Blues By Rick Kirkman and Jerry Scott

Zits By Jerry Scott and Jim Borgman

Pickles By Brian Crane

Frazz By Jef Mallett

WuMo By Mikael Wulff and Anders Morgenthaler

50% OFF
INSTALLATION*

*Limit one offer per household. Must
purchase 5+ Classic/Designer Shelves.

EXP 5/31/20.

CUSTOM PULL-OUT SHELVES
FOR YOUR EXISTING CABINETS.

Schedule your complimentary
design consultation

(312) 736-7444 | shelfgenie.com
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Dogs of C-Kennel By Mick and Mason Mastroianni

Take It From the Tinkersons By Bill Bettwy

FoxTrot By Bill Amend
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Classic Peanuts By Charles Schulz

Dustin By Steve Kelley and Jeff Parker The Lockhorns

By Bunny Hoest and John Reiner
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Mutts By Patrick McDonnell

The Middletons By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

Prickly City By Scott Stantis

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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CHANGEOFCLOTHES:
For you to change back

ByS.N. | Edited by StanleyNewman
(stanxwords.com)

Across
1 Ponders, with “on”
6 Muscles worked by

push-ups
10 Civil rights march

film of 2014
15 Brief film excerpt
19 Keep engrossed
20 Tenor’s solo
21 CyberMonday sales
22 Former Tonight

Show host
23 TECHNOCRAT
25 PAINT SCRAP
27 Ones on watch
28 Powermeasure
30 Small brawl
31 “Covert” activities
32 End of a French

film
33 What overhead

bins hold
34 90 Across’ sport
38 “I concur!”
39 Urban passage
43 Mountaineer’s

device
44 TUBA INSIGHT
46 Apology preventer,

perhaps
47 With frills, as

doilies
48 iPad’s voice
49 Podded veggie
50 Big Apple’s

Bravest, for short
51 Chiding sound
52 BRIGHT INDIA
56 YouTube posting
57 Venerable hotel

chain
59 Godzilla’s winged

adversary
60 Long skirts
61 Now above the

horizon

62 Fished for morays
63 Air-race marker
64 Edinburghers, for

instance
65 Hypnotist’s order
66 Was amember
69 Bombay-born

conductor
70 ELDER SKATER
72 Nat __ (cable

channel)
73 Part of the eye
74 “Darn it!”
75 SomeHistory

channel fare
76 CartoonistWalker
77 Whopper of a tale
78 IMBUES ODDLY
82 Alamo defender
83 Takes out, as cargo
85 Overwhelming

wins
86 Stretched one’s

neck
87 Amply ventilated
88 Auditorium

accommodations
89 Calendar abbr.
90 Sampras rival
93 Rogue
94 Source of Pecorino

cheese
99 RIGHTHINTS
101 SHOE LENDER
103 “Decision”

diagram
104Synagogue scroll
105 Environs
106Become one
107 Certain cameras:

Abbr.
108Derives (from)
109Brit’sWWII

comrade
110 Sundance Kid

pursuers

Down
1 Flat-screen

ancestors: Abbr.
2 Bring on board
3 Squared away
4 Hit the road
5 AUS Virgin Island
6 Rates of walking
7 Cupid alias
8 Org. in Clancy

novels
9 Joined on a sofa
10 Stadium ticket

word
11 French states
12 Track circuits
13 Erstwhile Russian

orbiter
14 Flier to Florence
15 High-toned
16 Periscope

component
17 Adj. for LAX
18 Pretense
24 Hand rests for the

impatient
26 __ Sound,WA
29 It means “averse

to”
32 Harmonize well
33 Utter impulsively
34 Isn’t quite vertical
35 Online payment

option
36 FREE CHICKEN
37 Parliamentary vote
38 “Mack the Knife”

singer
39 Invite to enter
40 EGGDOWNWIND
41 Mrs. Copperfield
42 One-hand-

operated toy
44 Try to buy, at an

auction
45 Become inedible

48 Building plots
50 Become

preoccupied with
52 Dreadlocks wearer
53 Oscar actress

Garson
54 Flaws in logic
55 Well-versed
56 Medal-worthy

behavior
58 Hilarious ones
60 Standish of

Plymouth

62 Thomas Gray
claim to fame

63 Oolong
alternative

64 Font
embellishment

65 Mails off
66 Extreme delight
67 Very odd
68 Was too fond
69 Venus de __
70 Family nickname
71 Sits alongside

74 Nin and Pepys, for
two

76 Bygone New
Zealand bird

78 A bit wet
79 Inhalations
80 Rich soil
81 Defeat on the field
82 Renew, as a skill
84 Places for mascara
86 Singing star since

the ’60s
88 “Beat it!”

89 Modify slightly
90 Colony creatures
91 Brownie, for

instance
92 Teen ending
93 Kingly address
94 Genesis setting
95 A third of tri-
96 Egyptian goddess
97 “We should …”
98 Deep-__ bends
100Selling very well
102Chapter of history

Last week’s answers appear on the last page of Puzzle Island © 2020 Creators Syndicate. All rights reserved.

puzzle island
For interactive puzzles and games go to chicagotribune.com/games
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By theNumbers
ByCharles Preston

Across
1 Falling out
5 Pedro’s pop
10 Brook
14 Toledo’s lake
15 Out of town
16 Home of Zeno
17 Fleshy fruit
18 Unsafe ___ Speed:

Nader
19 WWII battle site
20 Blackjack
22 Going like ___
23 ___ that up to you
24 Hampstead odist
26 Outfit
28 Soup du jour, maybe
32 Oh, woe ___!
35 Tarawa, for one
38 Indian bean
39 Peter Horton’s age?
43 Sniggler’s prey
44 Mounted
45 ___ dixit
46 Zany
48 Take ___ it comes
51 Beluga’s bailiwick
54 Bellows or Harper

58 One of the yard lines
61 Part of the old

homestead
63 Doing
64 Championship stake
65 Realize
66 Japanese general
67 Way or well
68 Engrossed with
69 Hibernia
70 Iodine sources
71 These follow bees

Down
1 Ninth mo. opener
2 ___ car
3 Anouk, from Paris
4 Most of us, once
5 Higher Power play
6 Auburn or Oakland
7 Nipped
8 Rajput princess
9 Doc Savage portrayer
10 Lax
11 Holly
12 Black Beret victim
13 Indolent
21 Tellico Dam’s agcy.

22 Marsh bird
25 Up to
27 Tuba’s part
29 Wag’s gag
30 Porch planters
31 Ragged ___
32 Entry
33 Queens’ place
34 Temperate
36 Little piggy
37 Potent beginning
40 Dick or Spencer
41 Cry of dismay
42 Bruce Catton word
47 Mather or candy
49 Buyers
50 Dog speak
52 Had ___: ate
53 Birth
55 Cara, of Roots
56 Condition
57 Goofs on a proof
58 Kismet
59 Believe ___ Not
60 Suva’s country
62 Fleece
64 Finger-wagger’s

sound Last week’s answers appear on the last page of Puzzle Island © 2020 Creators News Service.

1. Define clues, writing inWords column over
numbered dashes.

2. Transfer letters to numbered squares in diagram.
3. When pattern is completed, quotation can be

read left to right. The first letters of the filled-in
words reading down form an acrostic yielding the
speaker’s name and the topic of the quotation.

Clues Words

Quote-Acrostic

3/29

Last week’s

answers

appear on the

last page of

Puzzle Island

By Mel Taub.

Edited by

Linda and

Charles

Preston.

© 2020

Tribune

Content

Agency, LLC.

All rights

reserved.
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By The Mepham Group © 2020. Distributed by Tribune

Content Agency, LLC. All rights reserved.

Sudoku
Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box in bold borders contains every digit
1 to 9.

Level:

Last week’s answers appear on the next page

3/29

Across
1 Plot again
6 Brand created by a

periodontist in the
1950s

11 Zap
15 Kite user’s verb
18 Yawning
19 Iris aperture
20 Being broadcast
21 Toledo’s lake
22 *Alternative to a

pizza oven
24 Word derived from

the underworld
god Orcus

25 Quarterback’s
option

26 “Romanian
Rhapsodies”
composer

27 Birds that tell time?
29 Tolkien race
30 What Brits cross to

get here
34 Forsaken
35 Orange __
36 Like some airports:

Abbr.
38 *Office group

leader
42 Those with clout
43 Reef dweller
45 Line of clothing
46 Harsh
48 Blow away
49 Latin being
51 Part of a court

game name
53 Elimination
56 General on a menu
57 Rat
59 Antique shop

transaction
60 *Online gaming

attraction
65 Designer Cassini
67 Street inMason’s

office
68 Sews up
69 Dynamic start?
70 Norse patron
72 Encouragingwords
73 Rotundman in a

bright suit
75 Metalworking

union
77 *Mathematical

abstraction with
evenly spaced
integers

79 Farriers’ tools
81 Like somemistakes
83 Ode title starter
84 Shooting marble
86 Passion
87 Daring exploit
89 Luthor, to

Superman

92 Not for kids
94 Sign up
96 Wrangles
98 Former General

Motors division
100*Only occupant of

Vostok I
102Varieties
103 Teaspoon

equivalents,
roughly

105 Goddess with
cow’s horns

106Track wagers
109Conception
110 Not full
113 Judging groups
116 Ring at the chapel
117 YA fiction reader
118 Startup funds

... and a hint to
what’s hidden in
the answers to the
starred clues

122 Manitoba tribe
123 Fails to be
124 Beach, in Baja
125 Futuristic toon dog
126Monopoly token
127 D-Day craft
128 Gunpowder

ingredient
129 Feed, as a fire

Down
1 “Streamers”

playwright
2 Pulitzer-winning

novelist Jennifer
3 “The Egg and I”

woman
4 In an imitative way
5 Parts of a pound
6 Special __
7 Same old same old
8 GI’s address
9 “TheMod Squad”

role
10 __ cheese
11 Began to deal with
12 Fluffy felines
13 Like gales vis-à-vis

breezes
14 Gift-wrapping

times, perhaps
15 *Lead singer of a

group whose first
two Top 40 hits
reached #1

16 Champ dethroned
by Clay in 1964

17 Approvals
21 Duel tool
23 Political initials

since 1884
28 V8 relative
31 Elevator name
32 Hawaiian goose
33 Court figs.

35 Program for future
docs

36 Draft pick
37 When repeated, a

cautioning word
39 Wherewithal
40 Timbuktu’s land
41 Incessantly
44 Cancún cash
47 Reddish rash
50 McGwire rival
52 Apple storage place
54 __ wrench
55 Limited-term

usage contract
56 More irritable
57 Eric of “Pulp

Fiction”
58 Position of control
60 Travel docs
61 Defeatist’s words
62 *Breakfast order

usually made with
ham, onion and
green pepper

63 “Ben-Hur” author
Wallace

64 Valuable rocks
66 Idle talk
71 “Cone of shame”

docs
74 Quiets
76 90 degrees
77 Wafer brand
78 Goes bad
80 In __: as found
82 Twinge
85 Strange quality
87 Unofficial EU

leaders group
88 Peak seen from

Messina
89 15-Down singing

style
90 TV planet
91 Start to save?
93 Political opposition
95 Cause of yelling,

often
97 One working on a

bench?
98 Snag
99 WriterWelty
101 2014World Series

champs
104__ ale
107 Tax pro
108Calamares or

caracoles
110 Elec., e.g.
111 Locker room

shower, at times?
112 Where to find a

hero
114 Bit of mischief
115 Wild plum
119 Wolf down
120 Salon coloring
121 Saturn orMercury

Last week’s answers appear on the next page © 2020 Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

Jumble
Unscramble the six Jumbles, one letter per
square, to form six words. Then arrange the
circled letters to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by this cartoon.

By David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek. © 2020 Tribune

Content Agency, LLC. All rights reserved.

This week’s answers appear on the next page

3/29

Inner Cities
ByGaryLarson

Edited byRichNorris and JoyceNichols Lewis
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“A NEW SEASON”

Lastweek’s crosswords

“Bugged”

“Components Lacking”

Thisweek’s Jumble

G(eoff) FOSTER: FUTBOL FLOPPING:

Soccer players famously embellish

injuries. Supremely fit men collapse in

agony, screaming like their limb was

caught in a wood chipper. Then, as the

priest offers last rites, up they hop,

wondrously mended.

Lastweek’sQuote-Acrostic

Lastweek’s Sudoku

island
puzzle

solutions

Today’s birthday

(March 29): Your career
rockets this year. Your team
is your bedrock; practice
together. Celebrate profes-
sional victories before
home and family calls.
Rearrange your summer
schedule before a fun
domestic phase. Untangle
amiscommunication next
winter before your educa-
tion and travels reveal new
horizons. Enjoy the ride.

Aries (March21-April
19): Today is a 7.Advance to
thenext levelwitha creative
project. Ignore fantasies or
distractions.Takenotes and
sharepractical information.
Stay flexible,withopen
communication channels.

Taurus (April 20-May
20): 8. Prioritize practical
activities. Put in billable
hours. Generate valuable
services. Illusions fade and
you see the real deal. Keep
bringing home the bananas.

Gemini (May21-June
20): 9.You’re especially con-
fident andpowerful. Provide
motivationand leadership.
Ignoregossip, propaganda
ordisinformation.Takeac-
tion for apersonal cause.

Cancer (June 21-July
22): 8. Take time to think.
Avoid crowds or expense
and hide away somewhere
quiet. Review logical facts
aswell as emotional factors.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22):
8. Keep your part of a team
bargain. Take care of your
responsibilities.Misun-
derstandings and illusions
blur your view.Don’tworry
about the others.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
8. Prepare for a profes-
sional test or challenge.
Polish yourmaterials and
edit carefully. Practice your
pitch until it’s perfect. Sub-
mit yourwork for review.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
8. Exploration inspires you,
whether afar or in your
ownneighborhood.Moni-
tor changing traffic and
conditions. Study and in-
vestigate. Discover a jewel
hiding in plain sight.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.
21): 8.Manage financial de-
cisions. Keep contributing
to shared accounts.Handle
insurance, taxes or legal
affairs. Collaboratewith
your partner to keep your
boat afloat.

Sagittarius (Nov.
22-Dec. 21): 8. Keep your
bargainwith a partner.
Avoidmisunderstandings
by doingwhat you said, by
when you said. Prioritize
practical details and com-
promisewhen necessary.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): 9. Take practical steps
to improve your health
and fitness. Stick to basics.
Balance good food and rest
with physical action that
gets your heart pumping.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): 8. Get creative with
poetry, art ormusic but
don’t share unfinished
work. Let the flavors sim-
mer before serving. Frame
pictures for exhibition.
Prepare your heartfelt
expression.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March
20): 7. Spread theword
about upcoming events. In-
vite participation. Network
to get theword out. Ignore
gossip, distractions or lies.
Listen closely to trusted
friends.

— Nancy Black, Tribune
Content Agency

Horoscopes

Q.1—Neither vulnerable, as South you hold:

♠ K Q 8 ♥ J 7 3 2 ♦ 5 4 ♣ Q 5 4 3
West North East South

1♠ Dbl Pass 2♥

Pass 3♥ Pass ?

What call would you make?

Q.2—North-South vulnerable, as South you hold:

♠ A J 6 ♥ 9 4 2 ♦ J 8 7 4 ♣ K Q J
Right-hand opponent opens 1H. What call would you make?

Q.3—East-West vulnerable, as South, you hold:

♠ Q J 8 ♥ 7 6 5 2 ♦ K 9 6 ♣ A 8 6
North East South West

1♦ 2♣ Dbl* Pass

2♥ Pass ?

*Negative

What call would you make?

Q.4—Both vulnerable, as South, you hold:

♠ J 10 9 8 5 4 ♥ Q 5 ♦ K J 9 5 ♣ 3
North East South West

1NT Pass 2♥* Pass

2♠ Pass ?

*Transfer to spades

What call would you make?

Answers in Monday’s comics pages.

— Bob Jones
tcaeditors@tribpub.com

Bridge
This game challenges

you to find as many words
as you can, as quickly as you
can, in one master word.

APOPLEXY(AP-uh-plek-
see): A sudden impairment
of neurological function.

Can you find 22 or more
words in APOPLEXY?

Average mark: 16 words
Time limit: 30 minutes

Here are the rules:
1. Words must be four or

more letters. 2. Words that
acquire four letters by the
addition of an “s,” such as
“bats” and “cats,” are not
used. 3. Use only one form
of a verb — either“pose” or
“posed,” not both. 4. Proper
nouns and slang terms are
not used.

Answers to the word
game:

aloe;apex;apple;apply;
axel;axle;pale;peal;pepo;
play;plea;plop;ploy;pole;
poleax;polyp;pope;opal;
leap;lope;epoxy;yelp

WordGame

— Kathleen Saxe,
distributed by Andrews
McMeel Syndication for UFS
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HAIL TO 
THE CHIEF

EDIE FALCO TAKES ON 

ANOTHER TOUGH ROLE AS 

LA’S TOP COP IN ‘TOMMY’

ANSWER 

ANGEL 
BEACH STYLE 

ETIQUETTE FOR GUYS

FASHION
HAVE A WRAP PARTY 

WHEN YOU TRAVEL
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COVER STORY

When Edie Falco first read the
script for “Tommy,” a drama
about the first female chief of the
Los Angeles Police Department,
she was intrigued. But she as-
sumed it would film in LA, a
nonstarter for a single mom with
two kids in school in New York
City.

Thanks to a little Hollywood
magic, Falco was able to take the
part without having to relocate.

“They have a couple of palm
trees,” Falco said. “Carry ’em
around in the truck and stick ’em
in front of the bodega, stick ’em in
front of the person’s house. Seri-
ously, by the end of the season,
they were looking a little sad.”

“Tommy” blends police proce-
dural with serialized political
drama. Falco stars as Abigail
“Tommy” Thomas, a veteran cop
who is chosen to replace a chief
caught up in a sex abuse scandal.
Early episodes tackle hot-button
topics such as immigration, ten-
sion between law enforcement
and communities of color, and
sexual misconduct in the enter-
tainment business.

But Tommy, who also happens
to be gay, doesn’t necessarily think
of herself as a trailblazer.

“She’s just a woman in a hard
job she does well. The fact that
she’s the first woman is not some-
thing that takes up a lot of her
brain space,” said Falco, who, as a
child, used to tag along with her
mother to performances in com-
munity theater.

Falco figured she’d become a
therapist but was encouraged by a
high school teacher to apply to
the theater program at the State
University of New York at Pur-
chase, where she found a niche
playing kooky, Diane Keaton-
esque roles. Many of her female
classmates were “very pretty
young girls who were all the leads
in their school plays.”

“I just didn’t identify with that.
My femininity is its own brand,”
says the actress, 56.

Not being an ingenue worked
out just fine for Falco, a four-time
Emmy winner best known for
playing two wildly different yet
equally complicated women:
pampered mob wife Carmela

Soprano in the pioneering HBO
drama “The Sopranos,” and drug-
addicted emergency room nurse
Jackie Peyton in the Showtime
series “Nurse Jackie.”

But Falco is not the type to
spend much time contemplating
her place in TV history.

“To this day,” she says, “I’m not
sure I won’t be a therapist.”

Q: I was looking to see if
there are many female police
chiefs in major cities, and it
turns out there aren’t.

A: It’s ridiculous. I don’t know
what to say about it. There are
certainly female cops everywhere.
These things take time. Change is
always hard. I’ve come to think if
you haven’t seen it in the media,
it’s very hard to make that change.
I feel like had there been a (popu-
lar) show about a female presi-
dent we might be in a different
situation right now.

Q: Did you do any research
for the part?

A. No. Research is not a part of
my process in that way. I’ve al-

ways been encouraged to do that
sort of thing. For “Nurse Jackie,”
they got me into an emergency
ward, and I wanted no part of it.
This is, like, the worst day of most
people’s lives, having to be
brought to an emergency room in
an ambulance or whatever. And
I’m there like, “I’m an actress!” I
was too sensitive to the real peo-
ple involved in the situation to
take it in in any meaningful way. I
felt like a real intruder.

Q: Your mother worked day
jobs but acted on the side. Did
you get the sense that her
dreams were thwarted in some
way?

A: Yes. And she was thwarted
by the time in which she grew up.
She married an Italian guy from
Brooklyn who was not necessarily
about his wife going off and be-
coming a famous actress. It was a
source of some contention that
when I decided to pursue acting,
my dad was my biggest fan, falling
over himself with excitement
about all my accomplishments. It
was a complicated thing.

Q: Speaking of marriages,
the wives on antihero dramas
such as “The Sopranos” often
got criticism from fans. Did
you ever feel that?

A: Nobody ever said that they
judged (Carmela). But I judged
her. For sure I did. Until it be-
came clear to me the levels of
denial. If she had to think about
what Tony really did for a living,
she could never stay with him.
She’s raising kids, for god’s sake,
and there are guns in the house
and all that stuff. How could she
let this be?

Q: It is refreshing to hear
that. So many actors say they
don’t judge their characters
and sometimes it’s like,
“Really?”

A: Which is not to say I didn’t
love her and understand her too.
But also, now that I’m a mother,
I’ve asked really hard questions of
(myself ). Nothing comes before
my kids. I don’t think I’m really in
denial about anything. So it
makes me even less sympathetic
to Carmela. Also, I think women

have a larger range of possibility
in what they’re able to be and do
and say now than when she grew
up. I think Carmela was like,
“Who am I without him?” She
just was not able to entertain the
possibility of not being married to
him.

Q: I have heard you didn’t
watch “The Sopranos.”

A: I’d watch some of the edits.
But not all of them. Me and Aida
(Turturro), who played Janice
and is one of my closest friends,
sat down to watch them recently.
We got four episodes in, and we
couldn’t do it. It was too evocative.
It was such a big time in our lives
and such a big chapter for all of
us. I may get to it someday.

Q: This is a very specific
question, but Carmela’s nails
were such a distinctive part of
that character. Was that impor-
tant to you?

A: It feels like those nails keep
you from having to really engage
with anything dirty. She always
had people doing stuff for her. She
wasn’t fixing the garage door. It
always felt like a sign to me of
someone who doesn’t work very
hard. The nails were made for me
and I glued them on every day. I
still have them. I have them in
their case. I was pretty neurotic
about it. I’d take them off and then
they’d have glue on the underside
so I had my little dremel, a little
tool you plug it in, it has a sanding
edge on it to clean out the glue
from the inside of the nail.

Q: What are you watching
these days?

A: I watch CNN. I am obsessed
with politics to the point where
it’s not good for me. We’re in a bit
of a crisis right now as a people.
I’m concerned about that. And
“Dr. Pimple Popper.” My daughter
is obsessed, and I watch it with
her. We go to bed, like, nauseated,
but you can’t turn it off. People
have such shame, “I have this
bump on my shoulder,” whatever.
And she’s like, “Come over here.
Let’s fix it.” They walk out crying.
My whole life has changed. It’s
big stakes. It’s formulaic and all
that, but the procedures are never
not interesting. I’m a little embar-
rassed I told you that.

Edie Falco tackles another complicated role
By Meredith Blake
Los Angeles Times

Edie Falco says she can’t help but judge Carmela Soprano — the role that earned her multiple Emmy and

Golden Globe awards — but she still has Carmela’s fake nails.

DAVID LIVINGSTON/GETTY 
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ANSWER ANGEL

Dear Answer Angel

Ellen: My boyfriend and I
recently took a much-
needed beach vacation.
Neither of us are candi-
dates for swimsuit mod-
eling (who is?), but at least I
wear a cover-up over my
suit except when swim-
ming or sunning. He, on the
other hand, seems to have
no qualms about going
shirtless in the hotel, at the
outdoor cafe, in the eleva-
tor, etc. It is not a pretty
picture. He is overweight
and — there’s no nice way
to put this — he’s got a big
belly and man boobs. I’ve
tried to suggest that he
might want to wear a shirt
with his swim trunks ex-
cept ON the beach or IN
and AROUND the pool. He
won’t listen. Honestly, he
could use “The Bro” or
“Manssiere” as they called
it on the “Seinfeld” show.
Since he won’t listen to me,
can you talk some sense
into him?

— R.P.

Dear R.P.: Here goes (but
don’t hold your breath).
Dear boyfriend, listen to
your girlfriend. She’s right
and has your best interests
at heart. (And for those
who don’t know about the
bro/manssiere on “Sein-
feld,” it was a male under-
garment for breast support
invented by Kramer and
George’s dad, Frank. It was
introduced on Feb. 23, 1995,
in “Seinfeld” Episode 617,
“The Doorman.” And it’s a
classic.)

Dear Answer Angel

Ellen: How do I refresh a
scuffed “wooden” stacked
heel?

— Anna M.

Dear Anna: First, try
eliminating the scuff with a
regular pencil eraser. An-
other trick is using a Mr.
Clean Magic Eraser that’s
very lightly moistened. If
that doesn’t work, use shoe
polish that’s the color of the
stacked heel. If it’s a nick
not a scuff, a Sharpie the
color of the heel can be
helpful. Or, invest in one of
those wood-colored color
sticks from the hardware
store sold to cover nicks in
furniture and puppy-bite
marks on your chair legs.
You didn’t ask, but the
problem that I run into the
most is having a leather
heel damaged when it gets

stuck in a sidewalk grate
and the leather gets
bunched up. Rub saddle
soap on the wound on the
heel, then heat it up with a
hair dryer then use a rag to
smooth out the leather. Not
perfect? Reheat and try the
rag smoothing trick again.

Dear Answer Angel

Ellen: I have looked high
and low for a bra that lets
you adjust the straps from
the front instead of having
to be a contortionist to
adjust the straps from the
back. Any suggestions?

— Lorie G.

Dear Lorie: You’re in luck.

I just got this email from
Angela W.: “I was shopping
for bras and came across
this bra — The Cloud 9
Underwire Contour Bra
from Warner’s (macys.com,
$40). The straps adjust in
the front, not the back.
Love this feature. Just
wanted to share this find.
We all know how hard it is
to adjust the straps without
taking the bra off. This bra
(so far) is the best.”

Angelic Readers 1
Readers have suggesti-

ons for Barb M., who
wanted advice on cleaning
her kids’ stuffed animals

before donating them to a
charity or hospital:

From Char D.: “I wash
donated clothes for my
church charity. Many
stuffed animals are donated
also. I throw them in my
wash machine with hot
water and laundry soap.
They go through the whole
wash cycle and come out
clean. Then I tumble them
in my dryer for about three
minutes, take them out and
let them air dry.” 

Mary W. says: “I have
washed many stuffed ani-
mals in the washing mach-
ine. If it is a well-loved

animal, I put it in an old
nylon or a mesh bag, but I
have had many others
come out just fine. Let air
dry. If I am donating, I put
it in a Ziploc with a cute
note that says, ‘I just had
my bath and I am ready to
be your friend!’ ”

Eileen B.: “I had the same
problem with my daugh-
ter’s music-playing lamb. It
was probably on the advice
of Heloise, but I made a
paste of baking powder and
water, spread it all over the
lamb and then let it dry
completely. I then used an
old, not terribly stiff brush
to remove the crust this
formed and it was good as
new.” (From Ellen: Heloise
is excellent; she has never
steered me wrong.) 

From Kim Y.: “Good ad-
vice is to first check an
organization’s donation
guidelines. Used stuffed
animals could not go to a
hospital, no matter how
clean.” 

Angelic Readers 2
Laura J. writes: “After
years of searching for lip-
sticks that don’t stray out-
side of the lip area, I have a
solution! I have found that
Frog Prince by Lipstick
Queen (ulta.com, $25)
STAYS PUT!! It’s green in
the tube, but morphs into a
shade that is personally
yours, as it works with your
own lip tone. Also, for those
who prefer a gloss, Vitality
Lip Flush Stain from IT
Cosmetics (itcosmet-
ics.com, $17) is another
winner. I’ve never had a
gloss stay in place with
such color for so long!”

Now it’s your turn
Send your questions,

rants, tips, favorite finds —
on style, shopping, makeup,
fashion and beauty — to
answerangelellen@gmail
.com.

Proper beach fashion etiquette for men

DREAMSTIME

Ellen Warren
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FASHION

One of the most versatile
travel accessories is the
wrap. It can create ward-
robe drama (in a good way),
keep travelers warm on
planes and trains, cover up
a chaise (or swimsuit) at
the beach or pool, and even
be twisted into a head
covering. Wraps are light-
weight and made for toss-
ing into a beach bag or
carry-on for quick comfort
and accessibility.

More than just a pretty
fouta

From the historic tradi-
tion of the hammam towels
(flat-woven cotton cloths
used in Turkish hammams,
or public baths), the fouta
from Fouta Harissa is a
gorgeous, hand-loomed
textile that celebrates the
soul of Brazilian beach
culture while also pre-
serving intricate, artisanal
weaving. 

“Harissa” — like the
Arabic word for spicy,
flavorful chili paste or
sauce — adds sass and zest
to the color and design
profile of each piece. Made
of 100% cotton, these state-
ment makers, in fun pat-
terns including Miami Vice,
Coral Queen and Friends
with Boats, are the epitome
of fashion and function in a
luxe fabric that is machine-
washable. Ranging from
$79 to $120, each comes
with its own pouch.
(www.foutaharissa.com)

Ultimate travel 
accessory

Tap into traditional
Scottish dress mode with
Royal Robbins’ Highlands
Travel Scarf ($60), a versa-
tile, functional and femi-
nine scarf that doubles as a
cozy wrap. Made from a
super-soft Merino wool
blend for lightweight
warmth, the scarf is
trimmed with five small

buttons and buttonholes
positioned on opposite
corners to create six differ-
ent styles. It can be worn as
a wrap, either buttoned
down the front or buttoned
across the arm, or as a scarf
with multiple tying options.

Available in one size and
measuring 62 inches long,
the scarf comes in char-
coal/multi and sand dollar
heather/multi. It’s also
naturally odor-resistant and
temperature-regulating as
well as machine-washable.
(www.royalrobbins.com)

Handmade in Bali
Vibrant, versatile batik

sarongs from Bali, designed
by a local artist and made
by that artist’s family, are an
ideal accessory for trav-
elers. Batiks can be pulled
from a carry-on and draped
over shoulders or tucked
around legs like a blanket
on the airplane, folded
away on arrival, then
pressed into stylish service
as a dress, skirt, scarf or
swimsuit cover-up. Elabo-
rately patterned, richly
colorful batiks are large and
fit most sizes.

Penny Pinching Globe-
trotter and adventurer
Melissa Nance sells batik
sarongs through her web-

site for $44.99 each. Nance
fell in love with batiks
while on her honeymoon in
Indonesia. In fact, she took

a class to learn about the
ancient art of batik, which
has been practiced for
2,000 years in southeast

Asia. 
“This complex dyeing

process creates beautiful,
intricate designs that are
unique to the region,”
Nance said. (www.penny-
pinchingglobetrotter.com/
online-store)

Buy a sweater, save
the ocean

The Recycled Knit Twist
Poncho ($68), a women’s
sweater wrap from Save the
Ocean Apparel Co., is
something everyone can
feel good about wearing,
anytime, anywhere. The
company makes eco-
friendly collections of
men’s and women’s apparel
and accessories made en-

tirely of fabrics from recy-
cled plastic bottles col-
lected from around the
world. 

Not only that, but a por-
tion of the proceeds (10% of
sales) benefits the Ocean
Foundation.

Designed with a modern
classic aesthetic, the wrap
is so versatile that it can go
wherever you go, from the
beach to the mountains, a
cruise ship to a ski trip, the
office to dinner and drinks
afterward. (Learn more at
www.savetheoceanappar-
el.com; find the wrap at
www.macys.com.)

Fashion-forward
raingear

We’ve all been there:
taking part in some other
outdoor adventure, and
then the skies open up to
put a damper on all the fun.
RAINRAPS ($65) is made
for drizzly days. This light-
weight and waterproof,
machine-washable and
fast-drying wrap is a stylish
alternative to a clunky
umbrella, offering two
looks in one with its revers-
ible design. Even better, it
lets the wearer remain
hands-free.

When you need more
warmth from the elements
or for the plane or train,
WINTER RAP ($75) steps
up in a reversible and mul-
tifunctioning design with
one side to repel rain or
snow and the other to cloak
you in soft, flannel-like
fabric that keeps wearers
toasty and cozy. Both
hooded wraps tuck slimly
into a backpack, and both
are one-size-fits-most.
(www.rainraps.com)

Wrap up your travel style

Royal Robbins’ Highlands

Travel Scarf offers warmth

and versatility.

ROYAL ROBBINS

The batik sarongs sold by Penny Pinching Globetrotter are

designed by a local artist and made by his family in Bali.

PENNY PINCHING GLOBETROTTER

Pack lightweight RAINRAPS and leave the umbrella at home. 

RAINRAPS

By Kathy Witt
Tribune News Service

Save The Ocean apparel

and accessories are 

sustainable, eco-friendly

and comfortable. 

SAVE THE OCEAN
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THE GOODS

Some of our favorite influ-
encers think our homes will be
wrapped in more personalized
colors, patterns and textures in
the year ahead. The main reason
for greater boldness is an overall
sense of weariness after years of
being surrounded by safe grays,
beiges and whites. We’re also less
fearful about scaring away buyers
for resale. Live and enjoy what
you want is the new mantra.
We’ve rounded up five top trends
to help you get started.

Ceilings steal the show

Due to the trend of downsizing
and paring our carbon footprint,
living in a smaller space teaches
us the importance of making the
most of every square inch. And
this has inspired us to look up and
focus on a room’s fifth wall — the
ceiling. There’s no reason it
shouldn’t be treated with as much
thought, respect and glamour as
the other four walls. To make it
stand out more, treat the ceiling
differently than the walls, says
designer Summer Thornton, who
sees the trend gaining in popu-
larity. In one client’s home, she
used a bold Mondrian-inspired
wallpaper; in others she suggests
plaster ceiling detailing or high-
gloss lacquer paint.

Interiors get personal

The next time that you are on
vacation in a far-off land and can’t
resist buying a beautiful local
textile, don’t let it disappear into a
closet when you get home. Adding
personal touches to your interior
design is what makes it unique
and visually tells your story. De-
signer Sasha Adler knows exactly
how these kinds of items can be
reworked to complement existing
purchases that cry out for some
customization. “Why not use a
textile you find on your travels to
upholster a store-bought stool or
add contrast trim to a ready-made
lampshade?” she suggests. “This
high/low mix gives you the ability
to allocate funds strategically and
will make your space feel much
more personal.” She used a hand-
embroidered textile from a trip to
Oaxaca, Mexico, in her bedroom.

“Seeing it every day will bring
back memories of warm, dappled
sunshine on even the coldest
morning,” she says.

Statement lamps shine

brightest

Generic, recessed can lights are
so yesteryear as a room’s main
source of illumination. Yes, you
may need a few but not punched
into a ceiling every few feet. De-
signer Jessica Lagrange instead
suggests thinking of lighting
choices as just one more decora-
tive and functional element in a
room. Her advice: the more deco-
rative they are the better, which is

a huge contrast to the minimal
styles millennials have preferred.
Whether you’re picking ceiling
fixtures, table lamps or floor
lamps, think about how fanciful
the housing for the bulb can be,
from modern to midcentury,
Scandinavian, industrial, old-
world or even inspired by nature,
as RH has done with its latest
“antler” collection.

Bring on the color

Color has returned with a
vengeance and not in timid pas-
tels. Hooray for the gutsiest blues,
pinks, greens, and even reds,
yellows and oranges, say the ex-
perts. In fact, pink is considered
the new neutral, according to

designer Julia Buckingham. “No-
body wants a vanilla box anymore,
and people aren’t thinking about
resale all the time,” she says. We
want you to know there are multi-
ple ways to introduce color
throughout a home besides paint
on the walls. Kitchens are a natu-
ral, especially after too many were
all white for way too long. De-
signer Cheryl Kees Clendenon
favors bold tiled backsplashes, a
relatively easy and affordable way
to get a blast of a favorite hue.
Clendenon also likes novel tile
shapes rather than the now al-
most boring rectangular subway
tiles.

Go lighter

While gray may have become
everyone’s go-to paint choice, it
also started showing up in every-
thing from carpeting to furnish-
ings. And after years of gray — and
even worse, griege — a lot of us
are frankly sick of the hue. De-
signer Caitie Smithe, a designer
and stylist with Walter E. Smithe
furnishings, says this is the year to
look out for white oak coming on
strong. “It’s an organic progres-
sion from the gray-toned wood
trend. White oak is brighter and
feels more natural. It’s also clean
and modern so it works in many
different types of spaces,” she
says. Furthermore, it can be used
everywhere from floors to kitchen
and bathroom cabinets, furniture
and even wood ceiling beams.

Barbara Ballinger is a freelance
writer.

Now trending: Whatever you enjoy
By Barbara Ballinger
Chicago Tribune

Make a statement with lighting.

From left: Kartell’s chic Bourgie

table lamp, $372, lightology.com;

Marset’s Bicoca portable table

lamps, $215 each, abchome.com;

and Blu Dot’s walnut Rook lamp,

$299, bludot.com 

KARTELL, MARSET, BLU DOT 
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SAVVY SHOPPER

At $15 a pop in major cities —
and sometimes more — going to
the cinema can easily break the
bank.

That’s where a movie subscrip-
tion comes in. Although Mov-
iePass failed in its bid to let you
catch first-run movies just about
anywhere for a low monthly price,
many theater chains are now
offering plans of their own. 

These plans cost more than
MoviePass’ $10-a-month starting
price, and they work only at each
chain’s own theaters, which
mostly show big studio releases.
That means you’ll still have to pay
full price for that obscure indie
flick at the local art house. But
these plans can still be a good deal
if you average just a few movies a
month at those theaters.

Here are the major subscrip-
tion offerings in the U.S. to con-
sider:

AMC Stubs A-list
The nation’s largest theater

chain offers three movies a week,
including an unlimited number in
premium formats such as Imax,
Dolby and 3D, starting at $20 a
month. The subscription fee is
higher — $22 or $24 — in states
where ticket prices are higher.
You can watch all three movies in
a single day if you wish.

You get same-day and advance
tickets through an app, with no
fees, and can cancel up until
showtime. Some special events,
such as concert and opera screen-
ings, are excluded. One new fea-
ture lets you and friends who are
subscribers book seats together.
Otherwise, you can buy individual
tickets for friends at regular
prices.

There’s a three-month commit-
ment, though you’re still billed
monthly. If you cancel, you can’t
come back for six months. 

Regal Unlimited
There’s no weekly cap with

Regal’s plan, and you can spend all
day at the theater if you wish.
Subscriptions range from $18 to
$23.50 a month; the higher prices
are for theaters in bigger cities,
though you can pay a surcharge of

$1.50 or $3 if you’re just visiting a
pricier theater occasionally.

Unlike AMC, Regal charges
extra for Imax and other pre-
mium screens. And tickets ob-
tained through Regal’s app carry a
surcharge of 50 cents each. You
can avoid the surcharge only for
same-day tickets at the theater.
Some foreign language movies
and special events may be ex-
cluded or carry surcharges. You
can buy tickets for friends at regu-
lar prices.

Because the plan is unlimited,
you can technically cancel a ticket
by just not showing up. But Regal
warns that doing so repeatedly
may void the subscription, with-
out refunds. You can officially
cancel up to an hour before show-
time.

The biggest catch is the one-
year commitment. You can pay for
the full year at once or choose
monthly billing, but either way,
you can’t leave for a year.

Alamo Drafthouse 
Season Pass

This theater chain is rolling out
its $20-a-month subscription plan
slowly. After tests in Yonkers,
New York, the program has ex-
panded to the Denver area; Kan-
sas City, Missouri; Raleigh, North
Carolina; and Austin, Texas. It’s
being tested elsewhere on an
invite-only basis at varying prices.
The subscription works at Alamo
theaters in about a dozen cities.

The plan limits you to a movie
per day. Premium screenings
carry a $1.99 surcharge, and some
special events are excluded. You
can book tickets only through
Alamo’s app — for a convenience
fee of nearly $2 per ticket. If you
can’t make a movie and fail to
cancel at least an hour ahead of
time, Alamo may ban you from
making advance reservations.

You can cancel your subscrip-
tion anytime, but there’s a waiting
period of a year before you can

sign up again.
What makes Alamo different is

the ability to buy additional seats
for friends at $19 a month each.
Anyone can come with you; it
doesn’t need to be the same per-
son or another subscriber. But you
must accompany your guests. If
it’s a spouse or a friend who might
want to come without you, getting
a separate subscription for just $1
more makes better sense. You can
also buy individual tickets for
companions at regular prices
when booking your free one.

Other theaters
Showcase Cinemas and Cine-

mark also offer subscriptions but
with big limits — just two or three
movies a month with Showcase,
and one with Cinemark.

Many independent theaters
offer discounted tickets through
memberships; a few offer free
movies, especially at pricier tiers.
You also might consider a mem-

bership at an art museum. The
Museum of Modern Art in New
York, for instance, screened sev-
eral award contenders over the
past few months — all free with a
membership.

Subscriptions are typically for
individual use only, and theaters
sometimes check IDs or a photo
you submit ahead of time.

Which subscription is right for
you will largely depend on which
theater is most convenient. The
prospect of free premium movies
at AMC might sound enticing —
but not if the closest theater is an
hour away. And be sure to factor
in the surcharges.

It’s OK to binge for a month or
two and then let your member-
ship lie fallow for a few months,
so long as you’re still averaging a
few movies a month. Otherwise,
you risk falling into the “gym
membership” trap in paying every
month for something you never
use.

Bingeing on movies in cinemas for cheap 
By Anick Jesdanun
Associated Press

No weekly cap is among the features of Regal Unlimited’s movie subscription pass.

GENARO MOLINA/LOS ANGELES TIMES
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SIMPLE STYLE

You really don’t have to break the bank to look
classy and put-together. There are a few pieces that I
like to splurge on, but for the most part I shop within
my personal budget. This week, I’ll share some of my
favorite simple ways to step up your game and look
good, even on a budget.

Leave the logos alone. My first tip is to avoid logos
or cheeky graphics on your clothing. Big logos tend
to dress a look down and make it look less timeless.
Basic, solid pieces are the way to go if you’re aiming
for a classic vibe. You also don’t have to break the
bank at all to find great pieces. Just make sure the
item isn’t made of see-through material and doesn’t
look cheap. A lot of my simplest T-shirts cost less
than $10, and I absolutely love them.

Scope out your local thrift store. Thrift stores

are a great place to shop on a budget. You may not
always find the hottest trends, but you’ll be able to
scope out some items that can stand the test of time.
Keep your eyes peeled for staple pieces that you can
add to your wardrobe. I personally like to look at
jackets, coats, blazers and blouses at the thrift store
because you can find good-quality items for a wallet-
friendly price.

Add a watch. Watches are classy, timeless and go
with everything. And there are plenty of budget-
friendly options out there. I got my first watch from
Aldo for less than $20, and it had a chic black strap
with a white face and a gold trim. I wore it a ton with
lots of different outfits and it always added that extra
bit of class to my look. You can even check out your
local thrift store for used watches.

Make sure your clothes fit. It never looks good if
your clothing is ill-fitted, so make sure you’re buying
items that fit and hang properly. If your clothing is

too tight, you’re probably going to be constantly
awkwardly adjusting it, and if it’s way too big, you
might look frumpy and lose your natural body shape.
The key to a classy look is clothing that you’re com-
fortable and confident in.

Seek out a good tailor who can style your pieces to
you and your body. Once you have items tailored, you
won’t want to go back to just wearing clothing right
off the rack. It takes your wardrobe up several levels
because your clothing is specifically made for you.

Pay attention to the details. To give off that
classy, put-together vibe, you need to make sure that
you actually look put-together. This means all your
clothing should be wrinkle-free, so fire up your iron
or steamer. Also, make sure that things are tucked in
properly, there are no loose strings or tags, and get
rid of anything that shouldn’t be hanging out. Once
you’ve checked off all the tips on this list, you can be
sure your look will go from simple to sleek in no
time!

As an accessory, watches are classy, timeless and go with everything.

DREAMSTIME

Tips to help you look classy, even on a budget
By Aramide Esubi
Tribune Content Agency
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ACROSS

1. Need

5. Subway security

10. Judge’s seat

14. Invention

15. Forgo

16. Myanmar site

17. Off-the-wall

18. Oddballs

20. Red Grooms’ 

thing

21. Titicaca, e.g.

22. Brass instrument

23. Sisterhood

25. Contemptible

26. Medal-winners

28. Index fi nger to lips

32. Tampico ta-ta

33. Nip-up

34. Eggs

35. Trotsky or Errol

36. Did fi eld work

37. Do needle work

38. Alphabet trio

39. Mine fi nder

40. Lawn game

41. Actor Clint

43. Find likable

44. Cabbage-patch 

tool

45. European title

46. Dose capsule

49. Kind of tale

50. Age to be 

terrible?

53. Agent’s 

arrangement

55. Mideasterner

56. Sioux

57. Splish Splash 

singer

58. Acapulco 

agreement

59. Dawn drops

60. ___ Honey in 

the Rock

61. Cause for 

complaint

DOWN

1. Ms. Minelli

2. Shebat follower

3. Captains under 

Caesar

4. Actress Francis

5. Workout togs

6. Flashy

7. Jerry, of the 49ers

8. Farewell, 

to 3 Down

9. ___ in: scheduled

10. Northern 

Canada’s terrain

11. L ___ Lucy

12. Pleasing

13. Après-ski wear, 

at times

19. On-screen Chan

21. Pate’s placements

24. Day break?

25. Snake

26. German 

industrial city

27. Plant problem

28. Dieter’s delight

29. Kind of circles

30. Boot out

31. Proportion

33. Erie craft

36. Library set

37. The Mikado role

39. Meadow section

40. Fir coat?

42. Respites

43. Ability

45. Apparition

46. Like snails

47. Dole

48. Figurehead locus

49. Passenger

51. Bathe

52. Tony’s kin

54. Marble

55. Hard ___ rock

MIND GAMES

Making Cents

SOLUTION

© 2019 Creators News Service



“Our “Our 
marriage marriage 
is the one is the one 
thing left thing left 
that’s really that’s really 
and truly and truly 
ours”

Sarah Sarah 
Jessica Jessica 
Parker Parker 

Matthew Matthew 
BroderickBroderick

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.



PRINCE CHARLES 

Organic gardening

WALTER SCOTT ASKS.. .

PAULEY PERRETTE
IS BROKE & LOVING IT 

WALTER SCOTT’S

2 | MARCH 29, 2020

Spring has sprung, so 
Parade dug up a few 
celebs who love to garden! 

The Big Sick and Silicon 

Valley actor, 42, joins Issa 

Rae, 35, in the romantic 

action comedy The Love-

birds (coming to theaters 

soon) as a couple on a trip to New Orleans who 

accidentally become suspects in a murder. 

Do you see yourself as a romantic leading man? No, 
but I do love romantic comedy movies. When Harry Met 
Sally, Four Weddings and a Funeral, Notting Hill—the 
usual suspects—are among my favorites.

What’s the relationship between your character, 
Jibran, and Rae’s Leilani? It can be very easy after a 
while to forget why you got together in the first place. 
Their relationship has gotten stuck in a rut, and whose 
fault is it? But because of the life-and-death stakes, they 
end up having to actually listen to each other. And in lis-
tening to each other about how to go about solving this 
mystery, they’re also listening to each other about how to 
solve the problems in their relationship.

Why did you want to be a producer on Little America 
[Apple TV+], which is based on real-life stories of 
immigrants in America? I wanted to tell fun, interest-
ing stories from a perspective that people might not 
have seen. But mostly, we just wanted to entertain 
people and tell stories that were funny or emotional, 
moving or exciting. All people are looking for love, or a 
place to live, or food, or to take care of their family, or to 
find a family.  

Who is Kingo, the role you play in Marvel Studios’ 
upcoming Eternals [Nov. 6]? Kingo is at least 7,000 years 
old. He was sent to Earth to defend humanity against the 
Deviants, who are monsters. He’s supposed to keep a low 
profile, but he’s decided to go become a Bollywood star. 
He just really enjoys all of it. He enjoys being famous. He 
enjoys having superpowers. He is, in a way, like a big kid. 

KUMAIL 
NANJIANI

E M A I L  Y O U R  Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  W A L T E R  S C O T T  T O 

PERSONALITY@PARADE.COM

NCIS alum Perrette goes from the 
crime procedural to the new sitcom 
Broke (April 2 on CBS) as Jackie, a 
working single mom who’s shocked 
when her sister (Natasha Leggero, 
46) and her brother-in-law (Jaime 
Camil, 46) land on her doorstep in 
need of a place to stay since the 
couple went—you got it—broke. 
Perrette, 51, couldn’t be happier with 
the role of Jackie. “This is the closest 
to me that I have ever played,” says 
the actress. “The way she lives, what 
her standards are.”What beloved food did he have to give up com-

pletely—for a year—to get his new body for the Marvel 
superhero role? Go to Parade.com/kumail to fi nd out.

Corden is back on the bunny trail as 
the voice of the roguish cottontail 
in Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway 
(postponed until Aug. 7). While Bea 
(Rose Byrne), Thomas (Domhnall 
Gleeson) and the other bunnies 
have settled into a family routine, 
Peter can’t seem to shake his scampy 
ways. Leaving the garden, he discov-
ers a bigger world, where he must 
figure out what kind of bunny he 

wants to be. “He’s a 
rascal,” says Corden, 

41. “I think Peter gets 
away with mischief 
because of his 
sweet and adorable 
nature. You just can’t 

help but smile when 
you see him.”

JAMES CORDEN 
HOPS ON IT

STARS WITH 

GREEN THUMBS
g, so
ew 

o garden!

JULIA ROBERTS 

Organic gardening 
(she even composts!)

ZOOEY DESCHANEL 

Tangerines, oranges, 
lemons, plums 
and peaches

BETSY BRANDT 

Herbs, especially 
rosemary

S. . .

t 

figure out what kind
wan
rasc

41. “
aw
be
sw
nat

help
you s

SCHANEL

s, orranangeges, 
umss 
es

Herbs,

JESSICA ALBA 

Succulents

STING 

Grapes for 
wine and 
olives for olive oil

RINGO STARR 

Flowers 

OPRAH 

WINFREY 

Roses and 
veggies 
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RETAILER: We will reimburse you the face value of this coupon plus 8¢ handling 
provided you and the consumer have complied with the terms of this offer. Invoices 
proving purchases of sufficient stock to cover presented coupons must be shown on 
request. Any other application may constitute fraud. Coupon void where prohibited, 
taxed or restricted. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value 1/20¢. Reproduction 
of this coupon is expressly prohibited. Mail to Dr. Harold Katz LLC, CMS Dept #97029, 
One Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. Limit one coupon per item purchased. 

ANY THERABREATH ITEM
MANUFACTURER’S COUPON: EXP 05/31/2020

SAVE $1.00

COUPONS VALID IN STORES ONLY - NOT VALID ONLINE

FRESH BREATH • DRY MOUTH • ANTI-CAVITY • HEALTHY GUMS • HEALTHY SMILE

DENTIST
FORMULATED

CONTAINS

NATURAL
SALIVARY
STIMULANTS

PLUS
NATURAL
SALIVARY
ENZYMES100%

GUARANTEED

100%
GUARANTEED

RELIEVES
THE SYMPTOMS OF A

DRY
MOUTH

TWO
DELICIOUS
FLAVORS

FIGHT THE SYMPTOMS OF

DRY MOUTH

NEW!
BOTH ITEMS
NOW AT 

TARGET

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.





R E S T O R E

S E A L

P R O T E C T

THE RIGHT CHOICE 
FOR DRY EYES

help restore the lipid layer

to:

seal in moisture

protect against further irritation

Ordinary drops just add 

temporary moisture. 

Soothe XP coats the 

surface of your eye, then 

clears in seconds to:Soothe XP works 

differently than

ordinary drops.*

Learn more at SootheEyeDrops.com

*Non-lipid containing eye drops. Fogt, J., et. al. Clinical Ophthalmology 2016:10 2237-2243

p�70�DUH�WUDGHPDUNV�RI�%DXVFK�	�/RPE�,QFRUSRUDWHG�RU�LWV�DIƓ�OLDWHV��k�����%DXVFK�	�/RPE�,QFRUSRUDWHG�RU�LWV�DIƓ�OLDWHV��6;3������86$���

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON | EXPIRES 9/30/2020

on ANY one (1)
Soothe® product

Available in the eye care aisle.

SAVE $4 CONSUMER:�2QO\�RQH�FRXSRQ�UHGHHPDEOH�SHU�SXUFKDVH�RQ�SURGXFW�VSHFLƓ�HG�DW�UHWDLO�
locations only. Any other use constitutes fraud. Void if copied, transferred, expired, 
prohibited by law or used to purchase products for resale. Limit 2 identical coupons per 
household per day. You pay any sales tax. RETAILER: We will reimburse you at face value plus 
8¢ handling per coupon if used in compliance with the Bausch + Lomb Coupon Redemption 
Policy (CRP#1) incorporated herein by reference. Any other use constitutes fraud. Void 
if copied, transferred, expired, taxed, restricted, prohibited by law or used to purchase 
SURGXFWV�IRU�UHVDOH��/LPLW�RQH�FRXSRQ�SHU�SXUFKDVH�RI�VSHFLƓ�HG�SURGXFW��OLPLW���LGHQWLFDO�
coupons per household per day. Cash value 1/20th of 1¢. Not redeemable for more than 
purchase price. Good only in USA.Mail 
to: Bausch + Lomb, Inmar Dept. 10119, 
1 Fawcett Dr., Del Rio, TX 78840.
®/TM are trademarks of Bausch & 
/RPE�,QFRUSRUDWHG�RU�LWV�DIƓ�OLDWHV�
©2020 Bausch & Lomb Incorporated 
RU�LWV�DIƓ�OLDWHV��6;3������86$���MARCH 29, 2020 | 5

Visit Parade.com/numbrix for more 
Marilyn vos Savant Numbrix puzzles 

and today’s solution. 

Ask Marilyn
By Marilyn vos Savant

Say you’re sitting at a red light. 
In your rear view mirror, you see 
the car behind you can’t stop 
in time. Knowing you’re going 
to be rear-ended, what should 
you do? Some people say you 
should brace yourself. Others 
say you should relax as much as 
possible. Which is better?

—Brad Abel, St. Louis, Mo.
You should brace yourself, 
using your muscles to protect 
the vertebrae, disks and nerves 
in your spine and neck as much 
as you can. First, lean your head 
against the headrest and face 
directly forward. Then push your 
foot against the brake pedal and 
your back against the seat, if pos-
sible, and hold on to the steering 
wheel.

Numbrix
®

Complete 1 to 81 so the 

numbers follow a horizontal or 

vertical path—no diagonals.

45

11

47

7

51

81

61

63

65

73

75

43

31

27

25

23

Send questions to
marilyn @ parade.com

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.
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Parade

Visit PARADE.COM/PICKS for more trending products
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Eats
What America

CEREAL TREATS
Coat a 13-by-9-inch baking dish with cooking spray.
In a large saucepan over medium-high, combine 8 Tbsp 
(1 stick) butter and ½ tsp kosher salt. Cook 2–3 minutes, 
stirring occasionally, or until butter has melted and 
browned bits form along edges and bottom of pan. Add 
2 (10-oz) pkgs mini marshmallows; stir until completely 
melted. Remove from heat. Stir in 10 cups cereal (such 
as Rice Krispies, Froot Loops, Cocoa Puffs, Corn Flakes, 
Cap’n Crunch, Crunch Berries, Corn Pops, Cheerios or 
Trix) and, if desired, 1 cup add-ins (such as chocolate 
chips, chocolate-covered nuts, chopped candy bars or 
peanut butter cups, sprinkles, toffee bits, chopped nuts, 
freeze-dried fruit, dried fruit, etc.). Scrape into prepared 
baking dish; press evenly into pan with a rubber spatula. 
Cover with a piece of parchment paper; press down 
fi rmly to fl atten. Cool before cutting into 24 squares. 
Wrap individually or store in an airtight container at room 
temperature up to 2 days. Makes 24.

Browned butt er and creative cereal combos take 

this riff  on traditional Rice Krispies 

treats to a whole new level. These 

pastel creations are perfect for 

Easter or your next book club. 

The recipe is adapted from 

blogger and cake decorator Erin 

Gardner’s new cookbook, Procras-

tibaking (out March 31), and comes together in 

about 20 minutes. —Alison Ashton 

Don’t procrastinate! Go to Parade.com/gardner for 
the blogger’s springy Blackberry-Cashew Sheet Cake.

No-Bake Treats!

SASSY

I
nspired by the sky at dusk, Classic Blue 

is Pantone’s 2020 Color of the Year. 

Here’s how to work it into your life this 

spring. —Brinley Hineman

1

2

3

7

5

8
9

4

6

4

8

 FEELING

nspired by the sky at d

FEELING

 

BBLUE!LUE!

WWhat America

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.
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1 
New-school sustainable 
practices (recyclable pack-

aging, ethical factories, natural 
materials) update the old-
school look of Pantone Classic 
Blue Canvas High-Tops. $98, 
cariuma.com 

2 
Just for him, the All 
Jacked Up Kit (in distinc-

tive blue packaging) features 
glycolic facial cleanser, oil-free 
moisturizer and refreshing hair 
and body cleanser. $25, 
getjackblack.com 

3 
That Artisan Series Stand 
Mixer you always wanted 

is now available in Blue Willow. 
$380, kitchenaid.com 

4 
The Modern Blue Velvet 
Accent Chair has a mod 

silhouette that adds drama to 
any room. $363, lowes.com

5 
Reimagining 19th-century 
design, these Vista Alegre 

Bicos Goblets are crafted 
from beautiful, color-inlaid 
pressed glass. Set of 4, $65, 
nordstrom.com

6 
Who’s ready for the beach? 
This waterproof Sony Por-

table Bluetooth Speaker offers 
16 hours of play time on a single 
charge. $60, bestbuy.com

7 
With sweat-wicking tech-
nology, the Fast and Free 

Tight will keep you comfortable 
whether you’re in a yoga studio 
or running a marathon. $128, 
lululemon.com

8 
These unisex Round 
Double-Bridge Sunglasses 

stun with ombre lenses. $190, 
macys.com

9 
Blue Skies and Fluffy 
White Clouds may sound 

like an ideal afternoon, but it’s 
actually the name of this rich, 
sudsy bubble bar that melts 
into your bathwater and turns it 
sky blue. $13, lush.com 

©2020 Bristol Myers Squibb Company. All rights reserved. 

The BMS logo is a trademark of Bristol Myers Squibb Company. IOUS2000296-01-01 02/20

Learn more at LungCancerResearch.com

A lung cancer diagnosis can leave you holding your breath.

Bristol Myers Squibb is working to change things. We’re researching new kinds of medicines 

that could help you live longer, including options that are chemo-free. 

At Bristol Myers Squibb, we’re committed to bringing new hope into lung cancer care.

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.
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atthew Broderick arrives fi rst. His wife, Sarah Jessica 
Parker, wearing dark sunglasses and a radiant smile, 
enters about 10 min-
utes later. It’s day four 

of rehearsals for the Broadway 
revival of Plaza Suite. After this 
interview, the two are going to 
spend six hours portraying three 
diff erent couples at various stages 
of their relationships. Th en the 
long-wedded real-life pair will 
head to their townhouse in the Greenwich Village neighborhood 
of Manhattan and…pretend like it didn’t happen. Th ey don’t 
really take their work home. 

“It doesn’t come up a lot,” says Broderick. “Maybe we’ll talk 
about it, but everybody needs a break to think about something 
else.”

“It’s not realistic,” Parker adds. “You walk in the door and there’s 
three children.” Interjects Broderick, “I forgot about them.” 

Clearly, their chemistry doesn’t need any rehearsal. Squeezed 
on a velvet couch amid a scenery-strewn rehearsal room inside 

a nondescript Midtown building, Parker, 55, and Broderick, 
58, regularly fi nish each other’s sentences and laugh at each 

other’s jokes. At one point, 
he instinctively walks over to 
a desk to fetch her a tissue so 
she can wipe off  the coff ee mug 
ring left on the table. 

Th ough they’re each veteran 
actors of some 40 years, Plaza 

Suite—opening April 13 on 
Broadway—marks their fi rst 

joint production since 1995. Adapted from a 1968 Neil Simon 
play (it was turned into a movie starring Walter Matthau in 
1971 and an HBO fi lm in 1982), the story consists of a trio 
of vignettes all set in a single suite of the famed Plaza Hotel 
in New York City. Parker and Broderick play three diff erent 
couples: a longtime married couple on the brink of breakup; 
newly reconnected childhood sweethearts; and a husband and 
wife trying to cajole their jittery bride-to-be daughter out of 
the bathroom.

But Broderick and Parker don’t want audiences to read between 

WHEN MET

“It’s not like I “It’s not like I 
had my sights had my sights 
set on him, but set on him, but 
I was aware of I was aware of 
him as an actor.”him as an actor.”

“I remember “I remember 
thinking she thinking she 

was wonderful, was wonderful, 
hilarious and hilarious and 

beautiful.”beautiful.”

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.
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continued on page 10

the lines, even as they recite them. 

Th e parts they’re playing onstage 

aren’t anything like them. “I used 

to get uncomfortable watching a real 

couple have a romance onscreen,” he 

says. “But we are telling fi ctional sto-

ries.” Parker chimes in: “Doing a por-

trait of our lives has no interest to me. 

Th ese characters’ choices are diff erent, 

and they live in a diff erent time and 

place. Th at’s why the idea of doing this 

was so interesting.”

Even though they’re both established 

movie and TV actors, it’s 

not quite accurate to refer 

to Broderick and Parker as 

a Hollywood couple, if only 

because of their deep roots 

in New York City. He was 

born in Manhattan to a play-

wright-painter mom and a 

theater actor father, James Broderick, 

who also worked on the 1970s TV 

drama series Family. Parker, mean-

while, was born in Nelsonville, Ohio. 

Her mom, a teacher, and her truck-

driver stepfather, along with her sib-

lings—she has seven in all—moved to 

a New York City suburb Jan. 1, 1977, 

when she was 11 years old.  

All either of them has ever known 

is acting. A trained singer and dancer, 

Parker made her onstage 

debut in Th e Innocents in 

Boston in 1976 and took 

over the title role in the 

original Broadway produc-

tion of the musical Annie in 

1979. Broderick appeared 

off -Broadway in Torch Song 

Trilogy in 1982 and won a Tony in 

1983 for Simon’s coming-of-age play 

Brighton Beach Memoirs. 

“I’ve never had a real job-job,” he 

says. “I babysat. I worked for a caterer 

for one day.” 

To this day, Parker can cite where 
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she was when she saw all her 
future husband’s movies: She 
was filming Footloose when she 
watched his starring turn in War 

Games in 1983. A few years later, 
she and her actress friend Mar-
tha Plimpton caught his signa-
ture role as the smooth-talking 
teen in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off at 
a theater in New York City. “It’s 
not like I had my sights set on 
him, but I was aware of him as an 
actor because I liked his work so 
much,” she says. Broderick recalls 
seeing her in 1991 as Steve Mar-
tin’s flighty love interest in the 
comedy L.A. Story: “I remember 
thinking she was wonderful, 
hilarious and beautiful.” 

In the early ’90s, Broder-
ick was directing a play for a 
theater company founded by 
two of Parker’s brothers. One 
of them made the introduc-
tion, and Broderick soon called 
Parker and left a message on 
her answering machine (!) to 
ask for a date. In 1996, the pair, 
now living together, appeared 
in a revival of How to Succeed in 

Business Without Really Trying. 
Broderick’s sister, an Episcopal 
priest, officiated their wedding 
ceremony in 1997. 

They were still newlyweds 
when Parker began her six-year 
run as super-stylish writer Carrie 
Bradshaw on Sex and the City. 
It’s the HBO series that made 
Manolo Blahnik stilettos and 
cosmopolitan cocktails part of 
the pop culture vernacular and, 
on a personal level, allowed 
Parker (also a co-producer) to 
achieve freedom in the city she 
loves most. “If I hadn’t played 
that part, then I wouldn’t be 
doing this play,” she says. “I’ve 
had so many opportunities and 

10 | MARCH 29, 2020

from page 9

continued on page 12

Powered by the nation’s largest and most 

dependable wireless network.

No cancellation fees

NO LONG-TERM 
CONTRACTS

$1499

Plans as low as 

month2

New rate plans, now
with more minutes!

Easier is better with the Jitterbug.
The Jitterbug® Flip, from the creators of the original easy-to-use cell 
phone, has big buttons and an exclusive 5Star® Urgent Response 
button on the keypad.

EASY TO USE  Today, cell phones are hard to hear, 
difficult to dial and overloaded with features you may 
never use. That’s not the case with the Jitterbug Flip.  
A large screen and big buttons make it easy to call 
family and friends. The powerful speaker ensures every 
conversation will be loud and clear. Plus, straightforward YES and NO 
buttons make navigating the menu simple. 

EASY TO ENJOY   Wherever you go, a built-in camera makes it easy and 
fun for you to capture and share your favorite memories. And a built-in 
reading magnifier with LED flashlight helps you see in dimly lit areas. With 
all the features you need, the Jitterbug Flip also comes with a long-
lasting battery, so you won’t have to worry about running out of power.

EASY TO BE PREPARED  Life has a way of being unpredictable, but you 
can be prepared in any uncertain or unsafe situation with 5Star Service. 
Simply press the 5Star button to be connected immediately with a highly-
trained Urgent Response Agent who will confirm your location, evaluate 
your situation and get you the help you need, 24/7.

The Jitterbug Flip is one of the most affordable cell phones on the market 
and comes with dependable nationwide coverage. Friendly customer 
service representatives will help figure out which phone plan is best 
for you, and with no long-term contracts or cancellation fees, you can 
switch plans anytime. You can even keep your current landline or cell 
phone number. During spring savings, get 25% off. Plus, get more 
minutes with our great new rate plans!

Why the Jitterbug Flip is your best choice for a new cell phone:

 No long-term
contracts

Free U.S.-based
customer service

Keep your current 
phone number

No hidden 
monthly fees

Affordable, 
flexible plans

or visit us at 

greatcall.com/Flip

To order or learn more, call 

1-800-650-4966
¹25% off of $99⁹⁹ MSRP only valid for new lines of service. Offer valid 3/1/20 through 4/4/20. ²Monthly fees do not include government taxes or assessment surcharges 
and are subject to change. Plans and services may require purchase of a GreatCall device and a one-time setup fee of $35. 5Star or 9-1-1 calls can be made only when 
cellular service is available. 5Star Service tracks an approximate location of the device when the device is turned on and connected to the network. GreatCall does not 
guarantee an exact location. 5Star is only available with the purchase of a Health & Safety Package. GREATCALL, 5STAR, and JITTERBUG are trademarks of Best Buy and 
its affiliated companies. © 2020 Best Buy. All rights reserved.
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Ross-Simons Item #901295

To receive this special offer, use offer code: TONE107

1.800.556.7376 or visit ross-simons.com/tone

$99 
Plus Free Shipping

Sterling Silver and 14kt Yellow Gold Byzantine Station Bracelet
7" length. 3ŝ16" wide. Lobster clasp. 

Also available in 8" $115 

Shown larger for detail.

Our two-tone Byzantine bracelet 

is a jewelry box essential

Handcrafted in sterling silver with the 

warm touch of 14kt yellow gold stations, 

our classic Byzantine style shows off 

modern sophistication. The versatile 

two-tone design makes this the perfect 

accessory to match with any ensemble 

and stack with your favorite bracelets. 
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1-800-938-3899
Call Today for Your Free Shower Package

CSLB 983603  F13000002885  13HV08744300

      NORTH AMERICA’S 

#1 SellingWalk-In Tub
Featuring our New Exclusive Shower Package

  Special Offer 

for Parade Readers

NEW
PRODUCT

Now you can fi nally have all of the soothing 

benefi ts of a relaxing warm bath, or enjoy a 

convenient refreshing shower while seated or 

standing. Introducing Safe Step Walk-In Tub’s 

exclusive NEW Shower Package!

� First and only walk-in tub available with a 

customizable shower

� Fixed rainfall shower head is adjustable for your 

height and pivots to offer a seated shower option

� Durable frameless tempered glass enclosure 

available

� High-quality tub complete with a comprehensive 

lifetime warranty on the entire tub

� Top-of-the-line installation and service, all 

included at one low, affordable price

Now you can have the best of both 

worlds–there isn’t a better, more 

affordable walk-in tub!

FINANCING 
AVAILABLE 

WITH APPROVED 
CREDIT

Call today and receive 
exclusive savings of

$1500 OFF
PLUS A FREE 

SHOWER PACKAGE!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Call Toll-Free 1-800-938-3899

With purchase of a new Safe Step Walk-In Tub. 
Not applicable with any previous walk-in tub purchase. 

Offer available while supplies last. No cash value.
Must present offer at time of purchase.

www.GoToSafeStepTub.com

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.
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Hodge, arrived in June 2009. 
Broderick recently took James, 
now 17, on an extensive tour of 
colleges, and one night earlier, he 
assisted his daughters with their 
homework. “Th is is the last year 
I can help them with math,” he 
says, lamenting his lack of skills 
in that area. Over the recent 
holiday break, the girls obsessed 
over the 1982 movie version of 
Annie. All of their kids are artis-
tic and love going to the theater, 
but both parents report that none 
has expressed a desire to act. 

Once Plaza Suite wraps this 
summer, Parker says, she and her 
husband will see about working 
together again. She adds that 
her top priority will be spending 
time with James as he fi nishes 
high school. “I hope to work 
with Matthew again because I’m 
enjoying it,” she says. “But I’m 
not doing anything that takes me 
away from James Wilkie. Next 
year is for my son.” 

Still, they realize there’s some-
thing special about being together 
onstage every night. Th ey also 
realize their relationship is most 
special of all—and the less they 
talk about its nuances, the hap-
pier they are. 

“It’s a point of pride that there 
are still lines that we don’t cross,” 
Parker says. “So we don’t talk 
about our marriage publicly be-
cause it’s ours, and it’s the one 
thing left that’s really and truly 
ours.” She turns to her husband 
and asks how he would say it. 

“Like that,” Broderick says. 
“Th at was perfect.”

from page 12

Visit Parade.com/parker 
to see inside Parker and Broderick’s 

real-life townhouse.

Men’s

Source Code 78440 © Dream Products (Prices valid for 1yr.)

1-800-530-2689 Receive A Free Surprise Gift
with every order!Order Now Toll-Free

THERAPEUTIC ACUPRESSURE
WITH EVERY STEP

Acupressure 
Massage

$999Now Only

Massaging 
Comfort Slides

$1699was

SAVE $7.00

Ladies’

FREE
Shipping
when buying 2 or more

INSOLES 

MASSAGE &

INVIGORATE

YOUR FEET 

Helps Promote:

 • Circulation

 • Relaxation

 • Overall Health

Sure Grip Soles

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return For Your Money Back

All Day Comfort
Feather-light acupressure massaging 
sandals have strategically placed 
nodules that massage and stimulate 
pressure points with every step.  
Acupressure is believed to help overall 
health by increasing circulation.  Easy 
slip on/slip off style with sure-grip 
soles.  Waterproof sole and upper 
makes it the perfect shoe indoors or 
out!  Fashion import of man-made 
materials are available for both men 
and women.  Buy two pair and your 
shipping is FREE!

Name 

Address

City                                                       ST         Zip

Daytime Phone #

                                           Email

T VISA    T MasterCard    T Discover®/NOVUSSMCards     

Card#                                                  Exp. Date  

78440

/

TOTAL $

$

$

$  4.00

$

Indicate Qty Under Size

Please Print Clearly

Massaging Comfort Slides

____ Pr(s) Massaging Comfort Slides @ $9.99 pr.

Regular Shipping Add $5.95 1st pair
FREE Regular Shipping when buying 2 or more pairs

Add $4.00 Handling (no matter how many ordered)

Men’s

Ladies’
#370017

#370018

(5)1190 (6)503 (7)505 (8)507 (9)509 (10)255

(7)505 (8)507 (9)509 (10)255 (11)513 (12)515 (13)1715

M-F 6am-1am CST, S-S 6am-9pm CST

website offers 
may vary 

DreamProducts.com
Connect With

*We may be required to collect sales tax.  Please visit 
DreamProducts.com FAQ page if you need more information.  

Source

Code

*Add Applicable State/Local Sales Tax

Send check/money order payable to Dream Products
412 Dream Lane, P.O. Box 3690, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3690
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If you love jewelry, you’ll love us!

 jtv.com • #JTVjewelrylove

JTV Item #HNC010
To receive this special offer, use code JTVBLUE10

1-800-619-3000 or visit jtv.com/glisten

Keeping It Cool

These gorgeous go-to blue topaz earrings glisten with  
your every movement like sunlight on water. 

Plus Free Standard Shipping
3.74ctw oval Glacier Topaz™ dangle earrings in  

sterling silver with lever backs.

Enlarged to show detail. 

$29

© PARADE Publications 2020. All rights reserved.



Why the Jitterbug Smart2 is your best choice for a new smartphone:

No long-term 
contracts 

No hidden 
monthly fees

Affordable, 
flexible plans

Free U.S.-based customer service 
and technical support

Keep your current 
phone number

The Jitterbug® Smart2 from GreatCall® is the simplest 
smartphone with a simple menu, large screen and exclusive 
health and safety services.

EASY Everything you want to do, from texting 
and taking pictures, to emailing and getting 
directions, is organized in a single list on one 
screen with large, legible letters. Plus, Voice 
Typing makes writing emails and texts effortless.

SMART Turn your Jitterbug Smart2 into a personal safety 
device with GreatCall’s 5Star® Urgent Response Service and 
exclusive health apps.

AFFORDABLE GreatCall has a variety of plans with data 
starting as low as $1748 per month. Compared to other cell 
phone companies, you could save over $300 per year. During 
spring savings, get 25% off. Plus, get more minutes with 
our great new rate plans!

The simplest 
smartphone ever.

Plans with

data as low as 

$1748
2

New rate plans, now
with more minutes!

1

Spring SavingsPowered by the nation’s largest and most 

dependable wireless network.

No cancellation fees

NO LONG-TERM 
CONTRACTS

or visit us at 

greatcall.com/Smart

To order or learn more, call 

1-800-650-5641
¹25% off  of $149⁹⁹ only valid for new lines of service. Off er valid 3/1/20 through 4/4/20. ²Monthly fees do not include government taxes or assessment surcharges and are subject to change. Plans and 
services may require purchase of a GreatCall device and a one-time setup fee of $35. $300 savings calculation based on market leaders’ lowest available monthly published fees. 5Star or 9-1-1 calls can be 
made only when cellular service is available. 5Star Service tracks an approximate location of the device when the device is turned on and connected to the network. GreatCall does not guarantee an exact 
location. 5Star is only available with the purchase of a Health & Safety Package. GREATCALL, 5STAR, and JITTERBUG are trademarks of Best Buy and its affi  liated companies. © 2020 Best Buy. All rights reserved.
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